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1.1

Overview

The XENIX Operating System is a powerful multiuser. multitasking system of
programs for your computer. It takes the place ofyour existing Operating System and
gives yoor computerthe powerofamuch larger and more expensive machine.
To do its work. the XENIX Operating Sy.em must be installed on your compIler'S
hard disk. Thisallowsthesystemtotakecontrolofyourcomputerwheneveryouturnit
on. The instanation procedure consists of initializing your hard disk. then copying the
XENIX system programs from the XENIX distribution floppydisks to the initializcd
hard disk. N«e: "ftoppydisks" refers to the Sony Micro Roppydisb OIl which your
systemisdi..-ibuted.

1.2

XENIX DJsb"lbutiOD Systems

The completeXENIX Sy.em is a set ofthree distribution systems:
The XENIX Operating System
The XENIX Text Processing System
The XENIX Developnent Sy.em
TheOperatingSystemcontainstheXENIXprogramsyouneedtocreateuseracCOUDls.
managefilesystemsandperformsystemmaintenancetasb.
The Text Processing Sy.em contains the XENIX programs used to acate. edit. and
typeset documents.
The Development System contains theXENIX programs you need to create. compile.
link. and debug assembly and high-level language programs.

Y00 instan each package separately. Installation of the XENIX Openting System is
required before you can install the Text Processing ar Development Systems. The
software for each System is write protected, except the Do« 80ppydisk of the
Operating System.

1.3

What You Need

ThisguideexplainshowtoinstalltheXENIXOperatingSystem. Todoso,youneed:

I.

ALisacomputerwithatleast512tbytesofmemmyltmusthaveeither
a>a I Omegabyte internal hard dist
or

b>atleastoncexternal5megabyteProFiIe'DI
hard disk

2.

TheXENIX Operating System distributionfloppydisb

lfyouhaveaUSA2IIOSystem, (which comes withaninternallOmegabytedist>, DO
other connections are necessary.
If you have a USA 215 System. (no internal hard disk). Y(JU must have at least one
external 5 megabyte ProFile disk. The ftrstProFile must be connected to the buill-in
I-I
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parallel port on the back of the Lisa computer. Ifyou intend to install the XBNlX Text
Processins and/or the XENlX Development Systems. you will also need a secoD:l
ProFile hard disk. This second disk must be connected to the upper parallel port of a
parallel expansion board installed in expansion slot J ofthe Lisa computer. For details
about these connections, see the hardware manuals provided withyourcomputei and
the section called ..Addins a Second ProFile Disk" in Olapter 7 of the XENlX
Operat;omGuitk.

1.4

Before You Start .

Before you begin the installation procedure. make S\D'e that your computer is fully
assembled andthatyw are familiar with its operation. Inpatticular, yw sbouldknow:
How to tum the computer on and off.
How to tum the ProFile hard disk on and off.
How to insert a ftoppydisk into a disk drive.
How to reset your computer with the RESET switch.
lfyou have just assembled your computer for the first time, or if you are unsure about
the four items listed above, take a few mcments to review the hardware manuals
providedwithyourcomputerandbarddist.
Duringtheinstallation,youwillncedtousethekeyboanttoenterinformation. Alway.
type requested names and numbers exactly as shown. Begin each command at the
beginning of a new line. Complete a line by pressing the RETURN key. Throughout
this guide, theRETURNkey is refmed to as:
RImJRN

If you make a typing error, you can delete the character you just typed by pressing the
BACKSPACE key or by holding down the APPLE key and typing the letter' uh·· .1fyou
wish to delete everything you have typed ona line, hold down the APPLE key and type
the letter "u Many teysand key combinations have speclalmcanings to the XENlX
system., These keys and key combinations have special names that are unique to the
XENlX system and may ormay not correspond to the keytop labels on your keyboard.
F« more complete details about special XEN1X keystrokes, see Olapter 1 in.the
00.

XENlXOFrationsGuitk.
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NOle
If your keyboard does not have an APPLE key (a key with an apple on it),
use the OOMMAND key instead.

1.5

Installation Procedure

The installation procedure consists of six steps. You begin the instaDation by starting
the XENIX system from the "boot" floppydist. Next, nm the hdbdt program to
initialize the hard disk and copy imponant XENIX programs to it. Then you start the
system again (this time from the newly initialized hard disk) and nm the firsttime
program to copy the rest of the XENIX system program files to the hard disk. Finally,
you create the super-userpassword and the first user aCCOUDl.
The following sections teD you how to perfmn each step. Wbenyou havefinishcdthe
instaDation, keep this guide and the distribution floppydists in a safe place. You will
needthemagainifyouwishtoreinstaDthesystemforanyreason.

1.5.1

Starting XENJX From 8 Floppy Disk

Starting the system is the first step of the installation procedure. To do this, you will
need the distribution floppydist labeled "Boot". Once you have the ftoppydisk,
follow these steps:
J.

(For those with external hard disks only): Tum on the power to each hard
disk.

2.

(For those with external bard disks only): Wait forthe "ready"light on the
front ofthe hard diskdrive(s)to glow a steady red.

3.

Turnonthepowertothecomputer.

4.

Wait for a click (listen closely - - the click occurs soon after you turnonthe
power).

s.

Hold down the APPLE key and press the ENTER key onthe muneric keypad
at therigbt front comer ofthe keyboard. The compIter will first display a set
of icons representing each phase ofits self-test sequence, andthendisplay
two numbered boxes.

6.

Now hold down the APFLE key and press the number 3. The computer wiD
display a menu oficons representing each ofthe peripheral devicesanamed
tothe system.

7.

Insert the 'c Bom" distribution floppydisk into the floppy drive. Make sure
thatthe 1abelfacesupand that you insertthe side with the auto-sbuttermst.
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S.

Hold down the APPLSkey and press the number2 which should correspond
to the icon for the ftoppydisk. The COIDp.1terreada theXBNlX booIprolfllD
fromthe1toppydiskandbeginstoexec:uteit. ThebootJl'Osramdisplayathe
foUowinsprompt:
boot
Press the RSTURN key .

9.

The boot program reads a copy oftheXENIX Operating Systemkemel from
the file1d(2.0)unix and begins to execute it. To show that it is reading this
file, the proaram displays themessase:
: fd(2,O)xenix
Once the system begins to run, it displays some copyright information, then
the foUowinsmessageand~ ftoppyprcmpt:
Lisa XENlX V3.0 Boot Floppy
(backspace is "h, erase Iinc is "u)
Use' 'hdinh" to initialize hard disk.
Use "upgrade" to upgrade 2.3 to 3.0 xenix

I.S.2

IDitJallzIDI the Bard Disk

Y(lI must now initialize the hard disk with the IldlDlt (for "hard disk initialization' ')
program. This program creates a ,. file system" on the hard disk, then copies system
programs from the boot floppydisk to the new file system. If you have a second hard
disk, the program also creates a file system on this disk and prepares it for receiving
user'sdirectoriesandfilesdurina norma1 XENlXoperation.
Toinitializethediskordisb,followthescstepl:

1.

In response to the prompt:
< BootFIoppy>
type:

hdinil
and press the RETURN key. The system reads the program from the boot
ftoppydist, beginstoexecute hand displays the message:
WARNING:
This installation program will destroy

the present contents of your hard disk.
Do you want to continue <yin>?

Ifyou baveany files on the hard disk that you wish to save, type:
n
and pressRETURN. lbefollowingmessageappears:

Aborting .••
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At this poi~ the system shuts down automatically, and the following
message is displayed:
••• Normal System Shutdown •••
Reboot your existing system, and after you have backed up everything you
wishtosave,restarttheXENIXinstallationprocedurefromthebeginning.
2.

To continuetbe installation, type:

y
andpresstheRETURNkey. Next,themessage:
Enter size of hard disk (5 or 10):
will appear. Jfyou are installing the system on a Lisa with one 5 megabyte
hard disk, the correct response is "5". lfyou are installingtbe system on a
Lisa 21S t which has a 5MB ProFile attached to the parallel interface port, the
response shoold be' '5". For a Lisa 2110, with an interna110MB hard disk,
the appropriate response would be " 10" .

3.

The program creates the file system and begins to copy XENIX system files
to it, reporting its progress as it goes.
Making file system ...
After the file system is made. and the initial files copied to the hard disk, the
Isd:utilityisruntovcrifythecontcntsoftheharddiskanddisplays:

Idev/rod
•• Phase 1 - Cleek Blocks and Sizes
•• Phase 2 - Cleek Pathnames
•• Phase 3 - Oteek Connectivity
•• Phase 4 - Cheek Reference Counts
•• Phase 5 - Cheek Free List
XX files XXX blocks XXXX free
The bootblock will then be copied to the hard disk:
Insta11ing hard disk Boot...
4.

When the hcUDitprogram is finished, it stops the system, preparing it forthe
next instaUationstep. You will seethe message:
Disk initialization is complete.
•• Normal System Shutdown ••
Yru are now ready to start the system from the hard disk.
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Note
If you are installing XENIX on a USA 21S t the hdlnit
program displays the message:
drive1UU1le not on line

when a profile disk is not connected to the proper parallel
port or the disk's power is not on. drivename is the

name of the disk drive (e.g. pro orpf2). If you see
the message. check the hard disk connections and make
sure power is on, then press the RESET button and· start
the installation procedure from the beginning.

1.S.3

Starting the System FrOID the Hard Disk

The third step in the installation procedure is to start the XENIX system by loading a
c:opyofit &om the hard disk intomemc.y. FoUowthesc steps:
I.

Press the On-Off button on the lower right front face of the Usa once. to
powerdownthe system.

2.

WaitStolC,secondsandpressthebuttonagain.

3.

The system will first displaY,the self-test icons. auto-load theXENIX boot
program from the hard disk then pint thep'OOlpt:
boot:

4.

To load theXENIX systcmthathasbcenloadcd onto the hard disk. type:
pf(O.O)xenix
The computer reads a copy of the XENIX Operating System from the hard
disk into memory. Once loaded. the system displays the copyright notice
and tben the message:
Entering System Mainlenm:e Mode
Lisa XENIX 3.0 Hard Disk Initialization
(backspace is "h. erase line is ·u)
The system immediately begins to execute the fintdme P'ograJD, and you
are ready to goon to the next section.
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1.5.4

Copying the XENlX System FDes

The firsttbneprogram copies theXENIX program files from the remaining distribution
80ppydisks to the hard disk. It begins execution immediately after you start the system
from the hard disk, so you do not have to type its name as you did for the hdlDlt
program.
I.

The firsttimeprogram begins by first asking iftherc isasecondProFiIe disk
attached to the system, so that the software may be most efficiently
disuibutedonthetwodisks. The system will pnmpt:
Do you want lusr to be on a second profile <yin>?

2.

lfyouareinstaUingthesystemonaUSA2IIO,oronlyhaveoneprofi1edist,
yourresponseshouldbe"n" ,andyou should go onto the next step.
Otherwise, the correct response is u y", and the system wiD display the
message:

Before making the lust filesystem, the secolll
Profile must be connected to the upper parallel
port of the parallel expansion card in expansion
slot #1, and the 'ready' light on the disk must
be glowing a constanl red.
Is the second disk connected and ready

<yin>?
lfthe disk is not ready, the system should be powered down, and the profile
attached as described above. Installation may be resumed by going bact to
the beginning ofthis section. Otherwise, ifresponse is "y" , the system wiD
dispJaythefoUowingmessage:
Mating lust file system on device ldevlust ...
The following software instaIJation procedures wiD now load all files
beginningwiththepath/usronthesecondprofiJe.
3.

The next step istoload in the setofXENIX Operating System8Q1JPYdisb. It
is very important in this procedure that the 80ppydisb be loaded in
sequential numeric order. Thenextprompt wiD be:
Install Operating System distribution. <yin>?
type:

y

and press the RETURN key . TheprogramdispJaysthefoUowingmessagc:
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For each ftoppy in the distribution self insert the ftoppy
and answa 'y'. Type the letter cn' after the last ftoppy.
Should you ever. see the .message:
tar. please mount new wlume.then press RETURN

insert the next floppy and press the RETURN key.

4.

Tbein.stallprogram will now prompt:
First floppy <yin>?
Choose the first floppydist frOID the distribution set. (The floppydisks are
numbetedbeginning with 1.)

S.

Insert the ftoppydisk into the floppy drive, and type a "y" followed by the
REn1RNkey. The program copies files from the floppydiskanddisplaysthe
name ofeach file as it is copied.

6.

Wait for the message:

Next Floppy <yin>?
Remove the first ftoppydisk from the floppy drive. choose the next
floppydisk from the set and repeat the last step. Once the system has read
this floppy , it will display:
checking ownerships and permissions for
XENlX run-time system ...
All of the XENlX files necessary to run most
application software have now been installed.
You may choose to install the rest of the
distribution disks lata. by running the program
leWlDstall
Ifyou do not need the rest ofthe uOperatingSystem" files, go onto the next
step. Otherwise, cOllinue this procedure until all of the remaining
"Operating System tt floppydisks have been read in. From time to time,
you will see other messages beginning with "checking ownerships and
permissionst. These are issued by initialization files that are executed
automatically as they are read in fromftoppydisks.
7.

When all ftoppydisks have been copied. type "n" and press the REruRN
key wbenyou seethe
Next Floppy <y,n>?
message.

8.

When it is done. theprogramdisplaysthe following message:
Operating System installation complete.

9.
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capacity to completely install either of these two packages. The complete
XENIX System (all three packages) requires about 7 megabytes of disk
capacity. If you wish to install them at a later time, or not at all, you should
answer' 'n" to the following prompts. When you are ready to install these
packages. refer to the Installation Notes at the beginning of the XENIX
Programmer' sGuide orXENIX Text Processing Guide .
lfyou choose to install either orboth ofthe optional packages at this time, the
sequence of steps is identical to that for installing the XENIX Operating
System. You may refer to step 3 in this subsection. You ~ll be prompted
with:
Install Software Development distribution <yin>?
Answer "y" and install this distribution set, or answer "n" and go on to the
next distribution set. Yw will then beprompted with:
lnstall Text Processing distribution <yin>?
Again, answer "y" or "n" depending on which XENIX distribution sets
you have purchased.
10.

The last thing the firsttlme program does is initialize the Iost+/ound
directoty. The message displayed is:
maldng Jlost +found directory ...

11.

Once installationofall the packages is complete, theXENIX system displays
the message:
Xenix Installation complete.

** Normal System Shutdown **
12.

The system may DOW be rebooted from the hard disk by turning the system
otT, then on again. Now that the full system has been installed, the boot
sequence from the hard disk is as follows:
boot:
To bootXENIX from the hard disk, press the RETURN key . The system wiD
respond:
pf(O,O)xenix
and the system will be loaded. Next the system copyright message will be
displayedandthenthe following:
Type CONI'ROL-d to continue with normal startup:
(Type the root passwd to enter system maintenance).

Yw should now create the super-user password, as described in the
following section.

1.5.5

CraliDl the Super-User Pauword

The super-user password keeps the system safe from unauthorized usc. It is
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important that you create a super-user password immediately after the system has
been installed to ensure maximum protection of the system and prevent unauthorized
use of the super-user account (for a complete description of the super-user, see the
XENIXOperation.sGuide ).
Tocreatethesupel'-userpassword,followthesesteps:
1.

Press the RETURN key. The system displays a messageand a prompt:
Entering System Maintenance Mode

TERM = (Usa)
Press the RETURN key . The screen will clear, then display:
Terminal type is lisa

#
2.

Type

passwd root
and press the RBTURN key . The system displays the message:
New password:
The new password can· be any sequence of letters. numben. andlor
punctuation marks. but must beat leastS. characters long.
3.

Type the new password and press the RETURN key. The system does not

display the password as you type so type carefully. After you press the
RETURN key. the system displays the message:
Retype new password:
4.

Type the new password once more and press theRBnJRN key. Make sure
you type it correctly, otherwise the program will ignore the change. If yw
type it incmectly, you should go back to step two of this section and start
over again.

The super-user password is now in place. From now on, the password will be
required wheneveryouattempt to access the systemasthe super-user.
Do mt forget the super-user password. Restoring a forgotten super-user password
requires ~ing the system from the XENlX· Boot 8oppy. Refer to the chapter on
"Solving System Problems" section on "Replacing a ForgtXten Password" in the
XENlXOperation.sGuitk .
lfnecessary. keep a copy ofthe password inasafeplaee.

1.5.6

erealiBl the First User AceOUDt

The last step in the installation is to create the system' s first user account, "guest". The
"guest" accwnt isa temporary workspace on the system that you may use to practice
with the XENIX system. Later, after installation is complete and yw are familiar with
the XENIX ccmmands, you can remove the "guest"· accoud and create private
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accounts fer all the users on the system.
To create the first user account. follow these steps:
1.

Type

mkuser

and press the REnJRN key . The system displays the message:
Newuser
Add a user to the system
Do you require detailed instructions? (y/nlq):
2.

Type "0'· and press the REnJRN key (You can examine the instructions at
someothertime). The system displays the message:

Enter new user's login name:

3.

Type:

guest

and press the RETURN key. The name "guest" is oow the login name for
thenewuseraccount. Next. the program asks fortheuser' spassword.

Enter password:
4.

Just press the RETURN key. This allows you to use the account without
giving apassword. Next. theprogramasksfCl' a group name.

Enter group:
S.

Type
group

andp'esstheRETURNkey. Finally. theprogramastsforcomments.
Please Enter Ccaunent:

6.

>------------------->

Type
guest aC<X)Unt

and press the RETURN key. The program asks if you wish to change
anything.

7.

Type "ott alii press the RETURN key. The program now displays
information about the new account and asks ifyou wish to create another•

8.

Type"ntt andpresstheRE1URNkey.

The new guest account is now ready. Later. when you tum to the XENlX Use,' &
Guide, you may use· this accmnt to JX'actice logging in. making directories. and
running programs.
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1.6

The Next Step

lfyw are familiar with the XBNIX Operating System. you may continue with normal
startup and begin working. Just hold down the APPLE key and type the letter Hd" .
Refer to the explanation of normal startup in theXBNIX Operations Guide ifyou have
problems.
Jfyou are not familiar with theXENlX OperatinaSystem. we recommend that youhah
the system and turn to the XENlX User's Guick and the XENlX Operations Guitk to
learn how to start the system, howto log in, and how to run programs.
Tohah the system, follow these steps:
1.

Type
letclhaltsys
and press the RETIJRN key . The system displays the following message:

** Normal System Shutdown **
2.

Tum offthe powcrto the computer.

3.

Tum offthe power to the hard disk.

Make sure you see the shutdown message befon: you turn off the computer and hard
disk.
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1.7

1.7.1

Upgrade Installation Notes

Upgrade Overview

This section is intended for Lisa 11 owners using version 2 of the XENIX operating
sy_em who wish to upgrade to version 3. O. You will begin the upgrade procedure by
starting the XENlX system from the "boot" ftoppydisk. Next. you will execute the
program called upgrade which will will convert the file sy_em on the hard disk to
XENIX 3.0 format. and copy important utility programs to it. Then you will &1art the
sy_em again (this time from the newly converted hard disk) and run the secondtime
program to copy the rest ofthe XENIX system program files to the hard disk. Finally.
you will restore any local files you have installed since you received your version 2. 3
system.
The following sections tell you how to perform each _ep. Wbenyou have finished the
installation. keep this guide and the distribution floppydisks in a safe place. You will
need them again ifyou wish toreinstall the sy_em forany reason.
1.7.2

Starting XENIX From a Floppy Disk

Starting the system is the first step oftbe upgrade procedure. To do this. you will need
the distribution floppydisk labeled HBoot'·. Once you have the ftoppydist. foUow
these steps:
1.

(For those with external hard disks only): Tum on the power to each bani
disk.

2.

(For those with external hard disks only): Wait for the "ready' 'light on the
frontoftheharddiskdrive(s)togJowa_eadyred.

3.

Tum onthe powertothe computer.

4.

Waitforac1ick(listenclosely--thcclickoccurssoonafteryoutumonthe
power).
.

S.

Hold down the APPLE key and press the ENTER key on the numeric key pad
at the right front corner ofthe keyboard. Thecomputerwillfirstdisplayaset
oficons representing each phase of its self-test sequence, and then display
two numbered boxes.

6.

Now hold down the APPLE key and press the number 3. The computer will
display a menu oficonsrepresenting each oftheperipberal devices attached
to the system.

7.

Insert the "Bo«" distribution floppydisk into the floppy drive. Make sure
thatthelabelfacesupandthatyouinsertthesidewiththeauto-shutterfirst.

8.

Hold down the APPLE key and press the number 2 which should correspond
to the icon for the floppydist. The computerreadstheXENIX boot program
1-13
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from the floppydisk and begins to execute it. The boot program displaysthe
foUowingprompt:
boot

Pressthe REnJRN key .

9.

The boot program reads a copy ofthe version 3.0 XENlX Operating System
kernel from the file fd(2 ,0)xenit and begins to execute it. To show that it is
reading this file , the program displays the message:
: fd(2,0)xenix
OIre the system begins to run, it displays some copyright information, then
the foUowingme ssage and~ floppyprcmpt:
XENlX V3.0
Boot Floppy
(backspace is "h, erase line is "u)
Use "hdinif' to initialize hard disk.
Use "upgrade" to upgrade 2.3 to 3.0 xenix

1.7.3

UpgradiDg the File System

°

Yw must now convert the file system on the hard disk using the upgrade program.
This program converts the file system on the bard disk to version 3. XENlX formal,
then copies system programs from the boot floppydisk to the newly converted hard
disk file system. If you have a second ProFile disk, the program also converts the file
system on this disk and prepares it for receiving user's directories and files during
normalXENlX operation.
To upgrade the disk ordisks, foUowthese steps:
I.

In response to the prompt:

< BootAoppy>
type:

upgrade
and press the RETURN key. The system reads the program from the boot
flqJpydisk, begins to execute it and displaysthemessage:

converting file system to 3.0 ...
A number of other diagnostic messages will be displayed as the program
reads and writes the file system 's "supcr-block". You need not respond to
any questions; they are all answered automatically .
The upgrade program goes on to copy essential files to the hard disk, make
devices and install the new bard disk boot program. It also preserves your
"Jetc/passwd" as "/etc/passwd.SAVE n , then copies in the new password
file. Upgradedisplaysone-linemessages, suchas:
copying files to hard disk ...
to keep yw informed ofits progress.
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2.

When the upgrade program is finished, it halts the system, in preparation
forthenext installation step. You will see the message:

** Normal System Shutdown **
Yw are now ready to start the system from the hard disk.
Nott

If you are installing XENlX on a USA 215, the hdlnit
program displays the message:
drivt~

mt on line

when a profile disk is not connected to the propel' paraUel
port or the disk' s power is not on. drivt1llJ1llt is the
name of the disk drive (e.g. pro or pt2).lf you see
the message, check the hard disk connections and make
sure power is on, then press the RESET button and start
the installation procedure from the beginning.

1.7.4

Starting the System From the Hard DIsk

The next step inthe upgrade procedure is tostarttheXENIX systemby loading a copy of
it from the hard disk into memory . FoUowthese steps:
I.

Press the On-Off button on ~e lower right front face of the Lisa once. to
power down the system.

2.

Wait5tolOsecondsandpressthebuttonagain.

3.

The system will first display the self-test icons. auto-load theXENIX boot
program from the hard disk then Jrint thepr<mpt:
boot:

4.

To load theXENlX systemthathasbeencopied onto the hard dist. type:
pf(O,O)xenix
The computer reads a copy of the XENlX Operating System fr<m the hard
disk into memory. Once loaded. the system displays the copyright notice
and then the message:
Entering System Maintenance Mode

TERM = (lisa)
PresstheREnJRNkey. The display screen clears and shows:
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Terminal type is lisa
Backup your files, then run Isecondtime

S.

If you have installed any of your own files on the disk, tate this time to
archive them to tloppydisks. A useful tool for this purpose is tar; see the
manual page tarCC) in C section. of the XENlX Reference if you are
unfamiliar with its operation. You must use format blank tloppydisks
before using them. Yoo can format blank disks by using the diskutD utility.

TousediskutDtype:
Idiskutil - f Idev/rfd
You need not archive the file "/etclpasswd";the upgrade program has
preserved a copy ofyour old file in "/etc/passwd.SAVE" .
Onceyoo have backed up all ofyour files, type the command
lsecondtime
followed by RETURN.
1.7.5

CopylDg the XENIX System Files

The seeondUme program copies the XENlX program files from the remaining
distribution tloppydisks to the hard disk.
I.

The seconcltime program begins by asking if there is a second ProFile disk
attached to the system, 10 that the software may be most efficiently
distributed on the two disks. The system willpnmpt
Do you want lust to be on a second profile <yin>?

2.

lfyou are installing the system on a USA 2110, or only have one ProFile
disk, your response shwldbe "n" ,andyou should go on tothe next step.
Otherwise, the correct response is "y", and the system will display the
message:
Before making the lust filesystem, the second ProFile
mull be connected to the upper parallel pert of the
parallel expansion card in expansion slot #1.

ts the second disk connected and ready <yin>?
Ifthe disk is not ready, the system should be powered down, and the ProFile
attached as described above. Then tum on power to the second ProFile, and
waitfCK'the "ready"lighttoglowaconstantrcd, indicatingthatitsself-tcst
hascCDlpleted .. lnstallationmay be resumed by going backtothebeginning
ofthis section.
lfthe disk is ready, you should answer' 'y" , and the system will display the
following message:
converting lusr file system to 3.0 ...
During the rest of the upgrade procedure, files beginning with the path lusr
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will be installed onthe second ProFile.
3.

The next &ep isto load in the setofXENIX Operating System floppydisks. It
is very important in this procedure that the floppydisks be loaded in
sequential numeric order. The next prompt will be:
Insta1IOperating System distribution. <yin>?
type:
y

and press the RETURN key . Theprogramdisplaysthefollowingmessage:
For each floppy in the distribution set. insert the floppy
and answer "y". Type the letter un" after the last floppy.
Should you ever see the message:
tar:

please mount new volume. then press RETURN

insert the next floppy and press the RETURN key.

4.

The;nstallprogramwillnowpromp:
First floppy <yin>?

Choose the first floppydist from the distribution set. (The floppydisks are
numbered beginning with 1.)
S.

Insert the floppydisk into the floppy drive. and type a uy" followed by the
RETURN key. The program copies files from the floppydisk, displaying the
name ofeach file as it is copied.

6.

Wait for the message:
Next Floppy <yin>?
Choose the next floppydist from the set ami repeal the last step. Once the
sy&emhasread this8oppy. it will display:
checking ownerships and permissions for XENlX nm-time system

"0

All of the XENIX files necessary to run most application software
have now been installed. You may choose to install the rest of the
distribution disks later. by NmDng the program
letclinstall.

lfyw do not need the rest ofthe XENIX Operating System files. go ontO the
next step. Otherwise. continue this procedure until aU of the remaining
XENIXOpcratingSystem8oppydiskshavebecnreadin. Fromtimctotime.
you will see other messages beginning with "checking ownerships and
permissions'. These arc issued by initialization files that are cKCUted
automatically as they arc read in fromfloppydiw.

7.

When all floppydisks have been read in. type "n" and press the RETURN
key wbenyw seethe
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Next Floppy <YIn>?
message.
8.

The last thing the seeoDCItime program does is initialize the lost+found
directory. The message displayed is:
making Ilost +found directory ...

9.

Once installation ofall the packages is complete , theXENlX system displays
the message:
XENIX Installation cc:mplete.

·*Normal System Shutdown·*
10.

The system should now be rebooted from the hard disk by turning the
system offI then on again. Now that the full system has been installed, the
boot sequence from the hard disk is as follows:
boot:

To boot XENIX from the hard disk, press the RETURN key. The system will
respond:
pf(O,O)xenix
and the system will be loaded. Next a copyright message alii some
configuration information will be displayed and then the following:
Type CONTROL-d to continue with normal startup:
(Type the root passwd to ellet system maintenance).
Yw should now restore files that you had backed up.

1.7.6

RestoriDa Your FDes

Press the RETURN key to enter system maintenance mode. Locate the ftoppydisks
with your personal files. and· reinstall these files onto the hard disk. Use the cit
commandtomakecertainyouhaveenoughdiskspacefortherestorations.
If you have modified the file letcipasswd since you received your version 2 XENIX
system,youwillhavetoeditthenew3.0Ietclpas~dfilenowresidentonthcharddisk.

Use the text editor vi (or some other editor) and "Yank" entries, line by line, from
letc/passwd.SAVE (your old password file), and "put" them in letc/passwd, being
careful not to duplicate user id numbers. Each ofthe 3.0 entries is necessary to assure
correct ownersbipofthe newXENIX system files.

1.7.7

The Nat Step

Since you are familiar with the XENIX Operating System. yro may continue with
normal startup and begin working. Just hold down the APPLE key and type the letter
"d". Refer to the explanation ofnonnal startup intheXENIX Operations Guide ifyou
have problems.
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Tohahthe system, follow these steps:
1.

Type
letclhaltsys
and press the RETURN key . The system displays the following message:

** Normal System Shutdown **
2.

Tum offthe power to the computer.

3.

Tum offthe power to the hard disk.

Make sure you see the shutdown message before you turn off the Cmlputer and hard
disk.
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IntrodudioD

1.1

Installing XENIX

ToinstailtheXENlXOpeI'atingSystmlonyourcomputerforthefitsttime,youshould
refer to the XENlX Installation Guitk found in the front of this binder. It provides you
with step-by-step instructions on how to install the distribution floppies for all three
XENlX packages (Operating System, Development System. and Text Processing
System),howtoinitializeyourharddisk,andhowtocreatethesuper-userpassword.
If you purchased the XENlX Development System and Text Processing packages
separately from the XENIX Operating System, you should refer to the InstaDation
Nttes irduded with those packages. The notes explain how to use the letc!ilLftall
utility to instan the distribution floppies.

The XENlX Operating System is a powerful system of programs which aDow you to
accomplish a full spectrum of tasks, from developing high -level and assembly
language programs to creating, editing, and typesetting documents. In many cases,
the XENlX system uses the fun resources of your computer. gi ving it the power of a
much larger machine. To keep this powerful machine running smotthly, the XENIX
system requires careful control of its operation and a regular schedule ofmaintenance.
This guide explains how to operate and maintain the XENLX operating system on your
com)X1ter, ensuring maximum perfonnarx::e W1th the least number of system
problems.
As a special feature. this guide also descnbes how to expand a XENlX system with a
Micnet network. A Micnet network aDows serial communication between a1l the
XENlX systems in yrur wort environment. The Mimet programs and commands
include the netall program. which is used to install the network, and the mall. rep.
and remote commands. which are used to pass messages, files. and commands over
the network.

1.3

TbeSystem Manager

Every XENlX system should have at least one person in charge of system maintenance
and operation. In this guide that person is called the system manager. It is the system
manager's duty to ensure the smooth operation of the system and to perform for other
users tasks thattequire special privileges.
Since a XENlX system may consist of anywhere from a single computer to dozens of
COID)X1ters connected in a network. the system manager's job can be a once-a-week
task or a fun-time job. No matter what the size of the system. the system manager
should faithfully perform each required maintenance task, since sloppy maintenance
canaffecttheperformarx::eoftheXENlX system.
AU tasks in this guide are presemed from the system manager's poim~fview, but
many of them may be accomplished by an ordinary user. Since some of the tasks
dramatically change the system' s operation. we recommend that the system manager
perform these tasks whenever possible .. This can prevem unwanted orJ.lnnecessary
changes to the system.
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1.4

The Super-User Account

The super-user acrount is a special account for perfcrming systml maintenance
tasks. It permits the system manager unusual privileges that ordinary users do not
have, such as accessing aU files in the system and executing privileged commands.
Many of the tasks presented in this guide require that the system mmUlger be logged in
as the super-user. To do this, the system manager must know the super-user
password created during the installation of the XENIX system (see the XENIX
Installation Guide).
Users who are authorized to act as the super-user. including the system manager.
should log inasthe super-user only when necessary topertorma system maintenance
task. Even if the system manager is the only person using the system, he should create
a user account for himselfand use it forday-to-day work. reserving the ~per-user
account for system maintenance tasksorJy.
The number of individuals who are given the super-user password should be kept to a
minimum. Mi~se of the super-user powers by naive users can resuh in lost data,
programs, and even the XENIX system itself.

1.5

The Keyboard

Many keys and key combinations have special meanings to the XENlX system. These
keys and key combinations have special names that are unique to the XENlX system
and mayor may not cm-esporxJ to the keytop labels on your keyboard. To help you
firxJ the special keys. the following table shows which keys on the Lisa terminal
correspond to XENlX system keys. In this table, a hyphen (- ) between keys means
•'hold down the firsttey while pressing the second .••

Lisa Keytop

Actioa

BREAK

Apple-C

Stops current action and returns to the
shell. This key is also called the
lNTERRUPTkey .

BACKSPACE

Backspace

Deletes the first character to the left of
the cursor.

CNTRL-D

Apple-D

Signals the end of inplt from the
keyboard; also exits current shell.

CNTRL-H

Apple-H

Deletes the first character to the left of
the cursor. A1socalledtheERASEkey.

CNTRL-Q

Apple-Q

Starts printing after it has been stopped
withCNTRL-S.

CNTRL-S

Apple-S

Stops printing at the standard output
device (does not stop the program) .

CNTRL-U

Apple~U

Deletes aU characters on the current
line. A1socalled the KILL key.

UNIX
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Name

IntroductiOD
Apple-\

Quits CUll'ent command am creates a
file (Recommended for
debugging only).

core
ESCAPE

Clear

Exits the current mode; for example.
exitsinsertmodewhenintheeditorl'i.

Note
If yoor keyboard does not have an key (a key with an apple on it). use the
COMMAND key instead.

1.6

Usiog This Guide

The tasks presented in this guide range from very simple tasks requiring very little
knowledge about XENIX to quite complex tasks requiring extensive knowledge about
XENIX am yoorcomputec.
To help you complete a tast. each chapter explains the tools and knowledge you need
to complete the tasks described in that chapter. In some cases you may be required to
seek instruction in andhec manual, such as the XENIX User's Guide. In most cases,
however. following the instructions will be sufficient.
Olapter I inttoducesthisguide.
Olapter 2 explains how to start and stop the XENIX system and how to log in as the
super-user. theXENIX system' s special system manager account.
Olapter3explainshowtocreateaccoontsfortheuserswhoworkonYOlD"system.how
to assign groups. and how to manage user IDs.
Otapter 4 explains how to create am mount file systems. how to set permissions. and
how to keep the system secure.
Olapter S explains how to maintain free space on the root file system and other file
systems.
Olapter 6 explains how to create backup copies of the root file system and other file
systems.
Otapter7explainshowtoaddtenninalsandotherperipheraldevicestothesystem.
Otapter 8 explains how to solve system problems such as a jammed lineprinter or a
forgotten password.
Chapter 9 explains how to create a muhiple system mailing network with Micnet.
Appendix A presents a list of the XENIX system special files and expL'lins how to use
these files when creating and maintaining file systems.
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Appendix Blists the most commonly usedXENJX system diRctories and files.
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StartbJg aDd Stopping the System

2.1

Introduction

This chapter explains how to start and stop the XENIX system. It also explains how to
log in as the super-user.

2.2

Starting the System

Starting a XENIX system requires more thanjust turning on the power. The first step is
to instan the XENlX Opeming System on your computer. Refer to the XENIX
InstallationGuichforinstructionsonhowtodothat. Ywmustalsoperformaseriesof
steps to initializethe system for~ion. Starting the system requires:
Booting the operating system
Oeaningthe file system (ifthe system was improperly stopped)
Oloosing the mode ofsystem operation
The fonowiDg sectionsdescnbe each ofthese procedures.
2.2.1

BootiDg the Operating System

The fir&1 step in starting the system is to boot the openting sy&1em from the hard disk.
Follow these steps:

I.

Tum on power to the hard dist. If you have two hard disks. turn on the
powertoboth.

2.

Wait for the •'readyHlight on the front of the hard disk drive(s) to g10wa
steady red.

3.

Tum onpowertothe computer.

4.

The computer displays self-test icons <as when XENIX was first installed
on the computer). It then loads the XENIX "lxx:tstrap" program from the
hard disk. and the program displays the message:

Xenix boot
5.

Press the key. The system will display
pf (0.0)

xerux

and the bootstrap program loads the XENIX operating system from the hard

disk.
When the system is booted. it displays infonnation about itself and checks to see if the
"root file system" (i.e .• aI)filesanddirectoriesonthe harddisk)is clean. lfitisclean.
you may choose the mode of operation. If not, the system requires you to clean the file
system before choosing.
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2.2.2

ClaD1D1 the Fie System

You must clean the file system wheneveryou see the the message:
Proceed with cleaning (y or n)1
while booting the system. The system displays this message if it was not stopped
properly (i.e .• as described in the section "Stopping the System"). The XENlX
operating system rcquires a clean file systemtoperform its tasks.
To clean the file system. type" (for "yes") and press the key. The system cleans the
file system. repairing damaged files or deleting files that canoot be repaired. and
reports on its progress as each step is completed. At some point. it may ask if you wish
to salvage a file. Always answer by typingy and pressing the key.
When cleaning is complete. the system usually asks you to choose the mode of
operation, but it may also display the message:
•• Normal System Shutdown ••
If it displays this message. you must reboot the system. You can do this by pressingthe
RESET button and repeating the steps given in the previous section. (You will not have
totumonthepowertotheharddisk(s)orc:omputer.)

2.2.3

CbooslDl the Mode 01 System OperatioD

You may choose the mode ofXENlX opcI'ationas soon as you see the message:
Type CONfROL-d to continue with normal startup,
(or give the root password for system maintenance):
The system has two modes: normal operiltion am system maintenance mode. Normal
operation is for ordinary wort on the system. This is the mode you should choose to
allow multiple users to log in and begin wort. System maintf'nance mode is a
specialized mode reserved for work to be done by the system manager. It does not
aJlow multiple users.
To choose normal operation. press the key. The· system displays a startup message
and begins to runthe specwcommam file/etclrcdescribed in Otapter 7.
To choose system maintenance mode. type the super-user's password (sometimes
called the "root password") and press the key. The system displays the meSs.1ge of
the day and the super-user's prompt (#). The commams in the letclrc file are not
executed. «(boose system maintenance mode only if you must do system
maintenance work that require s all other users to be offthe system.)

2.3

Logging In as the Super-User

Manysystemmaintenancetasksrequiredthatyouloginasthesuper-userbeforeyoo
may perfmn the task. F<X' eXample, you must be logged in 3S the super- user to ~op
the system as described in the next section.
Before you may log in as the super-USCl'. you need the super-user password. You
also need to see the •'login:" message on your terminal's screen. Ifyou do not see the
message. press the key.
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To log in as the sura-user. foUowthese steps:
l.

Typethesuper-user'sloginname:
root

and press the key.

2.

Type the super-user'spasswonlam pressthe key.

The system opens the super-user account and displays the message ofthe day and the
super-user prompt (#).
Take reasonable care when yw are logged in as the super-user. In particular. you
should be very careful when deleting «modifying files or directories. Avoid using
wildcard designat«s in filenames and frequently check your current working
directory. Even small errors can cause anmyil18 and unwanted changes to the system
and user files. In some cases. a mistake may cause irretrievabledamagetoa file.
Yw may leave the super-useraccaantat any time by pressing

2.4

Stopping the System

Stopping the XENIX system takes m«e than just turning off the computer. You must
prepare the system to be stopped by running either the sbutdown or the haltsys
command. The foUowing sections describe eachcOOllD.3nd.

2.4.1

Vsi.. the SlmtclowD Command

The shutdowD command is the normal way to stop the system and should be used
whenever the system is in normal opcrationmode. It warns other usen that the system
is about to be stopped aoo gives them an opportunity to finish their wort.
To stop the system with thesbutdoWDcommand. foUowthese steps:

1.

Log in as the super-user (see the section "Logging in as Super-User" in
this chapter). The system opens the super-user aecwm and displays the
messageofthedayandthesuper-user'sprompt.

2.

Type:
/etc/shutdown
and press the key. The system loads the shutdown command. The
command asks f« the number of mimtcs before you wish to stop the
computer.

3.

Type a number fnm 0 to J S and press the key. The system displays a
warning message at each terminal, aslting logged in users to finish their
workandlogout. As soonasallusersare logged out or the specified time has
elapsed. the system closes a1J aecwnts, displays the message:
•• Normal System Shutdown
and~ops.

.*

Youmaynowtumofflhecomputerandharddisk.
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2.4.2

VsI.. the baI. . Comma'"

The baltsyl command may be used to bah the system immediately. In general. it
should be used only when no other users are on the system or when the system is in
system maintenanc:emooe.
To stopthe system with the haltsyacmunand. follow these steps:

J.

Log in aathe super-UICI' (notrequired when in system maintenance mode).
The system opens the super-user ac:c:ount and displays the message of the
day and the SUpel'-userprompt.

2.

Type:
letc:lhaltsys
and press the key. The system displays the message:

•• Normal System Shutdown ••
andSlops. You may now tum offthe computer and hard disk.
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Users

Preparing XENIX for Users

3.1 Introduction
User accounts help the XENIX system manager keep track of the people using
the system, and control their access to the system's resources. Ideally, each
user should have a user account. Each account has a unique "login name" and
"password" with which the user enters the system, and a "home directory"
where the user does his work.
It is the system manager's job to create accounts for all users on the system. It is
also the manager's job to maintain user accounts by changing user passwords,
login groups, and user IDs when necessary.
This chapter explains how to:
Add user accounts to the system
Change an account's password
Force new passwords
Create a group
Change an account's login group
Change an account's user ID
Remove user accounts from the system
The rollowing sections describe each in detail.

3.2 Adding a User Account
You may add a user account. to the system with the mkuser program. The
program creates a new entry in the XENIX system's /etc/pG"wtl file. This
entry contains information about the new user, such as login name and initial
password, that the system uses to let the user log in and begin work. The
program also creates a home directory for the user, a mailbox Cor use with the
mail command, and a .profile file which contains XENIX commands that are
executed when the user logs in.
To create a new user account, follow these steps:

1.

Log in as the super-user.

2.

Type
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mkuser
and press the RETURN key. The system displays the following
message:
Newuser
Add a user to the system
Do you require detailed instructions! (y /n/ q):
3.

Type the letter 11 ((or "yes"), if you want information about the
program, otherwise type the letter n (for "no"). (Type q (for "quit")
only if you wish to stop the program and return to the system.)
When the program continues, it asks you you to enter the new user's
login name:
Enter new user's login name:
The login name is the name by which XENIX will know the user. It is
usually a short version of the user's actual name, typed in lowercase
letters. For example, either "johnd" (a first name and last initial) or
"jdoe" (a first initial and last name) is acceptable for the user John
Doe.

4.

Type the new name, and press the RETURN key. The program asks
you for the initial password:
Enter password:
The initial password is the password you assign to the new user. The
user will use the initial password to enter his account for the first time.
Once in the account, the user should create a new password for
himself, one that is hard to guess. (See the section "Changing Your
Password" in the XENIX U.er', Gu.ide.)

5.

Type the password carefully, and press the RETURN key. After you
have entered the password, the program asks for the group name:
Enter group:
The group name is the name of the group of users to which the user
will belong when he logs in. Users in a group have access to a common
set of files and directories. The group name is optional. If not given,
the the XENIX system's common group "group" (with group ID 50) is
used.
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6.

Type the group name, and press the RETURN key. If you do not wish
to enter a group name, just press the RETURN key. Alter you have
entered the group, the program asks for a comment:
Please enter Comment

> ------------------->

A comment is information about the new user, such as his department
and phone extension. Although, the comment is optional, it is useful if
the finger command is often used to display information about users.
If given, the comment must be no more than 20 characters long,
including spaces. It must not contain any colons (:). The example
John Doe, 123
shows the recommended form for a comment.
7.

Type the comment. Make sure it is 20 characters or less. If you do not
wish to enter a comment, just press the RETURN key.
The program now shows what you have typed and the special user
entry that it has created for the new user. This entry is copied to the
special system file /etc/pauwd. The entry shows the login name, the
password (encrypted), the user ID, the group 10, the comment, the
user's home directory, and the startup program. Items in the entry
are separated by colons (:). (For a full description of each item, see
pauwd(M) in theXENIX Reference Manual.)
The program then gives you an opportunity to change the user name,
password, group, or comment:
Do you want to change anything! (y/n/q):

8.

Type the letter ,(for "yes") and press the RETURN key, if you wish to
change something. Type n (for "no") and skip to step 10 uyou wish to
complete the new account. (Type fI, for "quit", only if you wish to
leave the program and abort the new account.)

Q.

If you type, in step 8, the program asks for the item you wisbto
change:
username
password
group
comment
Type the name of the item you wish to change, then type the new
item. The program changes the item and returns to step 8.
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10.

Once you type n in step 8, the program displays the message:
Password file updated
followed by a description of the actions it has taken to add the new
user account to the system. The program then asks if you wish to add
another user to the system.

11.

Type 'II if you wish to ad d another user. Otherwise, type
program.and return to the super-user prompt.

fa

to stop the

A user can log into a new account as soon as it is created. See the XENIX U,er',
Guide for details.

3.3 Changing a User's Passwofd
Normally, an ordinary user can change the password of his own account with
the passwd command (see the XENIX U,er', Guide). Sometimes, however, it
may be necessary ror the super-user to change the password for him, for
example, ir the user has forgotten his password and cannot get into the account
to change it. The super-user may change the password of any user (including
himself) with the passwd command.
To change a. password, rollow these steps:
1.

Log in as the super-user.

2.

Type
passwd login-name
(where login-name is the user's login name) and press the RETURN
key. The command displays the message:
New password:

3.

Type the new password and press the RETURN key. The command
does not display the password as you type it, so type carefully. The
command asks you to type the password again:
Retype new password:

4.

Type the password again and press the RETURN key.

To see how an ordinary user can change his own password with the pallwd
command, see the RETURN User', Gui de.
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3.4 Forcing a New Password
From time to time, a user account may need a higher level or security than
ordinary. Since the security or any account depends its password, it is
important to keep the password as secret as possible. One way to provide
greater security is to force users to change their passwords on a regular basis.
You can rorce users to change their passwords by using the pwadmin
command. This command automatically dates each password and requires the
user to provide a new password when the specified number or weeks have
passed. The command also requires users to wait a minimum number or weeks
.before allowing them to restore their previous password.
To use the pwadmin command, you must log in as the super-user. You also
need to choose a minimum number of weeks that a user must wait before
changing his password and a maximum number or weeks that a user may go
without changing the password. A common pair or minimum and maximum
values is 2 and 8.
To set the minimum and maximum dates, type:

where num is a number in the range 1 to 63, and login-name is simply the login
name orthe user whose passwordyou are administering.

If you are unsure or the current minimum and maximum values ror a password,
you can display them by typing:

This command does not change the current values.
Iryou wish to rorce a user to change his password immediately, type:
pwadmin -r login-name
The user is asked on his next login to supply a new password.
When a password no longer requires extra security, you can remove the current
minimum and maximum valuesfor the password by typing:
pwadmin -n login-na.me
The system will no longer promptror changes.
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3.5 Creating a Group
A group is a collection'or users who share a common set of files and directories.
The advantage or groups is that users who have a common interest in certain
files and directories can share these files and directories without revealing them
to others. Initially, all users belong to the common system group named
"group", but you can create new groups by modifying the XENIX system file
/ etc / group using a XENIX text editor.
To create a new group, you need to choose a group name and a group
identification number (group 10). You also need to make a list of the users in the
new group. The group name may be any sequence of letters and numbers up to
eight characters long, and the group 10 may be any number in the range 0 to
65535. Both the group name and 10 must be unique, i.e., they must be not be the
same as any existing group name or 10.
To create a new group, follow these steps:
I.

Log in as the su per-user.

2.

Display the contents of the / etc/group file by typing:
cat /etc/group
and pressing the RETURN key. Thec:at command displays the
contents of the / etc/ group file. The file contains several entries, each
defining the group name~ group 10, and users for a group. Each entry
has the rorm:

group-name::group-ID:u,erl
The users are shown as a list of login names separated by commas (,).
For example, a typical file may look like this:
other:x:l:demo
sys:x:2:
group::50:johnd,suex
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3.

Check the / etc/ group file entries to see that the group name and ID
you have chosen are unique.

4.

If the group name and 10 are unique, invoke aXENlX text editor (see
the XENIX U,er', Guide) and speciry / etc/ group as the file to edit.

5.

Locate the last line in the file, then insert the new entry in the form
given above. For example, ir "you wish to create a group named
"shipping" with group ID "142" and users "johnd", "marym", and
"suex", type:
.
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shipping:: 142:johnd,marym,suex
6.

Exit the editor.

To make sure you have entered the group names correctly, use the grpcheck
command to check each entry in the I etcl group file. It the new entry is tree ot
errors, no other changes to the file are required.
You can create any number or new groups. Each group may have any number
o( members. Furthermore,any user may be a member ot any number or
groups. Multiple group membership is especially convenient tor users who
.have interests that span a variety or areas.

Ir a user is a member or several groups, he can gain access to each group by using
the newgrp command. See the XENIX U,er', Guide ror details.

3.6 Changing a User's Login Group
When a user logs in, the system automatically places the uset in his "login
group". This is the group given by the group ID in the user's I etcl P4BBfJid file
entry {see the section "Adding a User Account" in this chapter}. You can
change the user's login group by changing the group ID. To change the group 10
you need the group IDor the new login group, and you need to know how to use a
XENIX text editor (see theXENIX U,er', Guide).
To change the group 10, follow these steps:
L·· Log in as the super-user.

2.

Use the cd command to change the current directory to the I etc
directory. Type:
cd letc

3.

Use the cp command to make a copy· or the I etclp4BBwdfile. Type:
cp passwd passwd+

4.

Invoke atext editor and specify/ etc Ip4BBWd+ as the file to edit.'

5.

LO'cate the desired user's password entry. Each entry begins with the·
user's login name.

6.

Locate the user's group 10 number in the user's password entry. It is
the rourth item in the entry. Items are separated by colons (:). For
example, the entry
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marym:9iKlwp:205:50:Mary March, 122:/usr/marym:/bin/sh
has group ID "'50".
7.

Delete the old group ID and insert the new one. Be sure you do not
delete any other portion orthe user's password entry.

8.

Exit the editor.

9.

Use the mv command to save the old / dC/'P(f.lltlJdfile. Type:
mv passwd passwd-

10.

Use the mv command to make the edited file the new /etc/'PtJ."tlJord
file. Type:
mv passwd+ passwd

You can make sure you have entered the new login group correctly by using the
pwcheck command. If the new entry is correct, no other changes to the file are
required.
You must not change the group IDs for system accounts such as "cron" and
"root". System accounts are any accounts whose user IDs are less than 200.
The user ID is the third item in the password entry.
Note that changing a user's login group does not change the "group ownership"
of his files. Group ownership defines which group has access to a user's files. If
users in the new group wish to access the user's files, you must change the group
ownership with the chgrp (ror "change group") command. For details, see the
section "Changing Group Ownership" in Chapter 4.

3.7 Changing a User m
Sometimes it is necessary to change the user ID in a user's account entry to
allow a user to access files and directories transrerred rrom other computers. In
particular, if a user has different accounts on different computers and
frequently transrers files and directories from one computer to another ,then
the user IDs in each of his account entries must be made the same. You can
make them the sa.me by modifying the account entries in the / ete / 'P(f.lltlJd file.
To change a user 10, follow these steps at every computer for which the user has
an account:
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1.

Log in as the su per-user.

2.

Use the cd command to change the current directory to the / etc
directory. Type:
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cd letc
3.

Use the cp command to make a copy oCt he I etcl P411wcUile. Type:
cp passwd passwd+

4.

Invoke a XENIX text editor and speciry letclptJ"wd+ as the file to
edit.

5.

Locate the user's account entry. Each entry begins with the user's
login name.

6.

Locate and substitute the current user 10. The 10 is the third item in
the entry. F or example, the entry
marym:QiKlwp:205:50:Mary March, 122:/usr /marym:/bin/sh
has user 10 "205".

7.

Exit the text editor.

8.

Use the mv command to save the old I etcl ptJ"wdfile. Type:
mv passwd passwd-

Q.

Use the mv command to make the edited file the new I efc/p411wdfile.
Type:
mv passwd+ passwd

No other changes to the file are required.
In most cases, you can change the user ID to the same number as the user's
most-used account. But the new number must be unique at every system ror
which the user has an account. If there is any conflict (ror example, ir the
number already belongs to another user on one or the systems), you must
choose a new number. You can choose any number greater than 200. Just
make sure it is unique,and that you copy it to all systems on which the user has
an account.
Once a user's ID has been changed, you must change the "user ownership" or
the user's files and directories rrom the old user ID to the new one. You can do
this with the chown (ror "change owner") command described in Chapter 4,
"Using File Systems." For example, to change the ownership or johnd's home
directory, type:
chown johnd lusr/johnd
Note that you may use the find command described in Chapter 6, "Backing Up
File Systems," to locate all files and directories with the user's old user ID.
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3.8 Removing a User Account
It is sometimes necessaOry to remove a user account from the system. You can
remove a user account with the rmuser program. The program deletes the
user's entry from the / etc/pallwtl file and removes the user's home directory
and mailbox.
Before you can remove· the user account, you must remove all files and
directories from the user's home directory, or move them to other directories.
If you wish to save the files, you may use the tar command to copy the files to a
floppy disk (see the section "Copying Files to a tar Disk" in Chapter 6).
To remove a user account, follow these steps:
1.

Log in as the super-user.

2.

Type:
cd /usr /login-name
and press the RETURN key to change to the user's home directory.
The login-name must be the user's login name.

3.

Make sure that you have made copies of all important files and
directories in the user's home directory.

4.

Use the rm (for "remove") command to remove all files and
directories from the user's home directory. This includes any files
that begin with a period (.). Directories can be removed by using the
-r (for "recursive") option of the rm command. For example, the
command
rm -r bin
removes the directory named bin and all files within this directory.

5.

Arter removing all files and directories, make sure the user's mailbox
is empty. Type:
cat /usr /spool/mail/ login-fttlme
and press the RETURN key, where login-name is the user's login
name. It the mailbox contains text, then type:
cat /dev /null

> /usr /spool/mail/login-name

and press the RETURN key.
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6.

When the user's home directory and mailbox are empty, type:
cd lusr
and press the RETURN key. The user's home directory cannot be
removed until you have moved to another directory.

7.

Type:
rmuser
and press the RETURN key. The program displays a message
explaining how to remove a user:
.... rmuser-remove a user Crom the system ....
Press ENTER when you are ready.
The program asks Cor the login name ofthe user you wish to remove:
Enter name oC id to be removed.

8.

Type the user's login name. You should now see the message:
Removing user name Crom the system. CONFffiM! (y/n/q):

9.

Type 11 (Cor "yes") to remove the user Crom the system. Otherwise
type n (Cor "no") to stop the removal, or q (Cor "quit") to stop the '
program. The program removes the user's entry Crom the
I etcl palBwd file, the user's mailbox, .profile file, and home directory.
The program displays the message:
User name removed Crom the system
The program now gives you a chance to remove another user:
Do you want to remove another user! (y/n/q):

10.

Type 11 to remove another user. Otherwise, type nor q to stop the
program.

Note that the rmuser program will reCuse to remove a.n account that has a
system name, such as "root", "sys", "sysinCo", "cron", or "uucp", or a system
ID (user ID below 200). Also, the program cannot remove a user account iC the
user's mailbox still has mail in it, or iC the user's home directory contains files
other than . profile.
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4.1

Introduction

This chaptea-describes one of the most important responsibilities ofa system manager.
controlling and recording u:;en' access to the files and directories on the system. It
introduces file systems. pc:nnissions. gystcm security, andprocess accounting.

4.2

F1le Systems

A file system is the XENlX system's way of<wganizing stmtgeonmass storage devices
such 1.8 hard am floppy disks. A fiJe system consists of program am data files,
directories, andt.he information needed to IQCate and access these items.

Each XENlX system has at least ODe file system. This file system is called the "root"
file system and is represented by the symbol "'''. Theroot fiefs system contains allthe
XENIX program and data filesandusually cOllainsall the uSCI"directoriesas well.
A XENIX system may also have <thea- file systems, for example. a file system that
contains only user directories or application programs. Such file systems must be

specifically created by a userand thenmouDkd onto the system.
Y00 can Create a file system with the 1IIkf. command. This command sets the size and
format of the file system and may also copy some files to the new system. You can
mount a file system with the moaDt command. Once mounted. you may access the
files and directories in the file system as easily u files am directories in the root file
system. (The root file system is pc:nnanernly mounted. ) When you are finished with a
file system. yoo can umnount it with theamoantcOIlInand.
"
One reason for creating new file systems istoexpand the available storage space ofthe
system. Each moonted file system adds its free space to the system's total storage
space. You mayClT.ate anew file systemon a hard or ftoppy disk. moum it. and then use
its free space for your work,leaving the limited space in the root file system for XENIX
syst~ files.
Aoother reason forcreating new file systems is to establish a collection of8oppy disk-s
that contain application programs am data files. You may then mou~ and unmoont
file systems and use the programs am filesaccmJingto your nceds.
The following sections explain how tocreate and use file systems.

4.1.1

Creating 8 ne System

Y00 can create a file system on a floppy disk with the mkfs commam. You need a
fOlUlatted floppy disk. the special filename ofa floppy disk drive~ the disk block size.
and special numbers called the gap and block numben. A ftoppy disk can be formatted
by following the instructions in the section' 'formatting Floppy Disks" in this chapter.
The special filenames for the disk drives, the disk block size, and the gap and block
numbers depend onthe specific system and are giveninAppendixA.
N~e that if a file system already exists· on the disk. it will be destroyed by this
procedure. For this reason, be particularly careful n<l to create a new file system on the

rootfilesystem.lfyoudestroytheroctfilesystem.yoowillhavetoreinstalltheXENIX
~em.

-
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To Dlake a file systcmoDa Soppy disk. foUowtheae steps: ,
I.

Los in. You do net bave to be loged in u the super-user to use the mkl's
command.

2.

Insert a formaued ftoppy dig into a floppy disk drive. Make sure th«e is no
reacI-onIytabonthediskjacket.

3.

Type

letclmtfs 'f1ecia/fiJe bloc"';ze lap blod
(where 'pecialjik .blocbiu .gaP. and blod are supplied by you) and press
the key. The system automatically creates the file system. If il discoven
data already on the disk, the sy&lem dispJaystbc message:
mkfs: 'p«ilJlfilt contains data. Overwrite'! (yin):
If you are sure the di* conlains Ildhing that you w.ant to save. type y alii
press the key to overwrite the data and continue' creating the file system.
Otherwisc,lypell.lfyoutypeend.nofilesystemiscreated.
FCC' example, the following command creates a file system on the ftoppy di* drive
Idt\'/fd with blocksize 800 and gap and block numbers 2 and 16.
letc/mtfs ldev/fd 800 2 16

4.2.2

Mooatlaaa Fie System

Once you have created a file system. you can mount it with the mount command. To
mount a file system yoo need the the special filename of a floppy disk drive and the
name ofthe directory onto which the file system is to bemoumed. The special filename
ofthe disk drive containing the disk with the file system depends on the specific system
and is given in Appendix A The directory to receive the file system may be any
directory as long as it is empty (contains no files) and is not your current wortting
directory. Note that the directory Imnt is specifically reserved for mounted file
systems.
Tomourt a file system. followthese steps:
l.

Loginasthesuper-user.

2.

Insert the di sk containingthe file systemirtoa ftoppydiskdrive.

3.

Type the appropriate IDCJIIDt command and press the key. The ccmmand
should have the form

letclmount specitJlfilt directory1fll1lle
where ,pecialjile is the special filename ofthe disk drive anddir~ctory1fQ1lle
is the name of the directory to receive the file system. If the disk has a
read-only tab. make sure you include the switch" -r" at the end of the
command.
FCC' example. the following command mounts a file system on a disk in the disk drive
Idtl'ljdonto the directory named/account.
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letc/mount ldev/fd /account
Remember to make sure thal the specified directory is empty before is:;uing the
command. Ifthe command displays the message:
mount: Structure needs cleaning
use the fsck command to clean the file system and try to mount it again (see the section
"FileS'ystemlntegrity"in OuipterS). Ifthe command displays the message:
mount: Device busy
either the file system has already been mounted and cann~ be mounted twice. or a user
is currently in the directory in which you wish to mount the file system.
To check that the file system wu properly mounted. use the cd command to change to
the directory containing the mwnted system and the I command to list the contents.
ThecoollDanddisplaysthefilesanddirectories(ifany)inthefilesystem. Besuretouse
the edcommand to leavethe directory after finishing your work in it.
Nae that frequently used file systems can be mounted automatically when starting the
system by appending the appropriate mouDt commands to the letc/rc file. See the
section "Olangingthe/etclrcFiIe"inOlapter8fordctails.

4.2.3

UDJDOUDti,,8 File System

Y w can unmount a mounted file system with the amount command. Unmounting a
file system does not destroy its contents. It merely removes access to the files and
directories inthe file system.

Tounmwntamounted file system, type:
letclumount specialjile
and press the key. The specialjiJe is the name of the special file corresponding to the
disk drive containing the disk with the file system. The command empties the directory
that previwsly contained the file system .and makes the directory and the
corresponding disk drive available for moutting another file system.
For example. the following command unmounts a file system from the disk drive
ldevlfd:
letclumount Idev/fd
Before unmounting a file system, make sure that no files or directories are being
accessed by programs being run by you or by other users. The umouDt command
displays the message:
umount: Device busy

ifyou or another user is currently inthedirectorycontainingthe file system.

4.2.4

Formatting Floppy Disks

Yw can format floppy disks with the format(C) program. Fonnatted disks are
required whenever you create a file sy~;tem and when you back up a file sy:;tem with the
sysadmJnprogram(seeChapter6, "File System Backups").
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In general, the system manager should format spare floppy disks in advance. To
format a floppy disk, foUowthese steps:
I.

Type
format -v
and press the key. The -vflagspecifiesverbose(orinteractive)mode.

2.

format wiUrespond

insert disk
3.

Afterthe programhas finished formatting the disk, it will pnmpt:
type <RETURN> to format another disk, 'q' to quit

!fyou wish, you may use the - f flag to format your disks. The program formats the
givenfile. Thedefaultdeviceis/dev/rfd. The command
format -f Idev/mfd
formats the disk usingthe no-eject device.

N~e that formatting removes aU data from the disk. so if you are formatting a disk that
already contains data , make sure that the data is nothing you wish to save.

4.3

Permissions

Permissions are the way the XENIX system controls access to aU the files and
directories. In XENIX, an ordinary user may access those files and directmes for
which he has permission. All other files and directories are inaccessible tohim.
There are three different levels of permissions: user, group. and other. User
permissions apply to the owner of the file; group permissions apply to users who have
the same group ID as the owner; and ~erpennissions apply to all ~herusen.
4.3.1

DispiayiDg PermissioDS

You can display the permission settings for all the files in a directory with the I
command. This.command lists the permissions along with the name of the file's
owner. the siz.e (in bytes), and the date am time the file was last changed. The
command display has the following format:
-rw-rw---- J johnd group 11515 Nov 17 14:21 filel
The permissions are shown as a sequerre of ten characters on the left of the display.
The sequence is divided into four fields. The first field (the' 'type" field) has a single
character, the other fields ("user", "group", and "other'" have three characters
each.
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type

rwuser

rwgroup

other

The characters in the fields have the following meanings:
Inthe"type" field:
d

Indicates the item isa directory
Indicates the item is an ordinary file

b

Indicates the itcm isadevice special block 110 file

c

Indicates the item is a device special character 110 file

In the "user". "group" • and "other" fields:

r

Indicates read pcnnission. Read permission for a file means you may copy or
display the file. Read permission for a directory means yoo may display the files
in that directory.

w

Indicates write permission. Write permission for a file means you may change
or modify the file. Write permission for a directory means you may create files
or subdirectories within that directory .

x

Indicates execute permission (for ordinary files) or search permission (for
directmes). Execute permission for a file means you may invoke the file as you
would a program. Execute permission for a directory means you may entesthat
directory with the cd command.
Indicates no permission.

For example, the permissions
-rwxrwxrwx

indicate an ordinary file with full read. write. and execute access for everyone (user.
group,andtther).
The permissions

-rw------indicate an ordinary file with read and write access for the user only .
The permissions
drwxr-x--x
indicate a directory with search access for everyone, read access for the uses and
group, and write access for only the user.

4.3.2

Changing Permissions

When you create a file, the XENIX system automatically assigns the following
pennissions:
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-rw-r--r-This means the everyone may read the file, but only the userm.,y write to it. When you
create a directory ,the system assigns the pennissions:
drwxr-xr-x
This means ewryone may search and read the directory and the user may create files
and dirC'Ctories within it.

You can change the pcrmissionsofa file or a directory with the chmocl (for "change
mode") command. nlis command requires that you tell it how to change the
permissions of a specific file or direct<q'. You do 50 by indicating which levels of
pmnissionsyou wish to change (user"u" ,group "g". or other "0"), how you wish
to change them (add •• +" <X' remove "- "). and which permissions you wish to
change (read ",". write "w" .orexecute"x"). For example. the pattern:
utx
addsexecutepennissionfortlleuserandthepattem
go-w
removes write permission f~ group and other .
The command has the form:
chmod porum name
where nmne is one or more file or directory names. For example. to change the
permissions ofthe file "receivables" from "-rw-r- -r--" to "-rw- - - ---",type:
chmod go-r receivables
and press the key.
After using chmocl use the I command to check the re:n:lts. If you have made a
miSlake, usc cbmod again to correct the mistake.

4.3.3

ChanM tbe File Creation Mask

The file creation mask is a special number. kept by the system, that defines the
permissions given to every file and directory created by a user. Initially, the mask has
the value022 which means every file recei ves thepennissions
-rw-r--r-and every directory receivesthe permissions
drwxr-xr-x

You can change the mask and the initial permissions your files and directories receive,
byusingtheumaskcommand.
The umasl command has the form:
umask mlue
where value isathree-digit number. Thethreedigitsrcpn:sent user, group,andtther
permissions, respectively. The value of a digit defines which permission is given:
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digit

permissiOD

o

Read. write. execute. and search
Read and write
Read, execute, and search
Read
Write. execute. and search
Write
Execute and search
No permissions

1

2
3
4
.5
6
7

for example. the command
umask 177

sets the file creation mask so that all files and directories initiaUy have read and write
permission for the user am no permissions foraD others.

4.4

Managing Yde Ownership

Whenever a file is created by a user. the system automatically assigns "user
ownership" ofthat file to that Usei'. This allows the creator to access the file according
to the "user" permissions. The system also assigns a "group ownership" tothe file.
The groop ownership defines which group may access the file according to the
.. group" permissions. The groop is always the same group to which the user be longed
when he created the file.
Only one user and one group may have ownership of a file at any time. (These are the
owners displayed by the I command.) However. yoo may change the ownership of a
file at any time with the chowD and chgrpcommands.

4.4.1

ChaDgiDa User Ownenhlp

Y00 can change the user ownership ofa file with the CboWD command. Thecommand
has the form:
chown login name files
where login name is the name of t.lJe new user and files is the names of the files to be
changed. For example, the command
chown johnd projects. julie
changes the currentownerofthe file projects.june tojohncl.
The chowD command is especiaDy useful after changing the user ID of a user (seethe
section' 'Changing a User' sID" in Otapter 3).
Yoomustbeloggedinasthesuper-usertousethiscommand.
4.4.2

ChaDgiaa Group Ownership

Y00 can change the group ownership of a file with the cbgrp command. The
command has the form:
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c:hgrp group name fiks

where group name is the name of a group given in the letc/group file andfil~s are the
names ofthe files you wish to change. Forexample. the command
chgrp shipping projects.june
changes the group ownership ofthe fileprojects.)une to the groupnamedsblppiDl.
The chgrpcommand isespeciaUyuseful ifyou have changed the login group ofa uscr
(seethe section "ChangingaUscr'sLoginOroup" in Chapter 3).

4.5

System Security

Every system, II) matter what its size, should have some form of protection against
unauthorized access to the computer, disks, and system rues. The follvwing sections
suggest ways for a system managerto protect the system.

4.5.1

Pbyslcal Seeurlty

Y00 can protect the physical compone~s ofthe computer. especially system disks, by
.
taking these steps:
1.

Keep unessential penonnel out ofthe wm area.

2.

Organize and lock upaU disband tapes when not in use. They should not be
stored with the romputeritself.

3.

Keep disks away from magnetism. direct sunlight, and severe changes in
temperature.

4.

Do not use ball point pens to write labels on disks.

s.

Make backup copies of all ftoppy disks (see the section •'Copying Floppy
Disks" inthischapter).

4.5.2

Access Senrity

Y00 can protect the system against access by unauthorized individuals by taking these
steps:
I.

Remind uscrstolog out oftheir acroonts before leaving the terminal.

2.

Discourage users fr<X1l choosing passwords that are easy to guess.
Passwords should be at least six characters long and include lett!"Ts, digits.
and p.1nctuationmarks.

3.

Keep the super-user password secret from all but necessary personnel.
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4.5.3

EDCI')'pting Text FDa

Yw can usually ensure both the privacy and safety of files by setting the appropriate
permissions and maintaining system security. However, these methods cannot
protect files from unauthorized iOOividuals who have logged in as the super-user.
Yw can protect files from an unauthorized super-user by using the crypt command
to encrypt the file. Encryption changes the codents of the file into meaningless
characters. The encryption is carried out by means of a key which you supply. The
process can be reversed, and the file returned to normal, by giving the same key.
for example, to encrypt the contents of the file projects.june and store the encrypted
file inthefileprojeclS.secret , type:
crypt <projects.june >projects.secrct

and p-ess the key. The commaOO asbforthekey with the message:
Enter key:
Type a string of characters (it may be up to eight characters long) and press the key.
The program encryptsthe file.
To restore the encrypted fileprojects.secret aOO display it on the screen, type:
crypt <projects. secret

and press the key. The command asks for the key. Type the same key you used to
encrypt the data and press the key. The program displays the restored data.

4.5.4

Protecting Special Fles

Yw can prevent ordinary users from gaining directacecss to the data and program files
on the sy~' s hard and floppy disks by protecting the system's special files. The
XENlX special files, in the Idev directory, are used primarily by the system to transfer
data to and from the computer' shard and floppy disks as well as other devices, butcan
also be used by ordinary users to gain direct access tothese devices.
Since direct access bypasses the system's normal pr~ection scheme and allows
ordinary users to examine 'and change all files in the system, it is wise to pntect the
special files to ensure system security.
To proteCt the XENlX special files, log in as the super-user and use the chmocl
command to set appropriate permissions. for example, to disallow any access by
ordinary users, set the permissions of such special files as Idevlmem, Idel'lkmem,
ldel'lroot,and/del'lusrtoreadandwriteaccessforthesuper-useronly. Note that you
must ntt change the permissions for the tty files.

4.6

Using XENIX Accounting Features

The XENIX system provides a set of commands that allow the system manager to
perform "process accounting". Process accountirig is a simple way to keep track of
the amwnt of time each user spends on the system. The process accounting
commands keep a record of the number of processes (i.e., programs) invoked by a
user. how long each process lasts, and other infonnation such as how often the proccss
accesses 110 devices , and how big the processisin bytes.
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Process accounting is helpful on systems where users arc being charged f~ their
accesstime. but it may also be used to develop a detailed record of system. command,
and systemreSO\D'ceusag~.
There arc severalc:ommands which may be used to do process accounting. Of these,
the most useful are aectaD and acctcom. The acetoD command starts and stops
process accounting. When invoked, the cc:mmand records pertinent information
about each process invoked by logged in users to the file named /rur/adm/pacel. The
acdcom command is used to display the information. The command has several
switches fordisplaying different types ofaccounting information.
4.6.1

Star1lDl Procaa AceOllDtiDg

You can start process accounting with the acctoD command. Process accounting can
be started at any time. Typically. it is started when the system itselfis started.
Before accountingc:anbe started, the file/usr/odm/pacclmust be created, if it does ntt
alreadyexist. To create the file, foUow these steps:
I.

Log in as the super-user.

2.

Use the cd c:ommandtochange the working directoryto/wr/adm. Type:
cd lusr/adm

3.

Usethecpcommandtocreatethe/wrlodml~ctfile.

Type:

cp /dev/null paCel

4.

Usethechmocicommaoo to change the file permissions. Type:
chmod 644 pacct

Use the ChoWD command to change the file' sownership. Type:
chown adm pacel

S.

Usethechgrpcommandtochangethefile'sgroupownership. Type:
chgrp adm pacct

,Orx;ethe/usrlodmlpacctfileiscreated,youmaystartprocessaccountingbytyping:
accton /usr/admlpacct
The system immediately begins to copy process accounting infonnationtothefi1e.
4.6.2

ChangIDg Accounting Files

Process accounting is usually conducted over a set time period. such as a day. At the
end of each period the accounting infonnation is saved and the accounling started
again with a new file. This prevents disruption of the process accounting and provides
a clean file with whichto start each new accounting period.
To change the processaccouming file. follow these steps:
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Main.taining File Systems

5.1 Introduction
File system maintenance,an important task orthe system manager, keeps the
XENIX system running smoothly, keeps the file systems clean, and ensures
adequate space ror all users. To maintain the file systems, the system manager
must monitor the rree space in each file systen, and take corrective action
whenever it gets too low.
This chapter explains the file system maintenance commands. These
commands report how much space is used, locate seldom-used files, and remove
or repair damaged files.

5.2 Maintaining Free Space
The XENIX system operates best when at least 15% or the space in each file
system is rree. In any system, the amount or free space depends on the size of
the disk containing the file system and the number'or files on the disk. Since all
disks have a fixed amount of space, it is important to carefully control the
number or files stored on the disk.
If a file system has les's than 15% free space, system operation usually becomes
sluggish. If no free space is available, the system stops any attempts to write to
the file system. This means that the user's normal work on the computer
(creating new files and expanding existing ones) stops.

The only remedy for a file system which has less than 15% free space is to delete
one or more files from the file system. The following sections describe strategies
for keeping the free space available.

5.2.1 Strategies tor Maintaining Free Space
The system manager should ,regularly check the amount of free space of a.1l
mounted file systems and remind users to keep their directories free or unused
files. You can remind users by including a reminder in the message of the da.y
file /etc/motd. (See the section "Changing the /etc/motd File" in Chapter
8).
Irthe amount oCfree space slips below 15%, the system manager should:
1.

Send a system-wide message asking users to remove unused files.

2.

Locate exceptionally large directories and files, and send mail to the
owner asking him to remove unnecessary files.

3.

Locate and remove temporary files and files named core.
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4.

Clear the con tents or system log files.

Finally, irthe system is chronically short or rree space, it may be necessary to
create and mount an additional file system.

5.2.2 Displaying Free Space
You can find out how much tree space exists in a particular file system with the

de (for "disk free") command. This command displays the number ot "blocks"
available on the specific file system. A block isS12 characters (or bytes) or data.
The dr command has the form:
df ,pecio.lfile
where epecio.lfile can be the name ofaXENIX special file corresponding to the
disk drive containing the file system (see Appendix A, "XENIX Special Device
Files"). Uyou do not give a special filename, then the tree space of all normally
mounted file systemsisgiven.
For example, to display the rree space of the root file system / JefJ/root, type:
dt /dev /root
and press the RETURN key. The command displays the special filename and
the number ot tree blocks. You may compute the percentage of free space by
comparing the displayed value with the total number of blocks in the file
system. See Appendix A, "XENIX Special Device Files;" for a list of the total
blocks.

5.2.3 Sending a System-Wide Message
U free space is low, you may send a message to all users on the system with the
wall (for "write to all") command. This command copies the messages you
type at your terminal to the terminals of all users currently logged in.
To send a message, type:
wall
and press the RETURN key. Type the message, pressing the RETURN key to
start a new line if necessary. After you have typed the message, press the
CNTRL-D key. The command displays the message on all terminals in the
system. To leave the wall command, press the CNTRL-D key. This removes
the link to other terminals.
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5.2.4 Displaying Disk Usage
You can display the number or blocks used within a directory by using the du
command. This command is userul ror finding excessively large directories and
files.
The du command has the Corm:
du directory
The optional directory must be the name or a directory in a mounted file
.system. Uyou do not give a directory name, the command displays the number
orblocks in the current directory.
For example, to display the number oC blocks used in the directory /ulr/johnd,
type:
.
du /usr/johnd
and press the RETURN key. The command displays the name or ea.ch file and
directory in the /u3r/iohnd directory and the number or blocks used.

5.2.5 Displaying Blocks by Owner
You can display a list oC users and the number oC blocks they own by using the
quot (Cor "quota") command. The command has the Corm:
quot Bpecialfile
The Bpecialfile must be the name oC the special file corresponding to the disk
drive containing the file system (see Appendix A, "XENIX Special Devices
Files").
For example, to display the owners or files in the file system mounted on the
disk drive / dev//dl, type:
quot /dev/Cdl
and press the RETURN key. The command displays the users who have files in
the file system and the number orblocks in these files.

5.2.6 Mailing a Message to a User
IC a particular user has excessively large directories or files, you may send a
personal message to the user with the mail command.
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To begin sending a message through the mail, type
mail login-name .
and press the RETURN key. The log,'n-name must be the login name or the
recipient. To send a message, type the message, press the RETURN key, and
then press the CNTRL-D key. Ir the message has more than one line, press the
RETURN key at the end or each line. The mail command copies the message to
the user's mailbox, where he may view it also by using the mail command. See
the XENIX U,er'. Guide ror details.

5.2.7 Locating Files
You may locate all files with a specified name, size, date, owner, andlor last
access date by using the find command. The command is useful for locating
seldom-used and excessively large files.
The find command has the rorm:
find director1l parameter,
The directory must be the name or the first directory to be searched. (It will
also search all directories within that directory.) The parameters are special
names and values that tell the command what to seareh for (see jind(C) in the
XENIX Reference Manual ror complete details). The most useful parameter.
are:
-name file
-atime number
-print
The "-name" parameter causes the eommand to look for the specified file. The
"-atime" parameter eauses the command to seareh ror files whieh have not
been accessed ror the number or days. The "-print" parameter causes the
command to display the locations of any files it finds.
For example, to locate all files named c ore in the directory I u,r, type:
find lusr -name core -print
and press the RETURN key. The command displays the locations of all files it
finds.

Maintaining File Systems
5.2.8 Locating core and Temporary Files
You can locate core, and temporary files with the fl nd command.
A core file contains a copy or a terminated program. The XENIX system
sometimes creates such a file when a program causes an error rrom which it
cannot recover. A temporary file contains data created as an intermediate step
during execution or a program. These files may be lert behind ir a program
contained an error or was prematurely stopped by the user. The name or a
temporary file depends on the program that created it.
In most cases, the user has no use ror either c ore or temporary files and they can
. be sarely removed.
When searching ror core or temporary files, it is a good idea to search ror files
which have not been accessed Cor a reasonable period oC time. For exa.mple, to
find all core files in the / U3r directory which have not been accessed ror a week,
type:
find /usr -name core -atime +7 -print
and press the RETURN key.

5.2.g Clearing Log Files
The XENIX system maintains a number oC files, called log files, that contain
inCormation about system usage. When new inCormation is generated, the
system automatically appends this inCormation to the end or the corresponding
file, preserving the file's previous contents. This means the size or each file
grows as new inCormation is appended. Since the log files can rapidly become
quite large, it is important to periodically clear the files by deleting their
contents.
You can clear a log file by typing:
ca.t </dev/null >filename
where file name is the Cull pathname oC the log file you wish to clear. A log file
normally receives inCormation to be used by one and only one program, so its
name usually reCers to that program. Similarly, the Cormat or a filedepends on
the program that uses it. See Appendix B, "XENIX Files and Directories," ror
descriptions or the log files.
In some cases, clearing a file affects the subsequent output orthe corresponding
program. For example, clearing the file / etc/ ddaterorces the next backup to be
a periodic backup (see Chapter 6, "Backing Up File Systems").
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5.2.10 Expanding the File System
Ir free space is chronically low, it may be to your advantage to expand the
system's storage capacity by creating and mounting a new file system. Once
mounted, you may use this new file system for your work, or even copy user or
system directories to it.
A chronic shortage of space usually results from having more users on the
system than the current hard disk can reasonably handle, or having too many
directories or files. In either case, creating a new file system allows some of the
users and directories to be transferred from the hard disk, freeing a significant
amount of space on the existing file system and improving system operation.
For details about creating and mounting file systems, see Chapter 4, "Using
File Systems."

S.3 File System Integrity
Since file systems are normally stored on hard and floppy disks, occasional loss
of data from the file system through accidental damage to the disks is not
unusual. Such damage ca.n be caused by conditions such as an improper system
shutdown, hardware errors in the disk drives, or a worn out disk.
Such damage usually affects one or two files, making them inaccessible. In very
rare cases, the damage causes the entire file system to become inaccessible.
The XENIX system provides a way to restore and repair a file system if it has
been damaged. The rsck (ror "file system check") command checks the
consistency or file systems and, ir necessary, repairs them. The command does
its best to restore the information required to access the files, but it cannot
restore the contents of a file once they are lost. The only way to restore lost
data is to use backup files. For details about backup disks, see Chapter 6,
"Backing Up File Systems."

5.3.1 Repairing the File System
You can repair a file system with the rsck command. The command has the
form:
fsck Bpecio.lfile
The Bpecio.lfile must be the name of the special file corresponding to the disk
drive containing the file system (s~e Appendix A, "XENIX Special Device
Files").
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For example, to check the file system on the disk in the disk drive I defJlldl,
type
fsck Idev Ifdl
and press the RETURN key. The program checks the file system and reports on
its progress with the following messages.

** Phase 1 - Check Blocks and Sizes
** Phase 2 - Pathnames
** Phase 3 - Connectivity
** Phase 4 - Reference Counts
.. Phase 5 - Check Free List
If a damaged file is found during anyone of these phases, the command asks if it
should be repaired or salvaged. Type 11 to repair a damaged file. You should
always allow the system to repair damaged files even if you have copies of the
files elsewhere or intend to delete the damaged files.
Note that the rsck command deletes any file that it considers too damaged to be
repaired. If you suspect a file system problem and wish to try to save some or
the damaged file or files, check other possible remedies before you invoke the
command.

5.3.2 Automatic File System Check
The XENIX system sometimes requests a check of the file system when you first
start it. This usually occurs after an improper shutdown (for example, after a.
power loss). The file system check repairs any files disrupted during the
shutdown. For details, see the section "Cleaning the File System" in
Chapter 2.
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6.1

Introduction

A file system backup is a Copy ,on floppy disk, ofthe files in the root directory and other
regularly mwnted file systems. A backup cillows the system manager to save a cqJy of
the file system as it was at a specific time. The copy may be used later to restore files that
are accidentally lost ortemporarily removed from the file system to save space.
This chapter explains how to create backups ofthe root directory and other file systems
and how to restore files from the backups.

6.2

Strategies for Backups

The system manager should back up the root directory (and any other mounted file
systems) on a regular basis. In particular, he should make daily copies of aD files
modified during the day, am mate periodic (e.g., weekly) copies ofthe entire root
directory and other mounted file systems.
The XENlX system offers two ways to back up file systems, the ~sodm;n program and
the tar command.
The sysadmin program is a formal maintenance program for systems that require a
rigorous schedule of file system backups. Such systems usually have many users and a
large number of files that are modified daily. The program automatically locates
modified files, copies them to disk, and optionally produces a list ofthe files.
The tar command is useful on systems with one or two users, or on any system where
ordinary users wish to make personal copies oftheir directories. The command lets the
system manager or user choose the files and directories to be copied. The commam
does not, however, automatically locate modified files.
A typical backup schedule includes a daily backup once a day am a periodic backup
once a week. A.daily backup copies only those files modified during that day; a
periodic backup Copies aD files in the file system. The appropriate schedule for a
system depends on how heavily the system is used and how often files are modified. In
all cases, a periodic backup should be done at least once a month.
The system manager should schedule backups at times when few (if any) users are on
the system. ThisensuresthattheQ)strecentversionofeachfileiscopiedcorrectly.
A regular schedule of backups requires a large number of floppy disks and adequate
storage for the disks. Daily backups should be saved at least. two weeks; periodic
backups shwld be saved indefinitely. Disks should be properly labeled with the date
ofthe backup and the names ofthe files and directories contained in the backup. Aftera
backup has expired , the disk may be used to create newbackups.·

6.3

-Using the sysadmin Program

The sysadmin p-ogram performs daily am periodic backups, lists backup files, and
restores irxlividual files from backup disks. The program presents each task as an item
in a menu. To perform a task, simply choose the appropriate item from the menu and
supply the required information.
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6.3.1

ereati.., Backups

To create backups with the sysadmillprogram, you need several formatted 80ppy
disks. The exact number depends on the number of files to be copied; f~example.
some periodic backups require as many as nine disks. F~ details on how to fonnat a
8oppydisk. seethe section "FormattingFloppyDisks" in Cllapter4.
To create a backup, foUowthese steps:

1.

Log inasthe super-user".

2.

Type:
sysadmin
and press the key. The program displays a file system maintenance menu.

File System Maintenance
Type 1 to do daily backup
2 to do a periodic backup

3 to get a backup listing
4 to restore a file
5 to quit
3.

Type J for a daily backup or 2 for a periodic backup. Then press the key.
Ntte that if the system has never had a periodic backup, it automatically

performs one, even ifyou have chosen a daily backup.
4.

Insert a 80ppy disk in drive I, wait for the drive to accept the disk (all drive
noise should stop), and press the key. The system displays the current date
and the date ofthe last backup (it displays "the epoch" if there has been no
backup). The system then begins to copy files to the 80ppy disks. If the disk
runs outofspace , the program displays the message:
Olange volumes

s.

Remove the first disk and insert a new disk. Wait for the drive to accept the
disk. then press the key. The program continues to copyfiJes to the new
disk. Repeat this step until the program displays the message:
DONE

When doing a periodic backup, you may need to repeat the last step several times
before the backup is complete. You should label each disk as you remove it fr(Jl]l the
disk drive. F~ example. label the first disk "Volume 1", the second •'Volume 2",
and soon.

6.3.2

Getting a Backup Listing

Y00 can keep a record of the files you have backed up by invoking the ~'YsQdmin
program aoo selecting the third item in the menu. The program copies the names of all
files fr(Jl]l LlJe backup disks to the temporary file Itmplbackup.list. This listing is
especially convenient if you keep detailed records of the files copied in each backup.
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The backup listing is available after-every daily or periodic backup.
To get the listing, follow these steps:
1.

Log inasthe super-user.

2.

Type

sysadmin
and press the key. The program displays the system maintenance menu.

3.

Type 3 and press the key. The program asks yw toreinsen the baclrupdisks

in the same order that you inserted them during the backup.

4.

Insert the first disk, wait until the dri-ve accepts the disk, then press the kry.
The program automatically reads the filenames off the backup disk and
places them in the list file. When the program has read aU the names, it asks
for the next disk.

5.

Remove the first disk and insert the next. Wail for the drive to accept the disk
andpressthekey. Repeatthisstepuntilalldiskshavebeenread.

Yw may produce a prilled copy ofthe baclrup list by printing the I ist at the lineprinter.
Type
Ipr /tmplbackup.list

and press the key. After printing the file, you shoo Id remove it from the Itmp directory
with the rmcommand to save space.

6.3.3

Restori.. a Backup FUe

Yw can restore files from the backup disks by invoking the sysadmin program and
selecting the fourth item in the menu. You will need the complete set ofbaclrupdisks
containing the latest version ofthe file you wish to restore. You win also need the' 'fun
pathname" of the file you wish to restore. This is the name given for the file in the
backup listing.
.
To restore a file, foUowthese steps:

1.

Log in as the super-user.

2.

Type

sysadmin
and press the key. The program dispL1Ys the file system maintenance menu.
3.

Type 4 and press the key. The program asks you to type the full path name of
the file you wish to restore.

4.

Type the pathname and press the key. The program asks foran<ther
pathname.
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S.

Repeat step 4to enter another pathname or press the key to continue the
program. Ifyou press the key. the program asks yw to insert the first disk in
the backup set.

6.

Insert the disk, wait for the drive to accept the disk, and press the key. The
program displays the inode IDJmbers of the files yw have given, then asks
forthe volume BlIDberoftbe backup disk containing the files.

7.

Insatthe disk cortaining the files, type the volume number. and press the
key. Theprogramsearchesthediskforthespecifiedfiles.lffound,thefiles
are copied to ywr current directory. If not fwnd. the program asks for the
next volume.

8.

Repeat step 7 until all files have been found and copied.

Note that the program does n<l restore the file's original name. but gives each file a
unique numbC'l' called an "inode" rmnber. You can restore the file' s original name
withthemv(for··move'·)command. Thecommandhastheform:
mv inotU fiJerronw
The inotU must be the file's inode number. Thejilename must be the file's original full
pathname. Forexample, to restore the filetolusrljohnd!projects.ju~ from. 224 , type:
mv 224 lusr/johndlprojects.june
and press the key.

6.4

Using the tar Command

The tar command copies specified files and directories to and from Hoppy disks. On
systems with one or two users. it gives the system manager a direct way to make
backupc:opiesofthe files modified during a day . On systems with many users, it gives
ordinary users a waytomake personal copies oftheir own files and directories.

6.4.1

CopyiDl Fles to. tar Disk

Y00 can ropy a small number of files or directories to a Happy disk with the tar
command. The c:ommand has the form:
tar

c:vf specialjile files

The .fpecia/fiie must be the name of the special file corresponding to the disk drive
containing the disk to rec:eivethe files (see Appendix A). Thefiles are the names ofthe
files or directories you wish to ropy .
To use the tar command, you need a formatted Hoppy disk and the names of the files
and/or directories you wish to copy. For details about how to format a disk. see the
section "Formatting Floppy Disks" in Olapter4. lfyou give a directory name, the
command copies all files in thedirec:tory (including subdirectories) to the disk.
Forexample.tocopythe filesa. b, and cto the disk in the diskdrive/dc\'ifd •type
tar

cvf /dev/fd abc

and press the key.
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The ftoppydisks can store 400 kilobytes of information. Files larger than this can be
tarred using the It option. This option specifies the size of the archi~ volume and
prompts you when it needs anew ftoppydisk. Forcxample, type
tar cvfk /dev/fd 400 filename

and press the key. For more inf<mlation on tar, refer to the XENIX Reference tar(C)
manual page.

6.4.1

Restorilll FUes from a tar Disk

Y00 may also use the tar command to restore files from a disk. The command simply
copies all files on the disk. to your current directory. In this case, the command has the
form:
tar

xvf specilll{Je

The specialjiJe must be the name of the special file corresponding to the disk drive
containing the tar disk..
F<Yexample, torestorefilesfromthedisk inthedriveldt'\'ifd, type
tar

xvf /dev/fd

and press the key. The command copies files on the disk in the drive to the CtDTcnt
directory.
Since the tar command only copies files to the currell directory, make sure you are in
the desired directory bef<Ye you invoke the command. You can change to the desired
dircctory with the cd command.
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Using Peripheral Devkes

7.1

Introduction

One important task of the system manager is to add peripheral devices such as
terminals. hard disks. and lineprinters to L'le system. Adding such devices lets more
users use the system. gives extra storage space for user's files and directories. and adds
to the system' soverallcapabilities.
To add a peripheral device, the system manager must make the physical connection
between ~he device and the computer, then use the correct system commands toellc1ble
the device for operation. This chapter explains how to use system commands to enable
adeviceforuse.ltalsodescribeshowtomaintainthedeviccsoncetheyareadded.
N~e that all physical connections between a device and the system are devicedependent. For information about these connections. see L'te hardware manual
provided with the device.

7.2

Using Multiple Screens

The simplest way to add an extra terminal to the system is to «'use mUltiple screens" .
The system console. the hard-wired terminal used to start and stop the system. is
actually three terminals in one, each sharing the same keyboard am screen but
providing independert interaction with the system. You can switch from one terminal
to another by holding down the key and pressing the key on the far right of the
keyboard (in the numeric keypad). No physical connections are required.
Although all three screens may be open at the same time. only one is active at any given
time. When you switch the system console. the system automatically displays the new
terminal's screen. Any wort you do at the new terminal affects that terminal only. The
old terminal's screen and keyboard are saved until you restore them by switching the
system console again.
Using muhiple screens gives the user a way to access more than one user account at the
same time. Any user may log in to an account at one terminal. then switch to the next
terminal and log in to a different accourt. The user may then switch back and forth
bet ween the three terminals as needed to do work in the desired account.
.
F<r convenience. the thi'ee terminals are named console, nyOl. and tty02.
respectively. The console is always the first tenninal to be active when you start the
system. The system enables ttyO1 and tty02 for use only after you begin multi-user
operation.

7.3

Adding a Terminal

You can give simultaneous access to the sy~em for two or more users by adding extra
terminals. Add a tenninal by connecting it to an RS - 2.~2 serial line on the system and
enabling it with the enable commam. Many different terminals work well with the
XENIX operating system. An abbreviated list of recommended models is given in
terminals(M)inthe XENIXRejerence.

Before you can add a terminal, you must know how to connect the terminal to a serial
line on the computer. Physical connections for the terminal a"'c usually explaincd in the
terminal's hardware manual. The names of the available serial lines on t.'te syStem are
given in Appendix Aofthis guide. Once a tennina) has been connected, you may then
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enable the terminal foruse with the enabJecommand.
To add a terminal. followtbese steps:
1.

Using the recommended procedure in the tet'lllli"lal"s hardware manual,
connect the terminal to one of the RS-232 serial lines on the computer
itself. Make sure that the terminal is compatible with the line configuration
(fora description ofthe serial pons, see AppeooixA).

2.

Loginasthesuper-user. Type:
# cd Idev
# mkdev serial

3.

Use the enable command to enable the terminal. The command has the
form:
enable spuialfiJe
where specialjik is the name of the serial line to which the terminal is
attached. This name depends on your system's configuration (see
AppendiAA). For example, the command
enable IdcvlttyOa
enablestheterminalconnectedonseriailineldevlttyOa. Likewise, to enable
the secooo serial port, type:
enable IdcvlttyOb

4.

,.qvr{\

Turn on the power to the terminal and press thetlkey several times. The
system should display a "login:" message. When it does, you may log in
and begin work.

If no •'login:" message appears on the screen, if random characters appear, or if the
terminal does not respond to your attempt to log in, you may need to change the baud
rate (or "line speed") of the terminal to match the serial line. You can change the baud
rate with thestty command described in the next section.

When using the enable command, make sure that you wait a fun minute between each
use ofthe command. FailW'etodosocancauseasystemcrash.

7.4

Changing Serial Line Operation

Whenever you enable a terminal with the enable command, the system automatically
sets the operating characteristics ofthe serial line to a set ofdefauh values. Sometimes
these values do not match the values used by the terminal, and therefore must be
changed to allow communication between the system and the tenninal. You can
display and change the operating chara<..1eristics of a serial line with the stty (for' 'set
uy")command.
Yeu can display the cul'rentoperaling characteristics of a serial line by typing
stty

at the terminal connected to that line. If it is impossible to login in at that teoninal. yeu
may use another terminal to display the characteristics. Log in as the super-user at the
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other terminal and type
stty <specialfile
where specia/file is the name of the device special file corresponding to the serial line
(see Appendix A). For example, the command
stty </devlttyOa
displays the currerl characteristics of the serial line named IdevlttyOa. The command
displays the baud rate, the parity scheme, and other infoonation about the serial line.
The meaning ofthis information is explained in Slty(C) intheXENl.XRejerence.
One common change to a serial line is changing the baud rate. This is usually done
from a terminal cormected to anaher serial line since changing the rate disrupts
communication between the terminal and system. Log in as the super-user at the
other terminal and type
stty baud-rate <specialfik

where baud- rate is the terminal's desired baud rate and specialfile is the name of the
device special file corresponding to the serial line yw wish to change. The baud rate
must be in the set 50, 75, 110,134.150,200.300,600,1200,2400,4800, and 9600.
For example •the cmunand
stty

9600 </devlttyOa

changes the baud rate of the serial line IdevlnyOa to 9600. Note that the "less than"
symbol ( <) is used for both displaying and settingthe serial line from anotherterminal.
Another common change is changing the way the system processes input and rutput
through the serial line. Such changes are usually made from the terminal connected to
the serial line. For example , the command
stty -tabs
causes the system to expand tabs with spaces (used with terminals which do not expand
tabs on their own), and the command
stty

echoe

causes the system to remove a deleted character from the tenninal screen when you
back over it with the key. .
Note that the stty command may also be used to adapt a serial tine to an unusual
terminal or to another type of serial device which requires parity generation and
detection and special input and wtput processing.
Forafulldescriptionofthiscommand,seestty(C)intheXENl.XRejerenct.

7.S

Setting Serial Line Baud Rate

The changes that sHy(C) makes to the baud rate of:oa serial line (described in the
preceeding section) are volatile in the sense that they disappear when the line' closes'
(usually when the current user logs out). To make a change that wiJI carry over to the
next login. follow these steps:
1.

Log in as root (super-user) on a serial line other than L'te one whose speed
you want to change. Make sure nobody is Jogged in on the line you want to
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change.

2.

dkablethelineyouwanttochange. Seedkable(C)fex-instructions.

3.

Edit the file letc/ttys. The format of this file is described on the ttys{M)
manual page. Find the entry corresponding to the serial line whose speed
you want to change. then change the one character 'mode' to reflect the new
speed. The getty(M) page furnishes a tabJe ofcorresponding speeds.

4.

eDabie the serial line. The speed change will be read by getty, and a login
message will appearat the new baud rate on the port.

7.6

Setting the Terminal Type

SeveralXENlX utility programs (for exampte the visual editor, vi, and the visual sheD,
vsb), and many' 'screen-oriented" application programs, must make use of detailed
information about your terminal. These programs communicate with the terminal
hardware to move the cursor, highlight an area of the screen, clear the screen, and the
like.
The standard XENIX shell sb (command interpreter) sets aside a variable. TERM, to
refer to the name ofyour terminal. This variable is then passed on to programs that you
invoke, so your terminal type is available to them if they need it. The file letcltermcap
(short for "terminal capabilities") isan ASCll database that descnbesfeature5 ofover
100 popular terminals. A list of terminals suppmed by XENIX, along with their
naines,maybefoundintermiDBIs(M).
The easiest way to set the TERM, variable is with the bet command. The tset
command determines the name of the line you have logged in on (e.g.ttyOl), then
re,ads the file letclnytype to determine the terminal type for that line. The/ctclttytype file
supplied with a Lisa XENIX distribution looks likethis:
lisa
console
ttyOl
lisa
lisa
tty02
unknownttyOa
unkoown tty(h
. The file letclprofile, which is read and executed by the sheD every time you log in,
contains the lines:
eval 'tset-m unknown:? -m liswb:? liswb -m lisa:? lisa -h -e -5 -r'
export TERM
export TERMCAP

If you log in on the console, ttyOl, or tty02 (recall that these three logical devices are
attached to the Lisa keyboard and screen), the following prompt will appear:

TERM = (lisa)
The name "lisa" is short for "Lisa console in black-on-white mode". At this
prompt, you may press RETURN to indicate that this default value is suitable. In this
case, tset will clear the screen, aoo announce the terminal type with:
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Tenninal type is lisa
If you log in onttyOaorttyob. tsetwillreadtheword"unknown"andpromptyoufora
terminal type with:
TERM = (unknown)
Respond with any of the names in termlnab(M). and bet will automaticaDy set your
TERM variable, and annwnce the terminal type on the screen. Ifyourresponse is not

one ofthe names in termlDals(M). or ifyou type the name incorrectly, you may see:
Tenninal type unknown
In this case. you should log out and log back in again. then supply the correct name at
the prompt.
You may modify both I~tclttytype and the t5etcommand line in/~tclprofiJe to suit your
particular needs. On the other hand, you may prefer to have white letters on a black
background.lfso.attheprompt:

TERM = (lisa)
type:

tiswb
and press the RETURN key. The screen will clear shift to white-on-black mode, and

display:
Terminal type is liswb
If aU of the users of you 'Lisa prefer the white-on-black mode. you may wish to
change the word "lisa" to "tiswb" each place it appears in/~tdnytf¥. Then you will
need only press the RErURN key at the TERM prompt. Examples are provided on the
tset(C) manual page.

7.7

Removing 8 Terminal

From time to time it may be necessary to remove a terminal from the system. for
example. if you wish to replace it with a serial line printer. Before you can remove a
terminal. you must disable it with the ~blecommand.
To remove a terminal. follow these steps:
1.

Tum offthe powertothe terminal.

2~

Log inasthe super---userat anotherterminal.

3.

Use the d ....e command to disable the terminal. The command has the
form:
disable specialjik
where specialjik is the name of the serial line to which the tenninal is
attached. Forexample, the command
disable IdevlttyOa
disablestheterminalconnectedtoseriallineldevltlyOa.
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4.
Disconnect the terminal from the system.
The serial line previously connected to the terminal is now free to accept another
device.
When using the disable command. make sure that yaa wait a fuB minute between each
useoftheoommand. Failuretodosocancauseasystemcrash.

7.8

Adding a Second Profile Dkk

IfyourXENIX system was initiaUyinstalled on only one Profile harddist, you can give
thesystemextraroomforstoringusers'filesanddiJectol'iesbyaddingasecondProfile
hard disk to the system, copying the lusr directory to it, then mounting it in the lusr
directory. Addinga second hard disk is often the oJily remedy for a system that has one
hard disk and suffers from chronic lack of space.

Before adding the new disk. you must know how to connect it tothc upperparaUeI pan
of the parallel expansion cant in expansion slot 1. Connecting the hard disk is
explained in the hardware manual provided with the disk.
To add a second hard disk. followthesesteps:
1.

Install the hard disk. then start the system.

2.

Turn on the powerto the bard disk.

3.

Wait fortbe ""ready' 'lightontbeharddistto glow a steady red.

4.

Log in as the supcr-user(make SUlCno~erusersare logged in).

S.

Type:

#
#
#
#

cd/dev

mkdevpf2
letc/mkfs ldev/u. 9728 1 64
letclmount ldevlusr Imnt

to mount the new hard disk in the directory 1m",. Make sure that the
directory is empty before you moumthedisk. ~

6.

T)'P..C:

.

e-O--'ft\r.('

O~.l

r

(\

L

-V jV>f

fr. '{\'

oill A

tocopy the contents ofthe lusrdirectory to the ncwhard disk. Thisoperation
may take several minutes. You can then use the Ie command to display the
new contents of the disk and to make SUIC all files and directories have been
copied.

7.

Type:
cd I

I~~v

to Ieavetbe1iiiJldirectory.

8.
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nn -r lusr/*

to remove all files and directories contained in the lusr directory. Before
typingthiscommand,make sure that you have made a copy ofevery file am)
directory.
9.

Type:
/etclumount /dev/usr
to umnount the new disk from the/mnt directory .

10.

Type:
letc/mount /devlusr lusr
to mount the new disk in the lusr directory. You may access aU files and
directories inlusr as before.

Note that once the new hard disk has been added to the system, you should type the
command
letc/mount /devlusr /usr

7.9

Adding Other Profile Disks

Installing more Profiles requires that a parallel expansion card be installed in slot #2.
The lower port corresponds to Ide"'lp/4 and the top port to Idc vlpf5. Follow the
following steps to set uppf4:
I.

Type:

#' cd Idev
#' mkdev pf4
#' letc/mkfs /dev/pf4 9728
2.

Once the device is made, the file system will be "mounted" on the directory
/u by the file letc!rr: , the next time the system is re- booted. You may mount
the disk now by tyPing:

#' /etc/mount /dev/pf4 Iu
Note that you may choose to mount the file system on any directory name.
Be sure to change the corresponding command in letclrc if you mount the
filesystem ona different directory.
3.

You may repeat the first two steps substituting pfS and Iv for pf4 and lu
respectively. Forexample:

#' cd /dev
# mkdev pf5
# letc/mkfs Idev/pf5 9728
# /etc/mount /dev/pfS /v
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7.10

Adding 8 Parallel Lineprinter

Y~ can add the Lisa dot matrix printer to the system by connecting it to the lower
paraUel port onthepara.llel expansion card in expansion slot I. Toenablelhepinlerfor
~ation type the foUowingcommands:
/I cd Idev

# mkdev lp

7.11

Adding 8 Serial Line Printer

The following procedure details the installation for the Apple lmagewriter Printer.
The basic outline is the same for any any serial printer, but the details of the actual
switch setting may differ. For a more detailed description of installing this printer.
refer to the Usa 2 OWM" s Guidt, Section O. To install a different printer. check with
the manufacturer' s instructions.
1.

Obtain a (nun-modem) RS-232 Cable. The Apple lmagewriter is
supplied with a 2-part nun -modem cable. Assemble it by connecting one
end of the straight -through cable (the longer of the two) to one end of the
short "modem eliminat(T" cable. Null modem cables from other vendors
may wen be one- piece. requiring noassembly.

2.

Plug one end of the assembled nun - modem cable in to the printer's serial
interface connector (located at the lower left comer ofanlmagewriter).

3.

(Specific to the 1mage writer) plug the other end of the nun-modem cable
into port Bat the Oteck the DlPswitch settings. You will tindthe DIP switch
just inside the c:arrier cover on the right side. Set the switches as shown here:

Smtcb
SWI-l
SWJ-2
SWI-3
SWI-4
SWl-S
SWJ-6
SWl-7
SWI-8
SW2-1
SW2-2
SW2-3

4.

Setti..
open
open
open
open
open

closed
open
open

closed
closed
closed

DescriptiOD
American character fOr4
American character fol'll
American character font
66lineslpage
8 data bits
elite character pitch
elite character pit ch
no linefeed after carriage return
9600 baud
9600 baud
XON/XOFF protocol

Log inassuper-userandtypetbe fonowing commands:
/I cd Idev

/I mkdev sip
# disable Idev/tty(l)
This will create a special file named Idevllp. which is linked to the file
IdevlttyOb.
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If you ha ve a printer other than the Apple lmagewriter, you may choose to
modify the stty(C) modes in the tile/ercllpopen. This isa shell script that is
used to set the appropriate modes for the serial printer.

5.

The command lekllpopeD is normany executed by the file lerclrc when the
systemisrestarted. You may now issue the commaoo:

# letcllpopen > Idev!lp &
6.

Asimplewaytotestthattheprintcrisfunctioningistotype:
#

date

>

Idev/lp

This should send the system date to the primer.

7.12

Supporting Modems and Terminals

The Lisa hardware provides serial port A with the ability to communicate to a modem.
The XENIX Operating System software can access commonly used signals such as
'DTR' and 'CARRIER', to modify system behavior based on the iI!!'!Tpretati()n of
those signals. This is referred to as "modem-control".

F<Y example. if a remote terminal is logged in to the system through a modem, it is
important for the system to automatically log out that terminal in the event that the
phone line is disconnected. This ensures system security; the next user to log on via a
modem will not be allowed unauthorized access to the disconnected user's acc()unt.
Thesystemaccomplishesthisbymonitoringthe'CARRJER'signal(RS232pin#8).
Manymodemsrequirethatthe'DTR'signal(RS232pin#20)beassertedbeforeitwill
connect with another modem. This can also be accomplished by enabling modem
control ona serial port.
Ifmodemcontrol is to be used, it is necessary that the RS232 cable used has at least the
following wires:
2,3.4,5,6,7,8,20
lfindwbt,useafuIl2S-pincable. ThiscablemustbeconnectedtoserialportAonthe
Lisa. as serial p<YtB doestiotsupport the modem-control signals.
ToconfigureportAfordial-inoperation:

I.

Log in as super-userandtype:
# disable Idev/nyOa
# cd Idev
# mkdev modem
ModemcontrolwiUnowbeenabledon/devlttyOa.

2.

Next, the file lerclnys must be edited to specify the baud rate desired forthe
serial port (see getty(M». The most common code to use for a modem port
is3, so that the line inlerclllYs would be:

03ttyOa
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3.

Enable logins by typing:
# enable IdevlttyOa

The enable command will edit letc/ttys, changing the first character on the line
corresponding to ttyOa from 0 to I. Then it will signal the operating system to start up
logins on the pon.

7.13

Adding a Tecmar Serial Card

The Tecmar Serial Card is a quad asynchronous interface for up to 4 RS232 terminals
(or printers) at speeds up to 96OObaud. XENlX is configured to suppon the tecmarcard
in expansion sl~ 3 (the right most slot as viewed from the back ofthe machine).
The following procedure will enable access to these pons.

I.

Install the tecmar card in expansion slot #3 (refer to the Usa 2 Owner's
Guide ,SectionGappendicesfordetails).

2.

Log inas super-u ser and type the following commands:
/I cd Idev
# ipkdev tecmar

3.

Edit the file Ietclttys using one ofthe text editors. Add the following lines to
the end ofthe file.
02tty20
02tty2I
02tty22
02tty23

4.

Exit the editor and type the following for each terminal to be used as a login
terminal:
# enable Idevltty20
/I enable Idevltty21
/I enable Idevltty22
# enable Idev/tty23

Remember to wait a fuD minute between invocations ofthe enable command. Failure
to do so may cause a system crash.
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Solving System Problems

8.1

Introduction

This chapter explains how to solve problems that affect the operation of the system.
The problems range in complexity from how to fix a nonechoing terminal to how to
restore lost system files.

8.2

Restoring a Nonechoing Terminal

A nonechoing terminal is any terminal that does not display characters typed at the
keyboard. This abnormal operation can occur whenever a program stops prematurely
as a resuh of an error or the user pressing the key. The user may also unwittingly press
CfRL-Q, which has the effectofa nonechoing terminal.CTRL-Q is equivalent to a
NO SCROLL key.
To restore the terminal to normal operation, follow these steps;
I.

Press the key. This cancels the effect of NO SCROLL (i. e. ) in case this was
the problem.

2.

Press the key. Thesystemmaydisplayanmormessage.lfitdoes, ignore
the message.

3.

Type:
stty sane
and press the key. The terminal does not display what you type,'so type

carefully.
After pressing the key, the terminal should be restored and you may continue your
work.

8.3

Freeing a Jammed Lineprinter

Lineprinter errors, such as running out of paper, can cause the /pd program to "lock
up·· the printing queue, preventing the current file and any other files in the queue from
being printed. The /pd program is the "lineprinter daemon •• , the program which does
the actual printing forthe system print commandJpr.
To free ajammed lineprinter, follow these steps:
l.

Log in as the super-user.

2.

Type
ps -a
to find the process identification number (PI£') of the /pd program. (The PID
is in the first column of the display.) The command display should look like
this:
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PID TIY TIME COMMAND
34
J3S

J.

01 0:08'
01 0:2.5

sh
Ipd

Type

killPID
and press the key. The PID is the process identification number of the the
program.
4.

Locate and fix the error that caused the lineprinter to becmle jammed.

5.

Type

cd lusr/spoolllpd
to change to the lineprinter spool directory. This directory temporarily
holdsthefilestobeprinted.
6.

Type

on -f lock
to remove the lineprinter spool's lock file. This frees the queue and allows
printing to continue.
After freeing the lineprinter. you must issue anotherlprcommand to start priming.

8.4

Stopping a Runaway Process

A runaway process is a program that cann<:t be stopped from the,terminal at which it
was invoked. This occurs whenever an error in the program •'locks up" the terminal,
that is, prevents anything you type from reaching the system.
To stop a runaway process, foUowthese steps:

1.

Go to atenninal that is not locked up.

2.

Log inasthe super-user.

3

Type
ps -a
and press the key. The system displays all current processes and their
process identification numbers (PIDs). Find the PID of the runaway
program.

4.

Type:

kill PID
and press the key. The PID is the process identification rrumber of the
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runaway program. The program should stop in a few seconds. If the
processOOesnotstop, type

kill -9 PID
and press the key.
The last step is sure to stop the process, but may lec1ve temporary files or a nonechoing
terminal. To restore the terminal to nonnal operation, follow the instructions in the
section "Restoring a NonechoingTerminal" in this chapter.

8.S

Replacing a Forgotten Password

TheXENIXoperatingsystemdoesnotprovideawaytodecipheranexistingpassword.
Ifa user forgets his password, the sysiemmanagermust change the passwordtoa new
one. To change an ordinary user password. follow the instructions in the section
"Changing a User's Password" in Chapter 3. Restoring a forgotten super-user
password requires booting XENIX from the Bootfloppydisk. Refer to the section titled
"Starting XENIX From a Floppy Disk" in the XENIX Installation Guide. Once you
have the booted the system from the Boot floppydisk you are in System Maintenance
mode (i.e. you are super-user). At thepwnd sign prompt (#)you can now type

#
#
#
#

mount ldev/~ lmot
cp Imntletc/passwd Imntletclpasswd.old
cp letc/passwd Imntletc
letclhaltsys

Press the key after each line. and wait for the prompt before typing the next line. This
will copy the forgotten password into passwd.old am the blank passwd file from the
boot floppy imo the root passwd file. You can now reboot the system as described in
the section "Copying the XENIX System Files" (the end of that section describes
rebooting the system). Create a new super-user password as described in the section
"CreatingtheSuper-UserPassword" ..

8.6

Removing Hidden Fdes

Ahiddenfileisanyfilewhosenamebeginswithadot(.). Youcanlistthehiddenfilesin

a directory by typing:
Ic -a
and pressing the key. You can remove most invisible files from a directory by typing:
1m

.ra-zl*

and pressing the key. Remaining files can be removed individually.

8.7

Restoring Free Space

The system displays an "out of space" message whenever the root directory has little
or no space left to wort. To restore system operation, you must delete one or more files
from the ro« directory. To delete files, follow the steps outlined in the section
"Maintaining Free Space" in Chapter 5.
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8.8

Restoring Lost System F"Ues

If a system program or data file is accidentally modified or removed from the file
system, you can recover thc filc from thc periodic backup disk with thc sysadmin
program. To restore the files, follow the instructions in thc section "Restoring a
BackupFilc" in Cbapter6.

8.9

Restoring an Inoperable System

On very rare occasions. one or more of thc critical XENlX system files may be
accidentally modified or removed. preventing the system from operating. In such a
case, you must reinstall the XENIX systcm and rell'lorc uscrprogram and data files from
backupdisks. Toreinstallthesystem.foliowtheinstructionsintheXENlX!nstallat;on
Guide. To restore files from backup disks. follow the instructions in the section
"RestoringaBackupFile"inChapter6.

8.10

Recovering From a System Crash

A system crash is a sudden and dramatic disruption of system operation that stops all
work on the computer. System crashes occur very rarely and are usually the result of
hardware errors or damage to the root file system which the operating system cannot
correct by itself. When a system crash occurs. the system usually displays a message
explaining the cause of the error and then stops. This gives the system manager the
chance to recover from the crash by correcting the error (if possible) and restarting the
system.
A system crash has occurred if 1) the system has displayed at the system console a
message beginning with "panic:" andlor 2) the system refuses to process all input
(including and keys) from the system console and all otherterminals.
To recover from a system crash , follow these steps:
I.

Usethe error message(s) displayed on the system console to determine the
et'T(Ithatcausedthecrash.lfthereisnomessage. skip to step 3.

2.

Correct the error, if possible. A complete list of error messages and
descriptions for correcting the corresponding errors is given in
messages(M) in thc XENIX Reference ManuaL. (Even if the problem
cannot be located or corrected. it is generally worthwhile to try to restart the
system at least once by completing the remaining steps in this procedure.)

3.

Press the RESET button at thc back of the computer and follow the steps
described in Cbapter 2. "Starting the System". to restart the system. In this
case, it is not necessary to turn on the power on to thc computer or hard disk.

4.

lfthe system will not restart or crashes each time it is started, the operating
system kernel may be inoperable and may need to be reinstalled. You can
first try to reinstall just the "Boot" floppy. The XENlX Installation Guide
section titled "llpgrade Notes'· describes this procedure. follow the
directions in the sections listed.
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Boot XENIX from the Boot Floppydisk - "Starting XENlX from a Aoppy Disk"
Use the upgrade utility - "Upgrading the File System"
Boot the system from the hard disk - "Starting the System Fnm the Hard Disk"
You may now be able to boot the system from the hard disk, then restore
damaged files. Refer to 01 apter 6. "BackingUpFileSystems".
S.

If this doesn't work, follow the procedures described in the XENlX
Installation Guide to reinstall the entire system and in Olapter 6. ,. Backing
UpFileSystems". torestoreuser'sfiles.

6.

If the system canoot be started from the" Boot" disk in the distribution set
for installation, the computer has a serious hardware malfunction. Contact
a hardware service representative for help.

8.11

Changing XENIX Initialization

One common problem is how to adapt the system initialization to suit your system
enviromnent. This problem occurs whenever you have added new devices such as
terminals or disk automatically enabled or mounted whenever you start normal system
operation. You can adapt system initialization by modifying the system initialization
files.
The XENIX initialization files contain XENIX cOmmands and/or data which the system
reads at system startup or whenever a user logs in. The files typically mount file
systems, start programs, and set home directories and terminal types. The
initialization files are named letclrc .Ietclprofile, and/etclmotd.
The system manager may modify these files to create any desired initial environment.
The files are ordinary text files and may be modified using a text editor such as ed (see
the XENIX User's Guick). Note, however. that the letclre and Ietclprofile files contain
XENIX commands and comments and have the command file format described in the
chapter "The Shell" intheXENIX User' sGuUk.

8.11.1

ChaDging ~ letelrc File

The Ietclrc file contains XENIX system initialization commands. The system executes
the commands at system startup. The commands display a startup message, start
various system daemons. and mount file systems. You can display the contents ofthe
file with the more command. Type
more letelrc
and press the key.
You may change the contents of the file so that the system executes any set of
commands you wish. For example, if you want the system to automatically mount a
new file system, simply appeJXI the appropriate mount command in the file. The
system will execute the command on each startup.
To append a command to the file. follow these general steps:

J.

Loginasthesuper-user.
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2.

Invokeatexteditorandspecifythe/ttc/rcasthefiletobeedited.

3.

Locate the place in the file you wish to insert the command (e.g., if the
command mounts a file system, insert it with «her mounting commands).

4.

Insert the command on a new line. Make sure you type the command
correctly. The system will reject any inccnect command and all following
commands when it reads the file at system startup.

S.

Exit the editor.

No «hCT changes to the tile are required. Be careful not to delete any commands
already in the file unless you are sure they are not needed.

8.11.2

Changing the .profile Files

The .profile files contain commands that initialize the enviromnent for each user. The
commands in the tile are executed whenever the user logs in. The file usually contains
commands that set and export various system variables (e.g., TERM, PATH, MAlL).
These variables give the system information such as what terminal type is being used,
where to look for programs the user runs. where to look for the user's mai lbox, what
keys to expect for the "kill" aoo "backspace" functions. and so on (see the chapter
"The Shell" in the XENIX UseT' sGuide).
There isone .profile file for each user accoont on the system. The files are placed in the
user's home directory when the account is created. An ordinary user may modify his
own .profile tile or allow the system manager to make modifications. In either case,
the file can be edited like the/etel re file. using a text editor. Commands can be added or
removed as desired.

8.11.3

Changing the /ttclmotd File

The message of the day file. /etclmotd. contains the greeting displayed whenever a
user logs in. Initially. this file contains the name and version number of the XENIX
system. It can be modified to include such messages as a reminder to clean up
directories. a notice ofthe next periodic backup. and soon.
The fetc/mold file is an ordinary text file, so you can change the message by editing the
file with a text editor. One common change is to include a reminder to delete 'unused
files in order to preserve disk space. In general. you should limit the size of the file to
include no more thana screenful of information.
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Building a Micnet Network

9.1 Introduction
A Micnet network allows communications between two or more independent
XENIX syst.ems. The network consists ot computers connected by serial
communication lines (that is, RS-232 ports connected by cable). Each
computer in the network runs as an independent system but allows users to
communicate with the other computers in the network through the mail, rcp,
and remote commands. These commands pass intormation such as mail, files,
and even other commands trom one computer to another.
It is the system manager's task to build and maintain a Micnet network. The
system manager must decide how the computers are to be connected, make the
. actual physical connections, then use the netutil program to define and start
the network.
This chapter explains how to plan a network and then build it with the netutil
program. In particular, it describes
How to choose machine names and aliases
How to draw the network topology map
How to assign serial lines
How to create the Micnet files
How to distribute the Micnet files
How to test the Micnet network

9.2 Planning

&

Network

To build a Micnet network, the netutil program will require you to provide the
names or the computers that will be in the network, a description or how the
computers are to be connected, a list or the serial lines to be used, the names
the users who will use the network, and what aliases (ir any) they will be known
by.

or

To keep the task as simple as possible, you should take some time to plan the
network and make lists ot the inrormation you will be required to supply. To
help you make these lists, the tollowing sections suggest ways to plana network.

9.2.1 Choosing Machine Names
A Micnet network requires that each computer in the network have a unique
"machine name". A machine name helps distinguish each computer trom other
computers in the network. It is best to choose machine names as the first step in
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planning the network. This prevents confusion later on when you build the
network with the netutil program.
A machine name should suggest the location of the computer or the people who
are users on the computer; however, you may use any name you wish. The
name must be unique and consist of letters and digits. The Micnet programs
only use the first eight characters of each name so be sure those characters are
unique.
The netutil program saves the machine name of a computer in a / etc / 'lI,te mi d
file. One file is created for each computer. Arter you have built and installed
the network, you can find out the machine name of the computer you are using
by displaying the contents of this file.

0.2.2 Choosing a Network Topology
The network topology is a description of how the computers in the network are
connected. In any Micnet network, there are two general topologies from which
all topologies can be constructed. These are "star" and "serial".
In a star topology, all computers are directly connected to a central computer.
All communications pass through the central computer to the desired
destination.
In a serial topology,the computers form a chain, with each computer directly
connected to no more than two others. All communications pass down the
chain to the desired destination.
A network may be strictly star, strictly serial, or a combination of star and
serial topologies. The only restriction is that no network may form a ring. For
example, you cannot close up a serial network by connecting the two computers
at each end.
The kind of topology you choose depends on the number of computers you have
to connect, how quickly you want communications to proceed, and how you
want to distribute the task of passing along communications. A star topology
provides fast communication between computers, but requires both a large
portion of the central computer's total operation time and a large number of
serial lines on the central computer. A serial topology distributes the
communication burden evenly, requiring only two serial lines per computer,
but is slow if the chain is very long (communication between computers can
take several minutes). Often a combination of star and serial topologies makes
the best network. In any case, make the choice you think best. If you discover
you have made a wrong choice, you may change the network at any time.
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0.2.3 Drawing a Network Topology Ma.p
A network topology map is a sketch of the connections between computers in
the network. You use the map to plan the number and location orthe serial lines
used to make the network.
You can make ~he map while you work out the topology. Simply arrange the
machine names or each computer in the network on paper, then mark each pair
of computers you wish to connect with serial lines. For example, the topology
map for three computers might look similar this:
a ••••-.-.-. b ._••__ .-.- c

As you draw, make sure that there is no more than one connection between any
two computers in the network. Furthermore, make sure that no rings are
formed (a ring is a series of connections that form a closed circle). Multiple
connections and rings are not permitted.
Q .2.4

Assigning Lines and Speeds

Once you have made the topology map, you ca.n decide which serial lines to use.
Since every connection between computers in the network requires exactly two
serial lines (one on each computer), you need to be very careful about assigning
the lines. Follow these steps:
1.

Make a list or the serial lines (t.ty lines) available for use on each
computer in the network. You can display a list ofthe serial lines on a
computer by displaying the file lete /tty,. A line is available itit is not
connected to any device such as a terminal or modem.

2.

Using the topology ·map, first pick a computer, then assign one and
only one serial line to each connection shown for that computer. The
serial lines must be trom the list. or availa.ble lines for that computer.
No line may be assigned more t,han once. For example, if computer
"a" has only one available serial line (ttyOl), then the topology m.ap
should look like this:

a •__ ._•• -.- b --_._._-_. c
ttyOl
3.

Repeat step 2 for all computers in the topology map. Make sure that
each connection is :i.5signed aline and that no two connections on any
given computer have the same line. 'Vhen finished, the map should
look like this:
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a ---------- b ---------- c
ttyOl tt.y02 tty03 tty04
;1

Ira computer does not have enough available serial lines to meet its
needs, you can make the lines ava.ilable by removing devices already
connected to them. Ir you ca·nnot remove devices you must redraw
your topology map.
4.

Using the topology map, assign a serial line transmission speed for
each computer pair. The speed may be any in the normal range for
XENIX serial lines (i.e., llO,300 ... 1Q200). Transmission speeds are a
matter of preference. In general, a higher speed means a smaller
amount of time t·o complete a. transmission, but a greater demand on
system's input and output capabilities.

5.

After the topology map is completely filled in, make a list of all
computer pairs, showing their machine names, seria.l lines, and
transmission speeds. You will use this list when installing the
network.

g.2.5 Choosing Aliases

('

\"

Once you ha.ve decided how to connect the computers in the network, you can
choose aliases for users in the network. An alias is a simple name that
represents both a location (computer) and an user. Aliases are used by the
mail command to allow you to refer to specific computers and users in a
network without giving the explicit machine and user names. Although not a
required part of the network, aliases can make the network easier to use and
maintain.
There are three kinds of aliases: standard, machine, and forward. A standard
alias is a name for a single user or a group of users. A machine alias is a name for
a computer or an entire network (called a site). A forward alias is a temporary
alias for a single user or group of users. A forward alias allows users who
normally receive network communications a.t one computer to receive them at
another.
When you build a network with the netutil progra.m, you will be asked to
provide standard aliases only. (You can incorporate machine and forward
aliases into the network at your leisure.) Each sta.ndard alias must ha.ve a
unique name and a list of the login names of the users it represents. You may
choose any name you wish as long as it consists of letters and numbers, begins
with a letter "and does not have the same spelling as the login names. The name
should suggest the user or group of users it represents. The login names must be
the valid login names of users in the network.
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To help you prepare the aliases ror entry during the netutil program, rollow
these steps:
1.

Make a list or the user aliases (i.e., the aliases that rerer to just one
user) and the login names or each corresponding user .

2.

Make a separate list or the group aliases (i.e., the aliases that rerer to
two or more users) and the login names or user aliases (from the first
list) of the corresponding users. A group alias may have any number
or corresponding users.

Note that there are a number of predefined group aliases. The name aU is the
. predefined alias for all users in the network. The mcchine-na.mel of the
computers in the network are predefined aliases ror the users on each computer.
, Do not use these names when defining your own a.liases.

9.3 Building

&

Network

You build a network 'With the netutil program. The program allows you to
define the machines, users, and serb.llines that make up the network.
To build a network, you must first create the Micnet files that define the
network, then transrer these files to each computer in the network. Arter each
computer receives the files, you ma.y sta.rt the network and use it to
communica.te between computers.
The rollowing sections describe how to build the network.
g.3.1 Creating the Micnet Files
The Micnet files are created with the insta.ll option of the netutil program. The
install option asks for the names, aliases, and serial lines of each computer in the
net'Work. As you supply the information, it automatically creates the files
needed ror each computer. These files can then be transferred to the other
computers in the network with the save and restore options of netutil. This
means you can build the en tire networ k from just one computer.
To use the install option, rollow these steps:

1.

Log in as the super-user.

2.

Type
netutil
and press the RETURN key. The program displays the networ k utility
menu. The install option is the first item in the menu.
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3.

Type the num ber 1 and press the RETURN key. The program displays
the following ~essage.
Compiling new network topology
Overwrite existing network files! (yes/no)!
Type 1/ and press the RETURN key to overwrite the files. The existing
network files must be overwritten to create the new network. The
first time you install the network, these files contain default
information that need not be saved. If you install the system a second
time or expand the system, it ma.y be wise to save a copy of these files
before starting the install option. The files can be saved on aftoppy
disk with the save option described later in this chapter.
Once you have typed 1/the program displays the following message.
Enter the name of each machine
(or press RETURN to continue installation).
Machine name:

4.

Enter a. machine-name by typing the name and pressing the RETURN
key. You may enter more than one name on a line by separating each
with a. comma or a space. Alter you have entered all the names,
simply press the RETURN key to continue to the next step. The
program displays the names you have entered and asks if you wish to
make changes.

5.

Type 1/ (for "yes") if you wish to enter all the names again. Otherwise,
type n (for "no") or just press the RETURN key to move on to the next
step. Iryou type n, or RETURN, the program displays the message:
For each machine, enter the names of the machines
to be connected with it
Machine a:
Connect to:
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6.

Using the list or machine pairs you created when planning the
networ k, enter the machine-names of the computers connected to the
given computer. You may enter more than one name on a line by
separating each name with a comma (,) or a space. When you have
entered the machine-names of all computers connected to the given
computer, press the RETURN key. The program asks for the names of
the computers connected to the next computer.

7.

Repeat step 5 ror all remaining computers . .A13 the program asks ror
each new set of connections, it will show a list oCthe machine-names it
already knows to be connected with the current computer. You need
not enter these names. The program automatically checks for loops.
Ir it finds a loop, it ignores the machine-name that creates the loop and
asks ror another.

I~
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Finally, when you have given the connections ror all computers in the
network, the program displays a list orthe connections and asks if you
wish to make corrections.
8.

Type 11 ir you wish to enter the connections again. Otherwise, type 11
to move to the next step. IC you type 11, the program displays the
message:
For each machine pair, enter the tty name and tty speeds
For the a < == > b machine pair.
Tty on a:

9.

Using the list of serial line assignments you created when planning the
network, type the serial line name or number (e.g., tty03 or 3) ror first
computer in the pair and press the RETURN key. The program
displays the message:
Tty on b:

10.

Type the serial line name ror second computer in the pair and press
the RETURN key. The program displays the message:
Speed:

11.

Type the speed (e.g., 9600) and press the RETURN key. The program
asks ror the serial lines and transmission speed or the next pair.

12.

Repeat step 7 ror all remaining machine pairs. When you have given
serial lines and speeds ror all pairs, the program displays this
inrormation and asks iryou wish to make corrections.

13.

Type 11 ir you wish to enter the serial lines and speeds again.
Otherwise, type 11 to move to the next step. The program displays the
message:
Enter the names or users on each machine:
For machine a:
Users on a:

14.

Enter a name by typing the login name of a user on the given
computer, then press the RETURN key. You may enter more than one
name on a line by separating each name with a comma (,) or a space.
When you have entered all names ror the given computer, press the
RETURN key. The program displays the names of the users on the
computer and asks iryou wish to make corrections.

15.

Type 11 iryou wish to enter the user names again. Otherwise, type
lCyou type 11, the program asks for the users on the next computer.

ft.
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16.

Repeat steps 13 and 14 for all remaining computers. When you have
given names of users for every computer, the program asks if you wish
to enter a.liases:
Do you wish to enter any aliases! (yes/no)!

17.

Type1J if you wish to enter aliases. Otherwise, type n to complete the
installation. Ir you type 11, the program displays the message:
Each alias consists of two parts, the first is the alias name,
the second is .3. list of one or more of the following:
valid user names
previously defined aliases
machine names
Aliases:

18.

Using the list of aliases you created when planning the network, type
the name of an alias and press the RETURN key. The program
displays the message:
Users/Aliases:

19.

H the alias is to name a single user, type the login name of that user
and press the RETURN key. The program asks for another alias.
H, on the other hand, the alias is to name several users, type the login
names of the users, OR if one or more of the users to be named by the
a.lias are already named by other aliases, type the aliases instead orthe
login names, OR if all the users on one computer are to be named by
the alias, type the machine-name instead of the login names. In any
case, make sure that each item typed on the line is separated from the
next by a comma (,) or a space. H there are more items than can fit on
the line, type a comma after the last item on that line and press the
RETURN key. You can then continue on the next line. After all names
and aliases have been typed, press the RETURN key. The program
asks for another alias.

20.

Repeat steps 17 and 18 for all remaining user aliases in your list.
When you have given all aliases, press the RETURN key. The program
displays a list of all aliases and their users and asks if you wish to make
corrections.

21.

Type 11 if you wish to enter all aliases again. Otherwise, type n to
complete the installation.

Once you direct net'Util to complete the installation, it copies the information
you have supplied to the network files, displaying the name or each file as it is
updated. Once the files are updated, you may use the save option to copy the
Micnet files to floppy disk.
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0.3.2 Saving the Micnet Files
You can save copies oCthe Micnet files on floppy disk wit,h the save option orthe
netut£l program. Saving the files allows you to transfer them to the other
computers in the network. Before you can save the files, you need t,O format a
floppy disk (see the section "Formatting Floppy Disks" in Chapter 4).
To save the files, follow these steps:
1.

Log in as the su per-user.

2.

Type
netutil
and press the RETURN key. The program displa.ys the networ k utility
menu.

3.

Insert a. bla.nk, formatted floppy disk into disk drive 1. Wait for the
drive to a.ccept the disk.

4.

Type the number 2and press the RETURN key. The program copies
the Micnet files to the floppy disk.

5.

Remove the floppy disk from the drive. Using a soft tip marker (do
not use ball point pen), label the disk "Micnet disk".

As soon as all files have been copied, you ca.n transfer them to a.ll computers in
the network.

9 .3.3 Restoring

~ficnet

Files

The last step in building a Micnet network is to copy the Micnet files from the
Micnet disk to all computers in the network. Do this with the restore option or
the netutil program. For each computer in the network, follow these steps:
1.

Log in as the super-user.

2.

Insert the micnet disk into disk drive 1 and wait ror th edrive to accept
the disk.

3.

Type:
netutil
and press the RETURN key. The progra.m displays the network utility
menu.

g.g
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4.

Type the number 9 and press the RETURN key. The program begins
to copy the network files to the appropriate directoiries. It displays
the name or each fHe as it copies it. Finally, it displays the message:
Enter the name or this machine:

S.

Type the ma.chine name or the computer you are at a.nd press the
RETURN key. The program copies this name to the new
/ etc/ '1I1temid file for the comput.er. If necessary, it also disables the
serial lines to be used on the computer, preparing them ror use with
the networ k.

When the files have been copied, you may start t.he network with the start
option.

9.4 Starting the Network
Once the Micnet files have been transferred to each computer or the network,
you can start the network with the start option or the netutil program. The
start option starts the Micnet programs which perform the tasks needed to
communicate between the computers in the network.
To start the network, follow these steps for each computer in the network:
1.

Log in as the su per- user.

2.

Type:
/etc/netutil
and press the RETURN key. The system displays the network utility
menu.

3.

Type

4. and press the RETURN key. The program searches for the

/ etc/ ,ystemid file. If it finds the file, it starts the network. If not, it
asks you to enter the machine-name of the computer and then creates
the file. The program also asks if you wish to log errors and
transmissions. In general, these are not required except when
checking or testing the network. When starting the netweork for the
first time, type n to ea.ch question and press the RETURN key.
Once the network h3.5 started, you may move to the next computer and start
the network there.
Note that, for convenience, you can let each computer start the network
automatica.lly whenever the system itself is started. Simply include the
command
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lusr/lib/mail/daemon.mn
in the system initialization file letclre of each computer. To add this
command, use a text. editor as described in the section "Changing the letc/rc
File" in Chapter 7.

9.5 Testing a Micnet Network
Alter you have started a network for the first time, you should test the network
to see that it is properly installed. In particular, you must determine whether
or not each computer is connected to the network.
To test the n~twork, you will need to know how to use the mail command (see
the section "Mail" in the XENlX U,er', Guide). The following sections expla.in
how to test the network and how to correct the network if problems are
discovered.
0.5.1 Checking the Network Connections
You can make sure that all computers are connected to the network by' mailing
a short message t.o all (the alias for all users in the network) with the mail
command. Follow these steps:
1.

Choose a computer.

2.

Log in as the super-user.

3.

Use the mail command(seetheXENlXU.er •• Guide ) and the all alias
to mail the message:
Micnet test
to all usersin the network.

4.

Check the mailboxes of each user in the network to see if the message
was received. To check the mailboxes, log in as the super-user at each
computer and use the cat command to display the contents of each
user's mailbox. The name of each user's mailbox has the form:

lusr Ispool/mailllog;n-n4me
where login name is the user's login name.

If all users have received the message, the network is properly installed. If the
users at one or more computers fail to receive the message, the computers are
not properly connected to the network. To fix the problem, you need to locate
the computer which has failed to make a connection. The next section explains
how to do this.
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0.5.2 Using the LOG File to Locate a Problem
You can locate a problem with connections by examining the LOG files on each
computer in the network. The LOG files contain a record of the interaction
between each pair of computers. There are two LOG files for each pair of
computers (one file on each computer). The LOG files on any given computer
are kept in subdirectories of the / Ulr/ ,pool/ micnet directory. Each
subdirectory has as its name the machine-name of the other computer in the
pair. You can examine the contents ota, LOG file by typing
cat /usr/spool/micnet/machine-na,me/LOG
and pressing the RETURN key. The machine-name must be the name or a
computer that is paired with the computer you are at.
Each LOG file should contain a "startup message" which lists the name or each
computer in the pair and the serial line through which the pair is connected. It
also shows the date and time at which the network was started. The message
should look similar to:
daemon.mn: running as MASTER
Local system: a
Remote system: b, /dev /tty02
Tue Sep 27 22:30:35 IQS3
Astartup message is added to the file each time the network starts successfully .
It the message is not present, then one or more or the the network files and
directories cannot be round. Make sure that you have used the restore option to
transfer all the network files to the computer. Also, make sure that the
/ etc/ 'ylte mid file contains the correct machine-name for the given computer.
Each LOG file will contain a "handshake" message if the connection between
the computer pair has been established. The message
first handshake complete
is added t.o the file on a successful connection. It the message is not present,
make sure that the network has been started on the other computer in the pair.
The network must be started on both computers before any connection-can be
made. If the network is started on both computers yet no handshake message
appears, then the serial line may be improperly connected or damaged. Check
the serial line to make sure that the cable is firmly seated and attached to the
correct RS-232 connectors on both computers. If necessary, replace the cable
with one known to work.
If both the startup and handshake messages appear in the LOG file but the
network is still not working, you can make the network log a record ot the
errors it.encountered while transmitting and a record ot each transmission by
stopping and then restarting the network with the -e and -x switches of the
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netutilstart option.
The -e (for "errors") switch causes error messages generated by the program to
be copied to the file. Each messase lists the cause of the error and the
subroutine which detected the error. For example, the message
rsync: bad Probe resp: 68
shows that the "unc subroutine received a bad response (character 68
hexadecimal) Crom the other computer. You may use this inCormation to track
down the cause or the problem. One common problem is stray information
being passed down the serial line by electronic noise. Make sure that the serial
line's cable is properly protected against noise, e.g., make sure it does not lie
near any electric motor, generator, or other source or electromagnetic
radiation. Also, make sure the cable is in good condition.
The -x (for "transmissions") switch causes a record of normal transmissions
between computers to be copied to the file. Each entry lists the direction, byte
count, elasped time, and time of day of the transmission. For example, the
entry
rx: Oc 01 22:33:49
shows that 12 characters (Oc hexadecim3.l) were received ( rz) at 22:99:49. The
elasped time for the transmission was 1 second. You can use the records to see ir
messages are actually being transmitted.
To start the network with the -e or -x switches, type 11 (Cor "yes") when the
start option asks iryou wish to log errors or transmissions.

0.5.3 Stopping the Network
You can stop the network with the stop option or the netutil program. The
option stops the Micnet programs, stopping communication between
computers in the network.
To stop the network, rollow these stepson each computer in the network:
1.

Log in as the su per-user.

2.

Type
netutil
and press the RETURN key. The program displays the networ k utility
menu.

3.

Type 5 and press the RETURN key. The prosram stops the network
programs running 011 the computer.
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0.5.4 Modifying the Micnet Network
You can modify a. Micnet networ k at any time by changing one or more of the
Micnetfiles. You can reinstall the network with the netutil program. For very
small changes (for example, correcting the spelling of an alias), you can modify
the Micnet files directly with a text editor. The files and their. contents are
described in detail in the Miscella.neous section of the XENIX Reference
Manual.
In general, a copy of a file should be made before making any changes. You ca.n
make a copy with the ep command. You can replace an old file with the
updated file using the mv command. Once one or more files have been changed
on one computer, the files must be transferred to the other systems in the
network using the save and restore options. These opt.ions can only be used
after you have stopped the network.
Not.e that changes to the aliale, file will not be incorporated into the system
until the aliashash program is executed. This program produces the
alialel. hall. file needed by the network to resolve aliases. See ali43h43h(M) in
the XENIX Reference Manuel for a description orthis command.
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A.I

SpeclaJ Device FDes

Introduction

This appendix contains information needed to create file systems and add tenninals to
the XENIX system. For a full description of the special files mentioned here, see the
XENIXR~fer~nceMa1lU(J/ .

A.2

File System Requirements

Many of the file system maintenance tasks described in this guide require the use of
special filenames. block sizes, and gap and block numbers. The following sections
describe each indetail.

A.3

Special Filenames

A special filename is the name of the device special block or character 110 file
corresponding to a peripheral device, such as a hard or floppy disk drive. These names
are required in such commands as mlds, mouDt, and elf to specify the device
containing the file system to be created, manned, or searched. The following table
lists the special filenames and corresponding devices that you may use for the Apple
Lisa.

BledI/O
SpedalFDenaJDe
Disk Drive
/dev/fd
J-1oppy Drive

A.4

/dev/nfd

No;'" eject Floppy Drive

/dev/pro
/dev/root

'ProfileDiskDrive J

/dev/pf2
/devluSr

Profile Disk Drive 2

Block Sizes

The block size of a disk is the number of blocks of storage space available on the disk,
where a block is 512 bytes of storage. The mitis, .eIf, and quot commands use block
size when creating or repning the status of a file system. The following table lists the
block sizesofthediskstypicallyused with the Apple Lisa.
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Disk

BlockSia

1stProfile hard disk
10MB hard disk

7744
16456

2nd Profile hard disk

9728

Diskware floppy disk

800

N~e that some of the blocks on the disks are reserved for system use and cannot be
accessed by user programs.

A.S

Gap and Block Numbers

The gap and block numbers are used by the mkfscommand to describe how the blocks
are to be arranged on a disk. The following table lists the gap and block JUlDlbers for the
hard and floppy disks typically used with the Apple Lisa.

Disks

Gap

Profile Hard Disk
Diskware floppy Disk

A.6

Blocks
64

2

16

Terminal and Network Requirements

The eDable and disable commands used to add and remove serial lines fr<m a system
and the install option ofthe netutil program used to build a network require the namesof
the serial lines through which a terminal« network is to be connected. The following
table Ii~s the names of serial lines available on the Apple Lisa, the location ofeach line
as you face the back of the computer. and the serial line type according to the RS- 232
conventions.
Serial LiueName

LocatioD

Type

nyOa

Left serial port

DTE

nyOb

Rightserialpon

DTE

The character 110 files corresponding to these serial lines can be fwnd in the Ide v
directory. Note that the files Ide\'/co1U()le. Ide\'/tt)Ol. and lde\'/lt)02 represent
··hardwired"devicesandarenotavailablef«connectiontoterminals.
When using the tt)Ob and ItyOa serial lines to build a Micnet network, make sure that
you use a "reverse line" or "null-modem" cable to connect one line to another. A
reverse line cable connects pin 2 on the first computer's serial port to pin 3 on the
secorxJ computer's pon, pin3 on the first to pin 2 on the second. and pin 7 on the firstto
pin 7 on the second.
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B.I

Diredories

Introduction

This appendix lists the most frequently used files and directories in the XENLX system.
Many of these files and directories are required for proper XENlX operation and must
not be removed or modified. The foUowing sections brieOy describe each directory.

The Root Directory

B.2

The root directory (/)collains the foUowing systcmdirectories:
Ibin
Ide v
letc
Ifd

Infd
!lib
!mnt
Jtmp
lusr

XENlXcommanddirectory
Device special directory
Additional program and data file directory
Floppy drive I directory (reserved for mounted file
system)
No-eject floppy drive directory (reserved fft"
mounted file system)
C p-ogramlibrarydirectory
Mount directory (reserved formruntcd file systems)
Temporary directory (resencd for temporary files
created by programs)
Userhomedirectories

All directories are required for system operation.
The root directuy also contains a few ordinary files. Of these files, the most notable is
the XENIX file which containsthexENlX kernel image.

B.3

The Ibin Directory

The lbin directory contains the most common XENlX commands, that is, the
commands likely tobe used by anyone on the system. The following is a list ofa few of
the commands.
basenameecho
cp
date
dump

dumpdir

rm
expr

fset
mv
passwd

sync
sh
sleep
stty

su

tar
restor

r

These commands and all others in the directory are required.

8.4

The ldev Directory

The Idel' directory comains special device files which control a","Cess to peripheral
devices. All files in this directory are required and must not be removed. The
foUowing isa list ofthe files.
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Idev/conso1e
System console
Idev/fd
floppy drive
Idev/nfd
floppy drive (no-eject)
Idev/pfO Hard disk 0
Idev/lp Lineprinter
Idev/memPbysical memory
Idev/nuU Null device (used to redirect unwanted output)
Idev/rXX Unbuffered interface to corresponding device name
Idev/rcn Root file structure
Idev/swapSwap area
Idev/ttyXX
Terminals
Idev/ny The terminal you are using
Idev/nyOl
Screen device
Idev/ny02
Screen device
Idev/nyOa
Built-in serial port
Idev/ny(b
Buih-in serial port

B.S

The letc Directory

The letc directory contains miscellaneous system program and data files. All files are
required. but many maybe modified:
The following program and data files must not be removed or modified.
letc/mtab Mounted device table
letc/mount
For mounting a file structure
letc/mkfs F~ creating a file structure
.
letc/init First process after boot
The foUowingdata files may be modified. ifdesired. No file maybe removed.
letc/passwd
Password file
letc/rc
Bootup sheU script
letc/ttys
Terminal set up
letcltermcap
Terminal capability map
letc/motd Message of the day
The letc!default direct~ contains files which set the defauh conditions for the
command of the same name as the file. The present file contents are listed below.
These maybe modified. ifdesired. Do not remove any file.
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cron
dump

dumpdir
Ipd
micnet
mkuser
passwd
restO"
su

B.6

CRONLOO=NO
tape = !dev!rfdl
disk = !devJrroot
archive = !dev!rfd)
BANNERS = )
executeall
home = iuSI'
sheD = Ibinlsh
MJNWEEKS = 0
MAXWEEKS = 999
MJNLENGTH = 0
archive = !dev/rfd)
# SULOO = /usr/admlsulog
# CONSOLE = /dev/console

The llib Directory

The /lib directory contains runtime library files fO" C and other language programs.
The direct<X')' is required.
.

B.7

The Imnt Directory

The Imnt directory is an empty directory reserved fer mounting removable file
systems.

B.8

The lImp Directory

The /rmpdirectory contains temporary files created by XENIX programs. The files are
normally presell when the corresponding program is running. but may also be left in
the directory if the program is p-ematurely stopped. You may remove any temporary
file that docs oot belongtoarunningprograDl.

B.9

The lUST Directory

The usr directory contains the home directories of all users on the system. It also
contains several other directories which provide. additional XENIX commands and
data files.
The lusrlbi,. directory contains m(]('C XENIX commands. These commands are less
frequently used or considered nonessential toXENIX system operation.
The/usrlinclutk directory containsheadc:r files forcompiJingCp-ograms.

The lUST/lib directory contains more libraries and data files used by various XENIX
commands.
The lusr/spool directory contains various directories fO" storing files to be printed.
mailed. or passed through networks.
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The lusrltmp directory comainsmoretemporary files.
The lusrlaJm directory contains data files associated with system administration and
accounting. In particular. the lUST/adm/messages file contains a record of all error
messages sent to the system console. This file is especially useful for locating
hardware problems. for example. an unusual number of disk errors on a drive
indicates a defective or misaligned drive. Since messages in the file can accumulate
rapidly, the file must bedeJetedperiodically.

B.IO

Log F'des

A variety of directories contain log files that grow in size during the normal course of
system operation. Many of these files must be periodically cleared to prevent them
from taking up valuable disk space (see "Clearing Log files" in Chapter 5). The
following table lists the filesCby fullpathname) and their contents.

FUename

DescrIption

/etc/ddate

records date ofeach backup.

/usr/adm/pacct

records
accounting
information; grows rapidly
when process accounting is
on.

/xxlyy/noname

records each use of the cron
program; grows only if
option is set in the
letclUJtmltlcronfile.

lusr/adml sulog

records each use of the ..
command; grows only if
option is set in the
lelcldeftmltlsulog file.

/xxlyy/noname

records each use of the at
command.

Ixxlyy/noname

records each use of the 1..command.

Ixxlyy/noname

records spelling
found by the
command.

IvJyy/norwne

records each use ofthe DUcp
command.
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Iusr/spooVmicnetl*/LOG

records
between

transmissions
machine in a

Micnet network. The * must
be the name of a remote
machine connected to the
current machine.

letc/wtmp

records user Iogins
Iogouts.

am
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- key, terminal switch 7-1
contents 8-6
modification 8-6
removal 3-11
Ibin directory contents B-1
/dev directory
con tents B-1
serial line
correspondence A-2
special file 4-9
letc directory contents B-2
/etc/group file,
modification 3-6
letc/motd file
con tent s 8-6
free space reminder 5-1
modification 8-5
modification 8-6
modification B-2
/etc/passwd file
user entry 3-3
user ID change 3-8
letc/password file
mod i fic ation B-2
letc/profile file
mod ification 8-5
letc/rc file
contents 8-5
Micnet network startup 911

modification 8-5
modification B-2
normal operation
startup 2-2

letc/systemid file
machine name contents 9-2
Micnet network startup 911
letc/termcap file
modification B-2
Ilib directory contents B-3
/mnt directory, mounted file
systems 4-2
Imnt directory, mounted file
systems B-3
Itmp directory contents B-3
/usr directory contents B-3
BACKSPACE key 1-2
Backup system See File
system
Backup system
dail y backup 6-2
description 6-1
file restoration
filename
restoration 6-4
sysadmin procedure 6-3
sysadmin procedure 8-4
tar procedure 6-5
floppy disk
labeling 6-2
storage 6-1
tar command 6-4
use 6-1
use 6-2
frequency 6-1
listing
printing 6-3
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procedure 6-2
periodic backup 6-2
proced ur e 6-2
programs 6-1
schedule 6-1
tar command procedure 6-4
Block
arrangement on disk A-2
defined 5-2
number A-2
ownership 5-3
size A-1
Bootstrap program,
booting 2-1
BREAK key 1-2
nonechoing terminal
result 8-1
C program
compilation header
files B-3
library files B-3
cd command, file system
mounting check 4-3
chmod command
permissions change 4-6
special file
protection 4-9
CNTRL-D
normal operation entry 2-2
super-user account
exit 2-3
CNTRL-H key 1-2
CNTRL-J, nonechoing
terminal 8-1
CNTRL-Q key 1-2
CNTRL-S key 1-2
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CNTRL-S, nonechoing
terminal 8-1
CNTRL-U key 1-2
CNTRL- key 1-2
Command
/etc/rc file,
inclusion 8-5
location
/bin directory B-1
lusr/bin directory B-3
Computer turnoff 2-3
Computer
Micnet network
connection test 9-11
machine n arne
Copying
directories to floppy
disk 6-4
files to floppy disk 6-4
core file, described 5-5
crypt command, file
encryption 4-9
C,TRL-Q key
nonechoing terminal
result 8-1
Daily backup See File
system
df command
block size A-1
free space display 5-2
special filename A-1
Directories
Making copies on floppy
disk 6-4
Directory
access permissions See
Permissions

access permissions See
Permissions
block usage 5-3
location 5-4
modification, super-user
precaution 2-3
permission:=; See
Permissions
permissions See
Permissions
removal 3-10
di sable command
serial line A-2
terminal disabling 7-5
Disk
block number A-2
block size A-1
damage See File system
free space See File_
system
gar number A-2
security 4-8
usage 5-3
Dot (.), hidden file 8-3
du command 5-3
enable command
serial line A-2
terminal enabling 7-2
Encryption key 4-9
Error message
recordation B-4
ESCAPE key 1-2
Execute permission 4-5
File system
amount of free space 5-1
automatic check 5-7
backup See Backup system

cl ean ine 2-2
contents listing 4-3
creation 4-1
damage
causes 5-6
restoration 5-6
data loss 5-6
defined 4-1
destruction 4-1
display free space 5-2
expansion 5-6
free space
restoration 8-3
lack of free space 5-1
maintaining free space 5-1
maintenance 5-1
mounting
automatic 4-3
backup See Backup
system
check 4-3
initialization
files 8-5
procedure 4-1
proc ed ur e 4-2
repair 5-6
root 4-1
unmounting 4-1
unmounting 4-3
File
access
permissions See
Permissions
permissions See
Permissions
backup See Backup system
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backup See File system
core 5-5
core fi 1 e See Core fi 1 e
damage See File system
data loss 5-6
determining block size 5-3
encryption 4-9
hidden file removal 8-3
inaccessibility 5-6
initialization file See
Initialization file
initialization file See
Initialization file
invisible See hidden file
removal
loc ation 5-4
Log 5-5
Log clearing 5-5
lost file restoration See
Backup system
lost file restoration See
File system
modification, super-user
precautions 2-3
permissions See
Perr.lissions
permissions See
Permissions
pr inting See Pr inting
recovery 'from backup See
Backup system
recovery from backup See
File system
removal
unused files 5-1
repair See File systeM
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resto ration' See Bac kup
system
restoration See File
System
syster.l See File system
tempor ary 5-5
temporary file See
temporary file
time of last access 5-4
unused file removal 5-1
Filename
restoration 6-4
special filename A-1
Files
making copies on floppy
disk 6-4
find command 5-4
Floppy disk
backup system See Backup
system
block number A-2
block size A-1
damage See File system
data overwrite 4-2
file system creation 4-1
gap number A-2
Micnet file saving 9-9
security 4-8
Floppy disks
Formatting 4-3
Formatting floppy disks 4-3
Free space See File system
fsck command 5-6
Gap number A-2
Group
access 3-7
changing the In 3-7

creation 3-6
defined 3-6
ID 3-6
name 3-6
per1"lissions See
Permissions
permissions See
Permissions
haltsys command, system
shutdown 2-4
Hard disk
adding a second 7-6
block number A-2
block size A-1
damage See File system
gap number A-2
system booting 2-1
turnoff 2-3
Hidden file removal 8-3
Home directory
removal 3-10
setting, initialization
files 8-5
user account 3-1
Hyphen (-)
permissions 4-5
Initialization file
/etc/motd file See
/etc/motd file
/etc/motd file See
/ etc /motd fi 1 e
/etc/profile See
fetc/profile file
/etc/rc file See letc/rc
file
/etc/rc file See /etc/rc
file

contents·S-5
modi fication 8-5
Inode number, backup
system 6-4
INTERRUPT key 1-2
Jammed lineprinter See
Linepr inter
Keyboard, described 1-2
kill command
1 inepr in ter free ing 8-2
runaway process
stopping 8-3
KILL key 1-2
1 command
file system mounting
check 4-3
permissions
change check 4-6
listing 4-4
Linepr inter
adding 7-8
jammed lineprinter
freeing 8-1
lock file removal 8-2
Lines, terminal
connection 7-1
LOG file
contents 9-12
Micnet network
connection error
location 9-12
Log files 5-5
Log in group 3-7
Log in name
Micnet network
entry 9-7
new user 3-2
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sending mail 5-4
Logging in, super-user 2-2
Log~ing out, system
security 4-8
Login name
user account 3-1
login
terminal display 7-2
Ipr comMand 8-2
Ipr program error,
lineprinter jam 8-1
mail command, message 5-3
mail command
Micnet network
alias 9-4
te sting 9-11
Mail
lusrlspool directory B-3
network See Micnet
network
Mailbox removal 3-11
Message of the day file See
letc/motd file
Message of the day file See
letc/motd file
Message
system wide message 5-2
Micnet network
letc/systemid file
machine name
contents 9-2
system startup 9-11
alias
description 9-4
entry 9-8
preparation 9-5
composi tion 9-1
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computer
connection test 9-11
machine name 9-1
connection See computer
file
copying to
computer s 9-9
creation 9-5
modification 9-14
restoration 9-9
saving 9-9
transfer 9-5
forward alias 9-4
group alias
creation 9-5
handshake message 9-13
install option 9-5
LOG file
connection error
location 9-12
contents 9-12
machine alias 9-4
machine name
choice 9-1
file entry 9-6
saving 9-2
modification 9-14
netutil program
in formation
required 9-1
install option 9-5
network building 9-5
restore option 9-10
restore option 9-5
save option 9-5
save option 9-9
start option 9-10

stop option 9-14
planning 9-1
restore option 9-10
restore option 9-5
save option 9-5
save option 9-9
ser ial line
assignment 9-3
name entr y 9-7
transmission speed 9-4
ser ial topology
description 9-2
standard alias 9-4
star topology
description 9-2
start option 9-10
startup
procedure 9-10
stop option 9-14
stopping 9-14
testing 9-11
topology
map 9-3
types 9-2
transmission speed
assignment 9-4
file entry 9-7
mkfs command
block number A-2
block size A-1
file system creation 4-1
gap number A-2
special filename A-1
mkuser program
creating a user
account 3-1
stopping 3-2

t·1ode
types designated 2-2
more command 8-5
mount command
file system mounting 4-1
file system mounting 4-2
special filename A-1
mv command, filename
restoration 6-4
netutil program See Micnet
network
netutil program, install
option A-2
New user 3-1
newgrp command 3-1
Nonechoing terminal See
Terminal
Normal operation
entry 2-2
system shutdown 2-3
Number sign (D), super-user
prompt 2-2
Operating system See
System
Out of space message 8-3
passwd command 3-4
Password, forgotten superuser
change procedure 8-3
Password
change procedure 3-4
change procedure 8-3
complexity, system access
security 4-8
forgotten See replacement
new user 3-2
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replacement 8-3
user account 3-1
Period (.) See Dot (.)
Per iodic backup See Backup
system
Periodic backup See File
system
Permissions
block IIO file 4-5
change 4-5
character I/O file 4-5
description Ll-4
directory notation 4-5
display 4-4
execute permission 4-5
fields 4-4
'
file notation 4-5
group field notations 4-5
group permissions 4-4
initial assignment 4-6
levels 4-4
no permission 4-5
other field notations 4-5
other permissions 4-4
read permission 4-5
search permission 4-5
special files 4-9
type field 4-5
user field notations 4-5
user permissions 4-4
wri te permission 4-5
PID

killing, lineprinter
freeing 8-2
killing, runaway process
stopping 8-2
Print queue
lockup, freeing 8-1
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Printing
queue See Print queue
Process stopping 8-2
Program
error, runaway process
result 8-2
start, initialization
files 8-5
stopping
nonechoing terminal
result 8-1
termination, core file
placement 5-5
quot command
block ownership
display 5-3
block
size A-1
rcp command 9-1
React permission 4-5
remote command 9-1
rm command 8-3
rmuser command
limitations 3-11
rmuser program
stopping 3-11
user account removal 3-10
root directory backup 6-1
root directory
contents B-1
root
password
see super-user's
password
super-user login name 2-3
sYMbol (I) 4-1
symbol (I) B-1

Runaway process
stopping 8-2
Search permission 4-5
Serial line
baud rate setting
procedure 7-3
Hicnet net~lork
assignment 9-3
name entr y 9-7
transmission speed 9-4
Serial lines A-2
shutdown command 2-3
Shutdown
command See shutdown
command
halts ys command See
hal tsys command
immediate 2-4
improper shutdown
file check 5-7
procedures 2-3
time lapse 2-3
Slash (I), root symbol 4-1
Slash (I), root symbol B-1
Special file
description 4-9
disabling command 7-5
enable command 7-2
protection 4-9
tar command 6-5
tar program 6-4
Special filename A-1
Startup
cleaning message 2-2
procedure 2-1
Super-user account
exit 2-3

open ing 2--3
super-user password
file system
creation 4-1
Super-user password
secrecy 4-8
super-user log in 2-3
system maintenance mode
entry 2-2
Super-user prompt (11)
log in 2-3
system maintenance mode
entry 2-2
Super-user
account 1-1
backup procedure 6-2
logging in 2-2
password 1-1
precautions 2-3
prompt See Super-user
prompt
restricted use 1-2
special file access 4-9
unauthorized, file
securi ty 4-9
sysadmin program
backup system
description, use 6-1
file restoration 6-3
file r~storation 8-4
listing recording 6-2
multiple use~ 6-1
description 6-1
System console
simUltaneous access 7-1
terminal disabling 7-5
System Crash
error messages 8-4
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System crash
rebooting from Boot
floppy 8-4
System maintenance mode
entry 2-2
system shutdown 2-4
System manager
directory access
control 4-1
duties 1-1
file access control 4-1
file system
maintenance 5-1
free space maintenance 5-1
initialization files
mod ification 8-5
Micnet network
maintenance 9-1
password change 8-3
root directory backup 6-1
super-user account 1-1
system maintenance
mode 2-2
user account creation,
maintenance 3-1
System wide ~essage 5-2
System
access security 4-8
accounts 3-11
administr ation
directory B-4
booting 2-1
cleaning See File system
console See System
console
inoperable system
restoration 8-4
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maintenance 1-1
maintenance account 1-1
mod e See Mod e
physical security 4-8
reinstallation
reinstallation
secur ity
access security 4-8
physical security 4-8
startup See Startup
storage space
expansion 4-1
terminal See Terminal
tar command
backup system
description, use 6-4
file restoration 6-5
single user 6-1
description 6-1
form 6-4
temporary file
removal 5-5
TERM variable 7-4
Terminal
connection 7-1
d isabl ing 7-5
enablinG 7-2
lockup, runaway
process 8-2
non echoing terminal
defined 8-1
restoration 8-1
swi tching 7-1
type setting
initialization
files 8-5
procedure 7-4

Time
file access 5-!l
system shutdown 2-3
tty line See Serial line
umount command 4-1
umount command 4-3
User account
adding 3-1
comments 3-3
directory removal 3-10
file removal 3-10
group name 3-2
log in name 3-2
removal
procedure 3-10
User
block ownership
display 5-3
changing the ID 3-8
group See Group
ID 3-8
log in group See Log in
group
new user 3-1
password See Password
permissions See
Permissions
permissions See
Permissions
wall command 5-2
Write permission 4-5
xenix file B-1
XENIX keys, described 1-2
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Introduction

1.1

Overview

This manual introduces the XENIXrntl system by explaining the fundamental concepts
and software needed to use it effectively. The XENIX system is an improved and
enhanced version ofthe UNIX SYSfEM IIIrDiI from Bell Laboratories. It is intended for
use in schools. corpa-ations. laboratories and small office environments. The system
is well known as a productive environmertt for software developmert and has been
used for many years as a text processing environmertt.

1.2

The XENIXSystem

The XENIX system consists of a general-purpose muhiuser operating system and
over one hundred utilities and application programs. In addition to the XENIX
Operating Sy~em described in this manual. two other XENIX sy~em packages are
available: the XENIX Development System and theXENIX Text Processing System.

1.3

The XENIX Working Environment

The XENIX system is built around the XENIX operating system. The purpose of an
operating system is to efficiently organize and control the resources of a computer so
that they can be used by real people. These resources include memory. disks.
lineprinters. terminals, and any other peripheral devices connected to the system. The
hean of the XENIX system is a "multiuser" and "multitasking" operating system. A
multiuser system permits several users to use a computer. simultaneously. thus
providing lower cost in computing power per user. A multitasking system permits
several programs to run at the same time and increases productivity because multiple
programs can run simultaneously rather than in sequence.
Because UNIX (and thus XENIX) has been accepted as a standard for "high-end"
operating systems. a great deal of software is available for this environment. In
addition. XENIX is a bridge to the MS-DOS operating system. the most widely used
16-bit operating system in the world. For systems that suppon MS-DOS, XENIX
provides commands that let you access MS-DOS format files and disks. The XENIX
system also includes several widely praised enhancements developed at the University
ofCalifornia at Berkeley, and a visual interface similar to other Microsoft productivity
tool interfaces.
OthercharacteristicsoftheXENIX system include:
A powerful command language for programming XENIX commands.
Unlike other irneractive command languages, the XENIX •• shen" is a fun
programming language.
Simple and consistenl naming converttions. Names can be used absolutely,
orrelative to any directory inthe file system.
Device-independent input and output: each physical device, from
interactive termina ls to main memory ,istreatedlikeafile, allowing uniform
file and device input and ootput.
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Asctofrelatedtexteditors. includingafuUscreeneditor.
Flexible text processing facilities. In XENIX, commands exist to find and
extract patterns of text &om files. to compare and find differences between
files, and to search through and compare directories. Text formatting.
typesetting, and spelling error-detection facilities. as well as a facility for
formatting and typesetting complex tables and equations are also available.
A sophisticated "desk-calculator" program.

Mountable and dismountable file
disks to the file system.

systems

that pennit addition of floppy

A complete set of flexible directory and file protections that allows all
combinations of read. write. and execute access for the owner of each file or
directory. as well as for groopsofusers.

facilities for creating. accessing. moving. and processing files and
directories ina simple and uniform way.

1.4

Using This Manual

This manual is organized as follows:
Chapter I:
Introduction
This chapter gives an introduction and overview oftheXENlX system.
Chapter 2:
Demonstration
Thischaptergivesyouhands-onexpcrienceinusingtheXENIXsystem.
Chapter 3:
Basic Concepts
This challer explains the fundamental concepts that you need to understand
before you begin to use the system. Included here are sections on the file
~ystem. naming conventions. commands. and input and output.
Chapter 4:
Tasks
This chapter explains how to perform everyday tasts using appropriate XENIX
commands.
Olapter S:
Vi
This chapter explains how to use the screen editor. vi.
Chapter 6:
The Shell
This chapter describes use of the shell command interpreter and how to write
procedures that can be executed by the shell interpreter.
Olapter 7:
Mail
This chapter describes the XENlX mail facility and explains how to send and
receivemaiJ.
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Otapter 8:
BC: A Calculator
This chapter explains howtouse BC, a sophisticated calculatorprogram.
Otapter 9:
BuildingaUUCPSystem
This chaptet' explains how to set up system to pennit communication between
XENIXand/orUnixsystemsusingdial-upcommunicationlines.
Otapter 10:
TheC-SheD
This chapter describes how to use ab. It covers the syntax and function of
C-sheDcommandsandfeatures, and how to create shell procedures.
Olapter 11:
Using The Visual SheD
This chapter describes the use and behavior of the Visual Shell, which is a
menu-driven XENlX sheD. This chapter assumes the reader is familiar with
some generalXENlX concepts, but vsh can be used by first -time users.

Appendix A: Ed
This chapter explains how to use the editor, ed.
This manual does not attempt to give information about installing, managing. and
maintaining the system. nor does it discuss document preparation, software
development, or many of the specialized utilities available in other XENIX system
products. These subjccts arecovcred inthe following manuals:

The

XENIX Installation Guide
This guide descnbes how to instaD and set up the XENlX system on your
computer.

The

XENIX O~rations Guid~
This manual isa guide to managing and maintaining the entire sy:'1em.

The XENIX R~f~r~nc~
This manual is a cmlprebensive cOmmand reference. A concise but complete
description of each command is available here. It includes manual pages for
Commands(C)and MisceUaneous(M).
The

XENIX Programm~r' s Guid~
This manual discuses how to use the programming tools available in the XENIX
programming environment. This manual is part of the optional XENIX .
Development System.

The XENIX Programmer'sReference
This manual discusses writing programs that interface to the XENIX operating
system. It provides manual page reference sections to system calls(S),
subroutines(CP), and fiJe formats(F). This manual is part ofthe optionalXENIX
Development System.
The

XENIX Text Prouss;ng Manual
This manual explains how to use the text processing and text formatting tools
and inc ludes the manual pages for text commands(Cf). It is a part ofthe XE."'IIX
Text Processing System.
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2.1 Introduction
This chapter contains a demonstration run designed t.o help you get used to the
XENIX system, so that you can quickly sta.rt to make effective use of it. It shows
you how to log in, how to type at your keyboard, wha.t to do about mistakes in
typing, how to enter commands and how to log out.

2.2 Before You Log In
Before you can log in to the system, your name must be added to the XENIX user
list. At that time you will be given a login name and a password. You may ha.ve
to add your name yourself, or someone else may be assigned this task; it all
depends on the environment in which your system is used. In any case, see the
XENIX Operation, Guide and mku,er{C) ror detailed information on adding
users.
When you are given an account on the XENIX system you will also receive a user
name, a password, and a login directory. Once you have these, all you need is a
terminal from which you can log in to the system. XENIX supports most
terminals and you should have no problem getting your terminal to work with
XENIX. Once again, see the XENIX Operation, Guide for more information on
how to configure your terminal.

2.3 Logging In
Normally t.he system is sitting idle with a "login:" prompt on the terminal
screen. If the system displays nonsense characters when you type, then your
terminal is probably receiving information at the wrong speed and you should
check your terminal switches. If the switches are set correctly, push the BREAK
or INTERRUPT key a few times.
When you get a "login:" message, type your login name, then press RETURN;
the system will not do anything until you do. If a password is required, you will
be asked for it. The password that you type does not appear on the screen. This
prevents others from viewing it. Don't forget to press RETURN after you type
your password.
A successful login produces a "prompt character", a single 'character that
indicates the system is ready to accept commands. The prompt is usually a
dollar sign ($) or apercentsign (%). You may also get a login message such as:
you have mail
telling you that another system user has sent you mail.
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2.4 Typing Commands
Once the prompt character appears, the system is ready to respond to
commands typed at the terminal. Try typing
date
rollowed by RETURN. The system responds by displaying something like:
Mon Jun 16 14:17:10 EST 1983
Don't rorget to press the RETURN key arter the· command, or nothing will
happen. The RETURN key won't be mentioned again, but don't rorget -- it has
to be entered at the end or each command line. On some terminals RETURN
may be labeled" ENTER" or" OR" , but in all cases, the key performs the same
runction.
Another command you might try is who, which lists the names or everyone
who is logged in to XENIX. A typical display rrom the who command might
look something like this:
you
joe
ann

console Jan 16 14:00
ttyOl Jan 16 09:11
tty02
Jan 16 09:33

The time, given in the rourth column, indicates when the user logged in; tty nn is
the system name ror each user's terminal, where nn is a unique two-digit
number. The console is the special name or the master terminal that is the
default ror most operations.
If you make a mistake typing the command name, you will see a message on
your screen. For example, iryou type:
whom
the system responds with the message:
whom: not round
Note that case is significant in XENIX. The commands
who
and
WHO

are not the same; this differs trom some operating systems, where case doesn't
matter.

(
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Now try displaying a message on your screen using the echo command. Type
echo hello world
The Echo command does what its name implies and echoes the rest of the
command line to your terminal:
hello world
Now try this:
echo hello world

> greeting. file

This time the echo command sends its output to a new file named greeting.flle,
instead of to your terminal. Note the use of the greater-than sign (» to
"redirect" the outputorthe command. Now type
lc
to list just the name of the file, greeting.jile. To look at the contents of
ffe eting .file , display it by typing:
cat greeting. file
Here "cat" stands ror concatenate. One purpose or the cat command is to
combine the contents of several files (that is, "concatena.te)" and put them in
some new file. However, since your terminal display is treated like any other file
in XENIX, cat is most commonly used to display the contents or files on the
screen. Therefore the above command sends the following output to your
terminal screen:
hello world
To remove freeting.file, type.:
rm greeting. file
Note that XENIX command names are orten shortened to mnemonic names.
For example, cp is short for "copy", Is is short ror "list", rm is short ror
"remove", cat is short for "concatenate", mkdir is short for "make
directory", andchmod is short for "change mode".

2.5 Mistakes in Typing
It you make a mistake in typing while entering a command, there are two ways
to edit the line, provided you have not yet pressed RETURN. Pressing the BKSP
key causes the last character typed to be erased. Backspacing with the BKSP
key can erase characters back to the beginning of the line,· but not beyond.
Thus, iryou type badly, you can correct as you go.· For example, typing
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ddBKSPateRETURN
is the same as

dateRETURN
The XENIX kill character, CNTRL-U, erases all of the characters typed so far on
the current input line. So, if the line is irretrievably fouled up, type CNTRL-U
and start the line over.
If you must enter a BKSP or CNTRL-U as part or the text, precede it with a
backslash (\), so that the character loses its special ""erase"" meaning. To
enter a BKSP or CNTRL-U in text, type "\BKSP" or "\CNTRL-U". The system
always prints a new line on your terminal after your CNTRL-U, even ir preceded
by a backslash. Nevertheless; the CNTRL-U will have been recorded.
To erase a backsl~h, backspace twice with the BKSP key, as in "\BKSPBKSP".
The backslash is used extensively in XENIX to indicate that the rollowing
character is in some way special. Note that the runctions perrormed by BKSP
and CNTRL-U are available on all XENIX systems; however, the keys used to
perrorm these functions may vary and can be set by the user with Ittu(C).

2.6 Read-Ahead and Type-Ahead
XENIX has rull read-ahead, which means that you can type as rast as you want,
whenever you want, and XENIX will remember what you have typed. If you
enter any text while a command is displaying text on the screen, your input
characters appear intermixed with the output characters on the screen, but
they are stored away and interpreted in the correct order. Therefore, you can
type several commands (i.e., "type ahead") one after another without waiting
ror the first to finish. Note that this doesn't work when you log in; type-ahead
does not work until alter you have entered your password and the dollar sign
(S) prompt appea.rs.

2.7 Strange Terminal Behavior
Occasionally, your terminal may act strangely. You can orten fix such behavior
by either turning your terminal off, then quickly turning it back on, or logging
out and logging back in; this will reset your terminal characteristics. If logging
out and back in doesn't work, read the description or the command Ittv(C) in
the XENIX Reference Manual ror more inrormation about setting terminal
ch ar acteristi cs.

2.8 Stopping a Program
You can abort the execution of most programs and commands by pressing the
INTERRUPT key (perha.ps called DEL, DELETE, CNTRL-C, or RUBOUT onyour
2-4
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termina.l}. The BREAK key found on many terminals can also be used. Inside
some ·programs, like most text editors, typing INTERRUPT stops whatever the
program is doing without aborting the program itself. Throughout this
manual, when we say "send an interrupt" we mean press the INTERRUPT key.

2.9 Logging Out
To end a session with XENlX, you must log out. This is done by typing CNTRLD as the first character on a line. It is not sufficient just to turn off the terminal,
since this does not log you out. Some programs can also be ended by typing
CNTRL-D, so beware.
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Basic Concepts

3.1 Introduction
This chapter will give you an understanding or the basic concepts you need to
runction in the XENIX environment. Arter reading this chapter you should
understand how the system's files, directories, and devices are organized a.nd
named, how commands are entered, and how a command's input and output
can be manipulated. This chapter begins with a discussion or files.

3.2 Files
The file is the rundamental unit or the XENIX file system. In XENIX there are
really three different types or files: ordinary files (what we usually mean when
we say "file"), directories, and special files. Each or these types or files is
described below.
3.2.1 Ordinary Files
Ordinary files typically contain textual inrormation such as documents, data,
or program sources. Executable binary files are also or this type. An ordinary
file is simply a named concatenation or 8-bit bytes. Whether these bytes are
interpreted as text characters, binary instructions, or program statements is
up to the programs that examine them. Every ordinary file has the Collowing
attributes:
A filename (not necessarily unique)
A unique system number called an inode number
A size in bytes
A time or creation
A time oC modifi cation
A time or last access
A set or access permissions
Files can be protected by assigning appropriate access permissions to assure
privacy and security. This is done by providing read-write-execute
permissions to files so that the user can control access by the owner, by a group
oC users, and by anyone else. By deCault, the owner oC a file is its creator. The
owner can read the file or write to it. By deCault, other users can read a file
owned by another, but not write to it. File permissions can be altered with the
chmod command. This command is discussed in Chapter 3 orthis manual.
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3.2.2 Special Files
Special files correspond to physical devices such as hard and floppy disks,
lineprinters, terminals, and system memory. They are called "device special
files". These files are not discussed in this manual.
3.2.3 Directory files
Directory files are read-only files containing inCormation about the files or
directories that are conceptually (but not physically) contained within them.
This inCormation consists oC the name and inode number oC each file or
directory residing within the given directory. An inode number is a unique
number associated with any given file. All files on the system have inode
numbers. A name/inode number pair is called a link. The Is command is used
to examine directory files and to list the inCormation about the files
conceptually within the named directory. With the inode number, the Is
command can also find other inCormation about a file.
The nesting oC directories inside other directories is the way in which XENIX
implements its characteristic tree-structured directory system. Directories are
discussed further in the next section.
Like ordinary files, directories can be protected by assigning appropriate access
permissions to assure privacy and security. This is done by giving read-writesearch permissions to directories so that the user can control directory access
by the owner, by a group of users, and by anyone else. Write permission
determines whether files can be added or removed Crom a directory. By default,
the owner of a directory is its creator and the owner can read, create or remove
files within that directory. Similarly by deCault, a user can read files within the
directory of another, but not add or remove files. As with file permissions,
directory permissions can be altered with the chmod command. Derault
permissions can be altered with the umask command.
3.2.4 Directory Structure
\Vith multiple users and multiple projects, the number of files in a file system
can proliferate rapidly. Fortunately, as mentioned ear lier, XENIX organizes all
files into a tree-structured directory hierarchy. This tree structure should be
thought oC as a physical world in which the user can move from place to place.
"Places" are directories. Each user of the system has his own personal
directory. Within that directory, the user may have directories or other
subdirectories owned and controlled only by the user.
When you log in to XENIX, you are "in' 'your directory. Unless you take special
action when you create a file, the new file is created in your working directory.
This file is unrelated to any other file of the sa.me na.me in someone else's
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directory.
A diagram of part of a typical user directory is shown in Figure 3-..1.
usr
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In Figure 3-1, the utr directory contains each user's own personal directory.
Notice that Mary's file named tezt is unrelated to Eve's. This is not important
if all the files of interest are in Eve's directory, but if Eve and Mary work
together, or if they work on separate but related projects, this division of files
becomes handy indeed. For example, Mary could print Eve's text by typing:
pr /usr/eve/text
Similarly, Eve could find out what files Mary has by typing:
lc /usr /mary

3.3 File Systems
A file system is a set of files organized in a way fashion. In XENIX, this set of files
consists of all available resources including data files, directories, programs,
line printers, and disks. Thus, the XENIX file system is a system ror accessing all
system resources.
To logically structure the resources or the system,the XENIX file system is
organized hierarchically in an inverted "tree structure". See Figure 3-2 ror an
illustration of a typical tree-structured file system. In this typical tree or files,
the root of the tree is at the top and branches of the tree grow downward.
Directories correspond to nodes in the tree; ordinary files correspond to
"leaves". If a directory contains a downward branch to other files or
directories, then those files and directories are "contained" in the given
directory. It is possible to name any file in the system by starting at the root
(where the root is at the top) and traveling down any of the branches to the
desired file. Similarly, you can specify any file in the system, relative to any
directory. Specification of these files depends on a knowledge of the XENIX
naming conven tions, discussed in the next section.
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Figure 3.2. A Typical File System
In the typical tree-structured file system or Figure 3-1,the "tree" grows
downward. The names bin, UIr, def1, doug, and neil all represent directories,
and are all nodes in the tree. In XENIX the name of the root directory is given
the one-character name, "I". The names mail, neWI, tezt, and data all
represent normal data files, and are all "leaves" of the tree. Note that the file
cmd is the name of a command that can be executed. The name ttll represents a
terminal and is also represented in the tree.

3.4 Naming Conventions
Every single file, directory, and device in XENIX has both a filename and an
absolute pathname. This pathname is a map orthe file or directory's location in
the system. The absolute pathname is unique to all names in the system;
filenames are unique only within directories and need not be unique systemwide. This is similar to someone whose "global" name is John Albert Smith in a
telephone directory, but who may be listed simply as John in an office phone
li~.
-

3.4.1 Filenames
A simple filename is a sequence of one to fourteen characters other than a slash
(f). Every single file, directory, and device in the system has a filename.
Filenames are used to uniquely identify directory contents. Thus, no two
filenames in a directory may be the same. However, filenames in different
directories may be identical.
Although you can use almost any character in a filename, it is best to confine
filenames to the alphanumeric characters and the period. Other characters,
especially control characters, are discouraged for use in filenames. When a
filename contains an initial period, it is "hidden", and is not displayed by the I,
Ie, and Is commands. The dash (-) is used in specifying command options, and
should be avoided when naming files. In addition, the question mark (1), the
asterisk (*), brackets ([ and )), and all quotation marks should ne tltr be used in
filenames, since they are treated specially when entering commands.
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3.4.2 Pathnames
A pathname i$ a sequence or directory names rollowed by a simple filename,
each separated rrom the previous name by a slash. If a pathname begins with a
slash, it specifies a file that can be round by beginning a search at the root of the
entire tree. Otherwise, files are round by beginning the search at the user's
current diredory(also known as the working directory). The current directory
should be though t or as your location in the file system. Think or it as a physical
place. When you change your current directory you are moving to some other
directory or place in the file system.
A pathname beginning with a slash is called a luil (or ab,olute) pathname
because it does not vary with regard to the user's current directory. A
pathname not beginning with a slash is called a reiatifle pathname, because it
specifies a path rela.tive to the current directory. The user may change the
current directory at any time by using the cd command.

3.4.3 Sample Names
Some sample names rollow:

I

The a.bsolute pathname or the root directory or the entire file
system.

Ibin

The directory containing most or the rrequently used XENIX
commands.

lusr

The directory containing each user's personal directory. The
subdirectory, IUlrlbin contains rrequently used XENIX
commands not in I bin.

Idev

The directory containing files corresponding to physical
devices (e.g., terminals,lineprinters, and disks).

I dev I console

The name orthe system master terminal.

Idev/tty

The name or the user's terminal.

llib

The directory containing files used by some standa.rd
commands.

Itmp

This directory contains temporary scratch files.

lusr Ijoe/project/A
A typical rull pathnamej this one happens to be a file named A
in the directory named project belonging to the user named
joe.
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A relative pathname; it names the file z in subdirectory binoC
the current working directory. lethe current directory is I, it
name'S Ibinlz. Ir the current directory is 1v,8rljoe, it names

bin/x

I ulr/ioel binI z.
Name oC an ordinary file in the current directory.

filel

When he is using the XENIX system, each user resides "in" a directory called
the current directory. All files and directories have a "parent" directory. This
directory is the one immediately above and "contains" the given file or
directory. The XENIX file system provides special shorthand notations Cor this
directory and Cor the current directory:
The shorthand name of the current directory. Thus .1Jilezzz names the
same file as Jilezzz, iCsuch a file exists in the current directory.
The shorthand name of the current directory's parent directory. The
shorthand name ..1.. reCers to the directory that is two levels "above"
the current directory

3.4.4 Special Characters
XENIX provides a pattern-matching facility for specifying sets oCfilenames that

match particular patterns. For example, examine the problem that occurs
when naming the parts oC a large document, such as a book. Logically, it can be
divided into many small pieces such as chapters or sections. Physically, it must
be divided too, since the XENIX editor vi cannot handle really big files. Thus,
you should divide a large document into several files. The points at which the
document is divided should follow a logical order. You might have a separate
file for each chapter:
chapl
chap2
Or, iC each chapter is broken into several files, you might have:
chapl.l
chap1.2
chapl.3
chap2.1
chap2.2
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You can then tell at aglance where a particular file fits into the whole.
There are other advantages to a systematic naming convention that are not so
obvious. What if you want to print the whole book on the lineprinter? You
could type
Ipr chapl.l chapl.2 chapl.3 ...
but you will tire of this quickly and will probably even make mistakes.
Fortunately, there is a shortcut: a sequence of names contining a common
pattern can be specified with the use of special characters. The special
characters discussed in this chapter are:
•

Matches zero or more characters

[) Matches any character inside the brackets
?

Matches any single character

For example,You can type:
lpr chap.
The asterisk (.), sometimes called "star" in XENIX, means "zero or more
characters of any type", so this translates into "send all files whose names begin
with the word" chap" to the lineprinter".
This shorthand notation is not a unique property of the Ipr command; it can be
used in any command. Using this fact, you can list the names of the files in the
book by typing:
Is chap.
This produces
chapl.l
chapl.2
chapl.3
The star is not limited to the last position in a filename; it can be used anywhere
and can occur several times. A star by itself matches all filenames not
containing slashes or beginning with periods, so
cat·
displays all files in the current directory on your terminal screen.
The star is not the only pattern-matching feature available. Suppose you want
to print only chapters 1 through 4, and 9. You can say
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Ipr chap[12349]*
The brackets ([ and D mean "match any or the characters inside the
brackets." A range or consecutive letters or digits can be abbreviated, so you
can also do this with
Ipr chap[l-49j*
(Note that this does not match rorty-nine filenames, but only five.) Letters can
also be used within brackets: "[a-z)" matches any character in the range "a"
through "z".
The question mark (1) matches any single character, so
Is ?
lists all files that have single-character names, and
Is -1 chap?}
lists information about the first file or each chapter (Le., ehap1.1, chap2.1, ... ).

It you need to turn off the special meaning or any or the special characters ( *, !,
and [ ... )) enclose the entire argument in single quotation marks. For example,
the following command will print out only files named "!" rather than all one
character filenames:
.
1s '~'
Pattern-matching reatures are discussed rurther in Chapter 7, "The Shell".

3.5 Commands
Commands are used to invoke executable programs. When you type the name
or a command, XENIX reads the command line that you have typed, looks ror a
program with the given name, and then executes the program it it finds it.
Command lines may also contain arguments that speciry options or files that
the progra.m may need. The command line and command syntax are discussed
in the next two sections.

3.0.1 Command Line
Whether you are typing commands at a terminal, or XENIX is reading
commands rrom a file, XENIX always reads commands rrom command lines.
The command line is a line or characters that is read by the shell command
interpreter to determine what actions to perform. This interpreter,or "shell"
as it is known, reads the names of commands rrom the command line,finds the
executable program corresponding to the name or the command, then executes
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that program. When the program finishes executing, the shell resumes reading
the command line. Thus, when you are typing at a terminal, you are editing a
line or text called the command-line buffer that becomes a command line only
when you press RETURN. This command-line buffer can be edited with the
BKSP and CNTRL-U keys. Pressing RETURN causes the command-line buffer to
be submitted to the shell a.s a command line. The shell reads the command line
and executes the appropriate command. Ir you press INTERRUPT berore you
press RETURN, the command-line buffer is erased. Multiple commands can be
entered on a single command line provided they are separated by a semicolon
(j). For example, the rollowing command line prints out the current date and
the name or the current working directory:
date

j

pwd

Commands can be submitted ror processing in "the background" by appending
an ampersand (&) to the command line. This mode or execution is similar to
"batch" processing on other systems. The main advantage to placing
commands in the background is that you can execute other commands Crom
your terminal in the "roreground" while the background commands execute.
Thus:
du /usr

> diskuse&

determines the disk usage in the directory / UIr, a fairly time-consuming
operation, without tying up your terminal. Note that the output is placed in
the file di8ku8e by redirecting output with the greater-than symbol.
Redirection is discussed in Section 3.5.1.
3.5.2 Syntax
The general syntax for commands is as Collows:

cmd [8witckel][ argument,] [filename, ]
By convention, command names are lowercase. Switches, also called options,
are flags that select various options available when executing the command.
They are optional and usually precede other arguments and filenames.
Switches consist of a dash prefix (-)and an identifying letter. For example, the
Is command's -I switch (pronounced uminus ell" ) specifies a long directory
listing and the command

Is -r
specifies a directory listing in reverse alphabetical order. In some cases,
switches can be grouped to form a single switch argument. For example, the
command

Is -rl
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is really a com bination or two switches, where the -rl switch selects the option
that lists all files in the directory in both reverse alphabetical order and with
the long rormat.
Sometimes multiple switches must be given separately, as in:
copy -v -a source destination
Here the -v switch specifies the "verbose" option, which reports copying.as it
happens. The -a switch tells the copy command to ask the user ror
confirmation before copying the ,ourceto the de,tination.
Other arguments can also be given, such as search strings, as in:
grep 'string ottext '

o~tfile

In the above example
'string ortext '
is a single argument and is the search string the grep command searches for in
the file outfile. Filename is the argument that specifies the name of a file
required by the command.
Most commands are executable programs compiled by the C compiler or by
some other language compiler. Some commands are executable command files
called "shell procedures". Shell procedures are discussed in Chapter 7, "The
Shell."

3.6 Input and Output
By detault, XENIX assumes that terminal input comes from the terminal
keyboard and output goes to the terminal screen. To illustrate typical
command input and output,'type:
cat
This command now expects input from your keyboard .. As input, it accepts as
many lines of text as you type until you press CNTRL--O as an end-of-file or endot-transmission indicator.
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For example, type:
this is two linesRETURN
or inputRETURN
CNTRL-D
When you press CNTRL-D, input ends and output begins.· The cat command
immediately outputs the two lines you typed-since output is sent to the
terminal screen by derault, that is where the two lines are sent. Thus, the
complete session will look like this onyour terminal screen:
Scat
this is two lines
or input
this is two lines
or input

S
The flow or command input and output can be "redirected" so-that input comes
from a file instead or from the terminal keyboard and output goes to a file or
lineprinter, instead of to the terminal screen. In addition, "pipes" can be
created that allow the output from one command to become the input to
another. Redirection and pipes are discussed in the next two s~bsections.

3.6.1 Redirection
In XENIX a file can replace the terminal for either input or output. For example
Is
displays alist of files on your terminal screen. But if you say
Is > filelist
a list of your files is placed in the file file lilt (which is created if it does not exist).
The symbol for output redirection, the greater-than sign (», means "put the
output rrom the command into the rollowing file, rather than display it on the
terminal screen" . As another example of output redirection, you can combine
several files into one by capturing the output of cat in a file:
cat

n f2 f3

>temp

The output append symbol (> » operates very much like the output
redirection symbol, except that it means "add to the end or'. So
cat filet file2 file3 > >temp
means "concatenate file1, file2, and file 9 to the end of whatever is already in
temp, instead of overwriting and destroying the existing contents". As with
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normal output redirection, if tempdoesn't exist, it is created for you.

In a similar way, the input redirection symbol «) means "take the input for a
program from the following file, instead of from the terminal". Thus, you
could make a script of editing commands and put them into a file called ,enpt.
Then you could execute the commands in the script on a file by typing:

1111

ed file <script
As another example, you could use ed to prepare a letter in the file lette,.tzt,

then send it to several people with:
mail adam eve mary joe <letter.txt

3.6.2 Pipes
One of the major innovations ofthe XENIX system is the concept of a "pipe". A
pipe is simply a way to connect the output of one command to the input of
another, so that the two run as a sequence of commands called a pipeline.
For example:
sort frank.txt george. txt hank.txt
combines the three files named I,ank.tzt, george.tzt, and hank.tzt, then sorts
the output. Suppose that you want to then find all unique words in these files
and view the result. You could type:
sort Crank.txt george. txt hank.txt >templ
uniq <tempI >temp2
more temp2
rm tempI temp2
But this is more work than is necessary. What you want is to take the output or
sort and connect it to the input or uniq, then take the output of uniq and
connect it to more. You would use the following pipe:
sort frank.txt george.txt hank.txtl uniq I more
The vertical bar character ( I) is used between the sort and uniq commands to
indicate that the output from sort, which would normally have been sent to the
terminal, is to be redirected from the terminal to the standard input of the
uniq command, which in turn sends its output to the more command for
viewing.
There are many other examples or pipes. For example
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Is I pr -3
rormats and paginates a list or your files in three columns. The program wc
counts the number of lines, words, and characters in its input, and who prints a
list orusers currently logged on, one per line. Thus,
who

I wc

tells how many people are logged in, and
Is I wc
counts the number or files in the current directory.
Any program that reads rrom the terminal keyboard can read from a pipe
instead. Any program that displays output to the terminal screen can send
input to apipe. You can have as many elements in a pipeline asyou wish.
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4:.1 Introduction
This chapter explains how to perCorm common tasks on XENIX. The individual
commands used to perCorm these tasks are discussed more thoroughly in the
XENIX Reference Manual.

4:.2 Gaining Access to the System
To use the XENIX system, you must first gain access to it by logging in. When
you log in you are placed in your own personal working area. Logging in,
changing your password, and logging out are described below.

4.2.1 Logging In
BeCore you can log in to the system, you must be given a system "account".
Your name must be added to the user list, and you must be given a password
and a mailbox.
Depending on how your system is administered, you may have to add your
name to the user list yourselC, or someone else may be assigned this task. Iryou
must add your own account to the system, see the XENIX Operation, Guide and
mku,er(C) in the XENIX Reference ManuaHor more inCormation. This section
assumes your account has already been set up.
Normally, the system sits idle and the prompt "login:" appears on the terminal
screen. Ir your screen is blank, or displays nonsense characters, press the
INTERRUPT key a Cew times.
When the "login:" prompt appears, Collow these steps:
1.

Type your login name and press RETURN. If you make a mistake,
press CNTRL-U to start the line again. After you press RETURN the
word "Password:" appears on your screen.

2.

Type your password careCully, then press RETURN. The letters do
not appear on your screen as you type, and the cursor does not move.
If you make a mistake, press RETURN to restart the login procedure.

Ir you have typed your login name and password correctly the "prompt
character" appears on the screen. This is usually a dollar sign($). The prompt
tells you that the XENIX system is ready to acccept commands Crom the
keyboard.
If you make a mistake, the system displays the message:
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Login incorrect
login:
Uyou get this message, follow the above procedure again. You must type all the
letters of your user name and password correctly before you are given access to
the system; XENIX does not allow you to correct your mistakes when typing
your password.
Depending on how your system is set up, after you log in you may see a
"banner" that says something like "Welcome to XENIX", or an announcement
that is of in terest to all users.
4.2.2 Logging Out
The logout procedure is simple-all you need to do is press
CNTRL-D

alone on a line. In general, CNTRL-D signifies the end-of-file in XENIX, and is
often used within programs to signal the end of input from the keyboard. In
such cases, CNTRL-D will not log you out; it will simply terminate input to a
particular program if you are within that program. This means that it may
sometimes be necessary to press CNTRL-D several times before you can log
yourself out. For example, if you are in the mail program you must press
CNTRL-D once to exit the mail program, then again to logout.
4.2.3 Changing Your Password
To prevent unauthorized users from e;ammg access to the system, each
authorized user must have a password. When you are first given an account on
a XE~IX system you are assigned a password by the system administrator.
Some XENIX systems require you to change your password at regular intervals.
Whether yours does or not, it is a good idea to change your password regularly
to maintain system security. This section tells yOU how to change your
password.
Use the passwd command to cha.nge your password. Follow these steps:
1.

Type
passwd
and press RETURN. The following message appears:
Changing password for uur:
Old password:
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2.

Carerully type your old password. It is not displayed on the sereen. If
you make a mistake, press RETURN. The message "Sorry" appears,
then the system prompt. Begin again with step 1.

3.

When you have typed your old password the message
New password:
appears. Type in your new password and press RETURN.

4.

The message
Retype new password:
appears. Type your new password again. If you make a mistake, press
RETURN. The message
Mismatch -- password unchanged
appears, and you must begin again with step 1. When you have
completed the procedure, the system prompt appears.

4.3 Configuring Your Terminal
On most systems, the standard console terminal is already configured ror use
with XENIX. However, other terminals of various types may be connected to a
XENIX system. In these cases it is important to know how to set terminal
options and how to specify the terminal you are using. You may also want to
change the standard configuration or the standard console terminal. The
following section discusses these topics.

4.3.1 Changing Terminals
If you ever need to log in to XENIX on a terminal of a type different than the
terminal you normally use, you may need to change the shell TERM variable.
This is normally set to the proper terminal when you log in, but if you switch
terminal types you will have to reset the TERM variable. To reset this variable,
type the following line at command level:
TERM=termn4me

where termname is the name or a known terminal. A list of known terminals is
described in terminals(M). A variety of terminals are supported; terminal
capabilities are listed in the system file / etc/termcap.
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4.3.2 Setting Terminal Options
There are a number or terminal options that can be set with the command stty.
When entered without parameters, stty displays the current terminal settings.
For example, typical output might look like this:
speed Q600 baud
er ase '" h' ; kill '" u'
even -nl
Each or the above characteristics can be set with stty. For more information,
see Itty(C) in the XENIX Reference Manual.

4.4 Editing the Command Line
When you sit in rront or a terminal and type commands at your keyboard, there
are a number or special keys that you can use. The most useful ones are
described below.
4.4.1 Entering a Command Line
From your terminal, entering a command line consists or typing characters
then pressing RETURN. Once you have pressed RETURN the computer reads
the command line and commands specified on that line are executed. You may
type as many command lines as you want without waiting ror commands to
com plete, because XENIX supports type-ahead of characters.
4.4.2 Erasing a Command Line
\\-Then entering commands, typing errors are bound to occur. To erase the
current command line, press CNTRL-U.
4.4.3 Halting Screen Output
In many cases, you will be examining the contents or a file on the terminal
screen. For longer files, the contents will orten scroll off the screen Caster than
you can examine them. To temporarily halt a program's output to the terminal
screen, press C~"'TRL-S. To resume output, press CNTRL-Q.

4.5 Manipulating Files
File manipulation (creating, displaying, combining, copying, moving, naming,
and deleting files), is one or the most important capabilities an operating system
provides. The XENIX commands that perrorm these Cunctions are described in
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the rollowing sections.
4.5.1 Creating a File
To create a file and place text in it, use the editor vi, described in Chapter 5 or
this manual, "Vi: A Text Editor". Ir ror some reason you wish to create an
empty file, type

>

filename

Where filena.me is the name or the empty file. In general, new files are created
by commands a., needed.
4.5.2 Displaying File Contents
The more command displays the contents ora file one screenrul at a time. It has
the rorm
more option, filena.me
More is userul ror looking at a file when you don't want to make changes to it.
For exa.mple, to display the contents orthe file memo" type
more memos
More can be invoked with options that control where the display begins, and
how the file is displayed. These options include:
+linenumber
Begins the display at the line in the file designated by line number.
+/tezt

Begins the display two lines berore tezt, where tezt is a word or
number. Ir tezt is two or more words, they must be enclosed in double
quotation marks.
-c

Redraws the screen instead or scrolling.

-r

Displays control characters, which are normally ignored by more.

To begin looking at the file memo at the first occurrence or the words "net
gain", ror example, type
more +/"net gain" memo

Ir the file is more than one screenrullong, the percentage or the file that remains
is displayed on the bottom line or the screen. To look at more or the file, use the
rollowing scrolling commands:
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RETURN

Scrolls down one line.

d

Scrolls down one-halfscreen.

SPACE

Scrolls down a rull screen.

"SPACE

Scrolls down" lines.
Repeats the previous command.

You cannot scroll backward, toward the beginningorthe file.
You can search rorward ror patterns in more with the slash (/) command. For
example, to search ror the pattern "net gain", type
/net gain/
and press RETURN. More displays the message
skipping...
at the top or the screen, and scrolls to a location two lines above 'net gain".
Jryou are looking at a file with more and decide you want to change the file,you
can invoke the vi editor by pressing

~

v

See Chapter 5, "Vi: A Text Editor" ror inrormation on using vi.
More quits automatically when it reaches the end or a file. To exit more before
the end or a file, type
q

The he~d and tail commands display the first and last ten lines or a file,
respectively. They are userul ror checking the contents or a particular file.
For example, to look at the first ten lines orthe file memo, type
head memo
You can also speciry how many lines the head and tail commands display. For

~ampk,

tail-4 memo
displays the last rour lines or memo.
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The cat command also displays the contents of a file. Cat scrolls the file until
you press CNTRL-S to stop it. Pressing CNTRL-Q will continue the scrolling.
Cat stops automatically at the end or a file. Ir you wish to stop the display
berore the end or the file, press INTERRUPT. To display the contents of one file,
type
cat filel
To display the contents ormore than one file, type
cat file} file2 file3

4.6.3 Combining Files
The cat command is rrequently used to combine files into some other new file.
Thus, to combine the two files named fild and file2, into a new file named
bigfile, type:
cat file} file2

> bigfile

Note here that we are putting the contents of the two files into a new file with
the name bigfile. The greater than sign ( > ) is used to redirect output or the
cat command to the new file.
You can also use cat to append one file to the end of another file. For example,
to appen d file1 to file 2, type
cat file}

> > file2

The contents of file 1 are added to file 2. File 1 still exists as a separate entity.

4.6.4 Moving a File
The mv command moves a file into another file in the same directory, or into
another directory. For instance, to move a file named tezt to a new file named
book, type:
mv text book
Alter this move is completed, no file named tezt will exist in the working
directory, because the file has been renamed book.
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To move a file into another directory, give the name or the destination
directory as the final name in the my command. For instance, to move file 1 and
file 2 into the directory named / tmp, type:
mv filet file2 /tmp
The two files you have moved no longer exist in your working directory, but
now exist in the directory /tmp. The above command has exactly the same
effect as typing the rollowing two commands:
mv filet /tmp/filet
mv file2 /tmp/file2
The my command always checks to see ir the last argument is the name or a
directory and, if so, all files designated by filename arguments are moved into
that directory.

4.5.5 Renaming a File
To rename a file, simply "move" it to a file with the new name: the old name or
the file is removed. Thus, to rename the file anon tojohndoe, type:
mv anon johndoe
Note that moving and renaming a file are essentially identical operations.

4.5.6 Copying a File
There are two rorms or the cp command: one in which files are copied into a
directory, and another in which a file is copied to another file. Thus, to copy
three files into a directory named file dir, type:
cp filet file2 file3 filedir
In the above command, three files are copied into the directory filedir; the
original versions still reside in the working directory. Note that the filenames
are identical in the two directories. Like the my command, cp always checks to
see if the last argument is the name ofa directory, and, if so, all files designated
by filename arguments are copied into that directory.
To create two copies of a file in your own working directory, you must rename
the copy. To do this, the copy command can be invoked as follows:
cp file file copy
Arter the above command has executed, two files with identical contents reside
in the working directory. To learn how to copy directories, see section 4.6.7,
"Copying a Directory" ,later in this chapter.
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4.0.7 Deleting a File
To delete or remove files, type:
rm filel file2
In the above command, the files file 1 and file f are removed Crom your working
directory. The command
rm -i filel file2
allows you to interactively remove files by asking you iC you really want to
delete each or the files fild and file f. ICyou press ,Collowed by a RETURN, the
given file is removed; iC you press n the file is leCt untouched. This command is
useCul when cleaning up a directory that contains many files.
4.0.8 Finding Files
The find command searches Cor files that have a specified name. Find is useCul
Cor locating files that have the same name, or just Cor finding a file ir you have
Cor gotten which directory it is in. The command has the rorm:
find patkname -name filename -print
The patkname is the pathname or the directory you want to search. Find
searches recursively, that is, it starts at the named directory and searches
downward through all files and subdirectories under the directory specified in
patkname.

The "-name" option indicates that you are searching ror files that have a
specific filename. (There are other search conditions you can use with find; see
find(C) in theXENIX Reference Manual.)
Filename is the name or the file you are searching ror.

The "-print" option indicates you want to print the pathnames or all the files
that match filename on your terminal screen. You may direct this output to a
file instead oC your screen with the output redirection symbol, >. (There are
other actions that can be perrormed with find, such as removing and moving
files; see find(C) in theXENIX Reference Manum.)
For example, the Collowing command finds every file named memo in the
directory / uBr/joe and all its subdirectories:
find /usr /joe -name memo -print
The output might look like this:
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/usr /joe/memo
/usr /joe/a.ccounts/memo
/usr /joe/meetings/memo
/usr /joe/mail/memo

4.5.0 Linking a File to Another File
The In command joins two files in different directories so that when the file is
cha.nged in one directory, it is a.lso cha.nged in the other directory. This ca.n be
userul ir several users need to share inrorma.tion·, or iryou want a file to appear
in more tha.n one directory. This command has the rorm
In file newfile
where file is the origina.l file, and newfile is the new, linked file. For exa.mple, the
rollowing command links memo, in /ulr/ioe tojoememo,in /u,r/mary:
In /usr/joe/memos /usr/ma.ry/joememos
Whenever /ulr/ioe/memo, is upda.ted, the file /ulr/mary/ioememo, is also
cha.nged.
When you link files a. name is associated with an inode. An in ode specifies a
unique set or data on the disk. One or more names can be associated with this
data. Thus, the a.bove comma.nd assures tha.t the files dirl/file1 a.nd dir2/filef
have identica.l contents.
There are three things to remember about linking files that are not
immediately obvious:
1.

Linking large sets ot files to other parallel files can save a considerable
amount or disk spa.ce.

2.

Linking files used by more than one person is risky, because any party
ca.n a.lter the file and thus a.ffect the contents oC all files linked to it.

3.

Removing a file Crom a directory does not remove other links to the
file. Thus the file is not truly deleted trom the system. For example, iC
you delete a file tha.t has 4 links, 3 links remain.

For moreinCormation a.bout linking see In(C) in theXENIXRe/erence Manuel.

4.6 Manipulating Directories
Because oC the hierarchica.l organization or the file system, there are many
directories and subdirectories in the XENIX system. Within the file system are
directories tor each user or the system. Within your user directory you can
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create, delete, and copy directories. Commands that let you manipulate
directories are described in the rollowing sections.

4.6.1 Printing the Name or Your/Working Directory
All commands are executed relative to a "working" directory. The name orthis
directory is given by the pwd command, which stands ror "print working
directory". For instance, ir your current working directory is / u"r/ioe, when
you type:
pwd
you will get the output:
/usr/joe
You should al ways think or yourseIr as residing' 'in" your wor king directory.

4.6.2 Listing Directory Contents
You can list the contents or a directory with the Ie command. This command
sorts and lists the names or files and directories in a given directory in columns.
Ir no directory name is given, Ie lists the contents orthe current directory. The
Ie command has the Corm
Ic option, name
For example, to list the contentsorthe directory work, type
Ic work
Your output might look like this:
accounts
mail

meetings
memos

notes
todo

Irno name is specified,lc lists the contents oCthe current directory. Ir account'
is the current directory, ror example, the command
Ic
lists the names or the files and subdirectories in that directory.
The Collowing options control the sort order and the inrormation displayed by
the Ie command:
-a

Lists all files in the directory, including the "hidden" files (filenames that
begin with a dot, such as .profile and. mailre).
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-r

Lists names in reverse alphabetical order.

-t

Lists names in order or last modification, the latest (most recently
modified) first. \\Then used with the -r option, lists the oldest first.

-R

Lists all files and directories in the current directory, plus each file and
directory below the current one. The "R" standdor "recursive".

-F

Marks directories with a backslash{\} and executable files with an
.
asterisk (.).

The I command gives a "long" listing of a directory, producing an output that
might look something like this:
.
total 501
drwxr-x--drwxr-x--drwxr-x---rw-r----- r·w- r -----rw-r-----

2 boris
2 enid
2 iris
1 01 a f
1 oIar
1 olaf

grpl
grpl
grpl
grp2
grp2
grp2

272
272
5Q2
282
72
1403

Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr

5
5
6
7
7
1

14:33
14:33
II : 12
15: II
13:50
13: 22

dirl
di r 2
dir3
til e 1
file2
file3

Reading from left to right, the inlormation given ror each file or directory
includes:
Permissions
Number or links
Owner
Group
Size in bytes
Time ot last modification
Filena.me
The intormation iri this listing and how to change permissions are discussed
below in Section 4.8, "Using File and Directory Permissions".
The I command takes the same options as Ie.
For more inlormation about listing the contents or a directory, see 1,(0) in the
XENIX Reference Manuo.l.
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4.6.3 Creating a Directory
To create a subdirectory in your working directory, use the mkdir comma.nd.
For instance, to create a new directory named phone number" simply type:
mkdir phonenumbers
Arter this command has been executed, a new empty directory will exist in your
home directory.
4.6.4 Removing a Directory
To remove a directory located in your working directory, use the rmdir
command. For instance, to remove the directory named phonenumber, trom
the current directory, simply type:
rmdir phonenumbers
Note that the directory phonenumber, must be empty before it can be removed;
this prevents catast.rophic deletions ot files and directories. If you want to live
dangerously, it is possible to recursively remove the contents ot a directory
using the rm command, but that will not be explained here. See rm(C) in the
XENIX Reference Manual tor more inrormation.
4.6.5 Renaming a Directory
To rename a directory, use the mv command. For instance, to rename the
directory little. iir to big. iir, type:
mv little.dir big.dir
This is a simple renaming operation; no files are moved.
4.6.6 Moving a Directory
The mv command also moves directories. This command has the torm
mv oldirectory newdirector,l
where Newdirectory is a directory that already exists. For example, to move
the directory lu"fioel (J,cc ount, into I Ulr/ioel overdue type
mv lusr Ijoe/accounts lusr Ijoe/overdue
The new pathname ot I u,rlioel (J,ccount, is I u,r/ioel ofJerduel (J,ccount,.
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4.6.7 Copying a Directory
The copy command copies directories. This command has the rorm
copy option, olddir newdir
To copy all the files in the directory /ulr/ioe/memo, into /ulr/joe/nottl type
copy /usr /joe/memos /usr /joe/notes
The files in /ulr/ioe/memol are copied into· /ulr/joe/notet. The copy
command has the rollowing options:
-I

Links the copied files to the original.

-m

Gives the copied files the same modification dates as the original files.

-r

Copies the directory recursively, i.e., copies all the directories under the
named directory.

4.7 Moving in the File System
When using t.he XENIX system, it helps to imagine a large tree structure or files
and directories. Each directory should be thought or as a place that you can
move into or out or. At all times you are "someplace" in the tree structure. This
place is called either your working directory or current directory. The
commands used to find out where you are and to move around in the tree
structure are discussed below.
4.7.1 Finding Out Where You Are
Your current location in the file system is the name or the working directory.
You can find out this name by using the pwd command, which stands for
"print working directory". For example, iryou are in the directory /ulrthen
typing the command
pwd
prints out the name:
/usr
4.7.2 Changing Your Working Directory
Your working directory represents your location in the file system: it is "where
you are" in XENIX. To alter this location in the XENIX file system, use the
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change directory (cd) command:
cd
This changes your working directory to your home directory. To move to any
other directory, specify that directory as an argument to cd. For instance, the
following command:
cd /usr
moves you to the /u3r directory. Because you are always "in" your working
directory, changing working directories is much like "traveling" from
directory to directory.
To move up one directory from your current directory, type
cd ..
For example, the above command would move you from the directory
/ulT/ioe/workto /u3r/ioe. Similarly, the command
cd .. / ..
would move you from the directory /u3r/ioe/work to /UIr, moving you up two
directories.

4:.8 Using File and Directory Permissions
The XENIX system allows the owner to restrict access to files and directories,
limiting who can read, write and execute files owned by him. To determine the
permissions associated with a given file or directory, use the I command. The
output from the I command should look something like this:
total 501
drwxr-x--drwxr-x--drwxr-x---rw-r-----rw-r-----rw-r-----

boris
enid
iris
olaf
I olaf
1 olaf

2
2
2
1

grpl
grpl
grpl
grp2
grp2
grp2

272
272
592
282
72
1403

Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr

5
5
6
7
7
1

14:33
14:33
11: 12
15: 11
13:50
13:22

dirl
dir2
dir3
filel
file2
file3

Permissions are indicated by the first ten characters of the output. The
permissions for the first file in the above list, are
drwxr-x--The first character indicates the type of file and must be one of the following:
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Indicates an ordinary file.
d

Indicates a directory.

c

Indicates a character special device such as a lineprinter or terminal.

b

Indicates a block special device such as a hard or floppy disk.

n

Indicates a name special file (Le., a semaphore used ror controlling
access to some resource).

s

Indicates a shared data file.

p

Indicates a named pipe.

From lert to right, the next nine characters are interpreted as three sets orthree
permissions e.ach. Each respective set or three indicates the rollowing
permissions:
Owner permissions
Group permissions
All other user permissions
Within each set, the three characters indicate permission to read, to write, and
to execute the file as a command, respectively. For a directory, "execute"
permission means permission to search the directory for any included files or
directories.
Ordinary file permissions have the rollowing meanings:
r

The file is readable.

w

The file is write able.

x

The file is executable.
The indicated permission is not granted.

For directories, permissions have the following meanings:
r

Files can be listed in the directory; the directory must also have "x"
permission.

i

\,

w

Files can be created or deleted in the directory; as with "r", the
directory itself must also have "x" permission.

x

The directory can be searched. A directory must have "x" permission
before you can move to it with the cd command (i.e., ctlto it), access a
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file within it, or list the files in it. Remember that a user must have
"x" permission to do anything u,eful to the directory.
The following are some typical directory permission combinations:

d--------

No access at all. This is the mode that denies access to the
directory to a class of users.

drwx------

Allows access by the owner to use Ie, create files, delete files,
access files (subject to file permissions), and cd to the
directory. This is the typical permission for the owner of a
directory.

drwxr-x---

Allows access by members of the group to use Ie, and access
files su bject to file permissions. Group members can cd to this
directory, but cannot create or delete files in it. This is the
typical permission an owner gives to others who need access
to files in his directory.

drwx--x--x

With these permission settings users other than the owner
cannot use lc but can cd to the directory. Other users can
only access a file within this directory by its exact name; they
cannot use special characters. Files cannot be created or
deleted in the directory by anyone except the owner. This
mode is rarely used, but can be useful if you want to give
someone access to a specific file in a directory without
permitting access to other files in the same directory.

This chapter discusses ordinary files, executable files, and directories only. For
inrormation about other types or files, see ',(0) in the XENIX Reference
Manual.

4.8.1 Changing Permissions
The chmod command changes the read, write, execute, and sea.rch
permissions of a file or directory. This command is userul ir you have created a
file in one mode, but want to give others permission to read, write or execute it.
The chmod command has the form
chmod inBtruction filename
The instruction segment of the command indicates which permissions you
want to change for which class or users. There are three classes of users, and
they are are indicated as rollows:
u User, the owner or the file or directory
g

Group, the group the owner or the file belongs to
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o

Other, all users of the system

a All classes of users
There are three types of permissions, as follows:
r

Read, which allows permitted users to look at but not change or delete the
file.

w 'Write, which allows permitted users to change or even delete the file.

x

Execute, which allows permitted users to execute the file as a command.

For example, assume filet exists with the following permissions:
-rw-r----In the above example, the owner orthe file has read and write permission, group
members have read permission, and others have no access at all.
To give file 1 read permission for all classes of users, type:
chmod a+r file 1
In the instruction segment of the command (a+r) the "a" stands for "all". The
resulting permissions are:
-rw-r--r-For file 1 with the attributes
-rw------The following command gives write and execute permissions to members of a
group only:
chmod g+wx filel
This command would alters the permission attributes so they look like this:
-rw--wx--To remove write and execute permission by the user (owner) and group
associated with file 1, type:
chmod ug-wx filel
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4.8.2 Changing Directory Search Permissions
Dirertories also have an execute permission. This attribute signifies search
permission, rather than execute permission, since directories cannot be
executed. If this permission is denied to a particular user, then that user cannot
even list the names or the files in the directory.
For example, assume that the directory did has the rollowing attributes:
drwxr-xr-x
To remove search permission (or other users to examine dir1, type:
chmod o-xr dirl
The new attributes for tlir 1 are:
drwxr-x---

4.9 Processing Information
In many cases, files will contain information that you may want to proeess.
Variotis utility programs exist on XENIX to process information. A set of these
programs and their uses are described in the following sections.

4.g.1 Comparing Files
To compare two text files use the dift' command to print out those lines that
differ between the files that you specify. For example, suppose that a file named
men has the contents
Now is the time ror all good men to
Come to the aid or their party.
and that a file named women has the following contents:
Now is the time ror all good women to
Come to the aid or their party.

Ir this is the case, then the command
diff men women
produces the following results:
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leI

<

Now is the time for all good men to

>

Now is the time for all good women to

A three-way difference listing can be created with the dift3 command. For
information about difl'3 see (Uffs( C) in the XENIX Reference Manual.
4.0.2 Echoing Arguments
The echo command echos arguments to the standard output. For example,
typing:
echo hello
outputs:
hello
on the terminal screen. To output several lines of text, surround the echoed
argument in double quotation marks and press RETURN between lines. A
secondary prompt will appear until you type the final double quotation mark.
For example, type:
echo" Now is the time
For all good men
To come to the
Aid of their party."
This will output:
Now is the time
For all good men
To come to the
Aid of their party.
Echo is particularly useful if you should ever program in the shell command
language. For more inCorm ation about the shell, see Chapter 7, "The Shell".
4.0.3 Sorting a File
One of the most useful file processing commands is sort. By deCault, sort sorts
the lines oC a file according to the ASCII collating sequence (Le., it alphabetizes
them). For example, to sort a file named phonelilt, type:
sort phonelist
In the above case, the sorted contents of the file are displayed on the screen. To
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create a sorted version of phoneli8t named phonuort, type:
sort phonelist

> phonesort

Note that sort is useful for sorting the output from other commands. For
example, to sort the output from execution of a who command, type:
who I sort

> whosort

This command takes the output from who, sorts it, and then sends the sorted
output to the file Wh06ort.
A wide variety or options are available ror sort. For more information, see
6ort(C) in the XENIX Reference Manual.
4.0.4 Searching ror a Pattern in a File
The grep command selects and extracts lines from a file, printing only those
lines that match a given pattern. For example, to print out all lines in It. file
containing the word "tty38", type:
grep 'tty38' file
In general, you should always enclose the pattern you are searching for in single
quotation marks ('), so that special metacharacters are not expanded
unexpectedly by the shell.
As another example, assume that you have a file named phoneli6t that contains
a name rollowed by a phone number on each line. Assume also that there are
several thousand lines in this list. You can use grep to find the phone number
ofsomeone named Joe, whose phone number prefix is 822, as follows:

grep 'joe' phonelist I grep '822-'

> joes.number

Grep finds all occurrences of lines containing the word "joe" in the file
phoneli6t. The output from this command is then filtered through another
grep command, which searches for an "822-" prefix, thus removing any
unwanted joes. Finally, assuming that a unique phone number for joe exists
with the "822-" prefix, that name and number are placed in the file
jou.number.
For more information about grep, its relatives rgrep and egrep, and the
types or patterns it can be used to search ror (called regular expressions) see
grep(C) in theXENIX Reference Manual.
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4.0.5 Counting Words, Lines,and Characters

Wc is a utility for counting words in a file. The letters "we" sta.nd ror word
count. Words are presumed to be separated by punctuation, spaces, tabs, or
new lines. W c also counts characters and lines; all three counts are reported by
default. For example, to count the number or lines, words, and characters in
the file teztjile, type:
wc textfile
Typical output describing lines, words and characters might be:
4432 18188 g7808 textfile
To specify a count of characters, words, or lines only, you must use an
appropria.te mnemonic switch. To illustrate, examine the rollowing three
commands and the output produced by each:
wc -c textfile
Q7808 textfile
wc -w textfile
18188 textfile
wc -I textfile
4432 textfile
The first example prints out the number or characters in teztjile, the second
prints out the num ber or words, and the third prints out the number orlines.

4.0.6 Delaying a Process
The at program allows you to set up commands to be executed at a specified
time. It is useful if you want to execute a command when you are not planning
to be at your terminal, or even logged in.
The at command has the form
at time da1l file
Time is the time of day, in digits, followed by "am" or "pm". One- and twodigit numbers are interpreted as hours, three- and rour-digit numbers as hours
and minutes. More than four digits is not permitted~

Day is optional. It is either a month name followed by aday number, or a day of
the week. Uno day is specified, the command will be executed today.
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File is the name or the file that contains the command or commands to be
executed.
For example, if you want to find out what processes are running at 10 pm on
Tusday, place the following line in a file named ule
ps a

>

lusr Imyname/use

(See Chapter 6, "Vi: A Text Editor", for inrormation on creating and inserting
text into files.)
After you have written out the file and returned to command level, type
at 10pm tues use
Press RETURN. The XENIX prompt reappears and you may continue working.
At 10 pm on Tuesday, XENIX will execute PS3, and place the output in the file
ule. At is unaffected by logging out.
To check what files you have waiting to be processed, use the atq command.
Atq lists the files to be processed, along with the rollowing inrormation:
The file's user ID
The file's ID number
The date and time the file will be processed
To cancel an at command, first check the list or files to be processed and note
the file ID number. Then use the atrm command to remove the file or files Crom
the list. The atrm command has the form:
atrm number
For example,
atrm 84.032.2300.21
removes file number 84.032.2300.21,canceling whatever commands 'Were
included in that file. A user can only remove his own files.

4.10 Controlling Processes
In XENIX, several processes can run at the same time. For example, you may
run the sort program on a file in the "background", and edit another file in the
"foreground" while the sort program is running. Things that you directly
control at your keyboard are called "roreground" processes. Other processes,
which you can initiate but th~t you otherwise have little control over, are called
background processes. At anyone time you can have only one foreground
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process executing, but multiple background processes may execute
simultaneously. Controlling roreground and background processes is the
subject of this section.
4.10.1 Placing a Process in the Background
Normally, commands sent (rom the keyboard are executed in strict sequencej
one command must finish executing before the next can begin. Executing
commands of this type are called foreground processes. A background process,
in contrast, need not finish executing before you give your next command.
Background commands are especially useful for commands that may take a
long time to complete.
To place a process in the background, type an ampersand (&) at the end ofthe
command. For example, to count the number or words in several large files
while simultaneously continuing with whatever else you have to do, type:
wc file 1 file2 file3

> count&

Output is collected in the file count. If output were not put in count, it would
appear on the screen at unpredictable times as you continue withyour work.
When processes are placed in the background, you lose control of them as they
execute. For instance, typing INTERRUPT does not abort a background
process. You must use the kill command, described in the following section,
instead.
4.10.2 Killing a Process
To stop execution of a foreground process, press your terminal's INTERRUPT
key. This kills whatever foreground command is currently running. To kill all
your processes executing in the background, type:
kill 0
To kill only a specified process executing in the background, first type:
ps
Ps displays the Process Identification Numbers (PIDs) of your existing
processes:
PID
3459
4831
5185

TTY
03
03
03

Next, you might type
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TIME
0:15
1:52
0:00

eM)

-sh
cc program.s
ps

Tasks
kill 4831
where 4831 is the PID of the process that you want killed.

Note

Killing a process a.ssociated with the vi editor may leave the terminal
in a strange mode. Also, tempora.ry files that are normally created
when a command starts, and are deleted when the command finishes,
may be left behind after a kill command. Temporary files are
normally kept in the directory /tmp. This directory should be
checked periodically and old files deleted.

4.11 Getting Status Information
Because XENlX is a large, self-contained computing environment, there are
many things that you may want to find out about the system itself, such as who
is logged in, how much disk space there is, what processes are currently
running. This section explains the types of information available from the
system and how to get it.

4.11.1 Finding Out Who is on the System
The who command lists the names, terminal line numbers, and login times of
all users currently logged on to the system. For example, type:
who
This command produces something like the following output on your terminal
screen:
arnold
daphne
e I I i ot
e II en
gus
adrian

tty02
tty21
tty23
tty25
tty26
tty28

Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr

7 10:02
7 07:47

7
7
7
7

14:21
08:36
09:55
14:21

The finger command provides more detailed information, such as office
numbers and phone extensions. For more information, about using finger see
finger(C) in theXENIX Reference Manual.
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4.11.2 Finding Out What Processes Are Running
Because commands can be placed in the background tor processing, it is not
always obvious which processes you are responsible tor. The ps command
stands ror "process status" and displays inrormation about currently running
processes associated with your terminal. For instance, the output rrom a ps
command might look like this:

PID 1TY TIME
10308 38
49 38
11261 38

eM)

1:36 ed chap02.man
0:29 -sh
0:00 ps

The PID column gives a unique process identification number that can be used
to kill a particular process. The TTY column shows the terminal that the
process is associated with. The TIME column shows the cumulative execution
time tor the process. Processes can be killed using the kill command. See
section 4.10.2, "Killing a Process" tor intormation on how to use the kill
command.
To find out all the processes running on the system, use the a option:
ps a
To find out about the processes running on a terminal other than the terminal
you are using, speciry the terminal number. For example, to find out what .
processes are associated with terminal 13, type:
ps t13
For more intormation about ps and its options, see ",(0) in the XENIX
Reference Manual.

4.11.3 Getting Lineprinter Information
At times it may be necessary to know how many files are queued up at the
lineprinter. This intormation can be tound by listing the directory in which
queued files reside, I u,rl '1' 0 ollipd. To examine this directory, type:
Is -1 lusr Ispool/lpd

4.12 Using the Lineprinter
The rollowing sections describe the commands that will help you use your
lineprinter effectively and efficiently.
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4.12.1 Sending a File to the Lineprinter
One of the most common operations tha.t you will want to perform is printing
files on the lineprinter. The most straightforward method for doing this is to
type
Ipr filel
for one file, or:
lpr filel file2 file3
ror multiple files. Other common uses of lpr involve pipes. For instance, to
paginate and print a file ohaw text, type:
pr textfile Ilpr
The pr and lpr commands are very often used together. As another example,
to sort, paginate, and print a file, type:
sort datafile I pr Ilpr
4.12.2 Getting Lineprinter Queue Information
XENIX does not require that a file be entirely printed before the Ipr comma.nd

finishes. Instead, lpr makes sure only that the file is placed in a special
directory where it will wait its turn to be printed.
The files in this queue are contained in the directory /ulr/'pool/lptl. To
examine this lineprinter queue, type:
Is -1 /usr/spool/lpd

4.13 Communicating with Other Users
Because the XENIX system supports multiple users, it is very convenient to
communicate with other users or the system. The various methods of
communication are described below.
4.13.1 Sending Mail
Mail is a system-wide fa.cility that permits you and other system users to send
and receive mail. To send mail to another user on the system, type:
mail joe
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where joe is the name or any user or the system. Following entry or the
command, you enter the actual text or the message you want to send. Entry or
text is terminated by typing a CNTRL-D.
A complete session at the terminal might look like this on your screen:
mail -s "Meeting today" joe
There will be a meeting at 2:00 today
to review recent problems with the
new system.
CNTRL-D
Note the use orthe -sswitch to speciry the subject or the message.
For practice, send mail to yourselr. (This isn't as strange as it might soundmail to yourselt is a handy reminder mechanism.) You can also send a
previously prepared letter, and you can send mail to a number or people all at
once. For more details see Chapter 6, "Mail", and mai~C) in the XENIX
Reference Manuel.
4.13.2 Receiving Mail
When you log in, you may sometimes get the message:
you have mail
To readyour mail, type:
mail
A heading for each message is then displayed on your terminal screen. When
you press RETURN, the contents of the first message are displayed. Subsequent
messages are displayed, one message at a time, most recent message first, each
time you press RETURN.
After each message is displayed, mail waits tor you to tell it what to do with the
message. The two basic responses ared, which deletes the message,and
RETURN, which does not delete the message (so it will still be there the next
time you read your mailbox). To exit mail, type q, tor "quit". Other responses
are described in theXENIX Reference Manuel under mail(C).
4.13.3 Writing to a Terminal
To write directly to another user's terminal, use the write command. For
example, to write to joe's terminal, type:
write joe
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Arter you have executed the command by pressing RETURN, each subsequent
line that you type is displayed both on your own terminal screen a.nd on joe's.
To terminate the writing of text to joe, enter a CNTRL-D alone on a line. The
procedure ror a two-wa.y write is ror each party to end each message with a
distinctive signal, normally (0) for "over"; when a conversation is about to be
terminated use the signal (00) for "over and out".

4.14 Using the System Clock and Calendar
There are several XENIX commands that will tell you the date and time, or
display a calendar for any month or year you choose. The following sections
explain these commands.
4.14.1 Finding Out the Date and Time
The d4te command displays the time and date. Type
date
The date and time are displayed in the bottom left corner of the screen.
4.14.2 Displaying a Calendar
The cal command displays the calendar of any month or year you specify. This
command has the form:
cal month lIe 4r
For example, to display the calendar for March, 1952 type
cal 3 1952
The result is:

S
2

March 1952
M Tu WTh

F

6

7

3

4

5

9 10 11 12 13 14

16 17 18 19 20 21
23 24 25 26 27 28
30 31

S
1
8
15
22
29

The month must always be expressed as a digit. To display the calendar for an
entire year, leave out the month. The year must always be expressed in full; the
command "cal 84" displays the calendar for the year 84, not 1984.
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4:.15 Using the Automatic Reminder Service
An automatic reminder sen ice is normally available for all XENIX users. Once
each day, XENIX uses the calendar command to examine each. user's home
directory for a file named c aientlar, the contents of which might look something
like this:

1/23 David's wedding
2/9 Mira's birthday
3/30 Paul's birthday
4/27 Meeting at 2:00
9/1 Karen's birthday
10/3 License renewal
Calendar examines each line or the calendar file, extracting rrom the file those
lines containing today's and tomorrow's dates. These lines are then mailed to
you to remind you orthe specified events.

4:.16 Using Another User's Account
You can easily access another user's files, regardless of the permission settings,
with the su command. The su procedure resembles logging in, a.nd you must
know the other user's password. For exa.mple, to become user Joe, type
su joe
and press RETURN. When the password prompt appears, type Joe's password.
To cancel the effect or the au command and return to your own account, press
CNTRL-D.

4:.17 Calculating
The be command invokes an interactive desk calculator that ca.n be used as irit
were a hand-held calculator. A typical session with be is shown below.
Comments explain what action is perrormed arter each input line:
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/*

This is a comment */
123.456789 + 987.654321 /* Add and output */
1111.111110
9.0000000 - 9.0000001
/* Subtract and output
-.0000001
64/8 /* Divide and output */
8
1.12345678934 • 2.3
/* Note precision */
2.58395061548
19%4 /* Find remainder */
3
3"4
/* Exponentiation */
81
2/1*2 /* Note precedence */
4
2/(1*2)
/* Note precedence aga.in */
1
x = 46.5
/* Assign va.lue to x */
y = 52.5
/* Assign value to y */
x + y + 1.0000
/* Add and output */
100.0000
obase=16
/* Set hex output base */
15
/* Convert to hex
*/
F
16
/* Convert to hex
*/
10
64
/* Convert to hex
*/
40
255 /* Convert to hex
*/
FF
256
/* Convert to hex
*/
100
512
/* Convert to hex
*/
200
quit /* Must type whole word */

*/

Also available are scaling, function definition, and programming statements
much like those in the C programming language. Other features include
assignment to named registers and subroutine calling. For more information,
see Chapter 8, "BC: A Calculator".
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Vi: A Text Editor

5.1 Introduction
Any ASCn text file, such as a program or document, may be created and
modified using a text editor. There are two text editors available on the XENIX
system, ed and vi. Ed is discussed in Appendix Aofthis manual.
Vi (which stands for "visual") combines line-oriented and screen-oriented
features into a powerful set of text editing operations that will satisfy any text
editing need.
The first part of this chapter is a demonstration that gives you some hands-on
experience with vi. It introduces the basic concepts you must be familiar with
before you can really learn to use vi, and shows you how to perform simple
editing functions. The second part is a reference that shows you how to perform
specific editing tasks. The third part describes how to set up your vi
environment and how to set optional features. The fourth part is a summary of
commands.
Because vi is such a powerful editor, it has many more commands than you can
learn at one sitting. It you have not used 3. text editor before, the best approach
is to become thoroughly comfortable with the concepts and operations
presented in the demonstration section, then refer to the second part for
specific tasks you need to perform. All the steps needed to perform a given task
are explained in each section, so some inrormation is repeated several times.
When you are familiar with the basic vi commands you can easily learn how to
use the more advanced features.

It you have used a text editor before, you may want to turn directly to the taskoriented part of this chapter. Begin by learning the features you will use most
often. It you are an experienced user of vi you may prefer to use Vi(C) in the
XENIXReference Manualinstead ofthis chapter.
This chapter covers the basic text editing features of vi. For more advanced
topics, and features related to editing programs, refer to Vi(C) in the XENIX
Reference Manual.

5.2 Demonstration
The following demonstration gives you hands-on experience using vi, and
introduces some basic concepts that you must understand before you can learn
more advanced features. You will learn how to enter and exit the editor, insert
and delete text, search for patterns and replace them, and how to insert text
from other files. This demonstration should take one hour. Remember that the
best way to learn vi is to actually use it, so don't be afraid to experiment.
Before you start the demonstration, make sure that your terminal has been
properly set up. See section 5.5.1, "Setting the Terminal Type" , for more
information about setting up your terminal for use with vi.
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&.2.1 Entering the Editor
To enter the editor and create afile na.med temp, type
vi temp
Your screen will look like this:

"temp" fNew filel
Note that we show a tweh'c-line screen to save space. In reality, vi uses
whatever size screen you have.
You are initially editing a copy or the file. The file itself is not altered until you
save it. Saving a file is t.xplained later in the demonstration. The top line of
your display is the only line in the file and is marked by the cursor, shown above
as an underline character. In this chapter, when the cursor is on a character
tha.t character will be .enclosed in square brackets ([])'.
The line containing the cursor is called the
current lint.
The lines containing tildes are not part or the file: they indicate lines on the
screen only, not real lines in the file.

0.2.2 Inserting Text
To begin, create some text in the file temp by using the i (insert) command. To
do this, press:
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Next, type the following five lines to give yourseIr some text to experiment with.
Press RETURN at the end of each line. Iryou make a mistake, use the BKSP key
to erase the error and type the word again.
Files contain text.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters form words.
Words form text.

Press ESCAPE when you are finished.
Like most vi commands, the i command is not shown (or "echoed") on your
screen. The command itself switches you from command mode to insert mode.
When you are in in8ert mode every
character you type is displayed on
the screen. In command mode the
characters you type are not phced in
the file as text; they are interpreted
as commands to be executed on the
file. Ir you are not certain which
mode you are in, press ESC until you
hear the bell. \\Then you hear the bell
you are in command mode.
Once in insert mode, the characters you type are inserted into the file; they are
not interpreted as vi commands. To exit insert mode and reenter command
mode you will always press ESC. This switching between modes occurs often in
vi, and it is important to get used to it now.
5.2.3 Repeating a Command
Next comes a command that you'll use frequently in vi: the repeat command.
The repeat command repeats the most recent insert or delete command. Since
we have just executed an insert command, the repeat command repeats the
insertion, duplicating the inserted text. The repeat command is executed by
typing a period (.) or "dot" . So, to add five more lines of text, type" .". The
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repeat command is repea.ted relative to the location of the cursor and inserts
text below the current line. (Remember, t.he current line is always the line
containing the cursor.) Arter you type dot (.), your screen will look like this:
Files contain text.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters rorm words.
Words rorm text.
Files contain text.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters rorm words.
Words rorm text.

5.2.4 Undoing a Command
Another command which is very useful (and which you'll need orten in the
beginning) is the undo command, u. Press
u

and notice that the five lines you just finished inserting are deleted or
"undone".

Files contain text.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters form words.
Words form text.

Now type
u

again, and the five lines are reinserted! This undo feature can be very useful in
recovering from inadvertent deletions or insertions.
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5.2.5 Moving the Cursor
Now let's learn how to move the cursor around on the screen. In addition to the
arrow keys, the following letter keys also control the cursor:
h

Left
Right

k Up
Down
The letter keys are chosen because of their relative positions on the keyboard.
Remember that the cursor movement keys only work in command mode.
Try moving the cursor using these keys. (First make sure you are in command
mode by pressing the ESC key.) Then, type the H command to place the cursor
in the upper left corner of the screen. Then type the L command to move to the
lowest line on the screen. (Note that case is significant in our example: L moves
to the lowest line on the screen; while 1 moves the cursor forward one
character.) Next, try moving the cursor to the last line in the file with the goto
command, G. Ir you type "2G" , the cursor moves to the beginning of the
second "line in the file; if you have a 10,000 line file, and type "8888G", the
cursor goes to the beginning of line 8888. (If you have a 600 line file and type
"800G" the cursor doesn't move.)
These cursor movement commands should allow you to move around well
enough for this demonstration. Other cursor movement commands you might
want to tryout are:
,w

Moves forward a word

b

Backs up a word

o

Moves to the beginning of aline

S

Moves to the end of aline

You can move through many lines quickly with the scrolling commands:
CNTRL-U

Scrolls up 1/2 screen

CNTRL-D

Scrolls down 1/2 screen

CNTRL-F

Scrolls forward one screenCul

CNTRL-B

Scrolls backward one screenful
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0.2.6 Deleting
Now that we know how to insert and create text, and how to move around
within the file, we're ready to delete text. Many delete commands can be
combined with cursor movement commands, as explained below. The most
common delete commands are:
dd

Deletes the current line (the line the cursor is on), regardlessohhe
location orthe cursor in the line.

dw

Deletes the word above the cursor. It the cursor is in the middle
the word, deletes tram the cursor to the end at the word.

x

Deletes the character above the cursor.

d$

Deletes from the cursor to the end of the line.

D

Deletes tram the cursor to the end of the line.

dO

Deletes tram the cursor to the start of the line.

at

Repeats the last change. (Use this only ityourlast command was a
deletion.)
To learn how all these commands work, we'll delete various parts at the
demonstration file. To begin, press ESC to make sure you are in command
mode, then move to the first line at the file by typing

IG
At first, your file should look like this:

(FJiles contain text.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters torm words.
Words form text.
Files contain text.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters torm words.
Words torm text.

To delete the first line, type
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Your file should now look like this:
[TJext contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters form words.
Words form text.
Files con tain text.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters form words.
Words form text.

Delete the word the cursor is sitting on by typing
dw
After deleting, your file should look like this:

[cJontains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters form words.
'Vords form text.
Files contain text.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters form words.
Words form text.
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You can quickly delete the character above the cursor by pressing:
x

This leaves:
lo]ntains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters form words.
Words form text.
Files contain text.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters form words.
\Vords form text.

Now type a "w" command to move your cursor to the beginning of the word
"lines" on the first line. Then, to delete to the end ofthe line, type
d$

Your file looks like this:
ontains_
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters form words.
Words form text.
Files contain text.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters form words.
Words form text.

To delete all the characters on the line be/ore the cursor type:

dO
This leaves a single space on the line:
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Lines contain characters.
Files con tain text.
Text contains lines.
Characters form words.
Words form text.
Lines contain characters.
Characters form words.
Words form text.

For review, let's restore the first two lines of the file.
Press "i" to enter insert mode, then type
Files contain text.
Text contains lines.
Press ESC to go back to command mode.

5.2.1 Searching tor a Pattern
You can search forward for a pattern of characters by typing a slash (/)
followed by the pattern you are searching for, terminated by a RETURN. For
example, make sure you are in command mode (press ESC). then press

H
to move the cursor to the top of the screen. Now, type
/char
Don't press RETURN yet. Your screen should look like this:
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Files contain text.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters rorm words.
Words rorm text.
Files contain text.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters rorm words.
Words rorm text.

Pre~s RETURN.

The cursor moves to the beginning or the word "characters"
on line three. To search ror the next occurrence or the pattern "char", press
"n" (as in "next") . This will take you to the beginning
the word
"characters" on the eighth line. Ir you keep pressing "n" vi searches past the
end or the file, wraps around to the beginning, and again finds the "char" on line
three.

or

Note that the slash character and the pattern that you are searching for appear
at the bot tom or the screen. This bottom line is the vistatus line.

The ,tatul line appears at the
bottom or the screen. It is used to
display
inrormation,
including
patterns you are searching for, lineoriented commands (explained later
in this demonstration), and error
messages.
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For example, to get status information about the file, press CNTRL-G. Your
screen should look like this:
Files contain text.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters rorm words.
Words Corm text.
Files contain text.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain [c]haracters.
Characters rorm words.
Words rorm text.
"temp" fModified} line 4 oC 10 --4%-The status line on the bottom tells you the name or the file you are editing,
whether it has been modified, the current line number, the number or lines in
the file, and your location in the file as a percentage or the number or lines in the
file. The status line disappears as you continue working.
5.2.8 . Searching and Replacing

Let's say you want to change all occurrences oC"text" in the demonstration file
to "documents". Rather than search Cor "text", then delete it and insert
"documents", you can do it all in one command. The commands you have
learned so far have all been ,crun-oriented. Commands that can perform more
than one action (searching and replacing) are line-orientedcommands.
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Screen-oriented
commands
are
executed at the location of the
cursor.· You do not need to tell the
computer where to perform the
operationj it takes place relative to
the cursor. Line-oriented commands
require you to specify an exact
location (called an "address") where
the operation is to take place.
Screen-oriented commands· a.re easy
to type in, and provide immediate
feedback; the change is displayed on
the screen. Line-oriented commands
are more complicated to type in, but
they can be executed independent or
the cursor, and in more than one
place in a file at a time.

All line-oriented commands are preceded by a colon which acts as a prompt on
the status line. Line-oriented commands themselves are entered on this line
and terminated with aRETURN.

In this chapter, all instructions for
line-oriented commands will include
the colon as part or the command.

To change "text" to "documents, press ESC to make sure you are in command
mode, then type:
:I,$s/text/documents/g
This command means "From the first line (I) to the end or the file ($), find tezt
and replace it with document, (s/text/documents/) everywhere it occurs on
each line (gr'.
Press RETURN. Your screen should look like this:
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Files contain documents.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters Corm words.
Words form documents.
Files contain documents.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters Corm words.
~V}ords Corm documents.

Note that "Text" in lines two and eight was not changed. Case is significant in
searches.
Just for practice, use the undo command to change "documents" back to
"text". Press:
u

Your screen now looks like this:
[F}iles contain text.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters form words.
Words Corm text.
Files contain text.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters form words.
Words Corm text.

5.2.0 Leaving Vi
All oC the editing you have been doing has affected a copy of the file, and ftotthe
file named temp that you specified when you invoked vi. To save the changes
you have made, exit the editor and return to the XENlX shell, type
:x

Remember to press RETURN. The name of the file, and the number of lines and
characters it contains are displayed on the status line:
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"temp" [New file] 10 lines, 214 characters
Then the XENIX prompt appears.

0.2.10 Adding Text From Another File
In this section we'll create a new file, and insert text into it from another file.
First, create a new flle named praetice by typing:
vi practice
This file is empty. Let's copy the text from temp and put it in practice with the
line-oriented read command. Press ESC to make sure you are in command
mode, then type
:r temp
Your flIe should look like this:

[F]iles contain text.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters form words.
'Vords form text.
Files contain text.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters form words.
Words form text.

The text from temp has been copied and put in the current file practice. There
is an empty line at the top of the file. Move the cursor to the empty line and
delete it with the dd command.

5.2.11 Leaving Vi Temporarily
Vi allows you to execute commands outside or the file you are editing, such as
date. To find out the,date and time, type
:!date
Press RETURN. This displays the date, then prompts you to press RETURN to
. reenter command mode. Go ahead and try it. Your screen should look similar
to this:
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Files contain text.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters form words.
Words form text.
Files contain text.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters form words.
Words form text.
:!date
Mon Jan 9 16:33:37 PST 1984
[Hit return to continuel_

5.2.12 Changing Your Display
Besides the set of editing commands described above, there are a number of
options that can be set either when you invoke vi, or later when editing. These
options allow you to control editing parameters such as line number displa.y,
and whether or not case is significant in searches. In this section we'll learn how
to turn on line numbering, and how to look at the current option settings.
To turn on automatic line numbering, type
:set number
Press RETURN. Your screen is redrawn, and line numbers appear to the lert of
the text. Your screen looks like this:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Files contain text.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters form words.
Words form text.
Files contain text.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters form words.
Words form text.

You can get a complete list of the available options by typing
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:set all
and pressing RETURN. Setting these options is described in section 5.5 "Setting
Up Your Environment", but it is important that you be aware or their
existence. Depending on what you are working on, and your own preferences,
you will want to alter the detault settings for many otthese options.

0.2.13 Canceling an Editing Session
Finally, to exit vi without saving the file practice; type:
:q!

and press RETURN. This ca.ncels all the changes you have made to practice
and, since it is a new file, deletes it. The prompt appears. If practice had
already existed before this editing session, the changes you made would be
disregarded, but the file would still exist.
This completes the demonstration. You have learned how to get in and out of
vi, insert and delete text, move the cursor around, make searches and
replacements, how to execute line-oriented commands, copy text from other
files, and cancel an editing session. There are many more commands to learn,
b~t the fun d amden t~llsdo.f ~sing vi. havebbeen hcovered. Thedfollodwin g sect!~ns whill
give you more etal e lnlOrmatlon a out t ese cornman s an a b out Vl sot· er
commands and features.

5.3 Editing Tasks
The following sections explain how to perform common editing tasks. By
rollowing the instructions in each section you will be able to complete each task
described. Features that are needed in several tasks a.re described each time
they are used, so some information is repeated.

5.3.1 How to Enter the Editor
There are several ways to begin editing, depending on what you are planning to
do. This section describes how to start, or "invoke" the editor with one
filename. To invoke vi on a series of files, see section 5.3.24, "Editing a Series of
Files" .

5.3.1.1 With a Filename
The most common way to enter vi is to type "vi" and the name of the file you
wish to edit:
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vi filena.me
If filena.me does not already exist, a new, empty file is created.

5.3.1.2 At a Particular Line
You can also enter the editor at a particular place in a file. For example, ir you
wish to start editing a file at line 100, type:
vi

+ 100 filename

The cursor is placed at line 100 or filename.

5.3.1.3 At a Particular Word
Uyou wish to begin editing at the first occurrence of a particular word, type
vi

+/ word

filename

The cursor is placed at the first occurrence or word. For example, to begin
editing the file te mp atthe the first occurrence or" contain", type
vi +/contain temp

5.3.2 Moving the Cursor
The cursor movement keys allow you to move the cursor around in a. file.
Cursor movement can only be done in command mode.

5.3.2.1 Moving the Cursor By Characters: h,j,k,I,SPACE,BKSP
The SPACE bar and the I key move the cursor forward a specified number of
characters. The BKSP key and the h key move it backwa.rd a specified number
of characters. It no number is specified, the cursor moves one character. For
example, to move backward four characters, type
4h

You can also move the cursor to a designated character on the current line. F
moves the cursor back to the specified character, fmoves it rorward. The cursor
rests on the specified character. For example, to move the cursor backward to
the nearest pon the current line, type:
Fp
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To move the cursor forward to the nearest p, type:
fp
The T and tkeys work the same way as f and F, but place the cursor
immediately before the specified character. For example, to move the cursor
back to the space next to the nearest p in the current line, type
Tp
Irthe pwere in the word telephone, the cursor wo"uld siton the h.
. The cursor always remains on the same line when you use these commands. If
you specify a number greater than the number of characters on the line, the
cursor does not move beyond the beginning or end orthat line.
~10ving

5.3.2.2

the Cursor by Words: w, W, b, B, e, E

The w key moves the cursor rorward to the beginning of the specified number of
words.
Punctuation
and
nonalphabetic
characters
(such
as
!@#$% &*0-+ {} (] ~ 1\' < > /) are considered words, so ir a word is rollowed by
a comma the cursor will count the comma in the specified number. For
example, irthe cursor rests on the first letter orthe sentence
A

No, I didn't know he had returned.
and you press

6w
the cursor stops on the k in know.
W works the same way as w, but includes punctuation and nonalphabetic
cha.racters as part or the word. Using the above example,iryou press
6W

the cursor stops on the r in returned; the comma and the apostrophe are
included in their adjacent words.
The e and E keys move the cursor forward to the end of a specified number or
words. The cursor is placed on the last letter or the word. The e command
counts punctuation andnonalphabetic characters as separate words; E does
not.
Band b move the cursor back to the beginning of a specified number of words.
The cursor is placed on the first letter or the word. The b command counts
punctua.tion and nonalphabetic characters as separate words; B does not. Using
the above example, irthe cursor is on the r in returned, type
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4b
and the cursor moves to the tin didn't. Type

4B
,and the cursor moves to the first din didn't.
The w,W,b and B commands will move the cursor to the next line if tha.t is
where the designated word is, unless the current line ends in a space.

5.3.2.3 Moving the Cursor by Lines
Forward:j, CNTRL-N, +,RETURN, LINEFEED, S
The RETURN, LINEFEED and + keys move the cursor forward a specified
number or Hnes, placing the cursor on the first character. For example, to move
the cursor forward six lines, type

6+
The j and CNTRL-N keys move the cursor forward a. specified number of lines.
The cursor remains in the same place on the line, unless there is no character in
that place, in which case it moves to the last character on the line. For example,
in the rollowing two lines ir the cursor is resting on the e in characte r8, pressing
"j" movesitto the period at the endoCthe second line:
Lines contain characters.
Text contains lines.
The dollar sign(S) moves the cursor to the end of a specified number orIines. For
example, to move the cursor to the last character or the line rour lines down
Crom the current line, type:

4$
Backward: k, CNTRL-P
CNTRL-P and k move the cursor backward a specified number or lines, keeping
it on the same place on the line. For example, to move the cursor backward four
lines rrom the current line, type

4k
5.3.2.4 Moving the Cursor on the Screen: H, M, L
The H, M and L keys move the cursor to the beginning or the top, middle and
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bottom lines of the screen, respectively.

5.3.3 Moving Around in a File: Scrolling
The following commands move the file so different parts can be displayed on the
screen. The cursor is placed on the first letter of the last line scrolled.

5.3.3.1 Scrolling Up Part of the Screen: CNTRL-U
CNTRL-U scrolls up one-half screen.

5.3.3.2 Scrolling Up the Full Screen: CNTRL-B
CNTRL-B scrolls up a full screen.

5.3.3.3 Scrolling Down Part or the Screen: CNTRL-D
CNTRL-D scrolls down one-haIr screen.

5.3.3.4 Scrolling Down a Full Screen: CNTRL-F
CNTRL-F scrolls down a full screen.

5.3.3.5 Placing a Line at the Top or the Screen: z
To scroll the current line to the top of the screen, press

z
then press RETURN. To place a specific line at the top orthe screen, precede the
"z" with the line number, as in
33z

Press RETURN, and line 33 scrolls to the top of the screen. For information on
how to display line numbers, see section 5.5.5, "Displaying Line Numbers:
number".

5.3.4 Inserting Text Before the Cursor: iand I
You can begin inserting text before the cursor anywhere on a line, or at the
beginning of a line. In order to insert text into a file, you must be in "insert
mode" .To enter insert mode press
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The "i" does not appear on the screen. Any text typed arter the "i" becomes
part or the file you are editing. To leave insert mode and reenter comma.nd
mode, press ESC. For more explanation oC modes in vi, see section 5.2.2,
"Inserting Text".

5.3.4.1 Anywhere on a Line: i
To insert text berore the cursor, use the i command. Press the i key to enter
insert mode (the i does not appear on your screen), then begin typing your text.
To leave insert mode and reenter command mode, press ESC.

5.3.4.2 At the Beginning or the Line: I
Using an uppercase I to enter insert mode also moves the cursor to the
beginning of the current line. It is used to start an insertion at the beginning oC
the current line.

S.3.S Appending Arter the Cursor: a and A
You can begin appending text after the cursor anywhere on a line, or at the end
or a line. Press ESC to leave insert mode and reenter command mode.

S.3.S.1 Anywhere on a Line: a
To append text arter the cursor, use the a command. Press the a key to enter
insert mode (the "a" does not appear on your screen), then begin typing your
text. Press ESC to leave insert mode and reenter command mode.

S.3.S.2 At the end or a Line: A
Using an uppercase A to enter insert mode also moves the cursor to the end or
the current line. It is useful for appending text at the end oCthe current line.

S .3.6 Correcting Typing Mistakes
If you make a mistake while you are typing, the simplest way to correct it is
with the BKSP key. Backspace across the line until you have backspaced over
the mista.ke, then retype the line. You can only do this, however, if the cursor is
on the same line as the error. See sections 5.3.12 through 5.3.15 Cor other wa.ys
to correct typing mistakes.
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5.3.7 Opening a New Line
To open a new line above the cursor, pressO. To open a new line below the
cursor, press o. Both commands place you in insert mode, and you may begin
typing immediately. Press ESC to leave insert mode and reenter command
mode.
You may also use the RETURN key to open new lines above and below the
cursor. To open a line above the cursor, move the cursor to the beginning oC the
line, press i to enter insert mode, then press RETURN. (For inCormation on how
to move the cursor, see section 5.3.2, "Moving the Cursor".) To open a line
below the cursor, move the cursor to the end oC the current line, press i to enter
insert mode, then press RETURN.
5.3.8 Repeating the Last Insertion
CNTRL-@ repeats the last insertion. Press "i" to enter insert mode, then press
CNTRL-@.
CNTRL-@ only repeats insertions or 128 characters or less. If more tha.n 128
characters were inserted, CNTRL-@ does nothing.

For other methods ot repeating an insertion, see section 5.3.8, "Repeating the
Last Insertion", section 5.3.9, "Inserting Text From Other Files", and section
5.3.22, "Repeating a Command".
5.3.0 Inserting Text From Other Files
To insert the contents ot another file into the file you are currently editing, use
the read command. Move the cursor to the line immediately abof1e the place
you want the new material to appear, then type
:r filename

where filename is the file containing the material to be inserted, and press
ot filename appears on the line below the cursor, and the
cursor moves to the first character ot the new text. This text is a copy; the
original file name still exists.
RETURN. The text

Inserting selected lines trom another file is more complicated. The selected lines
are copied from the original file into a temporary holding place called a
"buffer", then inserted into the new file.
1.
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2.

Type
:e filename

where filename is the file that contains the text you want to copy, and
press RETURN.
3.

Move the cursor to the first line you wish to select.

4.

Type
mk
This "marks" the first line or text to be copied into the new file with
the letter "k".

5.

Move the cursor to the last line orthe selected text. Type
"ay'k
The lines rrom your first "mark" to the cursor are placed, or
"yanked" into buffer a. They will remain in buffer a until you replace
them with other lines, or until you exit the editor.

6.

Type

:e#
to return to your previous file. (For more inrormation about this
command, see section 5.3.25, "Editing a New File Without Leaving
the Editor".) Move the cursor to the line above the placeyou wantthe
new text to appear, then type
"ap
This "puts" a copy or the yanked lines into the file, and the cursor is
placed on the first letter or this new text. The buffer still contains the
original yanked lines.
You can have 26 buffers named a, b, c, up to and including z. To name and select
different buffers, replace thea in the above examples with whatever letter you
wish.
You may also delete text into a buffer, then insert it in another place. For
information on this type of deletion and insertion, see section 5.3.17, "Moving
Text".
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5.3.9.1 Copying Lines From Elsewhere in the File
To copy lines rrom one place in a file to another place in the same file, use the eo
(copy) command.

Co is a line-oriented command, and to use it you must know the line numbers or
the text to be copied and its destina.tion. To find out the number ofthe current
line type
:nu
and press RETURN. The line number and the text or that line are displayed on
the status line. To find out the destination line number, move the cursor to the
line above where you want the copied text to appear and repeat the :nu
command. You can also make line numbers appear throughout the file with the
linen umber option. For inrormation on how to set this option, see section 5.5.5,
"Displaying Line Numbers: number". The rollowing example uses the

linenumberoption.
1 [F]iles contain text.

2 Text contains lines.
3 Lines contain characters.
4 Characters rorm words.
5 Words form text.

Using the above example, to copy lines 3 and 4 and put them between lines 1 and
2, type

:3,4 co 1
The result is:
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1 Files contain text.
2 Lines contain characters.
3 [C]haracters form words.
4 Text contains lines.
5 Lines contain characters.
6 Characters form words.
7 Words form text.

Ir you have text that is to be inserted several times in different places, you can
save it in a temporary storage area, called a "buffer", and insert it whenever it
is needed. For example, to repeat the first line of the Collowing text after the la.st
line:
[F]iles contain text.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters Corm words.
Words form text.

1.

Move the cursor over the F in File,. Type the following line, which
will not be echoed on your screen:
"ayy
This "yanks" the first line into buffer
in Word,.

2.

4.

Move the cursor over the W

Type the following line:
"ap
This "puts" a copy of the yanked line into the file, and the cursor is
placed on the first letter orthis new text. The buffer still contains the
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original yanked line.
Your screen looks like this:
Files contain text.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters rorm words.
Words rorm text.
(F]iles contain text.

Iryou wish to "yank" several consecutive lines, indicate the number orIinesyou
wish t.o yank arterthe name or the buffer. For example, to place three lines from
the above text in the "a" buffer, type
"&3yy
For another method of placing text in a buffer, and more information about
naming buffers, see section 5.3.9, "Inserting Text From Other Files".

5.3.10 Inserting Control Characters into Text
Many control characters have special meaning in vi, even when typed in insert
mode. To remove their special significance, press CNTRL-V before typing the
control character. Note that CNTRL-J, CNTRL-Q. and CNTRL-S cannot be
inserted as text. CNTRL-J is a newline character. CNTRL-Q and CNTRL-S are
meaningrul to the operating system, and are trapped by it berorethey are
interpreted by vi.

5.3.11 Joining and Breaking Lines
To join two lines press
J

while the cursor is on the first of the two lines you wish to join.
To break one line into two lines, position the cursor on the space preceding the
first letter or what will be the second line; press
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r

then press RETURN.

5.3.12 Deleting a Character: x and X
The x and X commands delete a specified number or characters. The x
command deletes the character above the cursor; the X command deletes the
character immediately berore the cursor. Uno number is given, one character is
deleted. For example, to delete three characters rollowing the cursor (including
the character the above the cursor), type:
3x
To delete three characters preceding the cursor, type:

3X
5.3.13 Deleting a Word: dw
The dw command deletes a specified number or words. U no number is given,
one word is deleted. A word is interpreted as numbers and letters separated by .
whitespace. When a word is deleted, the space after it is also deleted. For
example, to delete three words, type:
3dw

5.3.14 Deleting a Line: D and dd
The D command deletes all text rollowing the cursor on that line, including the
character the cursor is resting on. The dd command deletes a specified number
of lines and closes up the space. U no number is given, only the current line is
deleted. For example, to delete three lines, type:
3dd
Another way to delete several lines is to use a line-oriented command. To use
this command it helps to know the line numbers of the text you wish to delete.
For inrormation on how t·o display line numbers, see section 5.5.5, "Displaying
Line Numbers: number".
For example, to delete lines 200 through 250, type
:200,250d
Press RETURN. When the command finishes, the message
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50 lines
appears on the vi status line, indicating how many lines were deleted.
It is possible to remove lines without displaying line numbers using shorthand
"addresses". For example, to remove all lines rrom the current line (the line the
cursor rests on) to the end orthe file, type

:.,Sd
The dot (.) represents the current line, and the donar sign stands for the last line
in the file. To delete the current line and3lines foHowing it, type
:.,+3d
To delete the current line and 3 lines preceding it, type
:.,-3d
For more information on using addres~es in line-oriented commands, see t/i(C)
in the XENIX Relerenu Manual.

0.3.15 Deleting an Entire Insertion

Ir you wish to delete all of the text you just typed, press CNTRL-U while you are
in insert mode. The cursor returns to the beginning of the insertion. The text ot
the original insertion is still displayed, and any text you type replaces it. When
you press ESC, any text remaining trom the origina.l insertion disappears.

5.3.16 Deleting and Replacing Text
Several vi commands combine removing characters and eniering insert mode.
The following sections explain how to use these commands.

5.3.16.1 Overstriking: r andR
The r command replacElsthe character under the cursor with the next
character typed. To replace the character under the cursor with a "b", tor
. example, type:
rb
If a number is given before r, that number or characters is replaced with the
next character typed. For example, to replace the character above the cursor,
plus the next three characters, with the letter "b", type
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4rb
Note that you now have four "b"s in a row.
The R command replaces as many characters as you type, up to the end oC the
line. To end t.he replacement, press ESCAPE. For example, to replace the
second line in the following text with "Spelling is important.":

Files contain text.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters form words.
Words Corm text.

Move the cursor over the Tin Tezt. Press R, then type
Spelling is important.
Press ESC to end the replacement. If you make a mistake, use the BKSP key to
correct it. Your screen should now look like this:

Files contain text.
Spelling is important(.]
Lines contain characters.
Characters Corm words.
Words form text.

0.3.16.2 Substituting: sand S
The s command replaces a. specified number of characters, beginning with the
character under the cursor, with text you type in. For example, to substitute
Z1lZ for the cursor and two chara.cters following it, type:
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3sxyz
The 5 command deletes a specified number or lines and replaces them with text
you type in. You may type in as many new lines or text as you wish; S affects
only how many lines are deleted. It no number is given, one line is deleted. For
example, to delete rour lines, including the current line, type:

45
This differs rrom the R command. The S command deletes the entire current
line; the R command deletes text from the cursor onward.

5.3.16.3 Replacing a Word: cw
The cw command replaces a word with text you type in. For example, to
replace the word bear with the word /0:1, move the cursor over the b in bear.
Press
cw
A dollar sign appears after the r in bear, marking the end of the text that is
. being replaced. Type
fox
and press RETURN. The rest of be tlrdis~ppears and only /0:1 remains.

5.3.16.4 Replacing the Rest

or a Line: C

The C command replaces text from the cursor to the end of the line. For
example, to replace the text of the sentence
Who's afraid or the big bad wolf'!
from big to the end, move the cursor over the b in big and press

c
A dollar sign ($) replaces the question mark (1) at the end or the line. Type the
following:
little lamb?
Press ESC. The rema.ining text from the original sentence disappears.
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6.3.16.5 Replacing a Whole Line: cc
The cc command deletes a specified number of lines, regardless ofthe location
of the cursor, and replaces them with text you type in. If no number is given, the
current line is deleted.

6.3.16.6 Replacing a Particular Word on a Line
If a word occurs several times on one line, it is often convenient to use a lineoriented command to replace it. For example, to replace the word remof);ng
with deleting in t.he following sentence:
In vi, removing a line is as easy as removing a letter.
Make sure the cursor is at the beginningorthat line, and type
:s/removing/deleting/g
Press RETURN. This line-oriented command means "Substitute (s) for the
word re moving the word deleting, everywhere it occurs on the current line (g)".
If you don't include a g at the end, only the first occurrence of removirag is
changed.
For more information on using line-oriented commands to replace text, see
section 5.3.1Q, "Searching and Replacing".

6.3.17

~foving

Text

To move a block of text from one place in a file to another, you can use the lineoriented m command. You must know the line numbers of your file to use this
command. The Unenumber option displays line numbers. To set this option,
press ESC to make sure you are in command mode, then type:
set linen umber
Line numbers will appear to the left of your text. (For more information on
setting the Unenumberoption, see section 5.5.5, "Displaying Line Numbers:
number".)
The following example uses the lintnumber option. For other ways to display
line numbers, see section 5.3.2Q, "Finding Out What Line You're On".
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1 (FlUes contain text.
2 Text contains lines.
3 Lines contain characters.
4 Characters rorm words.
5 Words rorm text.

To insert lines 2 and 3 between lines 4 and 5, type
:2,3m4
Your screen should look like this:

1 Files contain text.
2 Characters torm words.
3 Text contains lines.
4 Lines contain characters.
~(W]ords Corm text.

To place line 5 after line 2, type
:5m2
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After moving, your screen should look like this:
1 Files contain t.ext.
2 Characters form words.
3 [W]ords torm text.
4 Text contains lines.
S Lines contain characters.

To make line 4 the first line in the file, type
:4mO

Your screen should look like t.his:
1 [TJext contains lines.
2 Files contain text.
3 Characters form words.
4 Words torm text.
S Lines contain characters.

You can also delete text into a temporary storage place, called a "buffer", and
insert. it wherever you wish. When text is deleted it is placed in a "delete
buffer". There are nine" delete buffers" .
The first buffer always contains the most recent deletion. In other words, the
first deletion in a given editing session goes into buffer 1. The second deletion
also goes into butter 1, and pushes the contents of the old buffer 1 into buffer 2.
The third deletion goes into buffer 1, pushing the contents or buffer 2 into buffer
3, and the contents or buffer 1 into buffer 2. \Vhen buffer 9 has been used, the
ne~t deletion pushes the current text ofqufTer 9 off the stack and it disappears.
Text remains in the delete buffers until it is pushed off the stack, or until you
quit the editor, so it is possible to delete text rrom one file, change files without
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leaving the editor, and place the delet.ed text in another flle ..
Delet.e buffers are particularly useful when you wish to remove text, store it,
and put it somewhere else. Using the following text as an example
(F]iles contain text.
Text conta.ins lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters form words.
Words torm t.ext.

Delete the first line by typing
dd
Delete the third line the same way. Now move the cursor to the last line in the
example and press
"Ip

The line tram the ,econtl deletion appears:
Text contains lines.
Characters torm words.
Words torm t.ext.
lL1ines contain characters.

Now type:
"2p
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The line from the fi"t deletion appears:
Text contains lines.
Characters form words.
Words form text.
Lines contain characters.
lFliles contain text.

Inserting text from a delete buffer does not remove the text from the buffer.
Since the text remains in a buffer until it is either pushed off the stack or until
you quit the editor, you may use it as many times as you wish.
It is also possible to place text in named buffers. For inrormation on how to
create named buffers, see section 5.3.9, "Inserting Text From Other Files".
5.3.18 Searching: / and!
You can search forward and backward for patterns in vi. To search forward,
press the slash (/) key. The slash appears on the status line. Type the characters
you wish to search ror. Press RETURN. If the specified pattern exists, the cursor
will move to the first character or the pattern. For example, to search forward
in the file (or the word account, type:
/account
Press RETURN. The cursor is placed on the first character of the pattern. To
place the cursor atthebeginning ofthe line above act ount,for example, type
/account/To place the cursor at the beginning of the line two lines above the line that
contains account, type
/account/-2
To place the cursor two lines below account, type
/account/+2
To search backward through a file, use! instead of / to start the search. For
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example, to find all occurrences or account above the cursor, type:
!account
To search for a pattern containing any ohhe speeialcharacters (. • \ [J $ and
"), each special character must be preceded by a backslash. For example, to find
the pattern U.S.A., type:

/U\.S\.A\./
You can continue to search ror a pattern by pressing
n

arter each search. The pattern is unaffected by intervening vi commands, and
you can use n to search ror the pattern until you type in a new pattern or quit
the editor.
Vi searches ror exactly what you type. Ir the pattern you are searching for
contains an uppercase letter (ror example, if it appears at the beginning of a
sent.ence), vi ignores it. To disregard case in a search command, you can set the
ignorecase option:
:set ignorecase

By derault, searches "wrap around" the file. That is, ir a search starts in the
middle or a file, when vi reaches the end of the file it will "wrap around"to the
beginning, and continue until it returns to where the search began. Searches
will be completed faster ir you specify forward or backward searches,
depending on where you think the pattern is.

If you do not want searches to wrap around the file, you can change the
"wrapscan" option setting. Type:
:set nowrapscan
and press RETURN to prevent sea.rches from wrapping. For more information
about setting options, sec section 5.5, "Setting Up Your Environment".

5.3.10 Searching and Replacing
The search and replace commands allow you to perform complex changes to a
file in a single command. Learning how to use these commands is a. must tor the
serious user of vi.
<

The syntax of a search and replace comma.nd is:

g/ patternl/s/[pattern.ej/[ option,)
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Brackets indicate optional parts or the command line. The g tells the computer
to execute the replacement on every line in the file. Otherwise the replacement
would occur only on the current line. The option, are explained in the rollowing
sections.
To explain these commands we will use the example file from the demonstration
run:
[F]iles contain text.
Text contains lines.
Lines contain characters.
Characters rorm words.
Words rorm text.

5.3.1Q.l Replacing a Word

To replace the word contain with the word are throughout the file, type the
following command:
.
:gfcontain

/s/ fare

/g

This command says"On each line orthe file (S), find contain and substitute ror
that word (s/ f) the word are, everywhere it occurs on that line (the second g)".
Note that a space is included in the search pattern ror contain.; without the
space containlwould also be replaced.
After the command executes your screen should look like this:
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(F)Ues are text.
Text contains lines.
Lines are characters.
Characters form words.
Words torm text.

5.3.10.2 Printing all Replacements
To replace contain with are throughout the file, then print every line changed,
use the p option:
:g/contain

Isllare Igp

Press RETURN. Arter the command executes, each line in which tontai" was
replaced by. are is printed on the lower part or the screen. To remove these lines,
redraw the screen by pressingCNTRI,L

5.3.10.3 Choosing a Replacement
Sometimes you may not want to replace every instance or a given pattern. The
c option displays every occurrence or plttern and waits ror you to confirm that
you want to make the substitution. Iryou press 11 the substitution takes place; ir
you press RETURN the next instance or pattern is displayed.
To run this command on the example file, type

:g/contain/sllare/gc
Press RETURN. The first instance or tontas'" appears on the status line:
Files

£qI)~l!:i]l

text.

Press 1/, then RETURN. The next occurrence or tontain appears.

5.3.20 Pattern Matching
Search commmands often require, in addition to the charaeters you want to
find, a context in whieh you want to find them. For example, you may want to
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locate every occurrence of a word at the beginning or a line. Vi provides several
special characters that specify particular contexts.

5.3.20.1 Matching the Beginning

or a Line

When a caret(") is placed at the beginning or a pattern, only patterns found at
the beginning of a line are matched. For example, the following search pattern
only finds tezt when it occurs as the first word on a line:
(text/
To search for a caret that appears as text you must precede it with a backslash

(\).
5.3.20.2 :Matching the End

or a Line

When a dollar sign (') is placed at the end of a pattern, only patterns found at
the end of a line are matched. For example, the following search pattern only
finds tezt when it occurs as the last word on a line:
/textS/
To search for a dollar sign that appears as text you must precede it with a
backslash (\).

5.3.20.3 Matching Any Single Character
"'"hen used in a search pattern, the period (.) matches any single character
except the newline character. For example, to find all words that end with ed,
use the following pattern:
/.ed /
Note the space between the d and the backslash.
To search ror a period in the text, you must precede it with a backslash (\).

5.3.20.4 Matching a Range

or Characters

A set of characters enclosed in square brackets matches any single character in
the range designated. For example, the search pattern

/[a-z)/
• finds any lowercase letter. The search pattern
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l[aA}pplel
finds all occurrences of apple and Apple.
To search for a bracket that appears as text, you must precede it with a
backslash (\).

0.3.20.0 Matching Exceptions
A caret (") at the beginning or It ring matches ·every character eze ept those
specified in string. For example the search pa.ttern

[,a-z}
finds anything but a lower ease letter ora newline.
5.3.20.6 Matching the Special Characters
To place a caret, hyphen or square bracket in a search pattern, precede it with a
backslash. To search for a caret, ror example, type:

I\AI
Iryou need to search ror many patterns that contain special characters,you can
reset the magic option. To do this, type
:nomagic

J.

This removes the special meaning from the characters., \, $, [and You can
include them in search and replace commands without a preceding backslash.
Note that the special meaning cannot be removed rrom the special characters
star (.) and caret r)j these must always be preceded by a backslash in searches.
To restore magie, type
:set magic
. For more information about setting options, see section 5.5, "Setting Up Your
Environment" .
5.3.21 Undoing a Command:u
Any editing command can be reversed with the "undo" command. Undo
works on both screen-oriented and line-oriented commands. For example, if
you have deleted a line and then decide you wish to keep it, press u and the line
will reappear. Use the rollowin~ line as an example:
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lTJext contains lines.

Place the cursor over the c in contain" then delete the word with the dw
command. Your screen should look like this:
'!ext [l}ines.

Press u to undo the dw command. Oontainueappears:
'!ext [cJontains lines.

Jryou press u again, contain, is deleted again:
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'Text [llines.

It is important to remember' that u only undoes the 141t command. For
example, if you make a global search and replace, then delete a few characters
with the x command, pressing u will undo the deletions but not the global
search and replace.
5.3.22 Repeating a Command: •
Any screen-oriented vi command can be repeated with the repeat (.)
command. For example, if you have deleted two words by typing:
2dw
you may repeat this command as many times asyou wish by pressing the period
key (.). Cursor movement does not affect the repeat command, so you may
repeat a command as many times and in as many places in a file as you wish.
The repeat command only repeats the last vi command. Careful planning can
save time and effort. For example, if you want tor~place a word that occurs
several times in a file (and for some reason you do not wish to use a global
command), use the cw c.ommand instead or deleting the word with the dw
command, then inserting new text with the i command. By using the cw
command you can repeat the replacement with the dot (.) command. It you
delete the word, then insert new text, dot only repeats the replacement.
5.3.23 Leaving the Editor
There are several ways to exit the editor and save any changes you may have
made to the file. One way is to type:
:x

and press RETURN. This command replaces the old copy ot the' file with the
new one you have just edited, quits the editor, and returns you"to the XENDC
shell. Similarly, if you type
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zz
, the same thing happens, except the old copy file is written out oral, if you have
made any changes. Note that the ZZ command is not preceded by a colon, and
is not echoed on the screen.
To leave the editor without saving any changes you have made to the file, type
:q!
The exclamation point tells vi to quit unconditionally. U you leave out the
exclamation point:

:q
vi will not let you quit. You will see the error message:
No write since last change (:quit! overrides)
This message tells you to use ":q!" iryou really want to leave the editor without
saving your file.

5.3.23.1 Saving a File \Vithout Leaving the Editor
There are many occasions when you must save a file without leaving the editor,
such as when starting a new shell, or moving to another file. Berore you can
perform these tasks you must first save the current file with the write
command:

:w
You do not need to type the name or the file; vi remembers the name you used
when you invoked the editor. U you invoked vi without a. filename, you may
name the file by typing
:w filename

where filename is the name orthe new file.

0.3.24 Editing a Series or Files
Entering and leaving vi ror each new file takes time, particularly on a heavily
used system, or when you are editing large files. Uyou have many files to editin
one session, you can invoke vi with more than one filename, and thus edit more
than one file without leaving the editor, as in:
vi file 1 file2 file3 file4 fileS file6
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But typing out many filenames is tedious, and you may ma.ke a mistake. It you
mistype a filename, you must either backspace over to mistake and retype the
line,or kill the whole line and retype it. It is more convenient' to invoke vi using
the special characters as abbreviations.
To invoke vi on the above files without typing each name, type:
vi file*
This invokes vi on all files that begin with the letters file. You can plan your
filenames tpsave time in later editing. For example, it you are writing a
document that consists ot many files, it would be wise to give each file the same
filename extension, such as ".s". Then you can invoke vi on the entire
document:
vi *.5
You can also invoke vi on a selected range ot files:
vi (3-5J*.s
or
vi [a-h]*
To invoke vi on all files that are five letters long, and have any extension:
vi 11111.*
For more information on using specia.l characters, see Chapter 3 or this manual,
section 3.3.4, "Special Characters".
When you invoke vi with more than one filename, you will see the following
message when the first file is displayed on the screen:

z files to edit
After you have finished editing a file, save it with the write command (:w), then
go to the ne.xt file with the next comm~nd:

:n
The next file appears, ready to edit. It is not necessary to specity a filena.me; the
files are invoked in alphabetical (or numerical. itthefilenam~s begin with
numbers) order.
IC you forget what files you are editing, type:
:args
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The list of files appears on the status line. The current file is enclosed in square
brackets.
To edit a file outof order, such asfile-l after filee, type
:e file4
instead of using the next command. Iryou type:

:n
after you finish editingfile-l, you will go back to fileS.
Uyou wish to start again from the beginningohhe list, type:
:rew
To discard the changes you made and start again at the beginning, type:
:rew!
5.3.25 Editing a New File Without Leaving the Editor
You can start editing another file anywhere on the XENIX system without
leaving vi. This saves time when you wish to edit several files in one session that
are in different directories, or even in the same directory. For example, if you
have finished editing IUlrfjoe/memo and you wish to edit IUlrlm4ryl'etter,
first save the file memowith the w command (:w), then type:
:e lusr Imary Iletter

1'11'1 m4'yl Idte r appears on your screen just as though you had left vi.

Note
You mUlt write out your file with the write command (:w) if you
want to save the changes you have made. If you try to edit a second
file without writing out the first file, the message "No write since last
change (:e! overrides)" appears. Ir you use :e! all your changes to the
first file are discarded.

If you want to switch back and forth between two files, vi remembers the name
of the last file edited. Using the above example, if you wish to go back and edit
the file I 'U.I'I joel me mo after you have finished with I ulrl m4,ylletter, type
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:e*
The cursor is positioned in the same location it was when you first saved

/ulr/ioe/memo.
6.3.26 Leaving the Editor Temporarily: Shell Escapes
You can execute any XENIX command from within vi using the shell "escape"
(as in, "escape from vi") command, !. For example, if you wish to find out the
date and time, type:
:!date
The exclamation point sends the remainder or the line to the shell to be
executed, and the date and time appear on the vi status line. You can use the!
to perrorm any XENIX command. To send mail to joe without leaving the
editor, type
:!mai1 joe
Type your message and send it. (For more information about the XENlX mail
system, see Chapter 6, "Mail" .}Atter you send it, the message
(Hit return to continue]
appears. Press RETURN to continue editing.

Ir you wan t to perform sever 301 XENIX commands before ret,urning to the editor,
you can invoke a new shell:
:!sh
The XENIX prompt appears. You may execute as many commands as you like.
Press CNTRL-D to terminate the new shell and return to your file.

Ir you have not written out your file before a shell escape, you will see the
message:
[No write since last change)
It is a good idea to save your file with the write command (:w) before executing
an escape, just in case something goes wrong. However, once you become an
experienced vi user, you may wish to turn oft' this message. To turn off the "No
write" message, reset the warn option, as rollows:
:set nowarn
For more information about setting options in vi, see section 5.0, "Setting Up
Your Environment".
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6.3.27 Perrorming a Series or Line-Oriented Commands: Q
It you have several line-oriented commands to perrorm, you can place yourself
temporarily in line-oriented mode by typing
Q
while you are in command mode. A colon prompt appears on the status line.
Commands executed in this mode ca.nnot be undone with the u command, nor
do they appear on the screen until you re-enter normal vi mode. To re-enter
normal vi mode, type
vi

6.3.28 Finding Out Wha.t File You're In
If you rorget what file you are editint;, press CNTRL-G while you are in
command mode. A line simila.r to the following appears appears on the stlLtus
line:
"memo" [Modified] line 12 of 100 --12%-From left to right, the rollowing inrormation is displayed:
The name of the file
Whether or not the file has been modified
The line number the cursor ison
How many lines there are in the file
Your location in the file (expressed as a percentage)
This command is also useful when you need to know the line number of the
current line for a line-oriented command.
The same inrormation can be obtained by typing
:file
or
:f
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5.3.20 Finding Out What,Line You're On
To find out what line orthe file you are on, type
:nu
and press RETURN, This command displays the current line number and the
text or the line.
To display line numbers ror the entire file, see section 5.5.5, "Displaying Line
Numbers: number"

5.4 Solving Common Problems
The rollowing is a list or common problems that you may encounter when using
vi, along with the probable solution.

I don't know which mode I'm in.
Press ESC until the bell rings. When the bell rings you are in
command mode.

I can't get out ora IU bshell.
Press CNTRL-D to exit any subshell. It you have'created more than
one subshell (not a good idea, usually), keep pressing CNTRL-D until
you see the message:
[Hit return to conti.nueJ

I made an inadvertent deletion (or insertion).
Press "u" to undo the last delete or insert command.

There are extra characters on my screen.
Press CNTRL-L to redraw the screen. '

When I type,nothinghappens.
Vi has crashed and you are now in the shell with your terminal
characteristics set incorrectly. To reset the keyboard, slowly type:
stty sane
then press CNTRL-J or LINEFEED, Pressing CNTRL-J instead or
RETURN is important here, since it is quite possible that the RETURN
key will not work as a newline character. To make sure that other
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, terminal cha.racteristics have not been altered, log off~ turn your
terminal off, turn your terminal back on, and then log back in. This
should guarantee that your terminal's characteristics are back. to
normal. This procedure may vary somewhat depending
the
terminal.

on

The system crashed while I was editing.
Normally, vi will inform you (by sending you mail) that your file has
been saved before a crash. The file can be rec~vered by typing .
vi-, filename
Irvi was unable to save the file before the crash, it is i~retrievabl! lost.
I keep getting a colon on the status line when I press RETURN
You are in line-oriented command mode. Type
vi
to return to normal vi command mode.
I get the error message "Unknown terminal type [Using open
mode]" when I invoke vi.
Your terminal type is not set correctly. To leave open mode, press
ESC, then type
:wq

and press RETURN. Turn to section 5.5.1, "Setting the Terminal
Type" for intormation on how to set your terminal type correctly.

5.5 Setting Up Your Environment
There are a number of options that can be set tha.taffectyour terminal type,
how files and error messages are displ3.yed on your screen, and how searches are
performed. These·optiolls, can be set with the set command while you are
editing, or they can be placed in the vi startup file, .ezrc. (The .ezrc file is
explained in section 5.5.13.) The following sections describe the most
commonly used options and how to;set them. There is a complete list of options
in vi(C) in the XENIX Reference Manual.
S.S.l Setting the Terminal Type
Before you can use vi, you must set the terminal type, if this has'not already
been done for you, by defining the TERM variable in your .profile file. (The
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.profile file is explained in the XENlX U,er', Guide.) The TERM variable is a
number that tells the operating system what type ofterminalyouare using. To
determine this number you must find out what type or terminal you are using.
Then look up this type in Terminals(M) in the XENIX Reference Manu41. Iryou
cannot find your terminal type or its number, consult your System
Administrator.

For these examples, we wiUsuppose that you are using an lIP 2621 terminal.
For the lIP 2621, the TERM variable is "2621". How you define this variable
depends on which shell you are using. You can usually determine which shell
you are using by examining the prompt character. The Bourne shell prompts
with a dollar sign (S); the C-shell prompts with a percent sign (%).

5.5.1.1 Setting the TERM variable: The Visual Shell

Ir yciu are using the Visual Shell the terminal type has already been set, and you
do not need to change it.
0.5.1.2 Setting the TERl\1 variable:The Bourne Shell

To set your termina.l type to 2621 place the following commands in the file
.profile:

TERM=2621
export TERM

5.5.1.3 Setting the TERM variable: The C Shell
To set your termina.l type to 2621 for the C shell, place the fo))owing command
in the file .login:
setenv TERl\f 2621

5.5.2 Setting Options: The set Command
The set command is used to display option settings and to set options.

5.5.2.1 Listing the Available Options
To get a Jist of the options available to you and how they are set, type
:set all
Your display should look similar to this:
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noautoindent
autoprint
noautowrite
nobeautify
directory= /tmp
noerrorbells
hardtabs=8
noignorecase
nolisp
nolist
magic
nonumber

open
nooptimize
paragraphs=IPLPPPQPP LIbp
noprompt
noreadonly
redraw
report=S
scroll=4
sections==NHSHH HU
shell=/bin/sh
shiftwidth=8
noshowmatch .

noslowopen
tabstop=8
taglength=O
ttytype=h 19
term=hI9
noterse
warn
window=8
wrapscan
wrapmargin==O
nowriteany

This chapter discusses only the most commonly used options. For information
about the options not covered in this chapter, see 11i(C) in theXENIX Re/erente
Manual.

5.5.2.2 Setting an Option
To set an option, use the set command. For example, to set the ignoreea,e
option so that case is not ignored in searches, type
:set noignorecase

5.5.3 Displaying Tabs and End-ot-Line: list
Li,t causes the "hidden" characters and end-of-line to be displayed. The
default setting is noli,t. To display these characters, type
:set list
Your screen is redrawn. The dollar sign (S) represents end-of-line and control-I
("I) represents the tab character.

5.5.4 Ignoring Case in Search Commands: ignorecase
By derault, case is significant in search comma.nds. To disregard case in
searches, type
:set ignore case
To change this option, type
:set noignorecase
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5.5.5 Displaying Line Numbers: number
It is often useful to know the line numbers of a file. To displa,y these numbers,
type:
:set number
This redraws your screen. Numbers appear to the left of the text. To remove
line numbers, type:
:set nonumber

5.5.6 Printing the Number or Lines Changed: report
The report option tells you the number of lines modified by a line-oriented
command. For example,
:set repor:t== 1
reports the number of lines modified, it more than one line is changed. The
default setting is
report-5
which reports the number of lines changed when more than five lines are
"

modifi~d.

5.5.7 Changing the Terminal Type:term
IC you are logged in on a terminal that is a different type than the one you
normally use, you can check the terminal type setting by typing:
:set term
Press RETURN. See section 5.5.1, "Setting the Terminal Type" tor more
information about TERM variables.

5.5.8 Shortening Error

~fessages:

terse

Arter you become experienced with vi, you may want to shorten your error
messages. To change rromthe detault (noterse), type
:set terse
As an example at the effect ot terle, when ter8e is set the message
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No write since last cha.nge, quit! overrides
becomes
No write
5.5.0 Turning Oft' Warnings: warn
Alter you become experienced with vi, you ma.y want to turn off the error
message that appears ir you have not written out your file berore a shel1 escape
(:!) command. To turn these messages off, type
:set nowarn
5.5.10 Permitting Special Characters in Searches: nomagic
The nomagic option allows the inclusion of the special characters (. \ • (J) in
search patterns without a preceding backslash. This option does not affect caret
C) or star (*); they must be preceded by a backslash in searches regardless of
magic. To set nomagic, type
:set nomagic
5.5.11 Limiting Searches: wrapscan
By derault, searches in vi "wrap" around the file until they return to the place
they started. To save time you may want to disable this feature. Use the
following command:
:set nowrapscan
When this option is set, forward searches go only to the end of the file, and
'backward searches stop at the beginning.
5.5.12 Turning on Messages: mesg
Ir someone sends you a message with the write command while you are in vi the
text or the message will appear on your screen. To remove the message from
your display you must press CNTRL-L. When you invoke vi, write permission
to your screen is automatically turned off, preventing write messages from
appearing. If you wish to receive write messages while in vi, reset this option as
follows:
:set mesg
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0.5.13 Customizing Your Environment: The.exrc File
Each time vi is invoked, it reads commands rrom the file named. ezrc in your
home directory. This file sets your preferred options so that they do not need to
be set each time you invoke vi. A sample .ezrc file rollows:
set number
set ignore case
setnowarn
set report= 1
Each time you invoke vi with the above options, your file is displayed with line
numbers, case is ignored in searches, wa.rnings berore shell escape commands
are turned off, and any command that modifies more than one line will display a
message indicating how many lines were changed.
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5.6 Summary

or Commands

The following tables contain all the basic the commands discussed in this
chapter.
Entering Vi
Typing this:

Does this:

vi file

Starts at line 1

vi +nfile

Starts at line n

vi + file

Starts last line

vi + /patternfile

Starts at p4ttern

vi -r file

Recovers file
system crash

after

a
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Cursor

~1ovement

Pressing this key:

Does this:

h
1
SPACEBAR

Moves 1 space left
Moves 1 space right
Moves 1 space right

w

b

Moves 1 word right
Moves 1 word left

k
j
RETURN

Moves 1 line up
Moves 1 line down
Moves 1 line down

)
(

Moves to end or sentence
Moves to beginning of sentence

}
{

Moves to beginning or paragraph
Moves toend otparagraph

CNTRL·W

Moves to first character or
insertion

CNTRL-U

Scrolls up 1/2 screen

CNTRL·D

Scrolls down 1/2 screen

CNTRL-F

Scrolls down one screen

CNTRL-B

Scrolls up one screen
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Vi: A Text Editor
Inserting Text

Pressing

S tarts insertion:
Berore the cursor
Berore first character on the line

a

Arter the cursor

A

Arter last character on the line

0

On next line down

0

On the line above

r

On current character, replaces
one character only

R

On current character, replaces
until ESC

Delete Commands

Command

Function

dw

Deletes a word

dO

Deletes to beginning or line

dS

Deletes to end or line

3dw

Deletes 3 words

dd

Deletes the current line

5dd

Deletes 5 lines
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Change Commands

Command

Function

cw

Changes 1 word

3cw

Changes 3 words

cc

Changes current line

5cc

Changes51ines

Search Commands

Command

Function

Example

land

Finds the next
occurrence or an.d

and, stand, grand

?and

Finds the previous
occurrence or an.d

and, stand, grand

(The

Finds next line that
starts with The

The, Then, There

IlbBJoxl

Finds the next
occurrence or boz

orBoz
n
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Repeats the most
recent search, in
the same direction

Vi: A Text Editor
Search and Replace Commands
Example

Command

Result

:s/pear /peach/g

All ·petlTS become
pea.ch
on
the
current line

: I,Ss/file/directory

Replaces file with
directory rrom line
1 to the end.

file ntlme becomes
dire ctoryname

:g/one/s/Il/g

Replaces
every
occurrence or one
with 1.

one becomes 1,
oneself
becomes
lselr,
someone
becomes some 1

Pattern Matching: Special Characters
This character:

Matches:
Beginning or a line

$

End or a line
Any single character

[]

A range or characters
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Leaving Vi
Command

Result

:w

Writes out the file

:x

Writes out the file, quits vi

:q!

Quits vi without saving
changes

:!command

Executes command

:!sh

Forksanewshell

!!command

Executes command and
places output on current
line

:e file

Edits file (save current file
with :w first)
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Vi: A Text Editor
Options

This option:

Does this:

all

Lists all options

term

Sets terminal type

ignorecase

Ignores case in searches

list

Displays tab and end-of-line characters

number

Displays line numbers

report

Prints number or lines changed by a line-oriented command

terse

Shortens error messages

warn

Turns off "no write" warning before escape

nomagic

Allows inclusion of special characters in search patterns
without a preceding backslash

. nowrapscan
mesg

Prevents searches rrom wrapping around the end or
beginning of a file.
Permits display of messages sent to your terminal with
the write command
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Mail

6.1 Introduction
The XENIX mail system is a versatile communication racility that allows
XENIX users to compose, send, receive, forward, and reply to mail. Users can
also create distribution groups and send copies of messages to multiple users.
These functions are integrated into XENIX so that all users can quickly and
easily communicate with each other.
This chapter is organized to satisfy the needs of both the beginning and
advanced user. The first sections discuss basic concepts, tasks, and commands.
Later sections discuss advanced topics and provide quick reference to the mail
program's many functions. The major sections in this chapter are:
Demonstration

Shows new users how to get started.

Basic Concepts

Discusses the rundamental ideas and terminology
used in mail.

Using Mail

Shows how to perform common mailing procedures
such as composing, sending, forwarding, and
replying to mail.

Commands

Discusses each mail command.

Leaving Compose Mode Temporarily
Discusses and gives examples of each command
available when composing a message. These
commands are called compose escapes.
Setting Up Your Environment.
Discusses the u8er's mail startup file and options
that may be set to customize runctions.
Using Advanced Features
Discusses advanced features such as using mail as a
reminder service and handling a large volume or
mail.
Quick Reference

Summarizes all commands, compose escapes, and
options.
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6.2 Demonstration
The mail command lets you perform two distinct functions: sending mail and
disposing of mail. In this demonstration, we will show you how to send mail to
yourseIr, read a message, delete, it, and exit the mail program.

6.2.1 Composing and Sending a Message
To begin, type
mail self
where "self" is your user name. Next, type the following lines, each terminated
with a RETURN:
This is a message sent to myself.
I compose a message by entering lines of text.
The message is ended by typing CNTRL-D on a newline.
As you enter the message you can use t omp06e Ut ape6 to perform special
functions. To get a list of the available compose escapes, type

on a new line. To specify asubject, use the -8 escape. For example, type:
-s Sample subject
To speciry a list or people to receive carbon copies use the -c escape. For
example, type
-c abel
To view the message as it will appear when you send it, type:
-p

This will print the rollowing:
Message contains:
To: selr
Subject: Sample subject
Cc: abel
This is a message sent to myselr.
I compose a message by entering lines or text.
The message is ended by typing CNTRL-D on a newline.
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Finally, to end the message and send it to those you have mentioned in the To:
and the Cc,' fields, press CNTRL-D by itself on a line. This will exit the mail
program and return you to the XENIX shell. Once you have sent mail, there is
no way to undo the act, so be carerul.
6.2.2 Reading Mail
Within a short time, you should receive the message:
You have mail.
(You must press RETURN berore this message will appear on your screen.) This
message inrorms you that the message you have just sent has arrived in your
system mailbox. To read this message and any others that may have been sent
toyou, type
mail
Mail then displays a sign-on message and a list or message headers that look
something like this:
Mail version 3.0 August 30, 1982. Type? ror help.
1 message:
1 self Fri Aug 31 12:26 7/188" Sample subject"
When there is more than one message in your mailbox, the molt recentmessa.ge
is displayed at the top or the list. Messages are numbered in ascending order
rrom least to most recent, so the message at the top orthe list (the most recent
message) has the highest number. The messa.ge header includes who sent the
message, when it was sent, the number or lines and characters, and the subject
or the message. The underscore prompt prompts you to enter a mail
command. Now type
?

to get help on all the available mail commands. Next, type
p

to see the message that you sent to yourself. Mail prints the rollowing:
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From selt Fri Aug 20 12:26:52 1982
To: self
Subject: Sample subject
This is a message sen t to myseIr.
I compose a. message by entering lines of text,'
The message is ended by typing CNTRL-D on a. newline.
Note that the messa.ge you sent to yourself now contains information about the
sender ofthe message-- a line telling who sent the message and when itwassent.
The next line tells who the message was sent to. Asubject and ca.rbon copy (Cc:)
field can be specified by the sender. If they are present, they too are displayed
whenyou read the message.

6.2.3 Leaving Mail
Since this message has no real use, you can delete it by typing:

d
To get out of mail, type:

q
Mail then displa.ys the message

o messages held in /usr /spool/mail/sdf
and returns you to the XENIX shell.
This ends the demonstration. For more detailed information, see the
discussions in following· sections.

6.3 Basic Concepts
It is much easier to use mail if you understand the basic concepts that underlie
it. The con cepts discussed in this section are:
Mailboxes
Messages
Modes
Command syntax
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6.3.1 Mailboxes
It is useful to think orthemail system as modeled after a typical postal system.
What is normally called a post office is called the 6116tem mailbozin this chapter.
The system mailbox contains a file for each user in the directory
/ u6r/ Bpool/ mail. Your own personal or U6er mailboz is the file named mboz in
your home directory. Mail sent to you is put in your system mailbox; you may
choose to save mail in your user mailbox after you have read it. Note that the
user mailbox differs from a re al mailbox in several respects:
1.

You decide whether mail is to be placed in the user mailbox; it is not
automatically placed there.

2.

The user mailbox is not the place where mail is initially routed- that
place is the system mailbox in the directory /u6r/6pool/mail.

3.

Mail is not picked up from your user mailbox.

6.3.2 Messages
In mail, the message is the basic unit of exchange between users. Messages
consist of two parts: a heading and a body. The heading contains the following
fields:
To:

This field is mandatory and contains one or more valid user names
corresponding to real users tq whom you may send mail.

Subject:

This optional field contains text describing the message.

Cc:

The carbon copy field contains one or more valid names or those
who are to receive copies of a message. Message recipients see these
names in the received message. This field can be empty.

Bcc:

The blind carbon copy field contains the one or more valid names of
people who are to receive copies of a message. Recipients do notsee
these names in the received messages. This field can be empty.

Return-receipt-to:
The return receipt to: field contains the valid name or names or
those who are to receive an automatic acknowlegement of the
message. This field can be empty.
The body of a message is text exclusive of the heading. The body can be empty.
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6.3.3 Modes
Orten, the biggest hurdle to using mail is understanding what modes or
operation are available. This section discusses each mode.
When you invoke mail you are using the shell.· It you want to mail a letter
without entering mail command mode, yeiU can dosob~ typing
mail john <letter
Here, the file letter is sent to the user iohn.

Note
Be very careful when mailing a file with the input redirection symbol
«). Ir you accidentally type the output redirection symbol (», you
will overwrite the file, destroying its contents.

You can enter a message rrom your shell by typing:
mail john
Next, enter the text oryour message as rollows:
This is the text or the message.
Press RETURN to start a new line, then CNTRL·D to send the message.
Messages such as the one above are created in mail's compo.e mode. When
entering text in compose mode, there are several special keys associa.ted with
line editing runctions: these are the same special characters that are available
to you when executing normal XENIX commands. For example, you can kill the
line you are editing by typing the kill character, normally a CNTRL-U. To
backspace, press either CNTRL-H or the BACKSPACE key. From compose.
mode, you can issue commands called compose escapes. These are also called
tilde e.capes because the command letters are preceded by a tilde r). When
you execute these commands you are temporarily leaving or escaping rrom
compose mode; hence the name. Note that once you've pressed RETURN to end
aline, you cannot change that line rrom within compose mode; to change it, you
must enter edit mode.
.
The most common way or using mail is to just type
mail
This automatically places you in mail command mode. In this mode, you are
prompted by an underscore ror commands that permit you to manipulate your
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mail.
You can enter edit mode from either compose mode or command mode. In edit
mode, you edit the body of a message using the full capabilities of an editor. To
enter edit mode from command mode, use either the e or edit command to
enter ed, or the v or visual command to enter f1i. ( Vi may not be available on
your system.) To enter edit mode from compose mode, use the compose escapes
- e and -v, respectively.
6.3.4 Message-Lists
Many mail commands take a list of messages as an argument. A menage -li~t is
a list of message numbers, ranges, and names, separated by spaces or tabs.
Message numbers may be either decimal numbers, which directly speciry
messages, or one of the special characters
or S , which specify the first,
current, or last undeleted message, respectively. Here, relevant means not
A

,

•

,

deleted.

A range of messages is two message numbers separated by a dash. To print the
first four messages on the screen, type
P 1-4

and to print all the messages from the current message to the last message, type
p .-$

A name is a user name. Messages can be printed by specifying the name of the
sender. For example, to print each message sent to you by iohn, type
p john
As a shorthand notation, you can specify star (*) to get all undelete d messages.
Thus,
p

*

prints all messages except those that have been deleted,
d•

deletes all messages, and

u·
undeletes all deleted messages. (All three of these commands are described
later in detail in Section 6.5 "Commands.")
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6.3.5 Headers
When you enter mail, a list of message hea.derl is displayed. A header is a
single line of text containing descriptive information about a message. (Note
that we use the word hea.ding to describe the first part of a message, and he 4der
to describe mail's one-line description of a message.) The information includes:
The number of the message
The sender
The date sent
The number of chara.cters and lines
The subject (if the message contains a Subiect: field)
Message headers are displayed in window8 with the headers command. A
header window contains no more than 18 headers. If there are fewer than 18
messages in the mailbox, aBare displayed in one header window. If there are
more than 18 messages, then the list is divided into an appropriate number of
windows. You can move forward and backward one window at a time with the
headers

+

and
headers commands.
6.3.6 Command Syntax
Each mail command has its own syntax. Some take no arguments, some take
only one, and others take several arguments. The more flexible commands,
such as print, accept combinations of message-lists and user names. For these
commands, mail first gathers all message, numbers and ra.nges, then finds all
messages Crom any specified user names. The Cull message-list is the
intersection ofthese two sets of messages. Thus, the message-list "4-15 miller"
matches all messages between 4 and 15 that are Crom miller.
'
Each mail command is typed on a line by itself, and any arguments follow the
command word. The command need not be typed in its entirety- the first
command that matches the typed prefix is used. For example, you can type "p"
instead of "print" for the print command and "h" instead of "headers" for the
headers command.
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After the command itself is typed, one or more spaces should be entered to
separate the command from its arguments. If a mail command does not take
arguments, any arguments' you give are ignored and no error occurs. For
commands that take message-lists as arguments, if no message-list is given, the
last message printed is used. If it does not satisfy the requirements of the
command, the search proceeds forward. If there are no messages forward orthe
current message, the search proceeds backwards, and if there are no good
messages at all, mail types:
No applicable messages

6.4 Using Mail
This section describes how to perform some basic tasks when using mail. More
detailed discussions of each or these commands are presented in later sections.
6.4.1 Entering and Exiting Mail
To begin a session with mail, type:
mail
The headers for each received message are then displayed one screenful at a
time. To display the next screenful of headers (if any), type

h+.
To end the mail session, use the quit (q) command. All messages remain in the
system mailbox unless they have been deleted with the delete (d) command,
saved with the save or write command, or held in your user mailbox with the
mbox command. Deleted messages are discarded. The -r command line
option causes mail to read in the contents of mboz. Optionally, a filename may
be given as an argument to -r, so that the specified file is read, instead. When
you quit, mail writes all messages back to this file.

If you send mail over a noisy phone line, you will notice that many of the bad
characters turn out to be the RUBOUT or DEL character, which causes mail to
abort messages. To deal with this annoyance, you can invoke mail with the -i
option which causes these bad characters to be ignored.
6.4.2 Sending Mail
To send a message, invoke mail with the names of the people and groups you
want to receive the message. Next, type in your message. When you are
finished, press CNTRL-D at the beginning of a line. The message is
automatically sent to the specified people. While entering the text of your
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message, you can escape to an editor or perform other useful functions with
compose escapes. Section 6.4.5, "Composing Mail", describes some features of
mail available to help you when composing messages.

If you have a file that contains a written message, you can send it to sam, bob,
and john by typing:
mail sam bob john

< letter

where letter is the name of the file you are sending.

Note
Be very careful when mailing a file with the input redirection symbol
«). If you accidentally type the output redirection symbol (», you
will overwrite the file, destroying its contents.

If mail cannot be delivered to a specified address, you will either be notified
immediately, in which case a copy of the undeliverable message is appended to
the file dead.letter, or you will be notified via return mail, in which case a copy is
included in the return mail message.
6.4.3 Reading Mail
To read messages sent to you, type
mail
Mail then checks your mail out of the system mailbox and prints out a one-line
header of each message; one screentul at a time (to view the next screenrul, type
"h+". The most recent message is initially the first message (numbered
highest, because messages are numbered chronologically) and may be printed
using the print command. You can move forward one message by pressing
RETURN or typing' +'. To moveforwar d n messages use" + n". You can move
backwards one message with the "-" command or move backwards n messages
and print with "-n". You can also move to any arbitrary message and print it
by typing its number.

If new messages arrive while you are in mail, the following message appears:
New mail has arrived--type 'restart' to read.
Type
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restart
and the headers or the new messages are displayed.

6.4.4 Disposing or Mail
Arter examining a message you can delete it with the delete (d) command,
reply to it with the reply (r) command, forward it with the forward (r)
command, or skip to the next message by pressing RETURN. Deletion causes
the mail program to rorget about the message. This is not irreversible; the
message can be undeletedwith the undelete (u) command by typing
u number

6.4.5 Composing Mail
To compose mail, you must enter compose mode. Do this Crom XENIX
command level by typing
mail john
where john is the name or a user to whom you want to send mail. From mail
command mode, you can enter compose mode with the mail, reply, or Reply
commands. Once in compose mode, the text that you type is appended one line
at a time to the body or the message you are sending. Normal line editing
functions are available when entering text, including CNTRL-U to kill a line and
BACKSPACE to back up one character. Note that entering two interrupts ina
row (i.e., pressing INTERR UPT twice), aborts your composition.
While you are composing a message, mail treats lines beginning with the tilde
C) in a special way. This character introduces commands called compose
escapes. For example, typing
m

by itselr on a line places a copy of the most recently printed message inside the
message you are composing. The copy is shirted right one tabstop. Other
escapes set up heading fields, add and delete recipients to the message, allow
you to escape to an editor, let you revise the message body, or run XENIX
commands. To get a list of the available compose escapes when in compose
mode, type:

See also Section 6.6, "Compose Escapes", later in this chapter.
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6.4.6 Forwarding Mail
To forward a message, use the torward (t) command. For example, type
fjohn
to place a copy ofthe current message inside a new message. The copy is shifted
right one tahstop, and the new message is forwarded to John. John will receive
a message heading indicating that you have forwarded the message. The
Forward (F) command works just like its lowercase counterpart, except that
the forwarded message is not shirted right one tahstop.

6.4.7 Replying to Mail
You can use the reply command to set up a response to a message,
automatically addressing a reply to the person who sent the original message.
You then type in text and send the message by pressing CTNRL-Don a line by
itself. The Reply command works just like its lowercase counterpart, except
that the message is sent to others named in the original message's "To:" and
"Cc:" fields.

6.4.8 Specirying Messages
Commands such as print and delete can be given a message-list argument to
apply to several messages at once. Thus "delete 2 3" deletes messages 2 and 3,
while "delete 1-5" deletes messages 1 through 5. A star (*) addresses all
messages, and a dollar sign ($) addresses the last (highest numbered) message.
The top (t) command prints the first five lines ofa message; hence,you can type
top

*

to print the first five lines of every message. Message-lists can contain
com binations of lists, ranges, and names. For example, the following command
prints out all messagesrrom tom or bob and numbered 2,4,10, II,or 12:
p tom bob 2 4 10-12

6.4.g Creating Mailing Lists
You can create personal mailing lists so that, for example, you can send mail to
C ohorte and have it go to a group of people. Such lists are defined by placing an
aliaeline like
alias cohorts bill bob barry
in the file. maitre in your home directory. The current list of such aliases can be
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displayed with the alias (a) mail command. Personal aliases are expanded in
mail sent to others S6 that they will be able to Reply to each individual
recipient. For example, the To: field in a message sent to cohort, will read
To: bill bob barry
and not
To: cohorts
Normally, system-wide aliases are available to all users. These are installed by
whoever is in charge of your system. For more information, see section 6.8,
"Using Advanced Features", later in this chapter.

6.4.10 Sending Network Mail
Mail can be sent between XENIX machines connected with Micnet by specifying
a machine name and the user name on that machine, separated by a colon:
machine:user

Ir appropriate gateways are known to your system, you can send mail to sites
within the UUOP network using the syntax:
machine!user
(Be sure to escape the! by preceding it ~ith a backslash (\) when giving it on a
cd. command line.) Mail may also interpret other characters in the mail path
when dealing with other networks. In most cases, aliases should be set up so
that specifying machine names is unnecessary. For more information about
sending network mail, see theXENIX Operation, Guide.

6.4.11 Setting Options
Mail has several options that you can set from mail command mode or in the
file. maitrc in your home directory. For example, "set askcc" enables the askcc
switch and causes prompting for additions to the Cc: field when you finish
composing a message. These and other options are discussed in Section 6.7
"Setting Up Your Environment: The .mailrc File".

6.5 Commands
This section describes each of t.he commands available to you in mail command
mode. The examples in this section assume you have invoked mail and th:).t
you have several messages you want to dispose of. Note that in general, mail
commands can be invoked with either the name of the command or a one- or
two-character mnemonic abbreviation. In the text of the command
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descriptions below, this mnemonic abbreviation is enclosed in parentheses
after the name of the command. All commands are printed-in boldface, except
in the examples.
6.S.1 Getting Help: help and

r

The help (7) command prints out a brief summary of all mail commands, so ir
you ever get stuck when you are in m ail command mode, type:

or
help

6.5.2 Reading Mail: p,

+, -, and

re,tart

To look at a specific message, use the print (p) command. For example,
pretend you have a header-list that looks like this:
3 john
2 sam
1 tom

VVed Sep 21 09:21 26/782 "Notice"
Tue Sep 20 22:55 6/83 "Meeting"
Mon Sep 19 01:23 6/84 "Invite"

Reading rrom the left, each header contains the message number, who sent it,
the day, date, and time it was sent, the number or lines and characters in the
message, and its subject.
To examine the second message, type:
p2
This might cause mail to respond with:
Message 2:
From sam Tue Sep 2022:55 1983
Subject: Meeting
Meeting everyone, please don't forget!
To look at message 3, type

or to look at message 1, type
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+

+

The commands and - execute relative to the last message referred to, which
in our example was 2. For large numbers of messages, you can skip forward and
backward by the number of messages specified as an argument to + and -. For
example, typing
+3

skips forward three messages. Iryou type

p•
then all messages are displayed, since the star (*) matches all messages.
Pressing RETURN prints out the next message in the header-list. You can can
always go to a message and print it by giving its message number or one of the
special characters, caret (A), dot (.), or dollar sign (S). In the example where
message 2 is the current message

·prints the current message,

prints message 1, and

S
prints message 3.
When new mail arrives while you are in mail, the message "New mail has
arrived--type 'restart' to read". Uyou wish to read the new messages, type
restart
The headers of the new messages appear.

6.5.3 Finding Out the Number of the Current Message: =
The number (=) command prints out the message number of the current
message. It ta.kes no arguments.

6.5.4 Displaying the First Five Lines: t
The top (t) command takes a message-list and prints the first five lines of each
addressed message. For example
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top 2-12
prints out the first five lines of each of the messages 2 through 12. Note that the
number of lines printed out by top can be set with the topline.option.

6.5.5 Displaying Headers: h
The headers (h) command displays header window~. or lists or headers. A
header window contains no more than 18 headers. With no argument, the
headers command displays a header window in which the current message
header is displayed at the center of the window.
To examine the next set of 18 headers, type:

h+
To examine the previous set, type:

hBoth plus and minus take an optional numeric argument that indicates the
number of header windows to move forward or backward before printing. It a
message-list is given, then the headers command prints out the header line for
each message in the list, disregarding all windowing. For example

h joe
displays all the message headers from joe. The following are some
characteristics of the header-list:
Deleted messages do not appear in the listing.
Messages saved with the save command are flagged with a star (.).
Messages to be saved in your user mailbox are flagged with an "M".

If the automboz opt,ion is set, messages held with the hold command
are flagged with an "H".
6.5.6 Deleting Messages: d and dp
Unless you indicate otherwise, each message you receive is automatically saved
in the system mailbox when you quit mail. Often, however, you don't want to
save messages you have received. To delete messages, use the delete (d)
command. For example,
delete 1
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prevents mail from retaining message 1 in the system mailbox. The messa.ge
will disappear altogether, alo~g with its num ber.
The dp command deletes the current message and prints the next message. Itis
useful for quickly reading and disposing of ma.il. Using dp is the same as using
the d command with the 4utoprint option set. See also the undelete command,
below.

6.5.7 Undeleting Messages: u
The undelete (u) command causes a message that has been previously deleted
with d or dp to reappear as if it had never been deleted. For example, to
undelete message 3, type

u3
You cannot undelete messages from previous mail sessions; they are gone for
good.

6.5.8 Leaving mail: q and x
\Vhen you have read all your messages, you can leave mail with the quit (q)
command. All messages are held in your system mailbox, except the following:
Deleted messages, which are discarded irretrievably.
Messages marked with the mbox command, which are saved in mboz
in your home directory (i.e." your user mailbox).
Messages saved with the save and write commands are deleted rrom
the system mailbox. Forwarded messages are not deleted.
Note that if the 4utomboz option is set, messages that you have read are
automatically saved in your user mailbox. If you wish to leave mail quickly
without altering either your system or user mailbox, you can use the exit (x)
command. This returns you to the shell without changing anything: no
messages are deleted or saved. Files that you invoke with the mail-t switch
are unaffected as well.

6.5,0 Saving Your Mail: s
The save (s) command lets you save messages to files other than mboz. By
using save, you can organize your mail by putting messages in appropriate
files. The save command writes out each message to the file given as the last
argument on the command line. For example, the following command appends
messages 1-5 to the file letter,:
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s 1-5 letters
The file lette" is created ir it does not already exist. Saved messages are not
automatically retained in the system mailbox wh,en you quit, nor are they
selected by the print command described above, unless explicitly requested.
.
Each saved message is marked with a star (.).
Save writes out the entire message, including the To:, Subject:, and Cc: fields.
In comparison, the write command, discussed below, writes outonly the bodies
or the specified messages.

6.5.10 Saving Your :Mail: w
The write (w) command. writes out the botlyofeach message to the file given as
the last argumen t on the command line. Each written message is mar ked with a
star (*). The syntax is similar to thatoCthe save command. For example,
w 3-17 john elliot book
writes out the bodies of all messages from john and elliot in the number range
3-17. They are concatenated to the end of the file named book.

6.5.11 Saving Your Mail: mb
The mbox (mb) command marks each message specified ina message-list, so
that all are saved in the user mailbox when a quit command is executed.
Message headers are marked with an "M" to show that they are to be saved in
mboz.

6.5.12 Saving Your Mail: ho
The hold (ho) command takes a message-list and marks each message so that it
is saved in your system mailbox instead ot deleted or saved in mboz when you
quit. Saving of files in the system mailbox happens by default, so use holdon.I,
when you have also set the 4utomhoz option.

6.5.13 Printing Your Mail on the Lineprinter: I
The Ipr (1) command paginates and prints out messages to the lineprinter. It
takes a message-list as its argument, then paginates and prints out each
message. For example
I doug
prints out each messa.ge rrom the user doug on the lineprinter.
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6.5.14 Sending Mail: m
To send mail to a user, use the mail (m)command.This sends mail in the
manner described for the reply command, except that you supply a list or
recipients either as an argument or by entering them in the To: field. All
compose escapes work in mail. Note that the mail command is in most ways
identical to typing mail ,",en at the XENIX command level.
6.5.15 Replying to Mail: rand R
Often, you want to deal with a message by responding to its author right away.
The reply (r) command is useful for this purpose: it takes a message-list and
sends mail to the author of each message. The original message's subject field is
copied as the reply's subject. Each message is composed in compose mode; thus
all compose escapes work in reply, and messages are terminated by pressing
CNTRL-D.

The Reply (R) command works just like its lowercase counterpart, except tha.t
copies of the reply are also sent to everyone shown in the original message's
"To:" and "Cc:" fields.
6.5.16 Forwarding Mail: rand F
To forward a copy of a message, use the forward (f) command. This causes a
copy of the current message to be sent to the specified users. The message is
marked as saved, and then deleted from the system mailbox when you exit mail.
For example, to forward the current message to someone whose login name is
john, type
fjohn
John will receive the forwarded message, along with a heading showing tha.t
you are the one who forwarded it. Inside the new message, the forwarded
message is indented one tab stop. An optional message number can also be
given. For example,
f 2 john bill
forwards message 2 to john and bill.
The Forward (F) command is identical to the lowercase forward command,
except that the forwarded message is not indented.
6.5.17 Creating

~1ailing

Lists: a

The alias (a) command links a group of names with the single name given by
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the first argument, thus creating a mailing list. For example, you could type
alias beatles john paul george ringo
so that whenever you used the name butlu in a destination address (as in "m.ail
beatles"), it would be expanded so that you are really referring to the rour
names aliased to beatle,. With no arguments, alias prints out all currentlydefined aliases. With one argument, it prints out the users defined by the given
alias.
You will probably want to define aliases in the startup file, . mailre, so that you
don't have to redefine them each time you invoke mail. See section 6.7,
"Setting Up Your Environment: The .mailre File", ror more information.

6.5.18 Setting and Unsetting Options: se and uns
Mail switch and string options can be set with the mail commands set and
unset. A switch option is either on or off (set or unset). String options are
strings of characters that are assigned values with the syntax option-,tring.
Multiple options may be specified on a line. It is most useful to place set and
unset commands in the file . maitre in your home directory, where they become
your own personal default options when you invoke mail. For example, you
migh t have a set comm and that looked like this:
set dot metoo toplines=lO SHELL=/usr/bin/sh
The options dot and metoD are switch options; topline, and SHELL are string
options.
The command
set?
prints out a list of the available options. See the section "Setting Up Your
Environment", ror descriptions of these options.

6.5.10 Editing a message: e and v
To edit individual messages using the text editor, use the edit (e) command. It
takes a message-list and processes each message in turn by writing it to a
temporary file. The editor, ed, is then automatically invoked so that you can
edit the temporary file. When you finish editing the message, write the message
out, then quit the editor. M ail reads the message back into the message buffer
and removes the temporary file.
It is orten userul to be able to invoke either a line or visual editor, depending on
the type or terminal you are using. To invoke 1)i, you can use the visual (v)
command. (Note that 1)i is not available on all XENIX systems.) The operation
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or the visual command is otherwise identical to that orthe edit command.
6.&.20 Executing Shell Commands: sh and!

To execute a shell command without leaving mail, precede the command with
an exclamation point. For example
!date
prints out the current date without leaving mail. To enter a new shell, type:
sh
To exit from this new shell and return to mail command mode, pressCNTRL-D.
6.&.21 Finding Out the Number or Characters in a Message: si

The size (si) command prints out the number of characters in each message in a
message-list. For example, the command
si 1-4
might print out:
4:
3:
2:
1:

234
1000
23
456

6.&.22 Changing the Working Directory: cd

The cd command changes the working directory to the name or the directory
you give it as an argument. If no argument is given, the directory is changed to
your home directory. This command works just like the normal XENIX cd
command. (Note that exiting mail returns you to the directory rrom which
you entered mail; thus the mail cd command works oI)ly within mail.) You
may want to place a cd command in your .m4ilrc file so that you always begin
executing mail rrom within the same directory.
6.&.23 Reading Commands From a File: so

The source (so) command reads in mail commands rrom the file Normally,
these commands are alias, set, and unset commands.
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8.8 Leaving Compose Mode Temporarily
While composing a message to be sent to others, it is often useful to print a
message, invoke the text editor on a partial message, execute a shell command,
or perform some other function. Mail provides these capabilities through
compOBeeecapeB (sometimes called tilde eecape.) which consist of a tilde r) at
the beginning of a line, followed by a single character that specifies the function
to be performed. These escapes are available only when you are composing a
new message. They have no meaning when you are in mail command mode.
The available compose escapes are described below.
6.6.1 Getting Help: -!

The help escape is the first compose escape you should know because it tells you
about all the others. For example, iryou type

a brief summary of the available compose escapes is printed on your screen.
Note that -h prompts for heading fields and and does not give help.
6.6.2 Printing the Messa.ge: -p
To print the current text of a messa.ge you are composing, type:

This prints a line of dashes and the heading a.nd body of the message so far.
6.6.3 Editing the Message: -e and -v

If you are dissatisfied with a message as it stands, you can edit the message by
invoking the editor, ed, with the editor escape, -e. This causes the message to
be copied into a temporary file so that you can edit it. Similarly, the -v escape
causes the message to be copied into a temporary file so that you can edit it with
the vi editor. (Note that vi is not available on all XENIX systems.) Arter
modifying the message to your satisfaction, write it out and quit the editor.
Mail responds by typing
(continue)
after which you ma.y continue composing your message.
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To add additional names to the list of message recipients, type the escape:
~t

name 1 name2 ...

You can name as many additional recipients as you wish. Note that users
originally on the recipient list will still receive the message: you cannot remove
anyone from the recipient list with ~t. To remove a recipient, use the ~h
command, which is discussed later in this section.
You can replace or add a subject field by using the ~ s escape:
~s

line-o/-tezt

This replaces any' previous subject with line-o/-tezt. The subject, ir given,
appears near the top or the message, prefixed with the heading Subject:. You
can see what the message looks like by using ~p, which prints out all heading
fields along wi th the body or the text.
You may occasionally prerer to list certain people as recipients or carbon copies
of a message rather than direct recipients. The escape
~c

namel name2 ...

adds the named people to the Ce: list. The escape
- cc name 1 name2 ...
performs an identical function. Similarly, the escape
~b

namel name2 ...

adds the named people to the Bee: (Blind carbon copy) list. The people on this
list receive a copy or the message, but are not mentioned anywhere in the
message you send. Remember that you can always execute a -p escape to see
what the message looks like.
The escape

adds or changes the person or persons named in the return-receipt to: field.
The recipients or the message are given in the To: field; the subject is given in
the Subje ct: field, carbon copy recipients are given in the Ce: field and the
return receipt recipient in the Return-receipt-to: field. Uyou wish to edit these
in ways impossible with the ~ t, -s, - c, and -R escapes, you can use
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where h stands for "heading". The escape ~h prints To: followed by the current
list ot recipients and leaves the cursor at the end of the line. If you type in
ordinary characters, they. are appended to the end of the current list of
recipients. You can also use the normal XENIX command line editing characters
to edit these fields, so you can erase existing heading text by backspacing over
it.
When you press RETURN, mail advances to the Subieet: field, where the same
rules apply. Another RETURN brings you to the Oe: field, another brings you to
the Bee: field, and yet another to the Return-receipt-to: field. Each of these
fields can be edited in the same way. Finally, another RETURN leaves you
appending text to the end or your message body. AB always, you can use ~p to
print the current text or the heading fields along wi th the body of the message.

6.6.6 Adding a File to the

~fessage:

-r and

~d

It is often useful to be able to include the contents of some file in your message.
The escape
~r

filename

is provided for this purpose, and causes the named file to be appended to your
current message. Mail complains if the file doesn't exist or can't be read. If the
read is successful, mail prints the number of lines and characters appended to
your message.
As a special case of - r, the escape

reads in the file de ad.lette r in your home directory. This is often useful because
mail copies the text or your message buffer to de ail.letter whenever you abort
the creation of a message by either typing two consecutive interrupts or
entering a -q escape.

6.6.6 Enclosing Another Message: -m and -M
If you are sending mail from within mail's command mode, you can insert a
message sent to you into the message you are. currently composing. For
example, you might type:
-m4

This reads message 4 into the messa.ge you are composing, shifted right one tab
stop. The esca.pe
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perrorms the same runction, but with no right shirt. You can name any
nondeleted message or list or messages.
6.6.7 Saving the Message in a File: -w
To save the current text or a message body in a file, use:
-w filename
Mail writes out the message body to the specified file, then prints the number
or lines and characters written to the file. The -w escape does not write the
message heading to the file.
6.6.8 Leaving Mail Temporarily: -! and -,
To temporarily escape to the shell, use the escape
-!command

This executes command and returns you to mail compose mode without
altering your message. Ir you wish to filter the body of your message through a
shell command, use
-,command

This pipes your message through the command and uses the output as the new
text of your message. This escape is particularly userul with the fmt command
which performs simple rormatting operations on the text of your message. If
the command produces no output, mail assumes that something is wrong,
retains the old version oryour message, and prints:
(continue)

6.6.g Escaping to Mail Command Mode: -:
To temporarily escape to mail command mode, use either oCthe escapes
-:mail-command
-_mail-command

You can then execute any m ail command that you want. Note t.hat this escape
does not work iryou enter compose mode rrom theXENIX shell. You will receive
the message:
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May not execute emd while composing

6.6.10 Placing a Tilde at the Beginning or a Line:··

If you wish to send a message that contains a line beginning with a tilde, you
must type it twice. For example, typing
• ·This line begins with a tilde.
appends
·This line begins with a tilde.
to your message. The escape character can be changed to a different character
with the eeeape option. (For information on how to set options, see section 6.7,
"Setting Up Your MailEnvironment". If the escape character is not a tilde,
then this discussion applies to that character and not the tilde;

6.7 Setting Up Your Environment: The .mailrc File
Whenever mail is invoked, it first reads the file /uer/lib/ mail/mailre then the
file. mailre in the user's home directory. System-wide aliases are defined in
/uer/lib/mail/mailrc.Personal aliases and set options are defined in .mailre.
The following is a sample. mailre file:

*
*

number sign introduces comments
personal aliases office and cohorts are defined below

alias office bill steve karen
alias cohorts john mary bob beth mike

*
*

set dot lets messages be terminated by period on new line
set askcc says to prompt ror Cc: list after composing message

set dot askcc

*

cd changes directory to different current directory

cd

6.7.1 The Subject prompt: asksubject
The aekeub.iectswitchcauses prompting for the subject of each message before
you enter compose mode. If you respond to the prompt with a RETURN, then
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no subject field is sent.
6.1.2 The CC: prompt: askcc
The alleee switch causes prompting lor additional carbon copy recipients when
you finish composing a message. Responding with a RETURN signals your
satislaction with the current list. Pressing INTERRUPT prints
interrupt
(continue)
so that you can return to editing your message.

6.7.3 Printing the Next :Message: autoprint
This switch C3.uses the delete command to behave like dp. After deleting a
message, the next message in the list is automatically printed. Printing also
occurs automatically after execution of an undelete command.

6.7.4 Listing Messages in Chronologica.l Order: chron a.nd
mchron
The chron switch causes messages to be listed in chronological order. By
default, messages are listed with the most recent first. Set cAron when you want
to read a series of messages in the order they were received.
The me hron switch, like t hron, prints messages in chronological order, but lists
them in the opposite order, i.e. highest-numbered, or most recent, first. This is
useful if you keep a large number of messages in your mailbox and you wish to
list the headers of the most recently received mail first but read the me'ssages
themselves in chronological order.

6.7.5 Using the Period to Send

2.

Message: dot

The dot swi tch lets you use a period (.) as an end-or-transmission character, as
well as CNTRL-D. This option is available ror those who are used to this
convention when editing with the editor, ed.

6.7.6 Including Yourselr in a Group: metoo
Usually, when a group- is expanded that contains name or the sender, the sender
is removed from the expansion. Setting the metoooption causes the sender to be
included in the group.
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6.1.1 Saving Aborted Messages: save
The ftOltu)e switch prevents aborted messages from being appended to the file
de cd.letter in your home directory; messages are saved by default. Messages are
aborted when in compose mode by typing either two interrupts or a - q compose
escape.
6.7.8 Printing the Version Header: quiet
The quiet switch suppresses the printing of "<n> messages:" before the
header-list and suppresses printing of the version header when mail is first
invoked.
6.7.0 Choosing an Editor: The EDITOR String
The EDITOR string contains the pathname ofthe text editor to use in the edit
command and ~ e escape. It not defined, then the default editor is used. For
example:
set EDITOR==/bin/ed
6.7.10 Choosing an Editor: The VISUAL String
The VISUAL string contains the path name of the text editor used in the visual
command and -v escape. For example:
set VISUAL-/bin/vi

By default vi is the editor used.
6.7.11 Choosing a Shell: The SHELL String
The SHELL string contains the name of the shell to use in the! command and
the ~! escape. A default shell is used if this option is not defined. For example:
set SHELL==/bin/sh
6.7.12 Changing the Escape Character: The escape String
The esc cpe string defines the character to use in place of the tilde C) to denote
compose escapes. For example:
set escape==.
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With this setting, the asterisk becomes the new compose escape character.

6.7.13 Setting Page Size: The page String
The pa.ge string causes messages to be displayed in pages or size n lines. You are
prompted with a question mark between pages. Pressing RETURN causes the
next page or the current message to be printed. By default this paging reature is
turned off.

6.7.14 Saving Outgoing Mail: The record String
The record string sets the pathname or the file used to record all outgoing mail.
If not defined, then outgoing mail is not copied and saved. For example:
set record= /usr /john/recordfile
\Vith this setting, all outgoing mail is automatically appended to the file
/ uer/iohn/ rec ordfile.

6.7.15 Keeping Mail in the System Mailbox: autombox
The automboz switch determines whether messages remain in the system
mailbox when you exit mail. If you set automboz, examined messages are
automatically placed in the mboz file in your home directory (your user
mailbox) and remofJedfrom the system mailbox when you quit.

6.7.16 Changing the top Value: The toplines String
The toplinel string sets the number oC lines or a message to be printed out with
the top command. By deCault, this value is five. For exa.mple:
set toplines=lO
With this setting, ten lines or each message a.re printed out when the top
command is used.

6.7.17 Sending Mail Over Telephone Lines: ignore
The ignore switch causes interrupt signals Crom your terminal to be ignored
and echoed as at-signs (@). This switch is normally used only when
communicating with mail over telephone lines.
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. 8.8 Using Advanced Features
This section discusses advanced features of mail useful to those with some
existing familiarity with the XENIX mail system.
6.8.1 Command Line Options
One very useful comma.nd line option to mail is the -8 "subject" switch. With
this switch you can speciry a subject on the command line. For example, you
could send a file named letter with the subject line, "Important Meeting at
12:00", by typing the following:
mail -s "Importa.nt Meeting at 12:00" john bob mike <letter
To include other header fields in your message, you can use the following
options:
...R Makes the mail session "read-only", preventing alteration of the mail
being read.
-b Adds the blind carbon copy field to the message header.
-c

Adds the carbon copy field to the message header.

-r

Adds the return-receipt to: field to the message header.

-u Reads in u6er'6 mail.
Mail also allows you to edit files of messages by using the -f switch on the
command line. For example,
mail -f filename
causes mail toeditfilen4me and
mail-f
causes mail to read mboz in your home directory. All the mail commands
except hold are available to edit the messages. When you type the quit
command, ma.il writes the updated file back.
Uyou send mail over a noisy phone line, you may riotice that bad cha.racters are
transmitted. Many of these will be the character that aborts messages: the
RUBOUT or DEL character. To ignore these bad characters, invoke mail with
the -i switch.
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6.8.2 Using Mail as a Reminder Service
Besides sending and receiving mail, you can use mail as a reminder service.
Several XENIX commands have this idea built in to them. For example, the
XENIX lpr command's -m switch causes mail to be sent to the user after files
have been printed on the lineprinter. XENIX automatically examines the file
named calendar in each user's home directory and looks for lines containing
either today or tomorrow's date. These lines are sent by mail as reminder of
important events.

Ir you program in the shell command language, you can use mail to signal the
completion of a job. For example, you might place the following two lines in a
shell procedure:
biglongjob
echo" biglongjob done"

I mail self

You can also create a a logfile that you want to mail to yourself. For example,
you might have a shell procedure that looks like this:
dosomething > logfile
mail self <logfile
For information about writing shell procedures, see Chapter 7 of this manual,
"The Shell".
6.8.3 Handling Large Amounts orMail
Eventually, you will Cace the problem of dealing with an accumulation of
messages in your user mailbox. There are a number of strategies that you can
employ to handle this flood oCinformation. Keep in mind the dictum:
When in doubt, throw it out.
This means that you should only save important mail in your user mailbox. Ir
your mailbox file becomes large, you must periodically examine its contents to
decide whether messages are still relevant. For very long messages, consider
replacing message contents with summaries.
Even the above measures are not usually help enough in organizing the many
messages you are likely to receive. One effective approach is to save mail in files
organized by sender, by topic, or by a combination oC the two. Create these files
in a separate mail directory; you can access these mailbox files with the mail-f
filename switch. However, be forewarned-this approach to organizing ma.il
quickly eats up disk space.
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6.8.4 Maintenance and Administration
The following is a list or the programs and files that make up the XENIX mail
system:
/usr /bin/mail

Mail program

/usr /lib/mail/mailrc

Mail system initialization file

/usr /spool/mail/ *

System mailbox files

/usr/name/mbox

.User mailbox

/usr / name/.mailrc

User mail initialization file

/usr /lib/mail/mailhelp.cmd

Mail command help file

/usr /lib/ /mail/mailhelp.esc

Mail compose escape help file

/usr /lib/mail/mailhelp.set

Mail option help file

/usr /lib/mail/mailaliases

System-wide aliases

/etc/newaliases

Program to produce database files rrom
/ulr/lib/ mail/ alialel

A system-wide distribution list is kept in /uBr/lib/mail/Gliale,. A system
administrator is usually in charge or this list, These aliases are kept in a vastly
different syntax rrom .mailre, and are expanded when mail is sent. You will
normally need special permission to change system-wide aliases.

6.9 Quick Reference
The following sections give provide quick reference to the available commands,
compose escapes, and options.

6,g,1 Command Summary
Given below are the name and syntax for each command, its abbreviated form
(in brackets), and a short description. Many commands have optional
arguments; most can be executed without any arguments at all. In particular,
commands that take a message-list argument default will to the current
message if no message-list is _given. In the following descriptions, boldrace
denotes the name of a command, compose escape or option. Italics are used for
arguments to commands or compose esca.pes. The vertical ba.r indica.tes
selection and is used to separate the arguments from which you ma.y select. All
other text should be read literally.
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RETURN

Prints the next message.

[+] With no n argument, goes to the next message and
prints it. If given a numeric argument n, goes to the nth
message and prints it.
-n

[-] With no n argument, goes to the previous message
and prints it. If given a numeric argument n, goes to the
nth previous message and prints it.
Prints the first message.

s

Prints the last message.

=

Prints the message number ofthe current message.

!

Prints

the

summary

of

mail

commands

in

/ usr/lib/ mail/ mailhelp.cmd.
!Ih,ell-cmd

Executes the shell command that follows. No space is
needed after the exclamation ,point.

Alias

Prints system-wide aliases ror users.

alias name users

[a] Aliases U8ers to name. With no name arguments,
prints all currently defined aliases. With one argument,
prints the users aliased by the given name argument.

cd director1l

[c 1 Changes the user's working directory to the
specified directory. If no directory is given, then
changes to the user's home directory.
[d) Deletes each message in the given message-list.

dp mug-list

Deletes the current message and prints the next
message.

echo

Expands shell metacharacters.

edit mug-list

[e) Takes the given message-list and points the text
. editor at each message in turn. On return to comma.nd
mode, the edited message is read back in. See also the
visual command.

exit[!] ,

[x 1Immediately returns to the shell without modifying
the system mailbox, the user mailbox, or a file specified
with the -tswitch.

file filename

[fi1 Prints the name orthe mailbox file.
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forward mug-num uBer-liBt
[fl Takes a uBer-liBt argument and forwards the
current message to each name. The message sent to
each is indented and shows that the sender has p.assed it
on. The meBg-num argument is optional, and is used to
forward the numbered message instead of the default
message.
Forward meBg-num uBer-liBt
[F) Same as forward except that the message is not
indented.
headers

+nl-nl meBg-liBt
lh) With no argument, lists the current range of
headers, which is an IS-message group. If a plus (+)
argument is given, then the next 18-message group is
printed, and if a minus (-) argument is given, the
previous I8-message group is printed. Both plus and
minus accept an optional numeric argument indicating
the number of header-windows to move forward or
backward. If a message-list is given, then the messageheader for each message in the list is printed.

hold me'g-li,t

[ho) Takes a message-list arid marks each message to
be saved in the user's system mailbox instead of in
mboz.

list

Prints list of mail commands. mboz. Does not
override the delete command. Not userul unless the
autombozoption is set.

lpr mug-liBt

mail IUBer-li,t]
till box

me ,g-li8t

[I) Prints each of the messages in the required
message-list on the lineprinter. Messages are piped
. through pr berore being printed.
[m) Takes an optional user-list argument and sends
mail to each name after ~ntering compose mode.
1mb 1 Marks messages given in the message-list
argument to be savedin the user mailbox when aquit is
executed. Message headers contain an initial letter "M"
to show that they are to be saved.

move meBg-lilt mug-numPlaces the messages specified in me Bg-liBt after the
message specified in melg-num. It me'g-num is 0,
me eg-liBt moves to the top of the mailbox.
prin t me Bg-U,t
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user's terminal.
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quit

(q] Terminates the mail session, retaining all
nondeleted, unsa.ved messages in the system mailbox.
If the' 4utomboz option is set, then examined messages
are saved in the user mailbox, deleted messages are
discarded, and all messages marked with the hold
command are retained in the system mailbox.

If you are executing a quit while editing a mailbox file
with the -t flag, the mailbox file is rewritten and the
user returns to the shell.
reply me,g-li,t

(r] Takes a message-list and sends mail to each message
author just like the mail command.

Reply mug-lilt

(R] Identical to the reply command except that replies
are also sent to other users in the To: and those named
in the Cc: field;

save melg-liltfilen4me

(5] Takes an optional message-list and a filename and
appends each message in turn to the end or the file. The
derault message is the current message.
set

(se] Prints list or available options.

set option-lilt

(se] With no arguments, prints all variable values.
Otherwise, sets option. Arguments are or the rorm
option=f14Iue, ir. the option is a string option or just
option, ir the option is a switch. Multiple options may
be set on one line.

shell

[sh] Invokes an interactive version orthe shell.

size me'9-U,t

lsi] Takes a message-list and prints the size in
characters or each message.

source file

[so] Reads and executes mail commands rrom the
given file.

top

(t ) Takes a message-list and prints the top five lines.
The number or lines printed is set by the variable
toplinu.

string

Searches rorltn'ng in me,g-li,t. Ignores case in search.

undelete melg-liBt

(u] Takes a message-list and marks each one as not
being deleted. Each message in the list must previously
have been deleted.
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unset option,

(uns] Takes a list or option names and discards their
remem bered values; this is the opposite or set.

visual me'g-li,t

[v] Takes a message-listanct invokes the 11i editor on
each one.

write mug-li,tjilename

(w I Writes the message bodies of messages given by the
message-list to the file given by filename.

6.0.2· Compose Escape Summary
Compose escapes are used when composin·g messages to perrorm special
functions. They are only· recognized at the beginning of lines. The escape
character can be set with the ucape string option.(See section 6.7.14, "The
escape String".) Abbrev iations ror each escape are in brackets.
Here is a summary or the compose escapes:
Inserts the string or text in the message prefaced by a single
tilde r).
Prints out help ror compose escapes on terminal.
Same as CNTRL-D on a new line.
Executes a shell command, then returns to compose mode.
Pipes the message body through the command as a filter.
Replaces the message body with- the output of the filter. If
the command gives no output or terminates abnormally,
retains the original message body.
~ _mail-comman.d

Executes a mail command, then returns to compose mode.

~ :mail-command

Executes a mail command, then returns to compose mode.
(~a JPrints list or private aliases.

--

r a IPrints names included in private tdia,,,.ame.

~ alias

alia,n.ame

~ alias

alia,name u,er,
a JAdds u,er,to private tdia,name list.

r

(~A] Prints list or system-wide

~Alias

~ Alias
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[-A J Prints system-wide aliases for u,erl.
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-bee name ...

[-b) Addsthe given names to the Bee: field.
[-e) Adds the given name to the cc: field.

-dead

r

dl Reads the file de ad.lette r from your home directory
into the message.
[-e) Invokes the line editor on the message being sent.
Exiting the editor returns the user to compose mode.

-headers

[- h] Edits the message heading fields by printing each one in
turn and allowing the user to modify each field.

- message me,g~li,t
[-m] Reads the narried messages into the message being
sent, shirted right one tab. Uno messages are specified, reads
the current message.
-Message me'g-li,t [-M,) Same as -message except with no right shirt.
-prin t

[- p] Prints the message buffer prefaced by the message
heading.

-quit

[-q) Aborts the message being sent, copying the message to
de4d.lttterinyour home directory irthe ,atle option is set.

-read filename

[-r] Reads the named file into the message.

-Return name

(-R ] Addsthe given names to the R eturn-re ceipt-to: field.

-shell

I -sh] lnv-okes ashelL

-su bjeet 'tring

[- s J Causes the named string to become the current subject
field.

-to name...

rtJAddsthegivennamestothe To:field.

-visual

[-v] Invokes the 'vi editor to edit the message buffer.
Exiting the editor returns the user to compose mode.

-writejilen4rne: (-w lWritesthe message body to the named file.
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6.0.3 Option Summary
Options are controlled with the set and unset commands. An option is either a
switch or a string. A switch is either on or oft', while a string option has a value
that is apathname, a number, or a single character. Options"are summarized
below.
askcc

Causes prompting ror additional carbon copy recipients at the
end of each message. Pressing RETURN retains the current list.

asksubject

Causes prompting ror the subject or each message you send.
The subject is a line ohextterminated by a RETURN.

autombox

Usually messages are retained in the system mailbox when the
user quits. However, ir this option is set, examined messages
are automatically appended to the user mailbox;

autoprint

Causes the delete command to behave like dp. Thus, arter
deleting (or undeleting) a message, the next one is printed
au tomatic ally.

chron

Causes messages to be listed in chronological order.

dot

Ca.uses a single period on a newline to act as the EOT character.
The normal end-or-transmission character ,CNTRL-D, still
works.

EDITOR= Pa.thname or the text editor to use in the edit command and -e
escape. If not defined, then adt!Cault editor is used.
escape char

If defined, sets char as the character sets the character to use in
place ohhe tilde to denote compose escapes.

ignore

Causes interrupt signals rrom your terminal to be ignored and
echoed as at-signs (@).

mchron

Causes messages to be listed in numerical order (most recently
received first), but displayed in chronological order.

metoo

Normally, berore sending, the name or the sender is removed
rrom alias expansions. If metoo is set, then the name or the
sender is not removed.

nosave

Prevents saving or the message buffer in the file tleatl.letter in
the home directory, arter two consecutive interrupts or a -q
escape.

page=n

Specifies the number or lines (n) to be printed in a "page" ohext
when displaying messages.
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quiet

Suppresses the printing of the version when mail is first
invoked.

record-

Sets the pathname of the file used to record all outgoing mail. If
not defined, then outgoing mail is n.ot copied.

SHELL-

Pathname orthe shell to use in the! command and the -r escape.
A derault shell is used ir this option is not defined.

toplines=

Sets the number of lines or a message to be printed with the top
command. Default is five lines.

VISUAL-

Pathname of the text editor to use in the visual command a.nd
-v escape. The default is for the vi editor.
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7.1 Introduction
When users log into XENIX, they communicate with the shell command
interpreter, ah. This interpreter is a XENIX program that supports a very
powerrul command language. Each invocation of this interpreter is called a
shell; and each shell has one function: to read and execute commands from its
standard input.
Because the shell gives the user a high-level language in which to communica.te
with the operating system, XENIX can perrorm tasks unheard of in less
sophisticated operating systems. Commands that would normally have to be
written in a traditional programming language can be written with just a few
lines in a shell procedure. In other operating systems, commands are executed
in strict sequence. With XENIX and the shell, commands can be:

•

•
•
•
•

Combined to form new commands
Passed positional parameters
Added or renamed by the user
Executed within loops or executed conditionally
Created ror local execution without rear of name conflict with other
uset commands
Executed in the background without interrupting a session at a
terminal

Furthermore, commands can "redirect" command input from one source to
another and redirect command output to a file, terminal, printer, or to another
command. This provides flexibility in ta.iloring a. task ror a particular purpose.

7.2 Basic Concepts
The shell itselr (i.e., the program that reads your commands when you log in or
that is invoked with the sh command) is a program written in the C language; it
is not part of the operating system proper, but an ordinary user program.
7.2.1 How Shells Are Created
In XENIX, a process is an executing entity complete with instructions, data,
input, and output. All processes have lives of their own, and may even start (or
"fork"} new processes. Thus, at any given moment several processes may be
executing, some of which are' 'children" or other processes.
Users log into the operating system and are assigned a "shell" from which they
execute. This shell is a personal copy of the shell command interpreter that is
reading commands from the keyboard: in this context, the shell is simply
another process.
In the XENIX multitasking environment, files may be created in one phase and
then sent off to be processed in the "background." This allows the user to
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continue working while programs are running.
7.2.2 Comma.nds
The most common way of using the shell is by typing simple commands at your
keyboard. A 'imple command is any sequence of arguments separated by
spaces or tabs. The first argument (numbered zero) specifies the name or the
command to be executed. Any remaining arguments, with a few exceptions, are
passed as arguments to that command. For example, the following command
line might be typed to request printingofthe files aUo.n, 60.rrl/, and cGlf/in:
lpr allan barry calvin

If the first argument or a command names a file that is ezecut0.61e (as indicated
by an appropriate set or permission bits associated with that file) and is actually
a compiled program, the shell, as parent, creates a child process that
immediately executes that program. If the file is marked as being executable,
but is not a compiled program, it is assumed to be a shell procedure, i.e., a file or
ordinary text containing shell command lines. In this case, the shell spawns
another instance or itselt (a ,ubdell) to read the file and execute the commands
inside it.
From the user's viewpoint, compiled programs and shell procedures are
invoked in exactly the same way. The shell determines which implementation
has been used, rather than requiring the user to do so. This provides uniformity
or invocation.
7.2.3 How the Shell Finds Commands
The shell normally searches ror commands in three distinct locations in the file
system. The shell attempts to use the command name as given; if this (Soils, it
prepends the string / bin to the name. If the latter is unsuccessrul, it prepends
/u,rlbin to the command name. The effect is to search, in order, the current
directory, then the directory I bin, and finally, I u,rl bin. For example, the pr
and man commands are actually the files Ibin/pr and lu,rlbin/mo.n,
respectively. A more complex pathname may be given, either to loca.te a file
relative to the user's current directory, or to access a command· with an
absolutepathname. If a given command name begins with a slash(!) (e.g.,
I binI ,ort or I cmd), the prepending is not performed. Instead, a single attempt
is made to execute the command as named.
This mechanism gives the user a convenient way to execute public commands
and commands in or near the current directory, as well as the ability to execute
any accessible command, regardless or its location in the file structure. Because
the current directory is usually searched first, anyone can possess a private
version or a public command without affecting other users. Similarly, the
creation or a new public command does not affect a user who already has. a
private command with the same name. The particular sequence or directories
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searched may be changed by resetting the shell PATH variable. (Shell variables
are discussed later in this chaJ:>ter).

1.2.4 Generation or Argument Lists
The arguments to commands are very oCten filenames. Sometimes, these
filenames have similar, but not identical, names. To take advantage of this
similarity in names, the shell lets the user speciCy patterns that match the
filenames in a directory. Ir a pattern is matched by one or more filenames in a
directory, then those filenames are automatically generated by the shell as
arguments to the command.
Most characters in such a pattern match themselves, but there are alsoXENIX
special characters that may be included in a pattern. These special characters
are: the star (*), which matches any string, including the null string; the
question mark (1), which matches anyone character; and any sequence of
characters enclosed within brackets (( and )), which matches anyone of the
enclosed characters. Inside brackets, a pair of characters separated by a dash
(-) matches any character within the range of that pair. Thus [a-de) is
equivalent to [abcde}.
Examples oCmetacharacter usage:

*

*temp*
[a-f) *
*.c
/usr/bin/1

(Matchu
(Matche,
(Matchu
(Matchu
(Matche,

all
all
all
aU
all

name, in the current tlirectorll)
name, containing " temp")
name, beginning with "a" through "f)
name, ending in" .t")
,ingle-character namu in /u,,/bin)

This pattern-matching capability saves typing and, more importantly, makes
it possible to organize inCormation in large collections oC files that are named in
a structured fashion, using common characters or extensions to identify related
files.
.
Pattern matching has some restrictions. If the first cha.racter of a filename is a
period (.), it can be matched only by an argument that literally begins with a .
period. If a pattern does not match any filenames, then the pattern itself is
printed out as the result of the match.
Note that directory names should not contain any oC the Collowing characters:

*

? ( )

If these characters are used, then infinite recursion may occur during pattern
matching attempts.
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7.2.5 Quoting Mechanisms
The characters <, > ,.,?,L and G have special meanings to the shell. To remove
the special meaning of these characters requires some form of quoting. This is
done by using single quotation marks (1 or double quotation marks (") to
surround a string. A backslash (\) before a single character provides this
function. (Back quotation marks (') are used only for command substitution in
the shell and do not hide the special meanings of any characters.)
All characters within single quotation marks are taken literally. Thus
echostuff== 'echo $? $*; Is * I wc'
results in the string
echo $? $*; Is * I wc
being assigned to the variable ec Ao,tuJ!, but it does not result in any other
commands beingexecllted.
Within double quotation marks, the special meaning of certain characters does
persist, while all other characters are taken literally. The characters that
retain their special meaning are the dollar sign ($), the backslash (\), the single
quotation mark ( '), and the double quotation mark (" ) itself. Thus, within
double quotation marks, variables are expanded and command substitution
takes place (both topics are discussed in later sections). However, any
commands in a command substitution are unaffected by double quotation
marks, so that characters such as star (*) retain their special meaning.
To hide the special meaning or the dollar sign ($) and. single and double
quotation marks within double quotation marks, precede these characters with
a backslash (\). Outside or double quotation marks, preceding a character with
a backslash is equivalent to placing single quotation marks around that
character. A backslash (\) rollowed by. a newline causes that newline to be
ignored and is equivalent to a space. The backslash-newline pair is therefore
useful in allowing continuation orIong command lines.
Some examples of quoting are shown below:
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Jmmt
" '

,,,
"

,

echo one ' ,

"\" "
" 'echo one'"

"'"
one two
"one two"
'one two
'one * two
"one. two"
'echo one

Shell internrets as~
The back Quotation mark ( ')
The double Quotation mark (")
the one word" 'echo one'
The double Quot.ation mark (")
the one word "one"
ille1;_al J expects another ')
the two words "one" & "two"
the one word" one two"
the one word" one two"
the one word "one • two"
the one word" one. two"
the one word "one"

7.3 Redirecting Input and Output
In general, most commands donot know or care whether their input or output
is coming from or going to a terminal or a file. Thus, a command can be used
conveniently either at a terminal or in a pipeline. A few commands vary their
actions depending on the nature of their input or output, either for efficiency,
or to avoid useless actions (such as attempting random access I/0 on a terminal
or a pipe).

7.3.1 Standard Input and Output·
When a command begins execution, it usually expects that three files are
already open: a "standard input" .. 80 "standard output". and a "diagnostic
output", (also called "standard error"). A number called a file tle.eriptor is
associated with each of these files. By convention, file descriptor 0 is associated
with the standard input, file descriptor 1 with the standard output, and file
descriptor 2 with the diagnostic output. A child process normally inherits these
files from its parent; all three files are initially connected to the terminal (0 to
the keyboard, 1 and 2 to the terminal screen). The shell permits the files to be
redirected elsewhere before control is passed to an invoked command.
An argument to the shell orthe form "<file" or "> file" opens the specified file
as the standard input or output (in the case of output, destroying the previous
contents or file, if any). An argument of the form "> > file" directs the
standard output to the end of file, thus providing a way to append data to the
file without destroying its existing contents. In either of the two output cases,
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the shell creates file ir it does not already exist.Th us
>output
alone on a line creates a zero-length file. The rollowing appends to file log the
list or users who are currently logged on:
who

»

log

Such redirection arguments are only subject to variable and command
substitution; neither blank interpretation nor pattern matching or filenames
occurs arter these substitutions. This means that
echo 'this is a test' > -.gal
produces a one-line file named -.gtd. Similarly, an error message is produced by
the ~~llowing command, unless you have a file with the name "!":
cat

<?

So remember, special characters are not expanded in redirection arguments.
The reason this is so is that redirection arguments are scanned by the shell
be/ore pattern recognition and expansion takes place.

7.3.2 Diagnostic and Other Outputs
Diagnostic output rrom XENIX commands is normally directed to the file
associated with file descriptor 2. (There is orten a need tor an error output file
that is different rrom standard output so that error messages do not get lost
down pipelines.) You can redirect this error output toa file by immediately
prepending the number or the file descriptor (2 in this case) to either output
redirection symbol (> or >
The following line appends error messages
rrom the cc command to the file named ERRORS:

».

cc testfile.c 2> > ERRORS
Note that the file descriptor number must be prepended to the redirection
symbol without any intervening spaces or tabs; otherwise, the number will be
passed as an argument to the command.
This method may be generalized to allow redirection or output associated with
any or the first ten file descriptors (numbered 0-0). For instance, ir cmtl puts
output on file descriptor O,then therollowing line will direct that output to the
file lave data:
cmd O>savedata
A command often generates standard output and error output, and might even
have some other output, perhaps a data file. In this case, one can redirect
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independently all the different outputs. Suppose, ror example, that cmddirects
its standard output to file descriptor I, its error output to file descriptor 2, and
builds a data file on file descriptor Q. The rollowing would direct each or these
three outputs to a different file:
cmd >standard

2>error

Q>data

7.3.3 Command Lines and Pipelines
A sequence or commands separated by the vertical bar ( I ) makes up a pipeline.
In a pipeline consisting ormore than one comma.nd, each command is run as a
separate prc)cess connected to its neighbors by pipe" that is, the output or each
comma.nd (except the last one) becomes the input or the next command in line.
A filter is a command that reads its standard input, transrorms it in some way,
then writes it as its standard output. A pipelin,e normally consists of a series or
filte'rs. Although the processes in a pipeline are permitted to execute in parallel,
each program needs to read the output or its predecessor. Many commands
operate on individual lines of text, reading a line, processing it, writing it out,
and looping back ror more input. Some must read large amounts of data berore
producing output; sort is an example of the extreme case that requires all input
to be read berore any ~utput is produced.
The rollowing is an example of a typical pipeline:
nroff -mmtext I col Ilpr

N roft' is a text format ter available in the XENIX Text Processing System whose
output may contain reverse line motions, col conver:tst~ese motions to arorm
that can be printed on a terminallacking reverse-motion capability, an~,lpr
does the a.ctual printing. The flag -mm indicates one of the commonly uSed
formatting options, and tezt is the name or the file to be formatted.'
The rollowing examples illustrate the variety or effects that can be ohtained by
combining a rew commands in the ways described above. It may be helpful to
try these at a terminal:
•

who
Prints the list or logged-in users on the terminal screen.

•

who »log
Appends the list of logged-in userstothe end of file log.

• 'whol wc·-l
Prints the number or logged~in users. (The "argument to' we is
pronounced "minus ell".)
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•

whol pr
Prints a paginated list or logged.~in users.

•

who Isort
~
Prints an alphabetized list or logged-in users.

•

who I grep bob
Prints the list or logged-in users whose login names contain the string
bob.

•

who I grep bob Isort Ipr
Prints an alphabetized, paginated list or logged-in users whose login
names contain the string bob.

•

{datej who I wc -I; } > > log
Appends (to file log) the current date rollowed by the count of loggedin users. Be sure to place a space arter the lett brace and a semicolon
berore the right brace.

•

who I sed-e 's/ .*//'1 sort Iuniq-d
Prints only the login names or all users who are logged in more than
once. Note the use or sed as a filter to remove characters trailing the
login name rrom each line. (The" .t" in the sed command is preceded
by a space.)

The who command does not by it,dl provide options to yield all these
results-they are obtained by combining who with other commands. Note
that who just serves as the data source in these examples. As an exercise,
replace "whol "with "</etc/passwd" in the above examples to see how a file
can be used as a data source in the same way. Notice that redirection
arguments may appear anywhere on the command line, even at the start. This
means that
<infile >outfile sortlpr
is the same as
sortlpr <infile >outfile
7.3.4 Command Substitution

Any command line can be placed within back quotation marks (' •.• ') so that
the output or the command replaces the quoted command line itseIr. This
concept is known as command ,ub,titution. The command or commands
enclosed between back quotation marks are first executed by the shell and then
their output replaces the whole expression, back quotation marks and all. This
reature is orten used to assign to shell variables. (Shell variables are described
in the next section.) For example,
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today= 'date'
assigns the string representing the current date to the variable "today"; ror
example "Tue Nov 27 16:01:09 EST 1982". The rollowing command saves the
number orIogged-in users in the shell variable Ulerl :
users= 'who

I we -1'

Any command that writes to the standard output can be enclosed in back
quotation marks. Back quotation marks may be nested, but the inside sets
must be escaped with backslashes ( \). For example:
logmsg= 'echo Your login dire ctory is \ 'pwd\ "
will display the line "your login directory is name of login directory". Shell
variables can also be given values indirectly by using the read and line
commands. The read command takes a line from the standard input (usually
your terminal) and assigns consecutive words on that line to any variables
named.
For example;
read first init last
takes an input line or the form
G. A Snyder
and has the same effect as typing:
first=G.

init=A.

last=Snyder

The read command assigns any excess "words" to the last variable.
The line command reads a line or input rrom the standard input and then
echoes it to the standard output.

7.4 Shell Variables
The shell has several mechanisms for creating variables. A variable is a name
representing a string value. Certain variables are referred to as pOlitioraal
parameter,; these are the variables that are normally set only on the command
line. Other shell variables are simply names to which the user or the shell itself
may assign string values.
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7.4.1 Positional Parameters
When a shell procedure is invoked, the shell implicitly creates p08itiontd
parameter,. The name of the shell procedure itseIr in positio~ zero on the
command line is assigned to the positional parameter $0. The first command
argument is called $1, and so on. The shift command may be used to access
arguments in positions numbered higher than nine. For example, the following
shell script might be used to cycle through command line switches and then
process all succeeding files:
while test 11'
do case $1 in
-a) A=aoption ; shift ;;
-b) B= boption ; shift ;;
-c) C=coption ; shift ;;
-*) echo" bad option" ; exit 1 ;;
*) process rest of files
esac
done
One can explicitly force values into these positional parameters by using the set
command. For example,
set abc def ghi
assigns the string "abc" to the first positional parameter, $1, the string CIder' to
$2, and the string "ghi" to $3. Note that $0 may not be assigned a value in this
way-it always rerers to the name of the shell procedure; or in the login shell, to
the name of the shell.
7.4.2 User-Defined Variables
The shell also recognizes alphanumeric variables to which string values may be
assigned. A simple assignment has the syntax:
n ame= Btring

Thereafter, Sname will yield the value Btring. A name is a sequence ~f letters,
digits, and underscores that begins with a letter or an underscore. No spaces
surround the equal sign (=) in an assignment statement. Note that positional
parameters may not appear on the left side of an assignment statement; they
can only be set as described in the previous section.
More than one assignment may appear in an assignment statement, but
beware: the Bhell performB the aBBignmentB from right to left. Thus, the
following command line results in the variable "A" acquiring the value "abc":
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A=$B B=abc
The rollowing are examples or simple assignments. Double quotation marks
around the right-hand side allow spaces, tabs, semicolons, and newlines to be
included in a string, while also allowing variable substitution (also known as
"parameter subst.itution") to occur. This means that rererences to positional
parameters and other variable names that are prefixed by a dollar sign ($) are
replaced by the corresponding values, ir any. Single quotation marks inhibit
variable substitution:
MAIL=/usr /mail/gas
echovar="echo $1 $2 $3 $4"
stars=*****
asterisks= '$stars'
In the above example, the variable "echovar" has as its value the string
consisting or the values or the first rour positional parameters, separated by
spaces, plus the string "echo". No quotation marks are needed around the
string or asterisks being assigned to ,tarl because pattern matching (expansion
or star, the question mark, and brackets) does not apply in this context. Note
that the value of$a,teri,k, is the literal string "S'Stars", not the string "**".",
because the single quotation marks inhibit substitution.
In assignments, spaces are not re-interpreted after variable substitution, so
that the rollowingexample results in $fird and $,econdhavingthe same value:
first='a string with embedded spaces'
second=$first
In accessing the values or variables, you may enclose the variable name in
braces {... } to delimit the varia.ble name from any following string. In
particular, irthecharacter immediately rollowing the name is a letter , digit, or
underscore, then the braces are required. For example, examine the following
input:
30= 'This is a string'
echo" ${ a lent test or variables."
Here, the echo command prints:
This is a stringent test of variables.
If no braces were used, the shell would substitute a null value for "Saent" and
print:

test or variables.
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The rollowing va.ria.bles a.re mainta.ined by the shell. Some or them are set by
the shell, and all or them ca.n be reset by the user:
HOME Initia.lizedby the login progra.m to the na.me or the user's login
director", tha.t is, the directory that becomes the current
directory upon completion or a login; cd without arguments
switches to the SHOME directory. Using this variable helps keep
rull pathnames out or shell procedures. This is or grea.t benefit
when path names are changed, either to balance disk' loads or to
reflect administrative changes.
IFS

The va.riable tha.t specifies which characters a.re internal field
,eparator,. These a.re the chara.cters the shell uses during blank
interpreta.tion. (Jr you wa.nt to pa.rse some delimiter-sepa.rated
data ea.sily, you ca.n set IFS to include that delimiter.) The shell
initially sets IFS to include the blank, ta.b, a.nd newline characters.

MAIL

The pathname or a file where your mail is deposited. Ir MAIL is
set, then the shell checks to see ir anything ha.s been added to the
file it names and announces the arrival ornew mail each time you
return to command level (e.g., by leaving the editor). MAIL must
be set by the user and "exported". (The export command is
discussed later in this chapter.) (The presence or mail in the
standard ma.il file is also announced at login, regardless or whether
MAIL is set.)

PATH

The variable that specifies the search path used by the shell in
finding comma.nds. Its value is an ordered list or directory
pathnames separated by colons. The shell initia.lizes PATH to the
list :/bin:/ulrlbin where a null a.rgument appears in rront of the
first colon. A null anywhere in the path list represents the current
directory. On some systems, a search or the current directory is
not the derault and the PATH variable is initialized instead to
Ibin:/u,r/bin. If you wish to search your current directory la.st,
rather than first, use:
P ATH= /bin:/usr Ibin::
Here, the two colons together represent a colon rollowedby a null,
rollowed by a. colon, thus naming the current directory. You could
possess a personal directory or commands (say, SHOMEI bin) and
cause it to be searched belore the other three directories by using:
P ATH=SHOME/bin::/bin:/usr Ibin
"PATH" is normally set in your .profile file.

PSI
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The variable that specifies what string is to be used as the primary
prompt string. Jr the shell is intera.ctive, it prompts with the value
of PSI when it expects input. The derault value or PSI is "S " (a
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dollar sign ($) followed by a blank).
PS2

The variable that specifies the secondary prompt string. If the
shell expects more input when it encounters a newline in its input,
it prompts with the value of PS2. The default value ror this
variable is "> "(agreater-than symboIrollowed by a space).

In general, you should be sure to export all or the above variables so that their
values are passed to all shells created from your login. Use export at the end of
your. profile file. An exam pIe of an export statement rollows:
export HOME IFS MAIL PATH PSt PS2

704.3 Predefined Special Variables
Several variables have special meanings; the following are set onlyby the shell:
$#

Records the number of arguments passed to the shell, not counting
the name of the shell procedure itself. For instance, $# yields the
number orthe highest set positional parameter. Thus
sh cmd abc
automatically sets $# to 3. One of its primary uses is in checking for
the presence of the required num ber of arguments:
if test $#-lt2
then
echo 'two or more args required'; exit
fi

$1

Contains the exit status of the last command executed (also referred
to as "return code", "exit code", or "value"). Its value is a decimal
string. Most XENIX commands return zero to indicate succesSrul
completion. The shell itself returns the current value of $1 as its exit
status.

$$

The process number of the current process. Because process
numbers are unique among all existing processes, this string is often
used to generate unique names ror temporary files. XENlX provides
no mechanism for the automatic creation a.nd deletion or temporary
files; a file exists until it is explicitly removed. Temporary files a.re
generally undesirable objects; the XENlX pipe mechanism is far
superior for many applications. However, the need for uniquelynamed temporary files does occasionally occur.
The following example illustrates the recommended practice of
creating temporary files; note that the directories / ulr and / ulr/tmp
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are cleared out ifthe system is rebooted.
,.
use current process id
,.
to form unique temp file
te alp-= lusr ltemp/SS
Is > $temp
,.
commands here, some of which use Stemp
rm Stemp
,.
clean up at end
S!

The process number of the last process run in the background (using
the ampersand (&)). This is a string containing from one to five
digits.

S-

A string consisting of names of execution flags currently turned on in
the shell. For example, S- might have the value "xv" if you are
tracing your output.

7.5 The Shell State
The state of a given instance of the shell includes the values of positional
parameters, user-defined variables, environment variables, modes of
execution, and the current working directory.
The state of a shell may be altered in various ways. These include changing the
working directory with the cd command, setting several flags, and by reading
commands from the special file, . profile ,in your login directory.
7.5.1 Changing Directories
The cd command changes . the_ current directory to the one specified as its
argumci&t. This can and should be used to change to a convenient place in the
directory structure. Note that cd is often placed within parentheses to cause a
subshell to change to a different directory and execute some commands without
affecting the original shell.
For example, the first sequence below copies. the file / etcl pa"wd to
I usrl youl pa"wd; the second example first changes directory to I etc and then
copies the file:
cp /etc/passwd lusr Iyou/bin/passwd
(cd letc ; cp passwd lusr/you/passwd)
Note the use of parentheses. Both command lines have the same effect.
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7.5.2 The .profile File
The file named . profile is read"each time you log in toXENIX. It is normally used
to execute special one-time-only commands and to set and export variables to
all later shells. Only arter commands are read and executed rrom . profile , does
the shell read commands rrom the standard input-usually the terminal.
7.5.3 Execu tioD Flags
The set command lets you alter the behavior orthe shell by setting certain shell
flags. In particular, the -x and -v flags may be userul when invoking the shell
as a command from the terminal. The flags -x and -v may be set by typing:
set -xv
The same flags may be turned oJfby typing:
set +xv
These two flags have the following meaning:
-v

Input lines are printed as they are read by the shell. This flag is
particularly useful for isolating syntax errors. The commands on
each input line are executed after that input line is printed.

-x

Commands and their arguments are printed as they are executed.
(Shell control commands, such as for, while, etc., are not printed,
however.) Note that -x causes a trace of only those commands that
are actually executed, whereas -v prints each line of input until a.
syntax error is detected.

The set command is also used to set these and other flags within shell
procedures.

7.6 A Command's Environment
All variables and their associated values that are known to a command at the
beginning of its execution make up its environment. This environment
includes variables that the command inherits rrom its parent pro"cess and
variables specified as keyword parameter, on the command line that invokes
the command.
The variables that a shell passes to its child processes are those that have been
named as arguments to the export command. The export command places
the named variables in the environments of both the shell and all its future child
processes.
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Keyword parameters are variable-value pairs that appear in the ;form of
assignments, normally be/ore the procedure name on a command litte. Such
variables are placed in the environment of the procedure being invoked. For
example:

*

keycommand

echo Sa $b
This is a simple procedure that echoes the values of two variables. If it is
invoked as:
a=keyl b=key2 keycommand
then the resulting output is:
keyl key2
Keyword parameters are not counted as arguments to the procedure and do not
affectS,.
A procedure may access the value of any variable in its environment. However,
ir changes are made to the value or a variable, these changes are not reflected in
the environment; they are local to the procedure in question. In order for these
changes to be placed in the environment that the procedure passes to it, child
processes, the variable must be named as an argument to the export command
within that procedure. To obtain a list or variables that have been made
exportable from the current shell, type:
export
You will also get a list or variables that have been made readonly. To get a list
or name-value pairs in the current environment, type either
printenv
or
env

7.7 Invoking the Shell
The shell is a command and may be invoked in the same way as any other
command:
sh prot [ arg ... ]
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A Iiew instance of the shell is explicitly invoked to
read prot. Arguments, ir any, can be
manipulated.
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sh -v prot [arg ... ]

This is equivalent to putting "set -v" at the
beginning of prot. It can be used in the same way
. ror the-x, -e, -u, and-n flags.

prot I ar" ... )

It prot is an executable file, and is not a compiled
executable program, the effect is similar to that
or:
sh proc args
An advantage of this rorm is that variables that
have been exported in the shell will still be
exported rrom prot when this form is used
(because the shell only rorks to read commands
rrom prot). Thus any changes made within prot
to the values or exported variables will be passed
on to subsequent commands invoked rrom prot.

7.8 Passing Arguments to Shell Procedures
When a command line is scanned, any character sequence or the rorm $n is
replaced by the nth argument to the shell, counting the name or the shell
procedure itself as $0. This notation permits direct rererence to the procedure
name and to as many as nine positional parameters. Additional arguments can
be processed using the shift command or by using a (or loop.
The shift command shirts arguments to the left; i.e., the value of $1 is thrown
away, $2 replaces $1, $3 replaces $2, and so on. The highest-numbered
positional parameter becomes unlet ($0 is never shifted). For example, in the
shell procedure ripple below, echo writes its arguments to the standard output.

1
while test
do

ripple command

$1 != 0

echo $1 $2 $3 $4 $5 $6 $7 $8 $9
shirt
done
Lines that begin with a number sign (I) are comments. The looping command,
while, is discussed in Section 7.9,3 of this chapter. It the procedure were
invoked with
ripple abc
it would print:
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abc
bc
c
The special shell variable "star" ($.) causes substitution of all positional
parameters except $0. Thus, the echo line in the ripple example above could be
written more compactly as:
echo $.
These two echo commands are not equivalent: the first prints at most nine
positional parameters; the second prints all of the current positional
parameters. The shell star variable ($.) is more concise and less error-prone.
One obvious application is in passing an arbitrary number or arguments to a
command: For example
wc $.
counts the words of each of the files named on the command line.
It is important to understand the sequence or actions used by the shell in
scanning command lines and substituting arguments. The shell first reads
input up to a newline or semicolon, and then parses that much or the input.
Variables are replaced by their values and then command substitution (via
back quotation marks) is attempted. 1/0 redirection arguments are detected,
acted upon, and deleted rrom the command line. Next, the shell scans the
resulting command line for internal field leparatorB, that is, ror any characters
specified by IFS to break the command line into distinct arguments; ezplicit
null arguments (specified by "" or ") are retained, while implicit null
arguments resulting rrom evaluation or variables that are null or not set are
removed,. Then filename generation occurs. with all metacharacters being
expanded. The resulting command line is then executed by the shell.
Sometimes, command lines are built inside a shell procedure. In this case, it is
sometimes userul to have the shell rescan the command line arter all the initial
substitutions and expansions have been performed. The special command eval
is available for this purpose. Eva} takes a command line as its argument and
simply rescans the line, performing any variable or command substitutions
that are specified. Consider the following (simplified) situation:
command=who
output=' I wc -I'
eval $command $output
This segment or code results in the execution of the command line
who I wc-l
The output or eva} cannot be redirected. However, uses or eva} can be nested,
so that a. command line can be evaluated several times.
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7.9 Controlling the Flow or Control
The shell provides several commands that implement a variety of control
structures userul in controlling the flow or control in shell procedures. Before
describing these structures, a rew terms need to be defined.
A ,imple command is any single irreducible command specified by the name or
an executable file. I/O redirection arguments can appear in a simple command
line and are passed to the shell, not to the command.
A command is a simple command or any or the shell control commands
described below. A pipeline is a sequence or one or more commands separated
by vertical bars ( I). In a pipeline, the standard output or each command but
the last is connected (by a pipe) to the standard input or the next command.
Each command in a pipeline is run separately; the shell waits ror the last
command to finish. The exit status or a pipeline is nonzero ir the exit status or
either the first or last process in the pipeline is nonzero.
A command lilt is a sequence or one or more pipelines separated by a semicolon
(;), an ampersand (&), an "and-ir' symbol (&&), or an "or-ir' (II) symbol, and
optionally terminated by a semicolon or an ampersand. A semicolon causes
sequential execution or the previous pipeline. This means that the shell waits
ror the pipeline to finish berore reading the next pipeline. On the other hand,
the ampersand (&) causes asynchronous background execution or the
preceding pipeline. Thus, both sequential and background execution are
a.llowed. A background pipeline continues execution until it terminates
voluntarily, or until its processes are killed.

Other uses or the ampersand include off-line printing, background
compilation, and generation or jobs to be sent to other computers. For
example, iryou type
nohup cc prog.c&
you may continue working while the C compiler runs in the background. A
command line ending with an ampersand is immune to interrupts or quits that
you might generate by typing INTERRUPT or QUIT. It is also immune to
logouts with CNTRL-D. However, CNTRL-D will abort the command if you are
operating over a dial-up line. In this case, it is wise to make the command
immune to hang-ups (i.e., logouts) as well. The nohup command is used for
this purpose. In the above example without nohup, iryou logout rrom a dialup line while cc is still executing, cc will be killed and your output will
disappear.
The ampersand operator should be used with restraint, especially on heavilyloaded systems. Other users will not consider you a good citizen iryou start up
a large number or background processes without a compelling reason for doing
so.
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The and-irand or-ir (&& and II) operators cause conditional execution or
pipelines. Both or these are or equal precedence v.:hen evaluating command
lines (but both are lower than the ampersand (&.) and the vertical bar (I )). In
the command line
cmdl

II

cmd2

the first command, emdl, is executed and its exit status examined. Only ir
t.mdl rails (i.e., has a nonzero exit status) is emd2executed. Thus, this is a more
terse notation ror:
ir

cmdl
test $? !== 0

then
cmd2
fi
The and-ir operator (&&) operator yields a complementary test. For example,
in the rollowing command line
cmdl && cmd2
the second command is executed only ir the first ,uueed, (and has a zero exit
status). In the sequence below, each command is executed in order until one
rails:
cmd 1 && cmd2 && cmd3 && ... && cmdn
A simple command in a pipeline may be replaced by a command list enclosed in
either parentheses or braces. The output or all the commands so enclosed is
combined into one stream that becomes the input to the next comrnan~ in the
pipeline. The rollowing line rormats and prints two separate documents:
{ nroft' -mm textl; nroft' -mm text2; } Ilpr
Note that a space is needed arter the lert brace and that a semicolon should
appear berore the right brace.
-

7.g.. Using the it Statement
The shell provides structured conditional capability with the it comma.nd. The
simplest it command has the rollowing rorm:

it t.ommand·li~t
then command·lilt
fi
The command list rollowing the itisexccuted and irthe last command in the list
has a zero exit status, then the command list that rollows then is executed. The
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word 6 indicates the end of the if command.
To cause an alternative set or commands to be executed when there is a nonzero
exit status, an else clause can be given with the following structure:
if commantl-lilt
then c ommantl-lilt
else c ommantl-Ult
6
Multiple tests can be achieved in an if command by using the elif clause,
although the case statement (See Section 7.Q.2) is better for large numbers of
tests. For example:
if
=II
then
elir
=II
then
else
fi

test -f "$1"
is $1 a file!
pr$1
test -d "$1"
else, is $1 a directory!
(cd $1; pr *)
echo $1 is neither a file nor a directory

The above example is executed as follows: ir the value or the first positional
parameter is a filename (-f), then print that file; if not, then check to see ir it is
the name ora directory (-d). Irso, change to that directory (cd) and print all the
files there (pr*). Otherwise, echo the error message.
The if command may be nested (but be sure to end each one with a 6). The
new lines in the above examples of if may be replaced by semicolons.
The exit status of the if command is the exit status of the last command
executed in any then clause or else clause. Ir no such command was executed,
if returns a zero exit status.
Note that an alternate notation for the test command uses brackets to enclose
the expression being tested. For example, the previous example might have
been written as follows:.
if
=II
then
elir
=II
then
else
fi

[-f"$I"]
is $1 a file!
pr $1
( -d "$1" ]
else, is $1 a directory!
(cd $1; pr *)
echo $1 is neither a file nor a directory

Note that a space after the lert bracket and one berore the right bracket are
essential in this form oCthe syntax.
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7,0.2 Using the case Statement
A multiple test conditional. is provided by the case command. The basic
format of the case statement is:

case string in
pattern) command·list ;;
pattern) command·li,t ;;

esac
The shell tries to match Itring against each pattern in turn, using the same
pattern·matching conventions as in filename generation. If a match is round,
the command list following the matched pattern is executed; the double
semicolon (;j) serves as a break out of the case and is required after each
command list except the last. Note that only one pattern is ever matched, and
that matches are attempted in order, so that if a star ($I) is the first pattern in a
case, no other patterns are lookea at.
More than one pattern may be associated with a given command list by
specifying alternate patterns separated by vertical bars ( I ).
case Ii in

•. c)

cc Ii

•. h I *.sh)

"
: do nothing

"

.~cho

esac

"Ii of unknown type"

"

In the above example, no action is taken for the second set of patterns because
the null, colon (:) command is specified. The star (*) is used as a default pattern,
because it matches any word.
The exit status of case is the exit status or the last command executed in the
case command. If no commands are executed, then case has a zero exit status.
7.9.3 Conditional Looping: while and until
A while command has the general form:

while command·lilt
do
command·list
done
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The commands in the first c ommand·li,t are executed, and ir the exit status or
the last command in that list is zero, then the commands in the second
command·lilt are executed. This sequence is repeated as long as the exit status
or the first command·lilt is zero. A loop can be executed as long as the first
command-list returns a nonzero exit status by replacing while with until.
Any newline in the above example may be replaced by a semicolon. The exit
status or a while (or until) command is the exit status or the last command
executed in the second command·lilt. If no such command is executed, while
(or until) has a zero exit status.
7.g.4 Looping Over a List: tor

Often, one wishes to perform some set of operations ror each file in a set of files,
or execute some command once ror each of several arguments. The for
command can be used to accomplish this. The tor command has the format:
tor fJariable in word·li,t
do
command·li,t
done
Here word·lilt is a list of strings separa.ted by blanks. The commands in the
command·lilt are executed once for each word in the word·lilt. Variable takes
on as its value ea.ch word from the word list, in turn. The word list is fixed after
it is evaluated the first time. For example, the following for loop causes each of
the C source files zec.C, cmd.c, and w.ord.c in the current directory to be
compared with a file ofthe same name in the directory /Ulr/ Irc/ cmd/d,:
ror CFILE in xec crnd word
do
diff S{CFILE}.c /usr/src/cmd/sh/S{CFILE}.c
done
Note tha.t the first occurrence of CFILE immediately after the word for has no
preceding dollar sign, since the name or the variable is wanted and not its value.
You can omit the "in word·liBt" part of a tor command; this causes the
current set or positional parameters to be used in place or word-list. This is
userul when writing a command that performs the same set or commands ror
each or an unknown number of arguments. Create a file named echo2 that
contains the following shell script:
for word
do echo Sword$word
done
Give echo2execute status:
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chmod +x ech02
Now type the rollowing command:
ech02 ma pa bo fi yo no so ta .
The output from this command is:
mama
papa
bobo
fifi
yoyo
nono
soso
tata
7.g.l) Loop Control: break and continue

The break command can be used to terminate execution or a while or a tor
loop. Continue requests the execution or the next iteration or the loop. These
commands are effective only when they appear between do anddone.
The break command terminates execution or the smallest (i.e., innermost)
enclosing loop, causing execution to resume arter the . . nearest rollowing
unmatched done. Exit Crom n levels is obtained by break n.
The continue command causes execution to resume at the nearest enclosing
for, while,' or until statement, i.e., the one that begins the innermost loop
containing the continue. You can also specify an argument n to continue and
execution will resume at the nth enclosing loop:
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effect or using parentheses to group commands).
Control commands run slightly slower when redirected, because or
the additional overhead or creating a shell ror the control command:

2.

7.g.g Transfer to Another File and Back: The Dot (.) Command
A command line oCthe rorm
.

proc

causes the shell to read commands rrom proc without spawning a new process.
Changes made to variables in proc are in effect arter the dot command finishes.
This is a good way to gather a number or shell variable initializations into one
file. A common use or this command is to reinitialize the top level shell by
reading the. profile file with:
. profile

7.g.10 Interrupt Handling: trap
Shell procedures can use the trap command to disable a signal (cause it to be
ignored), or redefine its action. The rorm or the trap command is:
trap arg 3igncd·list
Here arg is a string to be interpreted as a command list and 3igncd-li3t consists
or one or more signal numbers as described in 3ignal(S)) in the XENIX Reference
Manucd. The most importantoCthese signals rollow:
Number

Signal

00
01
02
03
09
11
15

KILL (CNTRL-U)
HANGUP
INTERRUPT character
QUIT
KILL (cannot be caught or ignored)
segmentation violation (cannot be caught or ignored)
software termination signal

The commands in arg are scanned at least once, when the shell first encounters
the trap command. Because or this; it is usually wise to use single rather than
double quotation marks to surround these commands. The rormer inhibit
immediate command and variable substitution. This becomes important, ror
instance, when one wishes to remove temporary files and the names or those
files have not yet been determined when the trap command is first read by the
shell. The rollowing procedure will print the name of the current directory in
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the file errdirect when it is interrupted, thus giving the user information as to
how much orthe job was done:
trap 'echo 'pwd' >errdirect' 2 3 15
for i in ibin /usr/bin /usr/gas/bin
do
cd Si
commands to be executed in directory Si here
done

'*

Beware that the same procedure with double rather than single quotation
marks does something different. The following prints the name orthe directory
from which the procedure was first executed:
(trap "echo 'pwd' >errdirect" 2 3 15)
A signal 11 can never be trapped, because the shell itself needs to catch it to deal
with memory allocation. Zero is interpreted by the trap command as a signal
generated by exiting from a shell. This occurs either with an exit command, or
by "falling through" to the end of a procedure. If Grg is not specified, then the
action taken upon receipt of any of the signals in the signal list is reset to the
default system action. If arg is an explicit null string ( "or"" ), then the signals
in the signal list are ignored by the shell.
The trap command is most frequently used to make sure that temporary files
are removed upon termination of a procedure. The preceding example would
be written more typically as follows:
temp=SHOME/temp/SS
trap 'rm $temp; trap 0; exit' 0 1 2 3 15
Is > Stemp
:/1= commands that use Stemp here
In this example, whenever signal 1 (hangup), 2 (interrupt), 3 (quit), or 15 (kill) is
received by the shell procedure, or whenever the shell procedure is about to
exit, the commands enclosed between the single quotation marks are executed.
The exit command must be included, or else the shell continues reading
commands where it left off when the signal was received. The "trap 0" in the
above procedure turns off the original traps 1, 2, 3, and 15 on exits from the
shell, 50 that the exit command does not reactivate the execution of the trap
commands.
Sometimes the shell continues reading commands after executing trap
commands. The following procedure takes each directory in the current
directory, changes to that directory, prompts with its name, and executes
commands typed at the terminal until an end-or-file (CN'fRL.D) or an interrupt
is received. An end-of-file causes the read command to return a nonzero exit
status, and thus the while loop terminates and the next directory cycle is
initiated. An interrupt is ignored while executing the requested commands, but
causes termination orthe procedure when it is waiting for input:
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d='pwd'
for in*
do
if test -d Sd/$i
then cd Sd/Si
while
echo "Si:"
trap exit 2
read x
trap: 2
do
# ignore interrupts
eval Sx
done
fi
done
Several traps may be in effect at the same time: if multiple signals are received
simultaneously, they are serviced in numerically ascending order. To
determine which traps are currently set, type:
trap
It is important to understand some things about the way in which the shell
implements the trap command. When a signal (other than 11) is received by
the shell, it is passed on to whatever child processes are currently executing.
When these (synchronous) processes terminate, normally or abnormally, the
shell polls any traps that happen to be set and executes the appropriate tra.p
commands. This process is straightforward, except in the case of traps set at
the command (outermost, or login) level. In this case, it is possible that no ehild
process is running, so before the shell polls the traps, it waits for the
termination of the first process spawned a/te r the signal was received.
When a signal is redefined in a shell script, this does not redefine the signal for
programs invoked by that script; the signal is merely passed along. A disabled
signaJis not passed.
For internal commands, the shell normally polls traps on completion of the
command. An exception to this rule is made for the read command, for which
traps are serviced immediately, so that read can be interrupted while waiting
for input.

7.10 Special Shell Commands
There are several special commands that are internalto the shell, some of which
have already been mentioned. The shell does not fork to execute these
commands, so noadd"itional processes are spawned. These commands should
be used whenever possible, because they are, in general, faster and more
efficient than other XENIX commands. The trade-off' for this efficiency is that
redirection of input and output is not allowed for most of these special
commands.
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Several of the special commands have already been described because they
affect the flow or control. They are dot (.), break, continue, exit, andJirap.
The set command is also a special command. Descriptions of the remaining
special commands are given here:
The null command. This command does nothing and
can be used to insert comments in shell procedures.
Its exit status is zero (true). Its utility as a comment
character has largely been supplanted by the number
sign (#) which can be used to insert comments to the
end-of-line. Beware: any arguments to the null
command are parsed for syntactic correctness; when
in doubt, quote such arguments. Parameter
substitution takes place, just as in other commands.
cd arg

Make arg the current directory. If arg is nota valid
directory, or the user is not authorized to access it, a
nonzero exit status is returned. Specifying cd with
no arg is equivalent to typing "cd .HOME" which
takes you to your home directory.

exec arg .••

If arg is a command, then the shell executes the
command without forking and returning to the
current shell. This effectively a "goto" and no new
process is created. Input and output redirection
arguments are allowed on the command line. Ie onl,l
input and output redirection arguments appear,
then the input and output of the shell itself are
modified accordingly.

newgrp arg .••

The newgrp command is executed, replacing the
shell. Newgrp in turn creates a new shell. Beware:
only environment yariables will be known in the shell
created by the· newgrp command. Any va.riables
that were exported will no longer be marked as such.

read var .•.

One line (up to a newline) is read from the standard
input and the first word is assigned to the first
variable, the second word to the second varia.ble, and
so on. All words left over are assigned to the ltllt
variable. The exit status of read is zero unless an
end-of-file is read.

read only 1)ar . ..

The specified variables are made readonly so that
no subsequent assignments may be made to them. If
no arguments are given, a list of all readonly and or
all exported variables is given.

times

The accumulated user and system times ror
processes run from the current shell are printed.
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umask nnn

The user file creation mask is set to nnn. II nnn is
omitted, then the current value or the mask is
printed. This bitrmask is used to set the derault
permissions when creating files. For example, an
octal umask or 137 corresponds to the rollowing bitr
mask and permission settings ror a newly created file:
User
Octal
bit-mask
permissions

user
1
001
rw-

group
3

011
r--

other
7
111

---

See umallk(C) in the XENIX Reference Manual ror
inrormation on the value or nnn.
wait

The shell waits ror all currently active child processes
to terminate. The exit status or wait is always zero.

7.11 Creation and Organization of Shell Procedures
A shell procedure can be created in two simple steps. The first is building an
ordinary text file. The second is changing the mode or the file to make it
ezec utable, thus permitting it to be invoked by

proc args
rather than
sh proc args
The second step may be omitted ror a procedure to be used once or twice and
then discarded, but is recommended ror rrequently-used ones. To set up a
simple procedure, first create a file named mailall with the rollowing contents:

LETTER=$l
shirt
ror i in $*
do mail $i <SLETTER
done
Next type:
chmod +x mailall
The new command might then be invoked rrom within the current directory by
typing:
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mailall letter joe bob
Here letter is the name of the file containing the message you want to send, and
joe and bob are people you want to send the message to. Note that shell
procedures must always be at least readable, so that the shell itselr can read
commands from the file.

Ir m4il411 were thus created in a directory whose name appears in the user's
PATH variable, the user could change working directories and still invoke the
m4il411 command.
Shell procedures may be created dynamically. A procedure may generate a file
of commands, invoke another instance orthe shell to execute that file, a.nd then
remove it. An alternate approach is that of using the dot command (.) to make
the current shell read commands from the new file, allowing use ot existing shell
variables and avoiding the spawning of an additional process Cor another shell.
Many users prefer writing shell procedures to writing C programs. This is true
Cor several reasons:
1.

A shell procedure is easy to create and maintain because it is only a file
oC ordinary text.

2.

A shell procedure has no corresponding object program that must be
generated and maintained.

3.

A shell procedure is easy to create quickly, use a Cew times, and then
remove.

4.

Because shell procedures are usually short in length, written in a
high-level programming language, and kept only in their sourcelanguage form, they are generally easy to find, understan~, and
modiCy.

By convention, directories that contain only commands and shell procedures
are named bin. This name is derived trom the word "binary", and is used
because compiled and executable programs are oCten called "binaries" to
distinguish them from program source files. Most groups oC users sharing
common interests have one or more bin directories set up to hold common
procedures. Some users have their PATH variable list several such directories.
Although you can have a number of such directories, it is unwise to go
overboard: it may become difficult to keep track of your environment and
efficiency may suffer.

7.12 More About Execution Flags
There are several execution flags available in the shell that can be useful in shell
procedures:
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-e

This flag causes the shell to exit immediately ir any command that it
executes exits with a nonzero exit status. This flag is userul ror shell
procedures composed of simple command linesjit is not intended ror
use in conjunction with other conditional constructs.

-u

This flag causes unset variables to be considered errors when
substituting variable values. This flag can be used to effect a global
check on variables, rather than using conditional substitution to
check each variable.

-t

This flag causes the shell to exit arter reading and executing the
commands on the remainder or the current input line. This fla.g is
typically used by C programs which call the shell to execute a single
command.

-n

This is a "don't execute" flag. On occasion, one may want to check a
procedure ror syntax errors, but not execute the commands in the
procedure. Using "set -nv" at the beginning or a file will accomplish
this.

-k

This flag causes all arguments or the rorm fJanable=fJa/ue to be
treated as keyword parameters. When this flag is not set, only such
arguments that appear berore the command name are treated as
keyword parameters.

7.13 Supporting Commands and Features
Shell procedures can make use or any XENIX command. The commands
described in this section are either used especially rrequently in shell
procedures, or are explicitly designed ror such use.

7.13.1 Conditional Evaluation: test
The test command evaluates the expression specified by its arguments and, ir
the expression is true, test returns a zero exit status. Otherwise, a nonzero
(false) exit status is returned. Test also returns a nonzero exit status ir it has no
arguments. Orten it is convenient to use the test command as the first
command in the command list rollowing an ir or a while. Shell variables used
in test expressions should be enclosed in double quotation marks ir there is any
chance or their being null or not set.
The square brackets may be used as an alias to test, so that

[ ezpreuion )
has the same effect as:
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test ezpre,,;on
Note that the spaces before and after the ezpre"ion in brackets are essential.
The following is a partial list of the options that can be used to construct a
conditional expression:
-r file

True if the named file exists and is readable by the user.

-w file

True irthe named file exists and is writable by the user.

-x file

True if the named file exists and is executable by the user.

-sfile

True irthe named file exists and has a size greater than zero.

-d file

True if the named file is a directory.

-f file

True irthe named file is an ordinary file.

-zll

True if the length ofstring 11 is zero.

-n B1

True if the length of the string' 1 is nonzero.

-t jildel

True if the open file whose file descriptor number is fildel is
associated with a terminal device. Ir filde, is not specified, file
descriptor 1 is used by default.
True ifstrings,l and ,£are identical.
True ifstrings 11 and ,£are not identical.
True if 11 is not the null string.

n1 -eq n£

True .if the integers n1 and n£ are algebraically equal; other
algebraic comparisons are indicated by -ne (not equal), -gt
(greater than), -ge (greater than or equal to), -It (less than),
and-Ie (less than or equal to).

These may be combined with the following operators:
Unary negation operator.

-a

Binary logical AND operator.

-0

Binary logical OR operator; it has lower precedence than the
logical AND operator (-a).

( ezpr)

Parentheses for grouping; they must be escaped to remove
their significance to the'shell. In the a.bsence ot parentheses,
evaluation proceeds from left to right ...
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Note that all options, operators, filenames, etc. are separate arguments to test.

7.13.2 Echoing Arguments
The echo command has the following synt.ax:
echo [ option,] [ 4r91 ]
Echo copies its arguments to the standard output, each followed by a single
space, except for the last argument, which is normally followed by a newline.
Often, it is used to prompt the user for input, to issue diagnostics in shell
procedures, or to add a few lines to an output stream in the middle of a pipeline.
Another use is to verify the argument list generation process before issuing a
command that does something drastic. The command

Is
is often replaced by
echo

*

because the latter is faster and prints fewer lines of output.
The -n option to echo removes the newline from the end of the echoed line.
Thus, the following two commands prompt for input and then allow typing on
the same line as the prompt:
echo -n 'enter name:'
read name
The echo command also recognizes several escape sequences described "in
echo(C) in the XENIX Reference Manual.

7.13.3 Expression Evaluation: expr
The expr command provides arithmetic and logical operations on integers and
some pattern-matching facilities on its arguments. It evaluates a single
expression and writes the result on" the standard output; expr can be used
inside grave accents to set a variable. Some typical examples follow:

*
*
*
*

increment $A
+ l'
put third through last characters of
$1 into substring
substring='expr "$1" : '.. \(.*\)
obtain length of $1
c= 'expr "$1": '.*"

A= 'expr $80
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The most common uses of oexpr are in counting iterations of a loop and in using
its pattern-matching ca.pability .!O pick apart strings;

7.13.4 True and False
The true and false commands perform the functions of exiting with zero and
nonzero exit status, respectively. The true and false commands are often used
to implement unconditional loops. For example, you might type:
while true
do echo forever
done
This will echo "forever" on the screen until an INTERRUPT is typed.

7.13.5 In-Line Input Documents
Upon seeing a command line or the form
command

<<

eo/string

where eo/string is any arbitrary string, the shell will take the subsequent lines
as the standard input of command until a line is read consisting only or
eo/string. (By appending a minus (-) to the input redirection symbol ( < <),
leading spaces and tabs are deletedrrom each line or the input document before
the shell passes the line to command.)
The shell creates a temporary file containing the input document and performs
variable and command substitution on its contents before passing it to the
command. Pattern matching on filenames is perrormed on the arguments of
command lines in command substitutions. In order to prohibit all
substitutions, you may quote any character or eo/string:
command

<<

\eorstring

The in-line input document feature is especially useful for small aIllounts of
input data, where it is more convenient to place the data in the shell procedure
than to keep it in a separate file. For instance, you could type:
cat

«- xx
This message will be printed on the
terminal with leading tabs and spaces
removed.

xx
This in-line input document feature is most userul in shell procedures. Note
that in-line input documents may not appear within grave accents.
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7.13.6 Input/Output Redirection Using File Descriptors
We me:1tioned above that a command occasionaJly directs output to some file
associated with a file descriptor other than 1 or 2. In languages such as C, one
can associate output with any file descriptor by using the write(S) system call
(see tr.e XENIX Relerence Manual. The shell provides its own mechanism for
creating an output file associated with a particular file descriptor. By typing
Idl>&ld2

where Idl and IdB are valid file descriptors, one can direct output that would
normally be associated with file descriptor Idl to the file associated with 11.2.
The derault value for Idl and IdB is 1. If, at run time, no file is associated with
IdB, then the redirection is void. The most common use of this mechanism is
that of directing standard error output to the same file as standard output.
Thisisaccomplished by typing:
command 2>&1

If you wanted to redirect both standard output and standard error output to
the same file, you would type:
comma.nd l>file 2>&1
The order here is significant: first, file descriptor 1 is associated with file; then
file descriptor 2 is associated with the same file as is currently associated with
file descriptorl. If the order or the redirections were reversed, standard error
output would go to the terminal, and standard output would go to file, because
at the time or the error output redirection, file descriptor 1 still would have
been associated with the terminal.
This mechanism can also be generalized to the redirection of standard input.
You could type
fda<&fdb
to cause both file descriptors Ida and Idb to be associated with the same input
file. If Ida or Idb is not specified, file descriptor 0 is assumed. Such input
redirection is useful for a command that uses two or more input sources.

7·.13.7 Conditional Substitution
Normally, the shell replaces occurrences ofSvariable by the string value
assigned tov.ariable, if any. However, there exists a special notation to allow
conditional substitution, dependent upon whether the variable is set or not
null. By definition, a variable is set if it has ever been assigned a value. The
value of a variable can be the null string, which may be assigned to a variable in
anyone of the rollowing ways:
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Abcd==""
efg- "
set" ""
The first three examples assign null to each ofthe corresponding shell variables.
The last example sets the first and second positional parameters to null. The
following conditional expressions depend-upon whether a variable is set and not
null. Note that the meaning of braces in these expressions differs from their
meaning when used in grouping shell commands. Parameter as used below
refers to either a digit or a variable name.

${ tlariable:-.tring}

If t1ariable is set and is nonnull, then substitute the
value $tlariable in place or this expression.
Otherwise, replace the expression with ,tring. Note
that the value or tlariable is not changed by the
evaluation or this expression.

S{ tlariable:-,tring}

If variable is set and is nonnull, then substitute the
value Stlari able in place or this expression.
Otherwise, set tlariable to dring, and then
substitute the value $tlariable in place or this
expression. Positional parameters may not be
assigned values in this rashion;

S{ variable:?,tring}

If tlariable is set and is nonnull, then substitute the
value or tlariable for the expression. Otherwise,
print a message or the form

tlariable: ,tring
and exit rrom the current shell. (If the shell is the
loginshell, it is not exited.) If 'tring is omitted in
this rorm, then the message

tlan·able: parameter null or not set
is printed instead.

S{ tlariable:+,tring}

If tlariable is set and is nonnull, then substitute
,tring ror this expression. Otherwise, substitute the
null string. Note that the value of tlari4ble is not
altered by the evaluation of this expression.

These expressions may also be used without the colon. In this variation, the
shell does not check whether the variable is null or not; it only checks whether
the variable has ever been set.
The two examples below illustrate the u~e of this facility:
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1.

This example performs an explicit assignment to the PATH variable:
"PATH"=S{PATH:- ':/bin:/usr/bin '}
This says, if PATH has ever been set and is not null, then keep its
current value; otherwise, set it to the string ":/bin:/usr /bin".

2.

This exam pIe automatically assigns the HOME variable a value:.
cd ${HOME:= '/usr/gas'}
If HOME is set, and is not null, then change directory to it. Otherwise
set HOME to the given value and change directory to it.

7.13.8 Invocation Flags
There are four flags that may be specified on the command line when invoking
the shell. These flags may not be turned on with the set command:
-i

If this flag is specified, or if the shell's input and output are both
attached to a terminal, the shell is interactifJe. In such a shell,
INTERRlJPT (signal 2) is caught and ignored, and TERMINATE
(signal 15) and QUIT (signaI3) are ignored.

-5

If this flag is specified or if no input/output redirection arguments
are given, the shell reads commands from standard input. Shell
output is written to file descriptor 2. The shell you get upon logging
into the system has the -s flag turned on.

-c

When this flag is turned on, the shell reads commands from the first
string following the flag. Remaining arguments are ignored. Double
quotation marks should be used to enclose a multiword string, in
order to allow for variable substitution.

7.14 Effective and Efficient Shell Programming
This section outlines strategies for writing efficient shell procedures, ones that
do not waste resources in accomplishing their purposes. The primary reason
for choosing a shell procedure to perform a specific function is to achieve a
desired result at a minimum human cost. Emphasis should always be placed on
simplicity, clarity, and readability, but efficiency can also be gained through
awareness of a few design strategies. In many cases, an effective redesign of an
existing procedure improves its efficiency by reducing its size, and often
increases its comprehensibility. In any case, you should not worry about
optimizing shell procedures unless they are intolerably slow or are known to
consume an inordinate amount of a system's resqurces.
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The same kind or iteration cycle should be applied to shell procedures as to
other programs: write code, measure it, and optimize only the lew important
parts. The user should become ramiliar with the time command, which can be
used to measure both entire procedures and parts thereor. Its use is strongly
recommended; human intuition is notoriously unreliable when used to estimate
timings of programs,even when the style of programming is a familiar one.
Each timing test should be run several times, because the results are easily
disturbed by variations in system load.
7.14.1 Number of Processes Generated
When large numbers of short commands are executed, the actual execution
time or the commands may well be dominated by the overhead or creating
processes. The procedures that incur significant amounts of such overhead are
those that perrorm much looping and those that generate command sequences
to be interpreted by another shell.
It you are worried about efficiency, it is important to know which commands
are currently built into the shell, and which are not. Here is the alphabetical list
or those that are built in:
break
exec
newgrp
test
wait

case
exit
read
times
while

cd
export
readonly
trap

continue
ror
set
umask

eval
ir
shirt
until

{}

Parentheses, (), are built into the shell, but commands enclosed within them
are executed as a child process, i.e., the shell does a fork, but no exec. Any
command not in the above list requires both fork and exec.
The user should always have at least a vague idea of the number or processes
generated by a shell procedure. In the bulk or observed procedures, the number
or processes created (not necessarily simultaneously) can be described by:
processes

==

(k * n)

+c

where k and c are constants, and n may be the number or procedure arguments,
the number of lines in some input file, the number or entries in some directory,
or some other obvious quantity. Efficiency improvements are most commonly
gained by reducing the value of k, sometimes to zero.
Any procedure whose complexity measure includes n t terms or higher powers
or n is likely to be intolerably expensive.
As an example, here is an analysis of a procedure namedlplit, whose text is

given below:
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*trap 'rmsplittemp"; trap 0; exit' 0 1 2 3 15
startl=O start2=0
.
b= 1A-Za-zJ '
cat> tempS$
read stdin into temp file
save original lengths of SI, '2
if test -s "$1"
then startl= 'we -I < $1'
fi
if test -s "$2"
then st.art2= 'we -I < $2'
fi
grep "$b" tempSS > > $1
lines with letters onto '1
grep -v "Sb" tempSS I grep 10-9J' > > S2
lines with only numbers onto '2
total=" 'wc -1< tempSS'"
endl=" 'wc -I < $1 ,,,
end2=" 'wc -1 < $2'"
lost=" 'expr $total- \(Sendl - $start1\) \
';... \($end2 - Sstart2\}'''
echo "Stotal read, Slost thrown away"

**

*
*

For each iteration of the loop, there is one expr plus either an echo or another
expr. One additional echo is executed at the end. If n is the number of lines of
input, the number of processes is 2· n + 1.
Some types of procedures should not be written using the shell. For example, if
one or more processes are generat.ed for each character in some file, it is a good
indication that the procedure should be rewritten in C. Shell procedures should
not be used to scan or build files a character at a time.
7.14.2 Number of Data Bytes Accessed
It is worthwhile considering any action that reduces the number or bytes read
or writ~n. This may be important for those procedures whose time is spent
passing data around among a few processes, rather than in creating large
numbers of short processes. Some filters shrink their output, others usually
increase it. It always pays to put the ,hrinken first when the order is
irrelevant. For instance, the second or the .following examples is likely to be
raster because the input to sort will be much smaller:
sort file I grep pattern
grep pattern file I sort
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7.14.3 Shortening Directory Searches
Directory searching can consume a great deal or time, especially in those
applications tha.t utilize deep directory structures and long pathnames.
Judicious use or cd, the change directory command, can help shorten long
pathnames and thus reduce the number or directory searches needed. As an
exercise, try the following commands:
Is -I /usr/bin/. >/dev/null
cd /usr/bin; Is -I. >/dev/null
The second command will run raster because or the fewer directory searches.
7.14.4 Directory-Search Order and the PATH Variable
The PATH variable is a convenient mechanism ror allowing organization and
sharing of procedures. However, it must be used in a sensible fashion, or the
result may be a great increase in system overhead.
The process of finding a command involves rea.ding every directory included in
every pathname that precedes the needed pathname in the current PATH
variable. As an exa.mple, consider the effect of invoking nroff (i.e.,
/uBr/bin/nrolf) when the value of PATH is ":/bin:/usr/bin". The sequence of
directories read is:

/

/bin

/

/usr
/usr/bin
This is a total of six directories. A long path list assigned to PATH can increase
this number significantly.
The vast majority or command executions are of commands found in / bin and,
to a somewhat lesser extent, in /u8r/bin. Oareless PATH setup mayJead to a
great deal or unnecessary searching. The rollowing rour examples are ordered
from worst to best with respect to the efficiency of command searches:
:/usr/john/bin:/usr /Iocalbin:/bin:/usr /bin
:/bin:/usr/john/bin:/usr /localbin:/usr /bin
:/bin:/usr/bin:/usr /john/bin: /usr /Iocalbin
Jbin::/usr /bin:/usr /john/bin:/usr /localbin
The first one above should be avoided. The others are acceptable and the
choice among them is dictated by the rate of change in the set or commands
kept in / bin and / u6r/ bin.
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A procedure that is expensive because it invokes many short-lived commands
may often be speeded up by setting the PATH variable inside the procedure so
that the fewest possi ble directories are searched in an optimum order.
7.14.5 Good Ways to Set Up Directories
It is wise to avoid directories that are larger than necessary. You should be
aware of several special sizes. A directory that contains entries for up to 30 files
(plus the required. and .. ) fits in a single disk block and can be searched very
efficiently. One that has up to 286 entries is still a small directory; anything
larger is usually a disaster when used as a working directory. It is especially
important to keep login directories small, preferably one block at most. Note
that, as a rule, directories never shrink. This is very important to understand,
because if your directory ever exceeds either the 30 or 286 thresholds, searches
will be inefficient; furthermore, even if you delete files so that the number of
files is less than either threshold, the system will still continue to treat the
directory inefficiently.

7.15 Shell Proced ure Examples
The power of the XENIX shell command language is most readily seen by
examining how XEl\.TJX's many labor-saving utilities can be combined to
perform powerful and useful commands with very little programming effort.
This section gives examples of procedures that do just that. By studying these
examples, you will gain insight into the techniques and shortcuts that can be
used in programming shell procedures (also called "scripts"). Note the use of
the numb.er sign (#J to introduce comments into shell procedures.
It is intended that the following steps be carried out for each procedure:
1.

Place the procedure in a file with the indicated name.

2.

Give the file execute permission with the chmod command.

3.

Move the file to a directory in which commands are kept, such as your
own bin directory.

4.

Make sure that the path of the bin directory is specified in the PATH
variable found in . profile.

5.

Execute the named command.
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BINUNlQ
Is Ibin lusr Ibin

I sort I uniq -d

I

Iv,,1

This procedure determines which files are in both bin and
bin. It is done
because files in I bin will"override" those in I ulrl bin during most searches and
duplicates need to be weeded out. Ir the IVlrlbin file 1s obsolete, then space is
being wasted; if the I bin file is outdated by a corresponding entry in /
bin
then the wrong version is being run and, again, space is being wasted. This is
also a good demonstration of "sort I uniq".to find matches and duplications.

v"1

COPYPAIRS

**

Usage: copypairs filel file2 ...
Copies file 1 to file2, file3 to file4, ...
while test "$2" != ""
do
cp $1 $2
shift; shift
done
if test "SI" != ""
then echo "$0: odd number of arguments"
fi
This procedure illustrates the use of a while loop to process a list or positional
parameters that are somehow related to one another. Here a while loop is
much better than a ror loop, because you can adjust the positional parameters
with the shirt command to handle related arguments.
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COPYTO

#
#
#
#

Usage: copy to dir file ...
Copies argument files to "dir",
making sure that at least
two arguments exist, that" dir" is a directory,
and that each additional argument
#
is a readable file.
ir test S# -It 2
echo" SO: usage: copy to directory file ... "
then
elir test! -d $1
then
echo" $0: $1 is not a directory";
else
dir=$I; shirt
ror eachfile
do
cp Seachfile Sdir
done
fi

'*

This procedure uses an ir command with several parts to screen out improper
usage. The ror loop at the end or the procedure loops over all or the arguments
to copy to but the first; the original $1 is shirted off.

DISTINCTl
#
#

Usage: distinct!
Reads standard input and reports list or
alphanumeric strings that differ only in case,
giving lowercase rorm or each.
tr -cs 'A-Za-z0-9' '\OI21sort -u 1\
tr 'A-Z' 'a-z ' I sort I uniq -d

*'*'

This procedure is an example of the kind of process that is created by the leftto-right construction of a long pipeline. Note the use ofthe backslash at the end
of the first line as the line continuation character. It may not be immediately
obvious how this command works. You may wish to consult tr(C), lort(C), and
uniq(C) in the XENIX Reference Manual if you are completely unfamiliar with
these commands. The tr command translates all characters except letters and
digits into newline characters, and then squeezes out repeated newline
characters. This leaves each string (in this case, any contiguous sequence or
letters and digits) on a separate line. The sort command sorts the lines and
emits only one line rrom any sequence of one or more repeated lines. The next
tr converts everything to lowercase, so that identifiers differing only in case
become identical. The output is sorted again to bring such duplicates together.
The "uniq -d" prints (once) only those lines that occur more than once, yielding
the desired list.
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The process or building such a pipeline relies on the ract that pipes and files can
usually be interchanged. The first line beJow is equivalent to the last two Jines,
assuming that sufficient disk space is avail.able:
cmdI I cmd2 I cmd3
cmdI > tempIj
rm temp[I23]

< tempI

cmd2

> temp2j < temp2 cmd3

Starting with a file of test data on the standard input and working from left to
right, each command is executed taking its input rrom the previous file and
putting its output in the next file .. The final output iS,then examined to make
sure that it contains the expected result. The goal is to create a series of
transformations that will convert the input to the desired output.
Although pipelines can give a concise notation ror complex processes, you
should exercise some restraint, since such practice often yields
incomprehensible code.

DRAFT

*'*'

Usage: draft file(s)
Print manual pages ror Diablo printer.
for i in $*
do nrofl' -man $i Ilpr
done
Users often write this kind of procedure for convenience in dealing with
commands that require the use of distinct flags that cannot be given derault
values that are reasonable rorall (or even most) users.
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EDFIND
:#=
:#=
:#=
:#=
:#=

Usage: edfind file arg
Finds the last occurrence in "file" of a line
whose beginning matches "arg", then prints
3 lines (the one before, the line itself,
and the one after)
ed - $1 < <-EOF

1'$21

-,+p
q

EOF
This illustrates the practice of using ed in-line input scripts into which the shell
can substitute the values of variables.

EDLAST
:#=
:#=

'*

ed-$1

Usage: edlast file
Prints the last line of file,
then deletes that line.

«-\!

$p

$d
w
q

echo done
This procedure illustrates taking input from within the file itself up to the
exclamation point (!). Variable substitution is prohibited within the input text
because of the backslash.
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FSPLIT

:#
:#
:#
:#
:#

Usage: rsplit filel file2
Reads standard input and divides it into 3 parts
by appending any line containing at least one letter
to filel, appending any line containing digits but
no letters to file2, and by throwing the rest away .
count=O gone=O
while read next
do
count=" 'expr Scount + 1 ."
case "$next" in
*(A-Za-z]* )
echo "$next" > > $1 ;;
echo "$next"

> > $2 ;;

gone=" 'expr $gone

+ 1'"

esac
done
echo" $count lines read, $gone thrown away"
Each iteration of the loop reads a line from the input and analyzes it. The loop
terminates only when read encounters an end-of-file. Note the use orthe expr
command.
Don't use the shell to read a line at a time unless you must--it can be an
extremely slow process.
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LISTFIELDS
grep $.

I tr ":"

"\012"

This procedure lists lines containing any desired entry that is given to it as an
argument. It places any field that begins with a colon on a newline. Thus, if
given the following input
joe newman: 13509

l\~

78th St: Redmond, Wa 98062

liBtfieldB will produce this:
joe newman
13509 l\~ 78th St
Redmond, Wa 98062
Note the use of the tr command to transpose colons to linefeeds.

MKFILES

''**
'*

Usage: mkfiles pre! [quant.ity]
Makes" quantity" files, named prefl, pref'2, ...
De!ault is 5 as determined on following line.
quantity=${ 2-5}
i=1
while test" Si" -Ie "$quantity"
do
> $l$i
i=" 'expr Si + 1 '"
done
The mkfileB procedure uses output redirection to create zero-length files. The
expr command is used for counting iterations orthe while loop.
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NULL

''**

Usage: null files
Create each of the named files as an empty file.
for each. file
do
>Seachfile
done
This procedure uses the fact that output redirection creates the (empty) output
file if a file does not already exist.

PHONE
#
#
#

Usage: phone initials ...
Prints the phone numbers of the
people with the given initials.
home'
echo 'inits
ext
grep ""SI" < <-END
jfk
1234
999-2345
583-2245
lbj
2234
988-1010
hst
3342
jqa
4567
555-1234

END
This procedure is an example of using an in-line input script to maintain a small
data base.
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TEXTFILE
ir test "$1" = "-s"
then
,
Return condition code
shirt
ir test -z " '$0 $*'" , check return value
then
exit 1
else
exit 0
fi
fi

$,

ir test
-It 1
then echo" $0: Usage: $0 [ -s ] file ..." 1 &2
exit 0
fi
file

>

S. I rgrep , text' I sed 'sf:

.*//'

To determine which files in a directory contain only textual inrormation,
teztJile filters argument lists to other commands. For example, the rollowing
command line will print all the text files in the current directory:
pr 'textfile

*'

Ilpr

This procedure also uses an -8 flag which silently tests whether any or the files
in the argument list is a text file.

WRITEMAIL

,

Usage: writemail message user
If user is logged in,
writes message to terminal;
otherwise,. mails it to user.
echo "$1" I { write "$2" II mail "$2" ;}

*,

*

This procedure illustrates the use or command grouping. The message specified
by $1 is piped to both the write command and, ir write rails, to the mail
command.
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7.16 Shell Grammar
item:

'Word
input· output
name = value

,imple·commaftd: item
,imple·command item
command:

,imple·command
( command·lilt )
{ command·li,t }
tor name do command·lilt done
tor name in 'Word do command·'ilt done
while command·li,t do command·li,t done
until command·li,t do command·l",t done
case word in ca,e·part esac
it command·lilt then command·li,t el,e·part fl

pipeline:

command

pipeline
. andor:

I command

pipeline
andor && pipeline
andor II pipeline

command·li,t: andor
command·lilt
command·lilt
command·li,t
command·li,t
input· output:

;

&
; andor
& andor'

> file

< file

«
»

word
word

file:

'Word
& digit
&-

ca,e·part:

pattern) command·li,t ;;

pattern:

'Word
pattern I 'Word

el,e·part:

eli! command·li,t then command·l"" el,e·part
else command·'i,t
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empty
empty:

0/ nonblank

word:

a lequence

characterl

name:

a ,equence o/letter" digitI, or underlcorel
Itarting with a letter

digit:

012340678Q
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Metacharacters and Reserved Words

a.

Syntactic
Pipesymbo}
&.&

And- ir sym bol

II

Or-ir symbol
Command separator

b.

c.

;;

Case delimiter

&.

Background commands

()

Command grouping

<

Input redirection

«

Input rrom a here document

>

Output creation

<

Output append

'*

Comment to end or line

Patterns

*

Match any character(s) including none

!

Match any single character

[..• ]

Match any or enclosed characters

Substitution

${ ... }

Substitute shell variable
Substitute command output
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d.

Quoting
\

Quote next character as literal with no special meaning
Quote enclosed characters excepting the back quotation
marks (1
Quote enclosed characters excepting: S '\ "

"

e.

Reserved words
ir
then
else
elir
fi

case
in

esac
ror
while
until
do
done

{ }
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8.1 Introduction
BC is a program that can' be used as a.n arbitrary precIsion arithmetic
calculator. BC's output is interpreted and executed by a collection or routines
which can input, output, and do arithmetic on indefinitely large integers and on
scaled fi."(ed-point numbers. Although you can write substantial programs with
BC, it is orten used as an interactive tool ror perrorming calculator-like
computations. The language supports a complete set or control structures and
Cunctions that can be defined and saved ror later execution. The syntax or BO
has been deliberately selected to agree with the C language; those who are
familiar with C will find rew surprises. A small collection oC library Cunctions is
also available, including sin, cos, arctan, log, exponential, and Bessel runctions
or integer order.
Common uses Cor BC are:
Computation with large integers.
Computations accurate to many decimal places.
Conversions of numbers from one base to another base.
There is a scaling provision that permits the use of decimal point notation.
Provision is made for input and output in bases other than decimal. Numbers
can be converted from decimal to octal simply by setting the output base equal
t08.
The actual limit on the number of digits that can be handled depends on the
amount of storage available on the machine, so manipulation of numbers with
many hundreds oC digits is possible.
-

8.2 Demonstration
This demonstration is designed to show you:
How to get into and outofBC.
How to perform simple computations.
How expressions are formed and evaluated.
How to assign values to registers.

A normal session with BC begins by invoking the program with the command:
bc
To exit BC type
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quit
or press CNTRL-D. Once you have entered BO, you can use it very much like a
normal calculator. As with the XENIX shell, commands are read as commandlines, so each line that you type must be terminated by a RETURN. Throughout
this chapter, the RETURN is implied at the end of each command line. Within
BO, normal processing of other keys, such as BKSP and INTERRUPT, also
works.
For example, type the simple integer 5:
5

Output is immediately echoed on the next line to the standard output, which is
normally the terminal screen:

5
Here "5" is a simple numeric expression. However, if you type the expression

(where the star (*) is the multiplication operator) a computation is executed
and the result printed on the next line:
26.25
What has happened here is that the line "5*5.25" has been evalua.ted, i.e., the
expression has been reduced to its most elementary form, which is the number
26.25. The process of evaluation normally involves some type of computation
such as multiplication, division, addition, or subtraction. For example, all four
orthese operations are involved in the following expression:
(10*5)+50-(50/2)'
When this expression is evaluated, the subexpressions within parentheses are
evaluated first, just as they would be with simple algebra, so that an
intermediate step in the evaluation is "50+50-25" which ultimately :reduces to
the number "75".
The simple addition
10.45+ 5.5555555
produces the output:
16.0055555
Note how precision is retained in the above result.
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The two-part multiplication

produces the answer:
504
The last part of this demonstration shows you how to store values in specia.l
alphabetic registers. For example, type:
a=100 i b=5
What happens here is that the registers "a" and "b" are assigned the values 100
and 5, respectively. The semicolon is used here to place multiple BC statements
on a single line, just as it is used in the XENIX shell. This command line
produces no output because assignment statements are not considered
expressions. However, the registers "a" and "b" can now be used in
expressions. Thus you can now type

to produce:
500
105
To exit BC, remember to type
quit
or pressCNTRL-D.
This ends the demonstration. Following sections describe use or BC in more
detail. The final section otthis chapter is aBC language rererence.

8.3 Tasks
This section describes how to perform common BC tasks. Mastery of these
tasks should turnyou into a competentBC user.

8.3.1 Computing with Integers
The simplest kind of statement is an arithmetic expression on a line by itself.
For instance, iryou type

142857 + 285714
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and press RETURN, BC responds immediately with the line:
428571
Other operators also can be used. The complete list includes:

+ - * / %
They indicate addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, modulo
(remaindering), and exponentiation, respectively. Division of integers
produces an in teger result truncated toward zero. Division by zero produces an
error message.
Any term in an expression can be prefixed with a minus-sign to indicate that it is
to be negated (this is the "unary" minus sign). For example, the expression

7+-3
is interpreted to mean that -3 is to be added to 7.
More complex expressions with several operators and with parentheses are
interpreted just as in FORTRAN, with exponentiation (A) performed first,
then multiplication (*), division (I), modulo (%), and finally, addition (+), and
subtraction (-). The contents· of parentheses are evaluated before expressions
outside the parentheses. All of the above operations are performed from left to
right, except exponentiation, which is performed from right to left. Thus the
following two expressions
aAb"c and aA(bAc)
are equivalent, as are the two expressions:
a*b*c and (a*b)*c
BC shares with FORTRAN and C the convention that a/b*c is equivalent to
(a/b)*c.
Internal storage registers to hold numbers have single lowercase letter names.
The value of an expression can be assigned to a register in the usual way, thus
the statement
x = x

+3

has the effect of increasing by 3 the value of the contents of the register named
"x". When, as in this case, the outermost operator is the assignment operator
(=), then the assignment is performed but the result is not printed. There are
26 available named storage registers, one for each letter or the alphabet.
There is also a built-in square root runction whose result is truncated to an
integer (See also Section 8.5, "Scaling"). For example, the lines
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x = sqrt(IQI)
x

produce the printed result

13

8.3.2 Specifying Input and Output Bases
There are special internal quantities in BC, called ibale and obale. Ibale is
initially set to 10: and determines the base used ror interpreting numbers that
are read by Be. For example, the lines
ibase = 8
11
produce the output line
Q

and you are all set up to do octal to decimal conversions. However, beware or
trying to change the input base back to decimal by typing:
ibase = 10
Because the number 10 is interpreted as octal, this statement has no effect. For
those who deal in hexadecimal notation, the characters A-F are permitted in
numbers (no matter what base is in effect) and are interpreted as digits having
values 10-15, respectively. These characters mUlt be uppercase and not
lowercase. The statement
ibase

=A

changes you back to decimal input base no matter what the current input base
is. Negative and large positive input bases are permitted; however no
mecha.nism has been provided ror the input or arbitrary numbers in bases less
than I and greater tha.n 16.
Obale is used as the base ror output numbers. The value of obaleis initially set
to a decimal 10. The lines

obase = 16
1000
produce the output line:

3E8
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This is interpreted as a three-digit hexadecimal number. Very large output
bases are permitted. For example, large numbers can be output in groups or
five digits by setting obaBe to 100000. Even strange output bases, such as
negative bases, and 1 and 0, are handled correctly.
Very large numbers are split across lines with seventy characters per line. A
split line that continues on the next line ends with a backslash (\). Decimal
output conversion is fast, but output orvery large numbers (Le., more than 100
digits) with other bases is rather slow.
Remember that ibaBe and obaBe do not affect the course or internal
computation or the evaluation of expressions; they only affect input and output
conversion.
8.3.3 Scaling Quantities
A special internal quantity called Beale is used to determine the scale or
calculated quantities. 'Numbers can have up to gg decimal digits arter the
decimal point. This rractional part is retained in rurther computations. We
refer to the number of digits arter the decimal point or a number as its scale.
\Vhen two scaled numbers are combined by means or one or the arithmetic
operations, the result has a scale determined by the following rules:
Addition, subtraction
The scale or the result is the larger or the scales or the two
operands. There is never any truncation or the result.
Multiplication

The scale or the result is never less than the maximum orthe
two scales or the operands, never more than the sum or the
scales or the operands, and subject to those two restrictions,
the scale or the result is set equal to the contents or the
internal quantity, Beale.

Division

The scale or a quotient is the contents or the internal
quantity, Be ale.

Modulo

The scale or a remainder is the sum or the scales or the
quotient and the divisor.

Exponentiation

The result or an exponentiation is scaled as ir the implied
multiplications were perrormed. An exponent must be an
integer.

Square Root

The scale or a square root is set to the maximum or the scale
orthe argument and the contents or Beale.

All or the internal operations are actually carried out in terms or integers, with
digits being discarded when necessary. In every case where digits are discarded
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truncation is performed without rounding.
The contents of ,cale must be no greater than gg and no less than o. It is initially
set too.
The internal quantities ,cale, ib41e, and btl,e can be used in expressions just
like other variables. The line
scale = scale

+1

increases the value of ,cale by one, and the line
scale
causes the current value oC ,c4le to be printed.
The value oC ,cale retains its meaning as a number oC decimal digits to be
retained in internal computation even when ibtlle or 0641e are not equal to 10.
The internal computations (which are still conducted in decimal, regardlessoC
the bases) are perCormed to the specified number oC decimal digits, never
hexadecimal or octal or any other kind oC digits.

8.3.4 Using Functions
The nameoC a Cunction is a single lowercase letter. Function names are
permitted to use the same letters as simple variable names. Twenty-six
different defined Cunctions are permitted in addition to the twenty-six variable
names. The line
define a(xH
begins the definition oC a Cunction with one argument. This line must be
followed by one or more statements, which make up the body oC the function,
ending with a right brace ( } ). Return oC control Crom a Cunction occurs when a
return statement is executed or when the end of the function is reached. The
return statement can take either oCthe two forms:
return
return(x)
In the first case, the returned value oC the Cunction is OJ in the second, it is the
value of the expression in parentheses.
Variables used in Cunctions can be declared as automatic by a statement orthe
. form
auto X,y,Z
There can be only one auto statement in a function and it must be the first
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statement in the definition. These automatic variables are allocated space and
initialized to zero on entry to the function and thrown away on return. The
values of any variables with the same names outside the function are not
disturbed. Functions can be called recursively and the automatic variables at
each call level are protected. The parameters named in a function definition are
treated in the same way as the automatic variables of that function, with the
single exception that they are given a value on entry to the function. An
example or a runction definition rollows:
define a(x,y){
auto z
z = x*y
return(z)

}
The value of this function, when called, will be the product of its two
arguments.
A (unction is called by the appearance or its name, rollowed by a string of
arguments enclosed in parentheses and separated by commas. The result is
unpredictable it the wrong number of arguments is used.
If the function "a" is defined as shown above, then the line

a(7,3.14)
would print the result:
21.98

Similarly, the line

x = a(a(3,4),5)
would cause the value of "x" to become 60.
Functions can require no arguments, but still perrorm some useful operation or
return a userul result. Such runctions are defined and called using parentheses
with nothing between them. For example:

bO
calls the (unction named b.
8.3.5 Using Subscripted Variables
A single lowercase letter variable name (ollowed by an expression in brackets is
called a subscripted variable and indicates an array element. The variable
name is the name of the array and the expression in brackets is called the
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subscript. Only one-dimensional arrays are permitted in Be. The names of
arrays are permitted to collide with the names of simple variables and function
names. Any fractional part of a subscript is discarded before use. Subscripts
must be greater than or equal to zero and less than or equal to 2047.
Subscripted variables can be freely used in expressions, in function caUs and in
return statements.
An array name can be used as an argument to arunction, as in:

f(a( ))
AIray names can also be declared as automatic in a function definition with the
use of empty brackets:
define f(a[ ])
auto a( ]
When an array name is so used, the entire contents of the array are copied ror
the use of the function, then thrown away on exit from the function. Array
names that refer to whole arrays cannot be used in any other context.

8.3.6 Using Control Statements: ir, while and ror
The ir, while, and ror statements are used to alter the flow within programs or
to cause iteration. The range of each of these statements is a following
statement or compound statement consisting of a collection or statements
enclosed in braces. They are written as follows:

ir( relation) ~tatement
while ( relation) ~tatement
for ( ezpreuionl; relation;

ezpreuion2)~tatement

ir( relation) {~tatement~}
while ( relation) { Itatement~}
tor ( ezpreuionl; relation; ezpreuion2) { ~t4tement~}
A relation in one or the control statements is an expression or the form
ezpreBBionl rel-op ezpreuion2

where the two expressions are related by one of the six relational operators:

<

> <= >= == !=

Note that a double equal sign (==) stands for "equal to" and an exclamationequal sign (!=) stands for "not equal to". The meaning of the remaining
relational operators is their normal arithmetic and logical meaning.
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Beware oC using a single equal sign (=) instead oC the double equal sign (==) in
a relational. Bot.h oC these symbols are legal, so you will not get a diagnostic
message. However, the operation will not perCorm the intended comparison.
The i( statement causes execution oC its range iC and only iC the relation is true.
Then control passes to the next statement in the sequence.
The while sta.tement causes repeated execution of its range as long as the
relation is true. The relation is tested beCore each execution oC its range and iC
the relation is Calse, control passes to the next statement beyond the range of
the while statement.
The (or statement begins by executing ezpreuionl. Then the relation is tested
and, iC true, the sta.tements in the range of the (or statement are executed.
Then ezpreIBion2 is executed. The relation is tested, and so on. The typical use
of the (or statement is Cor a controlled iteration, as in the statement
for(i=l; i<=10; i=i+l) i
which will print the integers Crom 1 to 10.
The following are some examplesoCthe use orthe control statements:
define C(nH
auto i, x
x=l
Cor(i=lj i<=nj i=i+l) x=x*i
return(x)

}
The line
f(a)
prints "a" Cactorial iC"a" is a positive integer.
The Collowing is the definition oC a Cunction that computes values of the
binomial coefficient ("m" and "n" are assumed to be positive integers):
define b(n,m){
auto x, j
x=1
Cor(j=I; j<=m; j=j+l) x=x*(n-j+l)/j
return(x)

}
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The following function computes values or the exponential function by
summing the appropriate series without regard to possible truncation errors:
scale - 20
define e(x){
auto a, b, c, d, n
a=1
b=1
c == 1

d-O
n==1

while(l==I){
a = a*x
b = b*n
c = c + alb
n=n+1

if(c==d) return(c)
d-c

}
}
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8.3.7 Using Other Language Features
Some language reatures that every user should know about are listed below.
Normally, statements are typed one to a line. It is also permissible to
type several statements on a line ir they are separated by semicolons.
If an assignment statement is placed in parentheses, it then has a
value and can be used anywhere that an expression can. For example,
the line

(x . y+17)
not only makes the indicated assignment, but also prints the resulting
value.
The rollowing is an example of a use of the value or an assignment
statement even when it is not placed in parentheses:
x = a[i=i+l]
This causes a value to be assigned to "x" and also increments "i"
berore it is used as asubscript.
The rollowing const,ructions work in BC in exactly the same manner
as they do in the C language:
Constru ction
x=y:--z
x =+y
x =-y
x =* Y
x -,I y
x=%y
x =A y
x++
x-++x
--x

Equivalent
x -(y z)
x =;:: x+y
x =x-y
x = x*y
x = x/y
x =x%y
X = XAy
{x=x+l)-I
(x=x-l)+1
x =x+1
x = x-I

Even ir you don't intend to use these constructions, if you type one
inadvertently, something legal but unexpected may happen. Be
aware that in some or these constructions spaces are significant.
There is a real difference between "x=-y" and "x= -y". The first
replaces "x" by "x-y' , and the second by "-y".
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The comment convention is identical to the C comment convention.
Comments begin with "1*" and end with "*1".
There is a library oCmath Cunctions thatcan be obtained by typing
be -I
when you invoke BC. This command loads the library Cunctions sine,
cosine, arctangent, natural logarithm, exponential, and Bessel
Cunctions of integer order. These are named "s", "e", "a", "1", "e",
and "j(n,x)", respectively. This library sets ,cole to 20 by deCault.
ICyou type

bc file •••
BC will read and execute the named file or files berore accepting
commands Crom the keyboard. In this way, you can load your own
programs and function definitions.
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8.4 Language Reference
This section is a comprehensive rererence to the Be language. It contains a
more concise description or the reatures mentioned in earlier sections.

8.4.1 Tokens
Tokens are keywords, identifiers, const3.nts, operators, and separators. Token
separators can be bla.nks, tabs or comments. Newline characters or semicolons
separate statements.
Comments

Comments are introduced by the characters" /*" and are
terminated by "*/".

Identifiers

There are three kinds or identifiers: ordinary identifiers,
array identifiers and runction identifiers. All three types
consist of single lowercase letters. Array identifiers are
followed by square brackets, enclosing an optional expression
describing a subscript. Arrays are singly dimensioned and
can contain up to 2048 elements. Indexing begins at 0 so an
array can be indexed Crom 0 to' 2047. Subscripts are
truncated to integers. Function identifiers are followed by
parentheses, enclosing optional arguments. The three types
or identifiers do not conflict; a program can have a variable
named "x", an array named "x", and a Cunct.ion named "x",
all orwhich are separate and distinct.

Keywords

The following are reserved keywords:
ibase
obase
scale
sqrt
length
while
for

Constants

' ir
break
define
auto
return
quit

Constants are arbitrarily long numbers with an optional
decimal point. The hexadecimal digits A-F are also
recognized as digits with decimal values 10-15, respectively.

8.4.2 Expressions

All expressions can be evaluated to a value. The value of an expression is always
printed unless the main operator is an assignment. The precedence of
expressions (i.e., the order in which they are evaluated) is as follows:
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Function calls
Unary operators
Multiplicative operators
Additive operators
Assignment operators
Relational operators
There are several types of expressions:
Named expressions
Named expressions are places where values are stored. Simply stated,
named expressions are legal on the left side of an assignment. The value
or a named expression is the value stored in the place named.
ide ntifie re
Simple identifiers are named expressions. They have an initial
value or zero.

arrall- name [ezpre eei on]
Array elements are named expressions. They have an initial value
oCzero.
eetlle, ibaee and obaee
The internal registers .etlle, iba.e, and oba.e are all named
expressions. Se ale is the number of digits arter the decimal point to
be retained in arithmetic operations and has an initial value or zero.
Iba.e and oba.e are the input and output number radixes
respectively. Both iba.e and oba,e have initial values or 10.
Constants
Constants are primitive expressions that evaluate to themselves.
Parenthetic Expressions
An expression surrounded by parentheses is a primitive expression. The
parentheses a.re used to alter normal operator precedence.
Function Calls
Function calls are expressions that return values. They are discussed in
section 8.10.3.
8.4.3 Function Calls
A runction call consists or a function namerollowed by parentheses containing a
comma-separated list or expressions, which are the function arguments. The
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syntax is as follows:
function·name ( [ezprellion [ , ezprellion ... ) ) )
A whole array passed as an argument is specified by the array name followed by
empty square brackets. All function arguments are passed by value. As a
result, changes made to the formal parameters have no effect on the actual
arguments. If the function terminates by executing a return statement, the
value of the function is the value of the expression in the parentheses of the
return statement, or 0 if no expression is provided or if there is no return
statement. Three built-in functions are listed below:
sqrt ( ezpr)

The result is the square root of the expression and is
truncated in the least significant decimal place. The scale of
the result is the scale of the expression or the value of Ie ale,
whichever is larger.

length( ezpr)

The result is the total number of significant decimal digits in
the expression. The scale of the result is zero.

scale (ezpr)

The result is the scale of the expression. The scale of the
result is zero.

8.4.4 Unary Operators
The unary operators bind right to left.
-ezpr

The result is the negative of the expression.

++name(Cezpr The named expression is incremented by one. The result is
the value oCthe named expression arter incrementing.
-nametLezpr

The named expression is decremented by one. The result is
the value oCthe named expression after decrementing.

named_ezpr++ The named expression is incremented by one. The result is
the value of the named expression before incrementing.
named_ezpr-

The named expression is decremented by one. The result is
the value oCthe named expression before decrementing.

8.4.5 Multiplicative Operators
The multiplicative operators (*, I, and %) bind from left to right.
The result is the product of the two expressions. If "a" and
"b" are the scales of the two expressions, then the scale ohhe
result is:
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min (a+b, max (scale, a, b»
ezpr/ezpr

The result is the quotient or the two expressions. The scale or
the result is the value or ,eale.

expr%expr

The modulo operator (%) produces the remainder or the
division of the two expressions. More precisely, 0%6 is
f1r-0/6*6. The scale or the result is the sum of the scale or the
divisor and the value or Ie ale.
The exponentiation operator binds right to lert. The result is
the first expression raised to the power or the second
expression. The second expression must be an integer. If "a"
is the scale or the lert expression and "b" is the absolute value
or the right expression, then the scale or the result is:
min (a*b, max (scale, a»

8.4.6 Additive Operators
The additive operators bind left to right.
ezpr+ezpr

The result is the sum of the two expressions. The scale or the
result is the maximum ofthe seales ofthe expressions.

ezpr-ezpr

The result is the difference or the two expressions. The seale
or the result is the maximum or the scales or the expressions.

8.4.7 Assignment Operators
The assignment operators listed below assign values to the named expression
on the lert side.

nOfned_ezpr==ezpr
This expression results in assigning the value or the expression on
the right to the named expression on the lert.
nOfned_ezpr==+ezpr

The

result

or

this

expression

is

equivalent

to

is

equivalent

to

is

equivalent

to

nClmed_ezpr==nClfned_ezpr+ezpr.
nClfned_ezpr=-ezpr

The

result

or

this

expression

nClfned_ezpr=nClmed_ezpr-ezpr.
nClfned_ezpr= -ezpr

The

result

or

this

expression
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ft4rneJ_ezpr==/ezpr

The

result

of

this

expression

is

equivalent

to

is

equivalent

to

is

equivalent

to

ft4me d_ezpr==n4rne d_ezpr/ ezpr.

ft4meJ_ezpr==%ezpr

The

result

of

this

expression

ft4med_ezpr=n4rned_ezpr%ezpr.
ft4rneJ_ezpr==Aezpr

The

result

of

this

expression

A
n4metCezpr=ft4metCeZpr ezpr.

8.4.8 Relational Operators
Unlike all other operators, the relational operators are only valid as the object
of an if or while statement, or inside a for statement. These operators are
listed below:
ezpr<ezpr
ezpr>ezpr
ezpr<=ezpr
ezpr>=ezpr
ezpr===ezpr
ezpr!=ezpr

8.4.g Storage Classes
There are only two storage classes in BC: global and automatic (local). Only
identifiers that are to be local to a function need to be declared with the auto
command. The arguments to a function are local to the runction. All other
identifiers are assumed to be global and available to all tunctions.
.
All identifiers, global and local, have initial values ot zero. Identifiers declared
as auto are allocated on entry to the runction and released on returning from
the function. They, therefore, do not retain values between function calls.
Note that auto arrays are specified by the array namer, followed by empty
square brackets.
Automatic variables in BC do not work the same way as in C. On entry to a
function, the old values of the names that appear as parameters and as
automatic variables are pushed onto a stack. Until return is made from the
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runction, rererence to these names refers only to the new values.
8.4.10 Statements
Statements must be separated by a semicolon or a newline. Except where
altered by control statements, execution is sequential. There are four types of
statements: expression statements, compound statements, quoted string
statements, and built-in statements. Each kind of statement is discussed
below:
Expression statements
When a statement is an expression, unless the main operator
is an assignment, the value of the expression is printed,
followed by a newline character.
Compound statements
Statements can be grouped together and used when one
statement is expected by surrounding them with curly braces
( { and} ).
Quoted string statements
For example

prints the string inside the quotation marks.
Built-in sta.tements
Built-in statements include auto, break, define, for, if,
quit, return, and while.
The syntax for each builtr-in statement is given below:
Auto statement
The auto statement causes the values of the identifiers to be
pushed down. The identifiers can be ordinary identifiers or
array identifiers. Array identifiers are specified by rollowing
the array na.me by empty square brackets. The auto
statement must be the first statement in a function definition.
Syntax ofthe auto statement is:
auto identifier [, identifier]
Break statement
The break statement causes termination or a tor or while
statement. Syntax for thebreak statement is:
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break

Define statement
The define statement defines a runction; parameters to the
function can be ordinary identifiers or array names. Array
names must be rollowed by empty square brackets. The
syntax orthe defirt-e statement is:
define (fpar4meter

1,

parameter ...))}{ ,totement,}

For statement
The tor statement is the same as:
first-ezpreuion
while( relation) {
- Itatement
lad-ezpreuion

}
All three expressions must be present. Syntax or the ror
statement is:
lor (ezpreuionj relation;ezpreuion) Itotement

If statement
The statement is executed if the relation is true. The syntax
is as rollows:
i/ (relation) Itatement

Quit statement
The quit statement stops execution or a BO program and
returns control to XENIX when it is first encountered.
Because it is not treated as an executable statement, it cannot
be used in a function definition or in an it, ror, or while
statement. Note that entering a CNTRL-D at the keyboard is
the same as typing "quit". The syntax orthe quit statement
is as follows:

quit
Return statement
The return statement terminates a runction, pops its auto
variables off the stack, and specifies the result or the runction.
The result of the runction is the result or the expression in
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parentheses. The first rorm is equivalent to "return(O)". The
syntax of the return statement is as follows:
return{ezpr}

While statement
The statement is executed while the relation is true. The test
occurs before each execution of the statement. The syntax of
the while statement is as rollows:
while {relation} ,tatement
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Duilding a (Juq» System

9.1

Introduction

The uucp system is a series of pcograms designed to permit communication between
XENlX systems using dial-up communication lines. Uucp provides file transfer and
remote command execution through a batch-type operation. Files are created in a
spool directory for processing by the uucp daemons. There are three types offiles used
for the execution of work:
DatafiJes

Contain data for transferto remote systems

WOltfiles

Contain directions for file transfers between systems

Execution files

Contain directions for XENlX command executions which
involve the resources ofone or more systems.

The uucp system consists of four primary and two secondary programs. The s--imary
programs are:
uucp

This program creates work and gathers c:bta·files in the ~-pool direct<I)' for
the transmission of files.

uux

This program creates work files. execute files and gathers data filesforthe
remote executionofXENlX commands.

uucico

This program executcsthe wort files for data transmission.

uuxqt

This program executes the execution files for XENlX canmand
execution.

The secondary programs are:
uulog

This program updates the log file with new entries and reports on the
status ofuucprequests.

uuclean

This program removes old files from the spool directory .

This chapter describes the operation of each program. the installation of the system.
the security aspects of thcsystem. the files required for execution, and the
administration ofthe system.

for hardwir('d communications between XENlX systems. use the Micnet network
described in the XENIX Operations Guide .

9.2

Uucp - System to System Yale Copy

The uucp program is the user's primary interface with the system. The uucp..,ogram
was designed to look like the cpcommand. The syntax is
uucp r option 1... sourr:~ ... destination
where sourc~ and destination may contain the prefix syst~m- nam~! which indicates
the system on which the file or files reside or where they will be copied ..
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The options interpreted by uucp are:

-d

Make directories when necessary forcopyingtbe file.

-c

Don·tcopy swrce filestothe spool directory. but use the specified source
when the actual transfertakcs place.

-glener

PutletterinasthegradcinthenameoftheWOltfile. (1biscanbeusc:dto
change the orderofworkfor aparticularmacbinc.)

-m

SendmailonctmpletionoftheWOJt.

The foDowina options are used primarily forclebuggina:
-r

Queue thejobbut do not startuucicopl'Opam.

UsediRctory dirfortbe spool directory .
Uae""", aathe level ofdebugging output.

-1UIIIIII

The destination may be a directory IUUDC. in which case the file name is taken from the
last part of the source', name. The source name may COHn special sheD charactcn
such as H?*n· O
• If a sourceargumeDlhasasySlem-name! prefix for aremote system.
the file name expansion wiD be doncontheremote system.
The command

uucp

·.c

usg!lusr/dan

wiD set up the b'ansfa-of all files whose names end wiIh .c to the IlISf'ldI:m directory on
the usg machine.

The source andIordestination names may also cootain a werprefix. lbistranslates
to the login directa)' on the specified system. For names with partial patbrwnel. the
current directory is prependcd to the file name. File JJaIIICS willi " ..1'0 are not
permitted.

The command

uucp

usg! cIanI·.h -

dan

will set up the transfer of files whose IWJIeI end wilh .h in dan s login directory on
systemusgtodan°s1ocallogindirectory .
0

For each swrce file. the program wiD check the 80UJCC and destination filenames-and
the system -part ofeach toclassifythe work into one oftivetypea:
I.

Copy sourcetodestinationonlocal system.

2.

Receive files from otha-systems.

3.

Sendtilestoal'CJllO(CSYstems.

4.

Send filesfromnmote systemstoanodlerremoce system.

S.

Receive files from remote systems when the source contains special shell
characters as mentioned above.
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Afterthe workhas been set up in th.:: !>"]lOol directory. the ullcicoprogrrun is started to try
to contact the othermachine to execute the work (unless the - roplien was specified).

9.2.1

Copying FUes to a Local DestinatioD

Acp command is uscd to do type I wort. The -dandthe-moptionsarenothonored
in this case.

9.2.2

ReceIving Files rrom Other Systems

fCl' type 2 work, a one line work file is created for each file requested and put in the

spool directory with the following fields. each separated by a blank.

[11

R

r21

The full pathname of the source or a

uscr/pathnamc. The

user pan

willbcexpandedontheremotcsy~cm.

r31

The full patbnamc of the destination file. lfthe user notation is used. it
will be immediately expanded to be the login directory forthe user.

141

Theuser'sloginnamc.

[51

A "-" followed by an option list. (Only the -m and -d options will
appear in thi s list. )

9.2.3

SeuclJDg Files to Remote Systems

for type 3 wock. a work file is created for each dsource file and tlle source file is copied
into a data file in the spool directory. (A -~ option on the uucp program will prevent
the data file from being made. In this case. the fiJc will be transmitted from the

indicated source.) The fields ofeach entry are givenbelow.

fl1
r21
f31
f41

s
The fullpathname ofthe source file.
The full pathnameofthe destination or

user/filename.

The user's login name.

f51

A" - "foUowedby an option list.

f61

The name ofthe data file inthe spool directory .

r71

The file mode bits ofthe sourcc file in octal print format (e.g. 0666).
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9.2.4

Guide

Copying Files Between Systems

For type 4 and 5 work. uucp generates a uucp command line am sends itto the remote
machine; the remote uucicoexecutes the command line.

9.3

Vux - System To System Execution

The uux command is used to set up the execution ofaXENlX cOOlDlaIld where the
execution machine and/or some of the files are remote. The syntax of the uux
command is
uux

r - 1r option 1· .. command-SIring

where command-string is made up of one or more argumerts. All special shell
characters such as .. < > lA" must be qu~ed either by quoting the entire command
string or quoting the character asa separate argument. Within the command string. the
command and file names may contain a system -l1Q1IIe! prefix. All arguments whid:
do not contain a "!" will not be treated as files. ('They will not be copied to the
execution machine.) The - option is used to indicate that the standard input for the
given command should be inherited from the standard input ofthe uux commaoo. The
options. essentially fordebugging. are:
-r

Do not stan uucicoor uuxqlafterqueuingthejob

-xnum

Use num as the level ofdebugging output.

The command
pr

abc

uux

usg!lp'

will set up the output of' 'prabc" as standard input to an Ipr command to be executed on
systemusg.

Uux generates an execute file which contains the names of the files required for
execution (including standard input), the user's login name, the destination of the
standard output, and the command to be executed. This file is either put in the spool
directory for local execution or sent to the remote sy&1em using a generated send
command (type 3 above).

For required files which are not on the execution machine, uux will generate receive
command files (type 2 above). These command-files will be put on the execution
machine and executed by the uucicoprogram. ('This will work only ifthe local system
has permission to put files in the remote spool directory as controlled by the remote
USERFlLE. )

The execute file will be processed by the uuxqt program on the execulionmachine. It is
made up of several lines. each of which contains anidentification charclcter and one or
more arguments. The order ()fthe lines in the file is not relevant and some ofthe lines
may not be present. Each line is described below .

User Line
U user syslem
where the user am system are thc;requester' s login name and system.
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Sys~m

Required File Line
F filename real- name

where the filename is L~e genenlted name of a file for the execute machine and re41/name is the last pan of the actual file name (contains no path information). Zero or
more of these lines may be present intheexecute file. The uuxqtprogram wiUcheckfor
the existence of allrequired files before the command is executed.
Standard Input Line

1 filename
The standard input is either specified by a "<" in the command-string or inherited
from the standard input of the uux command if the - option is used. Ifa standard input
is oot specified,ldevlnull is used.
Standard Output Line

o filename

system - name

The standard output is specified by a U> ,. within the command- string. Ifa standard
output is not specified. Idevlmdl is used. (Note that the use of "»" is not
implemented.)
CODlDl8ndLine

C command r arguments 1...
The arguments are those specified in the command string. The standard input and
staooard output will not appear on this line. All required files will be moved to the
execution directory (a subdirectory of the spool directory ) and the XENlX command is
executed using the Shell specified in the uucp.h header file. In addition. a shell PATH
statement is prepended 10 the commam line as specified in the UlUqtprogram.
After execution. the standard output is copied or set uptobe sent to the proper place.

9.4

Uucico - Copy In, Copy Out

The uucicoprogram will perform the following major furx:tions:
Scan the spool directory for work.
Place a call to a remote system.
Negotiate a line protocol to be used.
Execute all requests from both systems.
Log workreque~tsand w«k completions.
Uucico may be started by a system daemon. by one ofthe uucp. uux. uuxqt. or uucico
programs. by the user (this is usually for testing). or by a remote system. (The uucico
program should be specified as the shell field in the lelclpasswd file f« the uucp
logins.)

When started by method a daemon, a program. or the user. the program is considered
In this mode. a connection will be made to a remote system. If

to be in MASfER mode.
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startedby areructe It),stem. the pror.,ram is considered to be inSLA VEmode.

The MASTER mode wilJ opcrate in one oftwo ways. lfno system name isspecificd (the
- soptionnot specified) the program will scanthe spool directory for systems to call. If
a system name is specified. that system will be called. and work will only be done for
that system.
The uucico program is generally started by another program. There are several options
USN for execution:
-rl

Start the program in MASTER mode. This is used when uucieo is started
by a program or cron shell.

-&)IS

Do work only for system sys. If -5 is specified, a call to the specified
system will be made even if there is no work for system sys in the spool
directory. This is useful for polling systems which do not have the
hardware to initiate a connection.

The following operionsare used primarily for debugging:
-ddir

Use directory dir for the spool directory.

-xnum

Use num as the level ofdebugging output.

The next part ofthis section will describe the major steps within the uucicoprogram.

9.4.1

ScannlDg For Work

The names ofthe workrelated files in the spool directory have format
type . system-name grade number

where type may be "e" for copy cOllllDaIXl file. "D" for data file, "X" for execute
file. ~yslem-name is the remote system,' grade is a character. and number is a four
digit. padded sequence numbez'.
The file
C.res45nOO31
is a work file for a file transferbetweenthe local machine and the res45 machine.
The scan for work is done by looking through the spool directory for work files (files
with prefix C. ). A list is made of all systems to be called. Uucico will then caD each
system and process all work files.

9.4.2

Calling a Remote System

The call is made using infonnation from several files which reside in the uucp program
directory. At the start of the call process, a lock is set to forbid multiple conversations
between the same two systems.
The system name is found in the L.sys file. The information contained for each system
is;
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i1]

System name

[2]

Times to call the &),stem (days-of-weekandtimes-of-day)

[31

Device ordevicetype to be used forcall

[41

line speed

fs1

phone number if field r31 is' 'ACU" or the device name (same asfielJr3j)
if not

r61

Login information (multiple fields)

The time field is checked against the present timeto see ifthe call should be made.
The pJwne number may contain abbreviations (e.g. mh, py, boston) which get
translatedintodialsequencesusingtheL-diaJcodesfile.
The L -de~';ce s file is scanned using device type and line speed fields from the L. sysfile
to find an available device for the call. The program will try all devices which satisfy
these fields until the call is made. or no more devices can be tried. If a device is
successfully opened, a lock file is created so that another copy ofuucico will not try to
use it. If the call is complete, the login information n the last field of L.sys is used to
login.
The conversation between the two uucico programs begins with a handshake started
by the SLA VE system. The SLA VE sends a message to let the MASTER know it is ready
to receive the system identification and conversation sequence number. The response
from the MASTER is verified by the SLAVE and if acceptable, protocol selection
begins. The SLAVE can also reply with a caD-back required message in which case,
the current conversation is terminated.

9.4.3

Sdediug LiDe Protocol

The remote system sends a message

Pprolo-lisl
where proto-list isa string ofcharacters, each representing aline protocol.
The calling p:-ogram checks the protocol list for a letter corresponding to an available
line protocol and returns a use protocol message. The message has the fonn
Ucode

where code is either a one character prttocolletta or UN" which means there is no
common protocol.

9.4.4

Processing Work

The initial role ofMASTER orSLAVE forthe work processing is the mode in which each
program starts. (The MASTER has been specified by the - r1 option.) The MASTER
program does a work search similar to the one used in the section "Scanning For
Work" above.
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There are five messages used during the work. processing. each specified by tHe first
characlerofthemessage. They are;
S

Send a file

R

Receive a file

C

Copy complete

X

Execute a uucpcommand

H

Hangup

The MASTER win send R. S, or X messages until aU work from the spool directory is
complete. at which point an II message is sent. The SLAVE wiU reply with the first
letter of the request and either the letter "Y" or uN" for yes or no. For example, the
message' 'SY" indicates that it is okay to send a file.
The send and receive replies are based on permission to access the requested
file/directory using the USERFILE and read/write permissions of the file/directory.
After each file is copied into the spool directory of the receiving &'Ystem. a copycomplete message is sent by the receiVe!" ofthe file. The message •'CY" will be sent if
the file has successfully been moved from the temporary spool file to the actual
destination. Otherwise. a "CN" message is sent. (In the case of "CN". the
transferred file will be in the spool directory with a name beginning with "TMo' .) The
reque&tsand resuhs are logged on both systems.
The hangup response is determined by the SLA VE program. by a work. scan ofthe spool
directory. If work. for the remote sy&tem exists in the SLAVE's spool directory. an
"HN" message is sent and the programs switch roles. If no work exists. an "HY"
response is sent.

9.4.5

Terminating a CODversatioDo

When a "H Y" message is received by the MASTER it is echoed back to the SLA VE and
the protocols are turned off; Each program sends a final "00" message to the other.
The original SLAVE program. will clean up and terminate. The MASTER will proceed
to call other systems and process work as long as possible or terminate if a -5 option
was specified.

9.5

Uuxqt - Uuep Command Execution

The "l&xql program is used to process execute files generated by uux. The uuxql
program may be started by either the uucico or uux prognuns. The program scans the
spool directory fa- execute files (prefix X.). Each one i~ checked to see if aU the
requiredfilesareavailableandifso. the oommand line or send line is executed.
The execute file is described in the section "Uux - System to System Copy" above.
The execution is accomplished by executing the shell command

sh -c
with the command line after appropriate standard input and standard output have been
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opened. it a l>tandard output lS specified. the program will create a send command or
copy the output tile as appropriate.

9.6

Uulog - Uucp Log Inquiry

The uucp programs create individual log files for each program invocation.
Periodically. UJllog may be executed to append these tiles to the system Iogfile. This
method of logging was chosen to minimize file locking of the logfile during program
execution.
The uulog program merges the individual log files and ootputs specified log entries.
The output request is specified by the use ofthe following options:

-s.sys

Print entries where sys is the remote system name

-uuser

Print entries for user user .

The intersection of lines satisfying the two options is output. A null sys or user means
all system names or users respectively.

9.7

Uuclean - Uucp Spool Directory Cleanup

This program is typically staned by the daemon. once a day. Its function is to remove
files from the spool directory which are more than three days old. These are usually
files f<I wen which can not be completed.
The options available are:

-ddir

The directory to be scannedisdir.

-m

Send mail to the owner of each ·file being removed. (Note that most files
put into the spool directory win be owned by the owner of the uucp
programs since the setuid bit will be set on these programs. Themail win
therefore most often go to the owner ofthe uucpprograms.)

-Dhours

Olangetheagingtime from 72 hours to hours hours.

'-ppre

Examine files with prefix pre for deletion. CUpto IOfile prefixes may be
specified. )

- xnum

Use num as the level ofdebugging output desired .

9.8

Security

The uucp system, left unrestricted, win let any outside user execute any commands
and copy in/out any file which is readable/writable by the uucp login user. It is uptothe
individual sites to be aware of this and apply the protections that they feel are
necessary.
There are several security features available aside from the normal file mode
protections. Thesemust be set up by the installer of the uucp system.
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The login for uucpdoes not get a standard sheU. In~1ead. the uucico program is started.
Therefore. the only work that can be done is through uucico.
A path check is done on file names that are to be sent or received. The USERFll£
supplies the information for these checks. The USERFlLEcan also be set up to require
call-back for certain login-ids. See the section "Required Files" below in this
chapter.

A conversation sequence coont can be set up so that the called system can be more
confident that the caller is who he sayshe is.
The uuxqt program comes with a list of commands that it will execute. A PATH shell
statement is prepended to the command line as specified in the uuxqt program. The
installermaymodifythelistorremovetherestrictionsasdesired.
The L.sys file should be owned by uucp and have mode 0400 to protect the phone
numbers and login information for remote sites. (The uucp. uucico. Ufa • and Uuxql
should be also owned by uucpand have the setuidbit set.)

9.9

Installing a UucpSystem

The uucp system provided with the XENIX Software Development System is already
configured for operation on your computer . To install the system. you must edit a few
files to provide information about your local site. The fonowing sections provide an
overview ofthe files to be edited and the information required.
During execution of the uucp programs. the uucp system uses files from the following
three directories:
program
spool

(/usrllibluucp) This is the directory used for the executable system
programs and the system files.
(/usrlspoolluucp) This is the spool directory used during uucp

execution.
xqtdir

(/usrlspoolluucpl.XQ1DIR )Thisdirectory is used during execut ion of

execute files.

.

The names given in parentheses above are the defauh values f<I the directories. The
names lib. program. xqtdir. and spool will be used in the following text to represent
the appropriate directory names.
9.9.1

Moenryi. the letcl syslemid File

You must choose a unique site name for each computer to be directly connected to a
uucp line and add the site name to the /etc/systemid file ofthe corresponding computer
by using aXENlX text edit<I. The/etel systemid file can actually contain two names: the
uucp site name. which must appear on the first line of the file. and a Micnet machine
name. which must appear on the next line. However. you may decide to have both the
uucp site name and Micnet machine name to be the same. in which case. only one name
is required. fa' a description of the file. see syslemid(M) in the XENlX Reference
Manual.
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9.9.2

S)'s~m

Creating the Requirtd Files

There are four files which are required for execution, all of which ~'hould reside in the
program directory. To prepare the uucp system for execution, you must add your own
site ~-pecific information to these files by editing the files with a XENIX text editor. The
field separator for aU files isa space unless otherwise specified.

L-devices
This file contains entries for the call-unit devices and hardwired connections which
are to be used by uucp. The special device files are assumed to be in the/de~' directory .
The format for each entry is
line ca/l- unit speed

where line is the device for the line (e.g. culO), call-unit is the automatic call unit
associated with line (e.g. cuaO), Hardwired lines have a number "0" in this field, and
speed is theIine speed.
The line
culO

cuaO

300

defines a system which has device "cuIO" wired to a call -unit "cuaO" for use at 300
baud.

L - dlalcodes
This file contains entries with location abbreviations used in the L.sys file (e.g. py, mh,
boston). The entry format is
dial- seq

abb

where abb is the abbreviation, and dial-:- seq is the dial sequence to caU that location.
The line
py

165-

causes the emrypy7717 to be expanded to 165-7777.

USERFILE
This file contains user accessibility information. It specifies
The files that can be accessed by a normal user ofthe local machine
The files that can be accessed from aremote computer
The login name used by a panicularremote computer
Whether a remote computer should be called back in order to confirm its
identity
Each line in the file has the following formal
login,sys r c 1pathname r pathname

1...

where login is the login name for a user or the remote computer, sys is the system name
for a remote computer, c is the optional caJI- back required fiag, and pathnmne is a
path name prefix that is acceptable foruser .
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It is assumed that the login name used by a remote computer to call I11to a local

computer is not the same as the login name of a normal user of that local machine.
Ilowever, several remote computers may employ the same login name.
Each computer is given a unique system name which is transmitted at the stan of each
call. This name identifies the calling machine to the called machine.
When the program is obeying a command stored on the local machine, MASTER
mode, the pathnames aUowed are those given f(X" the first line in the USERFll£ that has
a login name that matches the login name of the user who entered the commam. Ifno
such line is found. the first line with a nullloginname is used.
When the program is responding toa command from a remtXe machine. SLAVE mode.
the pathnames allowed are those given for the first line in the file that has the system
name thal matches the system name ofthe remote machine. If no such line is foond. the
first one with a null system name is used.
When a remote computer logs in, the login name that it uses must appear in the
USERFILE. There may be sevc:rallines with the same login name but one of them
must either have the name ofthe remote system or must contain a nuU system name.
If a line is foond that has the appropriate login and remote system names and also
contains a" c" •the remote machine iscaUed back before any transactions take place.

The line
u.m lusr/xyz
allows machine' 'm" to login with name "u" and request the transfer of files whose
names start with "/usclxyz". "
The line
dan, lusr/dan
allows the ordinary user "dan" to issue commands for files whose name stans with
"/usr/dan".
The lines
u.m lusr/xyz lusr/spool
u, lusr/spool
allow any remote machine to login with name "u" • but if its system name is not "m" •
it can only ask to transfer files whose names start with' '/usr/spool" .
The lines
root, I
, lusr
allow any user to transfer files beginning with "lusr" but the user with login' 'root"
can transfer any file.

L.sys
Each entry in this file represents one system which can be called by the local uucp
programs. The fields are described below.
system name The name ofthe remote system.
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tune

111is is a string which indicates the days-of-week and times-of-(}ay
when the sy stem should be called (e. g. MoTuThOSOO- 1730). The day
portion may bea list containing some of
Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa
or it may be "Wk" for any week -day or •• Any" for any day. The time
should ~ a range of times (e.g. 0800-1230). If no time: portion is
specified. anytime ofday is assumed to be ok for the call.

device

This is either" ACU" or the hardwired device to be used for the: call. For
the hardwired case. the last part ofthe special file name isused (e.g. ttyO).

speed

This is the line speed for the call (e.g. 300).

phone

The phone number is made up of an optional alphabetic abbreviation and
a numeric part. The abbreviation is one which appears in the Ldialcodes file (e.g. mhS900. ooston995-9980). For the hardwired
devices. this field contains the same string as used forthe device field.

login

The login information is given as a series of fields and subfields in the
format
~.tpect send

r expect send 1...

where expect is the string expected to be read and send is the string to be
sent when the expected string is r«eived. The expect field may be made
upof subfieldsofthe form
expect r -seruJ-expectll ...

where send is sent if the prior expect is not successfully read and expectl
is the next expected string.
There are two special names available to be sem during the login
sequence. The string "EDT" sends an Ear character and the string
•• BREAK.·· tries to send a BREAK character. (The BREAK character is
simulated using line speed changes and null characters and may nOl work
on all devices andlor systems. )
A typical entry in the L. sys file is
sys Any ACU 300 mh7654 login uucp ssword: word
The expect algorithm looks at the last part of the string as illustrated in the password
field.

9.10

Maintaining the System

This section indicates some events and files which must be maintained for the uucp
system. Yw may do some maintenance with shell command files. initiating the files
with cronlab entries. Others will require manual modification. Some sample shell
files are given toward the end ofthis section.
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9.10.1

SEQF - sequence ched fde

This file is set up in the program directory and contains an entry foreachremotesystem
with which you agree to perform conversation sequence checks. The initial entry is
just the system name ofthe remote system. The first conversation will add two items to
the line, the conversation count, and the dateltime of the most resent conversation.
These items will be updated with eacb conversation. If a sequence check fails, the
entry will bave to be adjusted.
Useofthisfeatureisnotrecommend.
9.10.2

TM - temporary data files

These files are created in the spool directory while files are being copied from a remote
macbine. Theirnameshavetbc form
TM.pid.ddd

where pid isa process - id and ddd is a sequential three digit number starting at zero for
each invocation ofuucicoand incremellcd f<X'eacb file received.
After the entire remote file is received, the TM file is moved/copied to the requested
destination. Ifprocessing is aboormallytenninated orthe move/copy fails. the file will
remain in the spool directory.
The leftover files should be periodically removed; the uuclean program is useful in this
regard. The command
uuclean -pTM
removes all TM filesoldertbanthree days.
9.10.3

LOG - 101 entry files

During execution of programs, individual LOG files are created in the spool directory
with information abwt qu~ed requests, calls to remote systems, execution of uu.x
commandsandfilecopyresuhs. ThesefilesshouldbecombinedintotheLOGFILEby
using the uulog program. This program will put the new LOG files at thc beginning of
the existing WGFILE . Thecommand
uulog
performs the merge. Options are available to print some or all the log entries after the
files are merged. The LOGFILE should be removed periodically since it is copied each
time new LOG entries are put into the file.
The WG files are created initially with mode 0222. lfthe program which creates the
file terminates normally , it cbanges the mode to 0666. Aborted runs may leave tbe files
with mode 0222 and the uulog program will not read or remove them. To remove
them. either userm, uuclean, or cbange the mode to 0666 and let uulog merge them
withtheWGFILE .
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9.10.4

STST - system status files

These tiles are create~ in the spool directory by the uudec program. They contain
infonnation of failures such as login, dialup or sequence check and will contain a
talkingstatuswhentomachinesareconversing. The form ofthe filename is.
STST.sys

where sys is the remtte &-ystem name.
For ordinary failures (dialup. login), the file will prevent repeated tries for about one
hour. For sequence check failures, the file must be removed before any future attempts
to converse with that remote system.
lfthe file is left due to an aborted run, it may contain a talking status. Inthiscase. the file
must be removed before a conversation is attempted.

9.10.S

LCK - lock files

Lock files are created for each device in use (e.g. automatic calling unit) and each
sy!o1em conversing. This prevents duplicate conversations and multiple attempts to
use the same devices. The form of the lock file name is
LCK .. str

where sir is either a device or system name. The files may be left in the spool directory
if runs abort. They will be ignored (reused) after a time of aboot 24 hours. When runs
abort and calls are desired before the time limit. the lock files shoold be removed.

9.10.6

Creating Shdl Files

The uucp program will spool work and attempt to start the uucico program, but the
starting of uudeo will sometimes fail. (No devices available. login failures etc.).
Therefore. the uuc;co program should be periodically started. The command to start
uudeo can be put in a shell file with a command to merge WG files and started by a
crontabentty on an hourly basis. The file could contain the commands
program luulog
program luucico -rl
Ntte that the - rl option is required to stan the uucieoprogram inMASTER mode.
Aoother shell file may be set up on a daily basis to remove TM. sr. and leK files and
C. or D. files for work which can oot be accomplished for reasons like bad phone

number. login changes etc. A shell file containing commands like
program luuclean -pTM -pC. -pO.
program luuc1ean -pST -pLCK -n12
can be used. Note the - 012 option causes the sr and LCK files older than 12 hours to
be deleted. The absence ofthe - 0 option will usea three day time limit.
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9.10.7

Defining Login Entries

One or more logins should be set up for uucp. Each of the Ictclpasswd entries should
have programluucico as the shell to be executed (where program is the directory
containing uucico). The login directory is not used, but if the system h.n a special
directory for use by the users for sending or receiving file, it should as ~he login entry.
The various log ins are used in conjunction with the USERFILE to restrict file access.
Specifying the shell argumem limits the login to the use of uucicoonly.

9.10.8

Setting FDe Modes

Jt is suggested that the owner and file modes of various programs and files be set as
follows.
The programs uucp, UUX, uucico. and Uu.xqt should be owned by the uucp login with
the setuid bit set and only execute permissions (e.g. mode (4111). This will prevem
outsiders from modifying the programs to get at a standard shell for the uucp logins.
The L.sys. SQFILE. and USERFILE files which are put in the program directory
should be owncdby the uucp login and set with mode 0400.
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Tilt C-SheU

10.1

Introduction

The C-shell program, csh. is a command language interpreter for XENIX system
users. The C - she U, like the standard XENIX shell sh, is an interface between you and
the XENIX commands and programs. It translates command lines typed at a terminal
into corresponding system actions, gives you access to information, such as your login
name, home directory. and mailbox, and lets you coDSU'Uct of sheU procedures for
automating system tasks.
This chapter explains how touse the C- shell. It also explains the syntax and fuIrtion
ofC-shellcommandsandfeatures,andshowshowtouseth~featu.restocreateshen
procedures. The C-sheU is fully described in e.sh(~) in the XENIX Reference

Manual.

10.2

Invoking the C-sheU

Y00 can invoke the C - shell frem another shell by using thecsh command. To invoke
theC-shell,type:
csh
at the standard sheD's command line. You can also direct the system to invoke the
C - sheD for you when you log in. If you have given the C - shell as your login shell in
yourletelpasswdtileentry,thesystemautomaticallystartstheshellwhenyoulogin.
After the system starts the C- shell. the shell searches your home directory for the
command files. ewe and . login . If the shell finds the files, it executes the commands
contained in them, then displays the C-shellprompt.
The .ewe file typically COnlains the commands you wish to execute each time you
start a C- sheD, and the .login file contains the commands you wish to execute after
logging in to the system. For example, the following is the contents of a typical .login
file:
ignorecof
mail=(lusr/spnollmailibiU)
time = IS
history = 10
mail
set
set
set
set

This file cornains several setc<mmands. The set command is executed directly by the
C-shell; there is no corresponding XENIX program for this command. Set sets the
C-sheD variable "i~oreeof' which shields the C-shell from logging out if
CNTRL-D is hit. Instead ofCNfRL-D, the IClloutcommand is used to log out of the
system. By setting the "mair' variable, the C-shell is notified that it is to walch for
incoming mail and notify yoo ifnew mail arrives.
Next the C-sheD variable "time'· is set to)S causing the C-sheU to autOOlalicany
print out statistics lines for commands that execute f~ at 1east 15 seconds of CPU time.
TIle variable •'history" is set to I 0 indicating that the C-shell will remember the last
IOcommandstypedinitshistorylist,(describcdlater).
Finally. the XENlX mail program is invoked.
When the C-shell finishes processing the .login file, it begins reading commands

from the terminal. prompting for each with:
)0-1
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%

When you log out (by givingthe logout command) the C- shell prints
logout
and executes commands from the file .logout if it exists in your home directory. After
that. the C - shell terminates and XENIX logs you offthe &"j stem.

10.3

Using Shell Variables

The C-shell maintains a set of variables. For example, in the above discussion, the
variables "history" and "time" had the values lOand 15. EachC-shell variable has
as its value an array of zero or more strings. C - shell variables may be assigned values
by the set command, whichhassevercllfonns, the most useful of which is:
set name= value

C - shell variables may be used to store values that are to be used later in commands
through a substitution mechanism. The C- shell variables most commonly
refereoced are, however, those that the C-shell itself refers to. By changing the
valuesoftbese variables you can directly affecttbe behavior ofthe C - shell.
One of the most important variables is "path". This variable contains a list ofdirectory
names. When you type a command name at yoorterminal, theC-sheUexamineseach
named directory in tum, until it finds an executable file whose name corresponds totlle
name you typed. 1be set command with no arguments displays the values of all
variables currently defined in the C-shell. The following example shows a typical
defauh values:
argv
home
path
prompt

shell
status

o

lusrlbill
(. Ibin lusr/bin)
%

Ibinlcsh

o

This output indicates thal. the variable "path.. begins with the current directory
indicated by dot ( . ), then Ibin, and lusrlbin. Your own local commands may be in the
currentdirectory. NonnalXENIXcommandsresidcin/binand/usrlbin.
Sometimes a number oflocaJly developed programs reside in the directory lusrllocal .
If you want all C-shells that yro invoke to have access to these new programs. place
the command
setpath=(. Ibin lusr/bin lusrllocal)
in the .cshrc file in ywr home directory. Try doing this, thenre-executing you . login
with the command source.logID. Type
set
to see that the value assigned to "path" has changed.
You should be aware that when you log in the C- shell examines each directory that
you insert into your patb~M determines which commands are contained there ,except
for the current directory which the C-sbell treats specially, This means that if
commands are added to a directory in your search path after yro have started the C10-2
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shell, they will not necessarily be found. Ifyou wish to use a command which has been
added after you have logged in, you should give the commam
rehash
to the C- shell. Reha3b causes the shell to recompute its internal table of command
locations. so that it will find the newly added command. Since the C - shell has to look
in the current directOl)' on each command anyway, placing it at the end of the path
specification usually worh best and reduces overhead.
Other useful built in variables are "home" which shows your home directOl)'. and
"ignoreeof' which can be set in your .login file to tell the C-shell not to exit when it
recei ves an end - of- file from a terminal. The variable' 'ignoreeof' is one of several
variables whose value the C- shell does net care about; the C- shell is only concerned
with whether these variables are set or unset. Thus. to set "ignoreeof' you simply
type
set ignoreeof
and to unset it type
unset ignoreeof
SOOle other useful buih-in C-shell variables are "noclobber" and "mail". The
syntax
>fl1ename
which redirects the gandard output of a command just as in the regular shell.
overwrites and destroys the previous contents of the named file. In this way. you may
accidentally overwrite a file which is valuable. If you prefer that the C- sheD not
overwrite files in this way you can
set noclobber
in your .Iog;nfile. typing
date> now
causes an error message iftbe file now already exists. Youcantype
date >! now
if you reaUy want to overwrite the contents of now. The ">!" is a special syntax
indicating that overwriting or "clobbering" the file is ok. (The space between the
,exclamation point (!) and the word "now" is critical here, as "!now" would be an
invocation of the history mechanism, described below, and have a totally different
effect.)

10.4

Using the C -SbeD History List

The C-shell can maimain a history list into which it places the text of previous
commands. It is possible to use a notation that reuses commands, or words from
commands, in forming new commands. This mechanism can be used to repeat
previous commands or to correct minor typing mistakes in commands.
The following figure gives a sample session involving typical usage of the history
mechanismoftheC-sheU. Boldfaceindicatesuserinput:
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% cat bug.c

mainO
printf('bello);
j

%

cc %$
cc bug.c
''bug.c'', line 4: newline in string or char constant
"bug.c", line 5: syntax error
% eel 1$
cd bug.c
29
4s/);f'&/p
printf('bello");
w

30

q
% !e
cc bug.c
% 8.0ut
hello% !e
eel bug.c
30
~o/Io\\alp

printf('bello\n");

"32
q
% !e -0 bug
cc bug.c - 0 bug
% size Lout bug
a.out: 2784+364+ 1028 = 4176b = OxlOSOb
bug: 2784+364+1028 = 4176b = OxlOSOb
% Is -I tIs -1 a.oot bug
-rwxr-xr-x 1 bill
3932 Dec 1909:41 a.out
-rwxr-xr- x I bill
3932 Dec 19 09:42 bug
% bug
hello
% pr bug.e I Ipt
Ipt: Command not found.
% alpnpr
pc bug.c I Ipr
%

In this example, we have a very simple C program that has a bug or two in the file
bug.c, which we cat out on our terminal. We then try to run the C compiler on it,
referring to the file again as "!$". meaning the last argument to the previous
command. Here the exclamation mark (!) is the history mechanism invocation
metacharacter. and the dollar sign(S) stands for the last argument. by analogy to the
dollar sign in the editor which stands for the end-of-line. The C- shell echoed the
command. as it would have been typed without use ofthe history mechanism. and then
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ex.e~--uted the conunand.

lne compilation yieldedcrrOf diagnostics. so we now edit tne

file we were trying to compile. fix the bug. and run the C compiler again. this time
referring tothis command simply as"! c" • which repeats the last command that started
with the lener "c". If there were other commands beginning with the letter "c"
t=xecuted recently, we could have said" !cc" or even" !cc:p" which prints the last
~ommand starting with •• cc·· without executing it, so that you can check to see whether
you really Wanltoexecute agivencommand.
After this recompilalion. we ran the resuhing a.oU/ file. and then noting that there still
was a bug. ran the editor again. After fixing the program we ran the C compiler again,
but tacked onto the command an extra " - 0 bug" telling the compiler to place the
resultant binary in the file bug rather than a.out. In general. the history mechanisms
may be used anywhere in the formation of new commands, and other characters may
be placed before andafterthe substituted commands.
We then ran the size command to see how large the binary program images we have
created were, and then we ran an "Is -I" commam with the same argument list,
denoting the argument list:
!*

Finally, we ran the program bIlg to see that its ootput is indeed correct.
To make a listing ofthe program, we ran the prcommandonthe filebug.c. Ina-derto
printthe listing ala lineprinter we piped the ootput tolpr, but misspelled it as" lpt ... To
correct this we used a C - shell substitute, placing the old text and new text between
caret n characters. This is similar to the substitute command in the editor. Finally, we
repeated the same command with
!!

and sent its output to the lineprinter.
There are other mechaniSms available for repeating commands. The history
command prints out a numbered list of previous commands. You can then refer to
these commands by number. There is a way to refer to a previous command by
searching for a string which appeared in it. and there are OOler, less useful, W"clYS to
select arguments to include in a new command. A complete description of all these
mechanisms is given in csh (CP) the XENIXRejerence Manual.

10.5

Using Aliases

The C-shell has an alias mechanism that can be used to make transformations on
commands immediately after they are iDplt. This mechanism can be used to simplify
the commands you type, to supply defauk arguments to commands, or to perform
transformations on commands and their argwnents. The alias facility is similar to a
macro facility. Some of the features obtained by aliasing can be obtained by using
C- shell command files, but these take place in another instance of the C- shell and
cannot directly affect the current C-sheU's environment or involve commands such
ascdwhichmustbedoneinthecurrentC-shell.
Fa- example, suppose there is a new version of the mail program on the system called
newmail that you wish to use instead of the standard mail program mail. If yoo place
the C-shell command
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alias mail newmail
in your .cshrc file. the C - shell will transform an input line of the form
mail bill
intoacaUonnewmaii. Suppose you wish the command Is toalways show sizesoffiles,
that is, to always use the -soption. In this case , you can use the aliascommandtodo
alias Is Is - s
oreven
alias dir Is - s
creating a new command named dir. lfwe then type
dir "bill
the C- shell translates this to

Is -s /usrlbill
N<xe that the tilde C) is a special C-shell symbol that represents the user's home
directory.
Thus the aJiascommand can be used to provide short names for commands, to provide
defauh arguments. and to define new short commands in terms of other commands. It
is also possible to define aliases that contain multiple commands or pipelines. showing
where the arguments to the original command are to be sub~tituted using the facilities
ofthe history mechanism. Thusthedefinition
alias cd 'cd \!* ; Is '
specifies an Is command after each cd command. We enclosed the entire alias
definition in single quotation mads ( , ) to prevent more substitutions from occurring
and to prevent the semicolon (;) from being recognized as a metacharacter. The
exclamation mark (!) is escaped with a backslash (\) to prevent it from being interpreted
when the alias command is typed in. The"\!*"here substituteslhe entire argument list
to the prea1iasing cd command; 00 error is given if there are no arguments. The
semicolon separating commands is used here to indicate that one command is to be
done and then the next. Similarly the foDowing example defines a command that looks
up its first argument in the password file.
alias whois 'grep

\r letclpasswd'

The C-sheD currently reads the .cslvc file each time it starts up. If you place a large
number of aliases there. C - sheDs will tend to start slowly. Youshould try to limit the
number ofaIiasesyou have to a reasonable number ( 1Oor 1S is reasonable). Too many
aliases causes delays and makes the system seem sluggish when you execute
commandsfromwithinaneditmorotherprograms.

10.6

Redirecting Input and Output

In addition to the standard ootput. commands also have a diagnostic ootput that is
normally directed tothetenninal even when the standard output is redirected toa file or
a pipe. It is occasionally useful to direct the diagnostic output along with the standard
output. for imtance. ifyou want to redirect the output ofa long running command into
a file and wish to have a rec<n1 ofany error diagnostic it produces you cantype
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command > & file
The "> & •• here: tells the t - she 11 to route: both the diagnostic output and the standard
output intofile. Similarly you can give the command
command I & Ipr
to route both standard and diagnostic output through the pipe to the lineprinter. The
form
command >&! file
is used when "noclobber" issetandfile already exists.
Finally, use the form
command > > file
to append output to the end of an existing file. If "noc)obber" is set. then an error
resultsiffi/edoesnotexist,otherwisetheC-shcllcrcalesfi/e. Thcform
command » ! file
lets you appendtoa file even ifitdoes n~ existand' 'noclobber" is set.

10.7

Creating Background and Foreground Jobs

When one <r more commands are typed together as a pipeline or as a sequence of
commands separated by semicolons. a single job is created by the C - shell consisting
of these commands together as a unit. Single cOOlIIlands without pipes or semicolons
create the simplest jobs. Usually.everylinetypedtotheC-shellcreatesajob. Eachof
the following lines creates ajob:
sort

< data

Is -s I son -n I head -5
mail harold
lfthe ampersand metacharacter (&) is typed at the end ofthe commands, then the job is
started as a background job. This means that the C-shell does not wait for the job to
finish, but instead, immediately prompts for another command. The job runs in the
background at the same time that normal jobs , called foreground jobs, continue to be
readandexecutedbytheC-shell. Thus
du> usage &
runs the du program. which reports on the disk usage of your working directory, puts
the output inlO the file usage and returns immediately with a prompt for the next
command without waiting for du to finish. The du program continues executing in the
background until it finishes, even though you cantype and execute more c<lllUD3Ilds in
the mean time. Backgroundjobs are unaffected by any signals from the keyboard such
as the INTERRUPT or QUIT signals.
The ILBI command terminates a background job immediately. Normally, this is done
by specifying the process number of the job you want killed. Process numbers can be
found with the pscommand.
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10.8

Using 8OOt- In Commands

This section explains how to use some ofthe built-inC-shell commands,
The alias command described above is used to assign new aliases and to display
existing aliases. If given no arguments, alias prints the list of currenl aliases. Jt may
also be given one argument, such as to show the cWTent alias for a given string of
characters. For example
alias Is
prints the current alias for the string' 'Is" .
The history command displays the contents of the history list. The numbers given
with the hhtory events can be used to reference previous events that are difficult to
reference contextuaUy. There is also a C-sheU variable named "prompt". By
placing an exclamation point (!) in its value the C- shell will substitute the number of
the current command in the history list. You can use this number to refer to a command
in ahistory substitution. For example, you could type:
set prompt='\! % '
N~e that the exclamation mark (!) had to be escaped even within backslashes.

The logou t command is used to terminate a 10ginC-sheU that has "ignoreeof'set.
The rebash command causes the C-shelltorecompute a table ofcommand locations.
This is necessary if you add a command to a directory in the current C - shell's search
path and want the C - shell to find it, since otherwise the hashing algorithm may tell the
C-sheU that the command wasn't in that directory when the hash table was computed.
The repeat commaIKI is used to repeat a commaIKI several times. Thus to make 5
copies ofthe fiJeone in the fiJefiveyou could type:
repeat 5 cat one > > five
The seteDvcommand can be used to set variables inth~environmenl. Thus
setenv TERM adm3a
sets the value of the environment variable' 'TERM" to "adm3a··. The program cnv
exists to print out the environment. Forexample, its output might look like this:
HOME=/usrlbiU
SHELL=lbinlcsh
PATH = :/usr/ucb:lbin:/usrlbin:/usrllocal
TERM=adm3a
USER = bill
The source command is used to force the currenl C- shell to read commands from a
file. Thus
source .cshrc
can be used after editing ina change to the .cshrc file that you wish to take effect before
the next time you login.
The time command is used to cause a commaIKI to be timed no matter how much CPU
time it takes. Thus
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l'hf: C-SbeO
time cp letc/rc lusrlblWrc

displays:

O.OU 0.1 s 0;01 8%
Similarly
time we letc/rc lusrlbilVrc
displays:
52 178
52 178
104 356
O.lu 0.1s 0;00

1347 letclrc
1347/usrlbiWrc
2694 total
13%

Thisindicatesthatthe~pcommandusedanegligibleamountofusertime(u)andabout

II10th ofa second sy~em time (s); the elapsed time was I second (0;01). The word
count command wc used 0.1 seconds of user time and 0.1 seconds of system time in
less than a second of elapsed time. The percentage" 13%" indicates that over the
period when it was active the wc command used an average of 13 percent of the
available CPU cycJesofthemachine.
The unalias and uoset commands are used to remove aliases and variable definitions
fromtheC-shell.

10.9

Creating Command Scripts

It is possible to place commands in files and to cause C - shells to be invoked to read
and execute commands from these files, which are called C-shell scripts. This
section describes the C- shell features that are useful when creating C - shell scripts.

10.10

Using the argv Variable

Acsb cc:mmand script may be interpreted by saying
csh script argumeru ...
where script is the name of the file comaining a group of C- shell commands aoo

argumeru is a sequence ofcommand argumems. The C - shell p~ces these arguments
in the variable "argv" and then begins to read commands from script. These
parameters are then available throogh the same mechanisms that are used to reference
any (therC-shell variables.

Ifyou make the file script executable by doing
chmod 755 script
or
chmod

+ x script

and then place a C - shell commem at the beginning of the C - shell script (i. e., begin
the file with a number sign (#) ) thenlbinlcsh will automatically be invoked to execute
script when you type
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script

lfthe tile does not begin with a number sign (#) then the standard shell / binish will be
used to execute it.

10.11

Substituting SheD Variables

After each input line is broken into words and hi&tory substitutions are done on It, the
input line is parsed into distinct commands. Before each command is executed a
mechanism know as variable substitution is performed on these words. .Keyed by the
dollar sign ($). this substitution replaces the names of variables by their values. Thus
echo $argv
when placed ina command script would cause the current value of the variable ., argv"
to be echoed to the output ofthe C-sheU script. It is an error for "argv" to be unset at
this point.
A number of notations are provided for accessing components and attributes of
variables. Thenotation
$?name

expands to 1 if name is set or to 0 if nattre is not set. It is the fundamental mechanism
used for checking whether particular variables have been assigned values. All other
forms ofreference to undefined variables cause-errors.
The notation
$#name
expands to the number ofelements in the variable' 'name". To illustrate, examine the
foUowingterminal session (input is in boldface):
% set argv=(a b c)
1

% echo $#argv
3
% unset argv
% echo $?argv

o

% echo $argv

Undefined variable: argv.

'"

It is also possible to access the components of a variable that has several values. Thus
Sargvfll
gives the first componentof"argv" or in the example above "a". Similarly
Sargvf$#argvl
would give "c" ,and
Sargvfl-21
would give:
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ab

Other notations useful in C·- shell scripts are
$n
where n is an integer This is shorthand for
$argvf n 1
the n 'th parameter and
$*

which is a shathand for
$argv
The form

$$
expands to the process number of the current C- shell. Since this process number is
unique in the system, it is often used in the generation of unique temporary filenames.
The form
$<
is quite special and is replaced by the next line of input read from the C-shell's
standard input (not the script it is reading). This is useful for writing C-shell scripts
that are interactive, reading commands from the terminal, or even writing a C- shell
script that acts asa filter, reading lines from its input file. Thus, the sequence
echo --n 'yes or noT
set a=(S<)
writesoutthepnmpt
yes or no?
without a newline am then reads the answer into the variable "a". In this case "$Ia"
is Oif either a blank line orCNTRL -0 is typed.
One minor difference between' 'Sn" and "Sarg~ n 1" should be noted here. The form
"Sargvf n 1" will yield an error if n is not in the range) - S#argv while' 'Sn" will never
yield an out-of-range subscript error. This is for compatibility with the way older
shells handle parameters.
Anotherimpa:tant point isthat it is never an errorto give a subrangeofthe form "n-";
if there are less than "n" components of the given variable then no words are
sub&1ituted. A range of the form "m-n"likewise returns an empty vector without
giving an err<r when "m" exceeds the number of elements of the given variable,
provided the subscripi . 4 n" is in range.

to.tl

Using ExpressioDS

To construct useful C - shell scripts, the C - shell mu&1 be able to evaluate expressions
based on the values of variables. In fact, all the arithmetic operat ions ofthe C language
are available in the C-shell with the same precedence that they have in C. In
particular, the operations "= =" and "!=" comparestringsandtheoperalors "&&"
and "I I" implement the 10gicalANO and OR operations. The special operators "= -••
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and 'T" are similarto "==" and "!=" except that the string on the right side can
have pattemmatchingcharacters(like *. ?orf and TIleseoperators test whether the
string on the left matches the pattern on the right.

b.

TheC-shcllalsoallowsfileenquiriesofthefonn

-? filename
where: question mark (?) is replaced by a number of single characters. For eX3Jllple.
the expression primiti ve

-efilename
teDs whetherfilename exists. Other primitives test forread, write and execute access to
the file, whether it isadirectory. or if it has nonzero length.

It is possible to test whether a command terminates normally, by using a primitive of
the form
~ C'onunaTki

I

which returns 1 ifthe command exits normally with exit status 0, or 0 if the command
terminates abnormally or with exit status nonzero. Ifmore detailed information about
the execution status of a command is required. it can be executed and the "status"
variable examined in the next command. Since "$status" is set by every command,
its value is always changing.
F<r the full list of expression components. see csb(CP). in the XENlX Reference
Manual.

10.13

Using the C -SheD: A Sample Script

A sample C - shell script follows that uses the expression mechanism of the C - shell
and some of its control structures:
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#

# Copyc copies those C programs m the specified list
# to the directory -/backup if they differ from the files
# already in -/backup

#
set noglob
foreach i ($argv)

if ($i ,- *.c) continue # not a .c file so do nothing
if (!

-/backup/$i:t) then
echo $i:t n(X in backup ... not cp\'ed
continue

-I

end if
cmp - s $i -/bacirup/$i: t # to set $status

if ($status ! = 0) then
echo new backup of $i
cp $i -Ibackup'$i:t
endif
end
This S<.Tipt uses the roreacb command. The command executes the othel commands
between the roreacb and the matching end. for each of L'le values given between
parentheses with the named variable ui" which is setto successive values in the list.
Within this loop we may use the command break to stop executing the loop and
alntinue to prematurely terminate one iteration and begin the next. After the foreach
loop the iteration variable (i in this case) has the value at the last iteration.
The unoglob" variable is set to prevent filename expansion of the members of
u argv". This is a good idea, in general. if the arguments to a C-shell script are
filenames which have already been expanded or ifthe arguments may contain filename
expansion metacharacters. It is also possible to quote each use of a US" variable
expansion, but this isharder and less reliable .
The other control construct isa statement ofthe form
if ( expression) then
command
endif
The placement of the keywords in this statement is not flexible due to the current
implementation of the C- shell. The following two formats are not acceptable to the
C-sheIJ:
if (expression) # Won't world
then
command
endif
and
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if (ex.pression) then command endif # Won't work.
TheC-shelldoeshaveanothertonnoftheifstatement:
if ( expression) commam
which can be written

if ( expression) \
command
Here we have escaped the newline for the sake of appearance. The command must not
involve "1", "&" or .. ~" and must not be another control command. The second
formrequiresthefinaJbackslash(\)toimmediatelyprecedetheend-of-line.
The more general if statements above also admit a sequence of dse- II' pairs followed
by a single dseand an encUr. for example:

if ( expression) then
commands
else if (expression) then
commands

else
commands
endif
Another imponant mechanism used in C - shell scripts is the colon (:) modifier. We
can use the modifier :r here to extract the root of a filename or :e to extract the
extension. Thus ifthe variable "i" has the value Imnrifoo. barthen
echo $i $i:r $i:e
produces
Imnllfoo. bar lmot/foo bar

This example shows how the :r modifier strips off the trailing" .bar'· and the :e
modifier leaves only the "bar". Other modifiers take off the last component of a
pathname leaving the head :h or all but the last component of a pathname leaving the
tail:t. These modifiers are fullydescribedinthecsh(CP)entry in the XENIX Re/erence
Manual. It is also possible to use the command substitution mechanism to perform
modifications on strings to then reenter the C- shell environment. Since each usage of
this mechanism involves the creation of anew process, it is much more expensive to
use than the colon (:) modification mechanism. It is also important to note that the
current implementation of the C - shell limits the number of colon modifiers on a •'S"
substitutiontol. Thus
.
% echo $i Si:h:t
produces
lalb/c laIb:t

and does not do what you might expect .
Finally, we note that the number sign chara(..'ter (#) lexically introduces a C-shell
comment in C- shell scripts (but not from the terminal). All subsequent characters on
the input line after a number sign are discarded by the C- shell. This character can be
quoted using ,,,,, or" argument word.
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Using Other Control Structures

The C - shell also has control structures while and switch similar to those of C. These
take the forms
while ( expression)
commands
end
and
switch ( word )
case sttl:
commands
breaksw

case strn:
commands
breaksw
defauh:
commands
breaksw
endsw
F<rdetailsseethemanualsectionforcsh(CP). Cprogrammersshouldnotethatweuse
breaks. to exit from a switch while break exits a .hUe orforeach loop. A common
mistake to make in C- shell scripts is to use break. rather than breaks. in switches.
Finally, theC-shellaUowsagotostatement, with labels looking like they do inC:
loop:
commands
goto loop

10.15

Supplying Input to Commands

Commands run from C - shell scripts receive by defauh the standard input of the CsheD which is running the scri~. It allows C-shell scripts to fully participate in
pipelines. but mandates extra notation for commands that are to take inlinedata.
Thus we need a metanotation for supplying inline data to commands in C-shell
scripts. For example, consider this scri~ which runs the editor to delete leading blanks
from the lines in each argument file:
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# deb lank _.... remove leading blanks
foreach i ($argv)
ed - $i < < ' EOP'

l,$srf 1*11
w

q
'EOF'

end
The notation

«

'EOF'

means that the standard input for the eel command is to come from the text in the Cshell script file up to lhe next line consisting of exactly EOF. The fact lhat the SOF is
enclosed in single quotation IDaJt.s (' ). i.e .• it is quoted. causes the C-shell to not
perform variable substitution on the intervening lines. In general, if any part of the
word following the" < <" which the C- shell uses to terminate the text to.be given to
the command is quoted then these substitutions will nC( be performed. In this case
since we used the form " 1.$" in our editor script we needed to insure that this dollar
sign was not variable substituted. We could also have ins\D'ed this by preceding the
dollar sign ($) with a backslash (\). i.e.:
1,\$srf

1*11

Quoting theSOftenninator is a more reliable way ofachieving the same lhing.

10.16

Catching Interrupts

Ifour C - shell script creates temporary files, we may wish to catch interruptions of the
C-shellscriptsothatwecancleanupthesefiles. Wecanthendo

onintr label
where klbel is a label in our program. If an interrupt is received the C- sheU will do a
•• goto label" and we can remove the temporary files, then do an exit command (which
is built in to thee-shell) to exit from the C-sheU script. If we wish to exit with
nonzero status we can write·
exit (1)
to exit with status I.

10.17

Using Other Features

There are other features of the C- shell useful to writers of C-shell procedures. The
verbose and echo options and the related -v and -x command line options can be
used to help trace the actions of the C - shell. The - D option causes the C- shell only
to read commands and not to execute them and may sometimes be ofuse.
One other thing to note is that the C-shell will not execute C - shell scripts that do not

begin with the nwnber sign character (#), that is C-shell scripts lhat do not begin with
a comment.
There is also another quotation mechanism using the double quotation IDaJt. ("), which
allows only some of the expansion mechanisms we have so far discussed to occur on
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the quoted strmgand serves to make this ~tring into a smglc: word as the smgle quote ( , )

does

10.18

Starling a Loop ala Terminal

It is occasionally useful to use the foreacb control structure at the tenninalto aid in
performing a number of similar cOOl.Olands. For instance, if there were three shells in
use ona particular system,lbin/sh ,Ibin/nsh, andlbin/,:sh, you could counl the number
ofpersons using each shell by using the following commands:
grep -c cshS letc/passwd
grep -c nshS letclpasswd
grep -e -v shS letclpasswd

Since these commands are very similar we can use foreacb to simplify them:
S foreacb i ('csb$' 'nsb$' '-v sb$')
? IftP -c $I letdpasswd
? end

N<xe here that the C - shell prompts for input with "? ' , when reading the body of the
loop. This occurs onJy when the foreacb command is entered interactively.
Also useful with loops are variables that contain lists of filenames or other words. For
example, examine the following terminal session:
% set a=('Is')

% Kbo $a

esh.n esb.rm
%15
esb.n
csh.rm
% echo $#a

2
The set command here gave the variable' 'a" a list of all the filenames in the current
directory as value. We can then iterate over these names to perform any chosen
function.
The output ofa command within back qU<xationmarks ( • ) is convertedbytheC- shell
to a list of words. You can also plaee the quoted string within double quotation marks
('~)totake each (nonempty) line as aCOOlponentofthe variable. This prevems the lines
from being split into words at blanks and tabs. A modifier :x exists which can be used
later to expand each component of the variable into another variable by splitting the
original variable into separate words at embedded blanks and tabs.

10.19

Using Braces with Arguments

Another form of filename expansion involves the characters, "1" and "1". These
characters specify that the contained strings, separated by commas (,) are to be
consecutively substituted into the containing characters and the resuhs expanded lefi to
right. Thus
A~strl ,str2, ... strn~B
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expands to

AstrlB Astr2B ... AstmB
'Ibis expansion occurs before the other tllename expansions, and may be appJied
recursively (Le., nested). The results of each expanded string are son cd separately.
left to right a-der being preserved. The resulting filenames are not required to exist if
no ~her expansion mechanisms are used. This means that this mechanism can be used
to generate arguments which are not filenames. but which have common parts.
A typical use of this would be
mkdir -'!hdrs ,retrofit ,cshl
to make subdirectories IIdrs • retrofit and csh in your home directory. This mechanism
is most useful when the common prefix is longer than in this example:
chown root
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Substituting Commands

A command enclosed in accent symbols ( , ) is replaced, just before filenames are
expanded, by the output from that command. Thus. it is possible to do
set pwd='pwd'
to save the current directory in the variable "pwd" ortodo

vi 'grep -I TRACE *.c'

to run the editor vi supplying as arguments those files whose names end in .c which
have the string "TRACE" in them. Command expansion also occurs in input
redirected with' •< < .. and within quotation marks (j. Refer to csb(CP) in the XENIX

RejerenceManualformoreinformation.

10.21

Special Characters

The following table lists thCf special characters ofcsh and the XENIX system. A number
of these characters also have special meaning in expressions. See the csb manual
scctionforacomplete list.

Syntactic metacharacters
Separates commands to be executed sequentially
Separates commands ina pipeline

o

Brackets expressions and variable values

&

FoUowscommandsto be executed without waiting for completion

Filename metacharacters
Separates components ofa file' s pathname
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c- SMJ&

Separatesrootpansofa filename from extensions
.)

Expansion character malching any single character

*

Expansion character matching any sequence ofcharacters

11

Expansion sequence matching any single character from a set ofcharacters
Used at the beginning ofa filename to indicate home directories

!i

Usedtospecifygroupsofargumentswithcommonparts

Quotation metacharacters
\

Prevents meta-meaning offollowing single character
Prevents meta-meaning ofa grwp of characters
Like' •but allows variable and command expansion

Input/output metacharacters
<

Indicates redirected input

>

Indicates redirected output

ExpamJonlSubstitutionl\fetacharaaers

S

Indicates variable substitution
Indicates history substitution
Precedes substitution modifiers
Used in special formsofhistory substitution
Indicates command substitution

Other Metacharacters
if

Begins scratch filenames; indicatesC - shell commeIlls
Prefixes option (flag) arguments to commands
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11.1

\Vhat is the Visual Shell?

The Visual Shell vsb is a menu - dri\'en XENlX shell. This (:hapter describes the use
1:;.1 behavia- ofthe vsh. 'Ibis chapter assumes that the reader is familiar with some
'Ogt: neral XENIX concepts, specifically the structure ofXENIX file systems and the nature
ofaXENIX 'command'. No familiarity with any other sheD, however, is assumed. If
you are a first-time u~'T of the Visual Shell, please completely read the narrative
sections ofthis chapter.
A 'shell' is a program which passes a command to an operating system, and displays
the result of running the command. The XENlX shells can also create 'pipelines' for
passing the output of one command to another command or 'redirect' the output into a
file.

The aher XENlX shells available are sb and csb. The~e shells are called
'coounand -line mented' shells. This means that the user enters commands one line
at a time. The sh arxl csh shells are full computer languages which require study and
some programming knowledge to use effectively. These command-line shells are
powerful and efficiell.
The vsb is a 'menu - oriented' shell. In a menu - oriented shell, the user is given the
available commands, or some of the available commarxls. The user can run the
command, by selecting from the menu.
The Visual Shell is a good shell for users who may not want to master a programming
language right away just to use XENlXor a specfic XENIX application. All Visual Shell
users should additionally become familiar with some command-line shell usage.
Users familiar with command-line shells are in f<I a pleasant surprise if they try the
Visual Shell. Experienced users will appreciate the efficiency and versatility of the
Visual Shell. The distinction is very much akin to the differem:e between a lineorientedtexteditorandafull-screeneditor.
A menu shell can be used effectively with very little study. On the other hand,a menu
shell can also restrict the user from using the operating system in creative, possibly
more efficient ways. The Microsoft Visual Shell strikes a balance in this regard. The
Visual Shell is designed to do all ofthe things that the commam-line shells cando.

11.2

Getting Started with the Visual Shell

This section describes how to enter, obtain help about, and leave the visualshell. This
section also deS(.Tibes what you will see on the screen while running the visual shell am
howthe menus work.
Note the following convention for specifying keystrokes. CfRL refers to the CfRL
shift key. CfRL -Cmeans pressing the CfRL and 'c' keys at the same time. ALTrefers
to the ALT shift key. ALT-H means pressing theALT and'H' keys at the same time.
Naethe irrelevance ofcase inenleringMenu Selection characters. For instance. press
either'Q'or'q'torunthe"QWt" command from the mainmenu.

11.2.1

Entering the VisuaJ SheD
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Log in to XENIX. 1f you are not sure how to log in, consu it the Operallons Guide or
have someone knowlegeable about XENIX help you. When you have a shell prompt
(typically'S' or '% '), the operating system is waiting for a command. Enter the
command:
vsh
and press RETURN.

11.2.2

Getting Help

If at anytime you are not sure what to do. either run the "Help" Menu Selection or
press ALT - II. Refer to the reference section of this chapter for infonnation about the
Help command.

11.2.3

Leaving tbe Visual Shell

To exit the Vh. ual Shell select the Quit commaoo from the main menu. The simplest
way to do this is to simply press 'q' or 'Q'. In response to the prompt "Type Y to
confirm", enter 'y' or 'Y'. If you don't want to exit the Visual Shell yet (perbapsyou
pressed' q' by mistake), enter any other character but 'y' ~ 'Y' . If you have invoked
the visual shell fran another shell, as described above. yoo will need to log out from
XENlX by entering CfRL-D or 'logout' and pressing RETURN. If the Visual Shell is
yourdefauh shell. you will automatically be logged out.

11.3

11.3.1

The Visual SheD Screen

Status UDe

The bonan line on the screen is called the 'status line'. The status line displays the
name of the currem working directc.y. notifies you if you have mail. am gives the
date. time and the name of the operating system.

11.3.2

Message LiDe

The line above the 'status line' is called the 'message line'. The message line displays
special output fromXENlXcommands. suchaserrorreports.

11.3.3

MaiD Me...

The next section of the screen above the message line is the 'main menu'. The main
menu displays a selection ofusefuIXE.!'llX commands.
The currently selected menu command is highlighted on the screen. To select any
command. press the SPACE BAR. The next highlighted canmand is selected. The
BACKSPACE key will move to the previous command. Move through the menu until
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you ha ve found the command you want. To run the currently selected corrunand, press
RETURN.

You may also enter the first letter of a command to select that command. If you enter
the finlt letteroflhe cOl1lmnnd, you do not need to press RETURN.
lfyou enter a letter which does not correspondtoamenu selection, the message
Not a valid option
will be displayed. Try another option.

11.3.4

Command Option Menu

When you have selected a command, the main menu win be replaced with a command
option menu. The command option menu gives the options available with the specific
command. You must fill in the options with appropriate responses.
If you wish to return to the main menu without running the command. press CfRL -C.
(cancel). lfyou want torunthecommand with the selected options press RETIJRN.

The following key strokes anow editing ofoption re sponses.
CTRL - I, CfRL - A. or 'tab·
CfRL - Yor DEL
CTRL-L
CfRL-K
CfRL-P
CfRL-O

11.3.5

Move to next field in options menu.
Delete character under cursor .
Move cursor to character to right ofcurrent position
in current option field.
Move cursorto character to left ofcurrent position
in current option field.
Move cursor to word in currelll field to right ofthe
current word.
Movecursorto word in current field to left ofthe
current word.

Program Output

While running a command, commands given and output (unless redirected) will be
displayed above the menu and below the view window. The output scrolls up: moves
·from~tomtotop. Lines scrolling offthe top ofthe output window disappear.
Visual Shell command lines are listed with each argument preceded by the number in
the argument list enclosed in parentheses. The command is named in the output
window by the menu cmunand. Hence. if you run the command lbiDIIs with the
argument - R, the output window will displaytbe command line as follows:
Run (1) Ibin/ls (2) -R
To change the command line format to reflect the actual XENlX command line
generated by the VisualShell. use the Options Output menu command.

11.3.6

View Window

A merru of currently accessible files and directories can be displayed at the top of the
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screen in alphabetical order, left to right. top to bottom. Note that this display is the
same as that obtained using the view command. This will be referred to as the 'view
window' in this chapter. lfthe directory list is larger than the current window size. you
may scroll through using the key commands given below. To reset the window size,
usethe 'Window' mainmenucommam.
The curremly selected item is highlighted in the view window. Use the arrow keys and
other key commands given at the end of this section to move the highlight around the
window.
If a directory is being listed, subdirectories are shown enc losed in square brackets. To
view a subdirectory, press '=' while the directory is highlighted. To return to the
previous directory after viewing a subdirect<¥)', press' - '. The parent directory ofthe
current directory is shown as 1'. The current directory is shown as .1'. Executable
files are preceded by an asterisk. The last modification date ofthe currently selected
item is given at the right margin of the la~1line of the window. The name of the item in
view in the current window is given in the upperright-handcornerofthewindow.

'r ..

'r

The view window may also display contents of files. Highlight a file, and press' =' .
You may scroll through the file using the key commands given below. While viewing
a file, the highlighted area covers one line.
If you press '= 'whileanexecutablefileishighlighted,that file will be run.
If the Visual Shell requires a file or directory name, the currently selected View
Window item can be automatically emered in the relevent option field by pressing any
directional movement key following selection of the command. This method saves
keystrokes and reduces the chance of making typing mistakes. On the other hand, if
you wish to explicitly enler a file or directory in an option field, type in the name after
selecting the command.
Use these keystrokes to select files from the view window:
CfRL-Q
CfRL-Z
CfRL-RCfRL-£
CfRL-RCfRL-S
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WINDOW MOTION KEYS
Move to start (first item alphabetically ) ofview window.
Move to end (last item alphabetically ) ofview window.
Scroll view window up.
Scroll view window down.
View indicated item, either file or directory.
Ifno view window is present, the current working directory
is displayed.
Return window display to parent directory of
currently listed directory .
Ifviewinga file, exit from viewing that file.
Last view wimow is retumed to.

USlJIg The Visual Shell
DIRECTIONAL MOVEMENT KEYS
ARROW UPor CfRl. - E:
Move highlight up in view window_
ARROW DOWN orL1RL - X:
Move highlight down ill view window_
ARROW LEFT orCfRL -S:
Move highlight left in view window.
ARROWRIGI-ITorCfRL-·D:
Move highlight right inview window.
M ovcmc nl beyond the left or right margin will proceed to the next item on the previous
or next line unless at the edge of the view window. Movement beyond the top or
bottom edge oft.he current window will scroll the view window up or down ift.here are
more items in that direction in the view window.
N Ole that there are two ways to move the highlight around. Eitheruse the keypad arrow
keys a-theciusteroffourkeysonthe far left ofthe keyboard 'e'. 'x'. 's·. and 'd' shifted
withCfRL.
While viewing a file. the directional movement keys for up and left move the highlight
up. and the keys for down and right move the highlighted line down.

11.4

Visual Sbell Reference

11.4.1

Visual SheD Default MeIDl

This section describes the default Visual Shell melUl commands and options. The
menu options are displayed at the bottom of the screen above the status line.
To invoke a command. move the highlight forwards through the main menu using the
space bar or the tab key. or backwards using the backspace key. Or simply press the
first letter ofthe command.
Most commands require entering options. Move the CUfS<I to the field using the
SPACE BAR. TAB key or BACKSPACE key. and type your response. To edit the
options. refer to the key commands listed above in the section in this chapter labelled
"Command Option Menu". To select an item from a View Window listing for
insertion ina field. refer to the section inthis cha(ter labelled "View Window".
Note that some options have 'switches' with predefined (default) selections. The
currently selected switch setting is highlighted. The default is the parenthesized
. setting. Forinstance, in the switch:
Recursive: (yes) no
the default is recursive. To change a switch, select the field and press the SPACE BAR
or BACKSPACE.

Copy
The Copy command can copy files and directories. To copy a file .. select' 'File' , from
the options. to copy a directory. select" Directory". A sub- menu will appear. Enter
the file a- directory you wish copied in the from: field. Enter the file a- directory you
wish copied to the to: field. Note that if the item in the to: field already exists, it will be
overwritten, so be careful.
The Copy Directory sub- menu has a switch' 'recursive". If this switch is set to yes,
all sub-directoriesandtheircontemsbelowthe specified directory will be copied.
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Delete

The Delete command can remove files and directories. In the DElETE name: field
enter the name of the file or directory you want to remove. Note that once the file or
directory is deleted, the contents are gone forever unless you have another copy, so be
careful.
Edit

The Edit command invokes the full-screen editor vi. The current directory will be
displayed in the output window. Enter in the option field ED" filename: the name of
the file you wish to edit using vi.
To learn vi, consuh the document "vi: a Screen Editor" in the XENlX User' sGuith,
and the l'i(C) manual page in the XENlX Reference. A vi reference card is also
available.
Help
The Help command (also available bypressingALT-Hat anytime). can give on-line
help regarding many aspects of Visual Shell use. The view window will display the
help file. Use the menu to select the topic you need help with. For instance. move the
highlight to 'Keyboard' using the SPACE BAR and press RETURN to view the help file
starting at the 'Keyboard' section. The 'Next' aIKI 'Previous' fields in the menu will
scroll through the the help file from the present location one screen at a time. Your
work will remain undisturbed. To return from Help, press CfRL-C or select the
..
'Resume' menu option.

MaD
The Mail command enters the XENlX mail system. lhere are two options: "Send"
and "Read" For more information about mail. refer to the se(.1ion ofthe XENIX Users
Guithtitled "Mail" or referto the maD (C) manual page.

Name
The Name command renames an existing file ordirectory. There are two fields. From:
and To:. Enter the name of the file or directory yw want to rename in From: and the
new name inTo:

11.4.2

Options

The Options Main Menu Selection provides four sub-menus. These sub-menus run
commands which typically are used infrequently or which have irrevocableresuhs.
Directory Option

The Directory command has two sub-menus, Make and Usage.
Make Directory Option This command creates a new directory named what you
enter in the name: field.
Usage Directory Option Counts the number of disk blocks in the directories specified
in the name: field. The format is the same as the XENlX command Is -5. Refertothe
manual pagels(C).
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FileS ystem Option
FileSystem has the five sub-menus: Create, FilesCheck. SpaceFree. Mount and
UnmouI1l.
Create FiJeSystem Option Create FileSystem makes a XENIX filesystem. The
Create command performs radical system maintenance and may have irrevocable
effects. Care is advised when using OeateFileSystem.
The functionality is the same as mkfs(C). Consult the mkfs(C) manual page before
running Create FileSy~em. Create FileSystem will prompt you for device, blocksize.
gap number and block number. Refer to the XENIX Operations Guide cha.-er on
"Using File Sy~ems". The section "Creating a File System" also explains this
command.
FiJesChHk FileSystem Option FilesC1leck checks the consistency ofaXENlX
filesystem and anempts repair if damage is detected. The FilesCheck cmnnand
performs radical system maintenance and may have irrevocable effects. Care is
advised when using FilesC1leck.
The functionality is the same as rsck(C). Consuh the rsck(C) manual page before
runningFilesOleck. FilesOleck will prompt you for the device to check.

Output Option
The Output Option command has one switch, ccmmands like: VSheU XENIX" . The
defauh is VSheU. IF VShell is set, the wh form of commands given appear in the
upward scrolling output window. If XENIX is specified. the XENIX command line
which wh generated will be shown instead.
Pel'lDiuionsOption
The Permissions Option command allows changing the access permissions on files
and directories. The functionality is the same as the chmod(C) command. Consult the
cbmod manual page ifyou do not understand the concept ofXENIX permissions.
In the name: field enter the name of the file or directory you wish to aher the
permissions on. You may only alter the permissions on files and directories ya! own.
There are four switches, who: • read: ,write: .anduecUle:.
The who: switch has four senings. All, Me , Group and Others. All is the default. All
refers to yourself. those with the same groop id as yourself and others. Me refers to
-yourself. Group refers and all others with yourgroupid. Olhersreferstothoseoutside
your group.
The read, write and execute switches have two settings. yes and no. The defauh is yes
for Me. and no for Group and Others . Thisgrcmtsthegiventypeofpennissiontothose
specified in the who: switch. No takes away the given type of permission from those
specified in the who: switch.

11.4.3

Print

The Print command puts a file or files in the queue for your lineprinter. In thefilename:
option fie ld. enterthe file or file s you want to print.
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11.4.4

Quit

TIle Quit command exits the Visual Shell. The only option is El'.lcr Y to confinn: .
Enter'Y' (I" 'y' ifyou really want to quit. Anyotherkeycancelsthequit.

11.4.5

RUD

The Run ccmmand executes a program or shell script. The name: option takes the
name of an executable file. In the ptJrameters: option field enter flags to pass to the
executable file. The output: option can specify a file to redirect output to or another
program to send the ootput to. Enter a vertical bar 'I' in the output field to use the pipe
menu.
It is also possible to run an executable file by highlighting the name of the file in the
View Window and pressing '='.

11.4.6

View

The View command allows you to inspect without ahering the contents of files and
directories. View is also available at any time for an item highlighted in the View
Window by pressing '='. See the section above labelled 'View Window' for the
details ofusing View.
To alter the height and characteristics of the View Window, use the 'Window' menu
option. See the section below labelled "Window" .
lfyou have invoked View from the menu, enlea'the name of the file or directory you
wish to view inthe VIEW 1III1M: field, or select frOOl a direct(l"f view window.
To return frOOl any View action to the previously displayed View Window, press the
minus key '_ •.

If you View a non-executable binary file, non-ascii characters are displayed as the
character'@· .
11.4.7

Window

The Window command ahers the height and redraw characteristics ofthe Visual SheD
View Window.
The
WINDOW redraw: Yes (No)
switch tumsonor offredraw ofthe view window afterrunning a command.
The heighlinJines: field changes the number_oflines displayed iri the view window.
The minimum window height is 1 lines. The default window height is 5 lines. The
maximum window height is 15lines.
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11.4.8

Pipes

XENIX allows output from one program to be pas5ed to another program or to be put in
a file. This is called 'piping' or ·pipelining'. lftheoutpulisplacedinafileitissaidtobe
'redirected'. Piping is supported in the VisualShell through the pipe menu.
The Pipe menu is invoked by entering a vertical bar 'I' character in any option field
named output: . For instance, the Run main menu and the Pipe menu itself have an
output: field. The available Pipe menu commands are Count. Get, Head. More, Run.
SortandTail. Each Pipe menu sub-command also has an output: field. which allows
construction of pipelines ofarbitrary length.

11.4.9

Count

Count counts words. lines and characters in the input pipe. The defauh is all of the
above. There is a switch for each type of item to count. The Count Pipe Menu option
corresponds to the XENlX command wc. Consult the manual page wc(C) for the
functionality .

11.4.10

(;et

Get looks for patterns in the input pipe. The pattern may be verbatim. or you may
specify a "regular expression" to look. for. Regular expressions may contain
•wildcard' characters which represent sets of strings. Consuh the manual page
grep(C) forthe available wildcard characters.
The first Get switch is Unmatched(Yes)No. !fyou specify Yes (the default). all lines
containing the given pattern will be output. If Unmatched is set to off. all lines not
containing the givenpauern will be output.
The second Get switch is ignore case: which suppresses the case while looking forthe
regular expression. The default is off.
The third Get switch is/ine numbers: • which reports the line in the input stream which
the regular expression was matched on. The defauh is on.

11.4.11

Head

Head prints a specified number oflinesofthe input stream starting from the first line.
The lines: field may be set to specify the number of lines at the head of the input stream
toprint. The defauh isS lines.
The Head Pipe Menu option corresponds to the XENIX command head. Consuh the
manual page bead(C) forthe functionality.

11.4.11

~ore

More allows viewing an input stream one screen at a time. The More Pipe Menu option
invokes the XENlX COOlDland more. Consult the manual page more(C) for the
functionality .
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The Run Pipe Menu option allows the specification of any command n<X in the Pipe
menu. The functionality is the same as the VisualShellMainMenuOptioo "Run".

11.4.14

Sort

The XENIX son utility can be invoked through the Son Pipe menu option. The input
stream is soned.
The first Son switch is order: < >. Select ">', the default, to son in ascending order.
Select' < . to sort in descending <Yder.
The second Sort switch suppresses the case ofcharacters in the sort. The default is off.
The third Sort switch sons the input stream assuming an initial numeric field in the input
stream. If this switch is off, initial rnunbers will be sorted in ascii order, which means
that a line beginning with "10' will be output before the line beginning with "2'. The
default is off.
The fourth Sort switch sorts the input stream in dictionary order, rather than ascii order.
The Sort Pipe Menu option c<Yresponds to the XENIX command sort. Consult the
manual page 5Ort(C) for the functionality.

11.4.15

Tail

Tail prints a specified number of lines of the input stream up to the end of the stream.
The lines: field may be set to specify the number of lines to print. The default is 15
lines.
The Tail Pipe Menu option corresponds.to the XENIX command tail. Consult the
manual page taD(C) for the functionality.
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Ed

A.1 Introduction
Ed is a text editor used to 'create and modify text. The text is normally a
document, a program, or data for a program, th us t d is a truly general purpose
program. Note that the line editor ez, available with other XENIX packages is
very similar to ed, and therefore this chapter can be used as an introduction to
ez as well as to e d.

A.2 Demonstration
This section leads you through a simple session with ed, giving you a feel for
how it is used and how it works. To begin the demonstration, invoke td by
typing:
ed
This invokes the editor and begins your editing session. An asterisk "."
prompts for commands to be entered. Initially, you are editing a temporary file
that you can later copy to any file that you name. This temporary file is called
the "editing buffer," because it acts as a buffer between the text you enter and
the file that you will eventually write out your changes to. Typically, the first
thing you will want to do with an empty buffer is add text to it. For example,
after the prompt, type:

a
this
this
this
this

is
is
is
is

line
line
line
line

1
2
3

4

CNTRL-D

This "appends" four lines of text to the buffer. To view these lines on your
screen, type,
i,4p
where the "1,4" specifies a line number range and the p command "prints" the
specified lines on the screen.
Now type
2p
to view line number two. Next type just
p
This prints out the current line on the screen, which happens to be line number
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two. By derault, most ed commands operate on only the current line.

A.3 Basic Concepts
This section illustrates some of the basic concepts that you need to understand
to effectively use ed.

A.a.l The Editing Buffer
Each time you invoke ed, an area in the memory orthe computer is allocated on
which you will perrorm all of your editing operations. This area is called the
"editing buffer". When you edit a file, the file is copied into this buffer where
you will work on the copy of the original file. Only when you write out your file
do you affect the original copy or the file.

A.a.2 Commands
Commands are entered by typing them at your keyboard. Like normal XENIX
commands, entry or a command is ended by typing a NEWLINE.· Arter you type
NEWLINE the command is carried out. In the rollowing examples, we will
presume that entry or each command is completed by typing a. NEWLINE,
although this will not be explicitly shown in our examples. Most commands are
single characters that can be preceded by the specification of a line number or a
line number range. By default,. most commands operate on the "current line",
described below in the section on "Line Numbers". Many co.mmands take
filename or string arguments that are used by the command when it is
executed.
"

A.a.a Line Numbers
Any time you execute a command that changes the number or lines in the
editing buffer, ed immediately renumbers the lines. At all times, every line in
the editing buffer has aline number. Many editing comm"ands will take either
single· line .numbers· or line number .ranges as prefixing argument$. These
arguments will normally specify the actual lines in the editing buffer that are to
be affected by the given command. By default, a special line number called
"dot" specifies the current line.

A.4 Tasks
This section discusses the tasks you perform in everyday editing. Frequently
used and essential tasks are discussed near the beginning of this section.
Seldom-used and special-purpose commands are discussed later.
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A.4.1 Entering and Exiting The Editor
The simplest way to invoke edisto type:
ed
The most common way, however, is to type:
ed filename
where filename is the name of a new or existing file.
To exit the editor, all you need to do is type:
q

If you have not yet written out the changes you have made to your file, tdwarns
you that you will lose these changes by printing the message:

If you still want to quit, type another q. In most cases you will want to exit by
typing:
w
q

so that you first write out your changes and only then exit the editor.

A.4.2 Appending Text: a
Suppose that you want to create some text starting from scratch. This section
shows you how to put text in a file, just to get started. Later we'll talk about
how to change it.
\Vhen you first invoke ed, it islike working with a blank piece of paper-there
is no text or information present. These must be supplied by the person using
ed, usually by typing in the text, or by reading it in from a file. We will start by
typing in some text and discuss how to read files later.
In ed terminology, the text being worked on is said to be "kept in a buffer".
Think of the buffer as a workspace, or simply as a place where the information
that you are going to be editing is kept. In effect, the buffer is the piece orpaper
on which you will write things, make changes, and finally file away.
You tell e d what to do to your text by typing instructions called "commands".
Most commands consist of a single letter, each typed on a separa.te line. Ed
prompts with an asterisk (*). This prompting can be turned on a.nd off with the
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prompt command, P.
The first command we will discuss is append (a) written as the letter "a" on a
line by itseIr. It means "append (or add) text lines to the buffer, as they are
typed in." Appending is like writing new material on a piece orpaper.
To enter lines of text into the buffer, just type an "a", followed by a RETURN,
followed by the lines of text you want, like this:

a
Now is the time
for all good men
to come to the aid of their party.
To stop appending, type a line that contains only a period. The period ( . ) tells
ed that you have finished appending. (You can also use CNTRL-D, but we will
use the period throughout this discussion.) If e d seems to be ignoring you, type
an extra line with just a period (.) on it. You may find you've added some
garbage lines to your text, which you will have to take out later.
Arter appending is completed, the buffer contains the following three lines:
Now is the time
ror all good men
to come to the aid of their party.
The a and. aren't there, because they are not text.
To add more text to what you already have, type another a command and
continue typing your text.

If you make an error in the commands you type to ed, it will tell you by
displaying the message:.

?
error meBlage
A.4.3 Writing Out a File: w
You wiilprobably want to save your text ror later use. To write out the
contents or the buffer into a file,use the write (w) command followed by the
name orthe file that you want to write to. This copies the cOI)tentsorthe buffer
to the specified file, destroying any previous contents of the file. For example,
to save the text in a file named text, type:
w text
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Leave a space between wand the filename. Ed responds by printing the
number or characters it has written out. For instance, etlmight respond with

68
(Remember that blanks and the newline character at the end or each line are
included in the character count.) Writing out a file just makes a copy or the
text-the buffer's contents are not disturbed, so you can go on adding text to it.
If you invoked ed with the command lied filen,sme", then by default a w
command by itselrwill write the buffer out to jilensme.
This is an important point. Ed at all times works on a copy or a file, not the file
itselr. No change in the contents or a file takes place until you give a w
command. Writing out the text toa file from time to time as it is being created
is a good idea. If the system crashes or if you make some horrible mistake, you
will lose all the text in the buffer, but any text that was written out to a file is
relatively safe.
A.4.4 Leaving The Editor: q
To terminate a session with ed, save the text you're working on by writing it to
a file using the w command, then type:
q

The system responds with the XENIX prompt character. If you try to quit
without writing out the file edwill print

?
At that point, write out the text if you want to save it; if not, typing another
"q" will get you out orthe editor.
Exercise
Enter edand create some text by typing:

a
... text ...
Write it out by typing:
w filename

Then leave e dby typing:
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q
Next, use the cat command to display the file on your terminal screen to see
that everything has worked.
A.4.5 Editing A New File: e

A common way to get text into your editing buffer is to read it in rrom a file.
This is what you do to edit text that you have saved with the w command in a
previous session. The edit ( e) command places the entire contents or a file in
the buffer. If you had saved the three lines "Now is the time", etc., with a w
command in an earlier session, the ed command
e text
would place the entire contents orthe file tezt into the buffer and respond with

68
which is the number or characters in tezt. 1/ anything i, alreadyi" the buffer, it
i, deletedfirlt.
If you use the e command to read a file into the buffer, then you don't need to
use a filename arter a subsequent w command. Ed remembers the last filename
used in an e command, and w will write to this file. Thus, a good way to operate
is this:
ed
e file
[e diting te"ion]
w

q

This way, you can type w rrom time to time and be secure in the knowledge that
ir you typed the filename right in the beginning, you are writing out to the
proper file each time.
A.4.6 Changing the File to Write Out to:

r

You can find out the last file written to at any time using the file (t) command.
Just type r without a filename. You can also change the name or the
remembered filename with r. Thus a userul sequence is
ed precious
r junk
which gets a copy orthe file named preciout, then uses r to save the text in the
file.iunk. The original file will be preserved as preciout.
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A.4.7 Reading in a File: r
Sometimes you want to read a file into the buffer without destroying what is
already there. This function is useful for combining files. This is done with the
read (r) command. The command
r text
reads the file tezt into your editing buffer and adds it to the end of whatever is
already in the buffer. For example, pretend that you have performed a read
after an edit:
e text
r text
The buffer now contains two copies of tezt (i.e., six lines):
Now is the time
for all good men
to come to the aid of their party.
Now is the time
for all good men
to come to the aid of their party.
Like the wand e commands, after the reading operation is complete r prints
the number of characters read in.

Exercise
Experiment with the e command by reading and printing various files. You
may get the error message
!name
cannot open input file

where name is the name of a nonexistent file. This means that the file doesn't
exist, typically because you spelled the filename wrong, or perhaps because you
do not have permission to read from or write to that file. Try alternately
reading and appending to see how they work. Verify that the command
ed file. text
is equivalent to
ed
e file.text
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A.4.8 Displaying Lines On The Screen: p
Use the " print"( p) command to print the contents of the editing buffer (or
parts of it) on the terminal screen. SpeciCy the lines where you want printing to
begin and where you want it to end, separated by a comma and followed by the
letter "p". Thus, to print the first two lines of the buffer (that is, lines 1 through
2) type:
1,2p

Ed responds with:
Now is the time
for all good men
Suppose you want to print all the lines in the buffer. You could use "1,3p" as
above iC you knew there were exactly 3 lines in the buffer. But you will rarely
know how many lines there are, so ed provides a shorthand symbol Cor the line
n um ber of the last line in the buffer-the dollar sign (I). Use it this way:
I,$p
This will print all the lines in the buffer (Crom line I to the last line). Jryou want
to stop the printing berore it is finished, press the INTERRUPT key. Ed then
displays
?
interrupt
and waits ror the next command.
To print the laft line oCthe buffer, use:
$p
You can print any single line by typing the line number, followed by a p. Thus
Ip
produces the response
Now is the time
which is the first line orthe buffer.
In ract, ed lets you abbreviate even further: you can print any single line by
typingiuBt the line number; there's no need to type the letter p. If you type

Ed

S
edprints the last line of the buffer.
You can also use S in combinations like

S-I,Sp
which prints the last two lines of the buffer. This helps when you want to see
how far you are in your typing.
The next step is to use address arithmetic to combine the line numbers like dot
( .) and dollar sign ($) with plus (+) and minus (-). (Note that "dot" is
shorthand for the current line, and is discussed in a later section.) Thus

S-I
prints the next to last line or the current file (that is, one line before the line S).
For example, to recall how far you were in a previous editing session

S-5,Sp
prints the last six lines. (Be sure you understand why it's six, not five.) It there
aren't six lines in the file, you'll get an error message.
The command

.-3,.+3p
prints from three lines before the current line (line dot) to three lines after. The
plus (+ ) can be omitted:

.-3,.3p
is identical in meaning.
Another area in which you can save typing effort in specifying lines is to use plus
and minus as line numbers by themselves. For example

by itself is a command to move back one line in the file. In fact, you can string
several minus signs together to move back that many lines. For example

moves back three lines, as does

-3
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Thus
-3,+3p
is also identical to
?'-3p+3p
A.4.Q Displaying The Current Line: dot{.)

Suppose your editing buffer still contains the following six lines:
Now is the time
for all good men
to come to the aid of their party.
Now is the time
for all good men
to come to the aid of their party.
Jfyou type
1,3p
eddisplays
Now is the time
for all good men
to come to the aid of their party.
Try typing:

p
This prints
to come to the aid of their party.
which is the third line of the buffer. In fact, it is the last (most recent) line that
you have done anything with. You can repeat this p command without line
numbers, and edwill continue to print line 3.
This happens because e d maintains a record of the last line that. you did
anything to (in this case" line 3, which you just printed) so that it can be used
instead of an explicit line num ber. The line most recently acted on is referred to
with a period (. ) and is called "dot". Dot is a line number in the same way that
dollar ($) is; it means "the current line", or loosely, "the line you most recently
did something to". You can use it in several ways. One possibility is to type:
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.,Ip
This will print all the lines from (and including) the current line clear to the end
of the buffer. In our example these are lines 3 through 6.
Some commands change the value of dot, while others do not. The p command
sets dot to the number of the last line printed. In the example above, p sets dot
to 6.
Dot is often used in combinations like this one:

.+1
Or equivalently:
.+Ip
This means "print the next line" and is one way of stepping slowly through the
editing buffer. You can also type
.-1

This means "print the line be/ore the current line". This enables you to go
backwards through the file if you wish. Another useful command is something
like
.-3,.-lp
which prints the previous three lines.

Don 't/orget that all o/the,e cha.nge the va.lue
is at any time by typing:

0/ dot.

You can find out what dot

.=
Ed responds by printing the value of dot. Essentially, p can be preceded by
zero, one, or two line numbers. Uno line number is given, edprintsthei'current
line", the line that dot refers to. If one line number is given (with or without the
letter p), e d prints that line (and dot is set there)i and if two line numbers are
given, edprints all the lines in that range (and sets dot to the last line printed).
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Irtwo line numbers are specified, the first cannot be bigger than the second.
Pressing RETURN once causes printing orthe next line. It is equivalent to:

.+lp
Try it. Next, try typing a minus sign ( -) by itself; it is equivalent to typing
.-lp

Exercise
Create some text using the a command and experiment with the p command.
You will find, ror example, that you can't print line 0 or aline beyond the end of
the buffer, and that attempts to print lines in reverse order using "3,lp" do not
work.

A.4.10 Deleting Lines: d
Suppose you want to get rid or the three extra lines in the buffer. Use the delete
(d) command. Its action is similar to that of p, except that d deletes lines
instead or printing them. The lines to be deleted are specified for d exactly as
they are ror p. Thus, the command

4,Sd
deletes lines 4 through the end. There are now three lines lert in our example, as
you can check by typing:
I,Sp
Notice that S now is line 3! Dot is set to the next line after the last line deleted,
unless the last line deleted is the last line in the buffer. In that case, dot is set to

$.
Exercise
Experiment with the a, e, r, w, p, andd commands until you are sure that you
know what they do, and until you understand how dot (.), dollar (S), and line
numbers are used.
Try using line numbers with a, r, and w, as well. You will find that a appends
lines after the line number that you specify (rather than after dot); thatr reads
in a file after the line number you speciry (not necessarily at the end of the
buffer); and that w writes out exactly the lines you specify, not the whole buffer.
These variations are sometimes userul. For instance, you can insert a file at the
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beginning or a buffer by typing
Or filename

and you can en ter lines at the beginning or the buO'er by typing:

Oa
[input tezt here]

Notice that typing

.w
is very different rrom typing
w

since the rormer writes out only a single line and the latter writes out the whole
file.
A.4.11 Perrorming Text Substitutions:

5

One orthe most important edcommands is the substitute (5) command. Thisis
the command that is used to change individual words or letters within aline or
group or lines. It is the command used to correct spelling mistakes and typing
errors.
Suppose that, due to a typing error, line I says:
Now is th time
The letter "e" has been lertoff orthe word "the". You can uses to fix this up as
rollows:
Is/th/the/
This substitutes ror the characters "th", the characters "the", in line l. To
veriry that the substitution has worked, type

p
to get
Now is the time
which is what you wanted. Notice that dot must be the line where the
substitution took place, since the p command printed that line. Dot is always
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set this way with the s command.
The syntax for t~e substitute command follows:

[,tarting-line,ending-line]s/ pattern/ replace me nt/ cmd,
Whatever string or characters is between the first pair of slashes is replaced by
whatever is between the second pair, in all the lines between ,tIJrting-Une and
ending-Ii ne. Only the first occurrence on each line is changed, however.
Changing every occurrence is discussed later in this section. The rules for line
numbers are the same as those for p, except that dot is set to the last line
changed. (If no substitution takes place, dot is not changed. This causes
printing of the error message:

?
search string not found
Thus, you can type
l,$s/speling/spelling/
and correct the first spelling mistake on each line in the text.

If no line numbers are given, the s command assumes we mea.n "make the
substitution on line dot", so it changes things only on the current line. This
leads to the very common sequence
s/something/something else/p
which makes a correction on the current line, then prints it to make sure the
correction worked outright. Hitdidn't,you can try again. (Notice thatthep is
on the same line as the s command. With few exceptions, p can follow any
command; no other multicommand lines are legal.)
It is also legal to type
s/string//
which means "change the first string of characters to nothing" or, in other
words, remove them. This is useful for deleting extra words in a line or
removing extra letters from words. For instance, if you had
Nowxx is the time
you could type

s/xx//p
to get
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Now is the time
Notice that two adjacent slashes mean "no characters", not a space. There i. a
difference.

Exercise
Experiment with the substitute command. See what happens if you substitute
a word on a line with several occurrences otthat word. For example, type:

a
the other side of the coin
s/the/on the/p
This results in:
on the other side of the coin
A substitute command changes only the jiret occurrence otthe first string. You
can change all occurrences by adding a g (tor "global") to the s command, like
this:

sl ... I ... /g
Try using characters other than sla.shes to delimit the two sets or characters in
the s command-anything should work except spaces or tabs.

A.4.12 Searching
Now that you've mastered the substitute command, you can move on to
mastering another important concept: context searching.
Suppose you have the original three-line text in the buffer:
Now is the time
tor all good men
to come to the aid of their party.
Suppose you want to find the line that contains the word "their", so that you
can change it to the word "the". \Vith only three lines in the buffer, it's pretty
easy to keep track of which line the word "their" is on. But if the buffer
contained several hundred lines, and you'd been making changes, deleting and
rearranging lines, and so on, you would no longer really know what this line
number would be. Context searching is simply a method or specifying the
desired line, regardless of its num ber, by specify ing a textual pattern contained
in the line.
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The way to say "search ror a line that contains this particular string or
characters" is to type:
/string or characters we want to find/
For example, the edcommand
/their /
is a context search sufficient to find the desired line-it will locate the next
occurrence or the characters between the slashes (i.e., "their"). Note that you
do not need to type the final slash. The above search command is the same as
typing:
/their
The search command sets dot to the line on which the pattern is found and
prints it ror verification:
to come to the aid of their party.
"Next occurrence" means that edstarts looking ror the string at line ".+1",
searches to the end or the buffer, then continues at line 1 and searches to line
dot. (That is, the search "wraps around" fromS to 1.) It scans all the lines in the
buffer until it either finds the desired line or gets backto dot. If the given string
of characters can't be found in any line, edprints the error message:
?
search string not round

Otherwise, e d prints the line it found. You can also search backward, in a file
for search strings by using question marks instead of slashes. For example
?thing?
searches backwards in the file for the word "thing" as does
?thing
This is especially handy when you realize that the string you want is backwards
from the current line.
The slash and question mark are the only characters you can use to delimit a
context search, though you can use any character in a substitute command. If
you get unexpected results using any of the characters
$

* \

&

read SectionA5, "Context and Regular Expressions".
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You can do both the search for the desired line tJntI a substitution at the same
time, like this:
/their Is/their /the/p
Thisyields:
to come to the aid of the party.
The above command contains three separate actions. The first is a context
search for the desired line, the second is the substitution, and the third is the
printing of the line.
The expression "/their/" is a context search expression. In their simplestrorm,
all context search expressions are like this-a string of characters surrounded
by slashes. Context searches are interchangeable with line numbers, so they
can be used by themselves to find and print a desired line, or as line numbers for
some other command, like s. They were used both ways in the previous
examples.
Suppose the buffer contains the three familiar lines
Now is the time
ror all good men
to come to the aid of their party.
The etIline numbers
/Now/+I
/good/
/party/-I
are all context search expressions, and they all refer to the same line (line 2). To
make a change in line 2, you could type
/Now / + Is/good/bad/
or
/good/s/good/bad/
or
/party /-Is/good/bad/
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The choice is dictated only· by convenience. For instance, you could print all
three lines by ty ping

INow 1,/party Ip
or

INow/,/Now/+2p
or any similar combination. The first combination is better if you don't know
how many lines are involved.
The basic rule is that a context search expression is the same as a line number,
so it can be used wherever a line number is needed.
Suppose you search for
Ihorrible thingl
and when the line is printed you discover that it isn't the "horrible thing" that
you wanted, so itis necessary to repeat the search. You don't have to retype the
search, because the construction

II
is a shorthand expression for "the previous thing that was searched for",
whatever it was. This can be repeated as many times as necessary. You can also
go backwards, since

1?
searches for the same thing, but in the reverse direction.
You can also use I I as the left side of a substitute command, to mean "the most
recent pattern". For example, examine:
Ihorrible thingl
Ed prints the line containing" horrible thing" .

sllgood/p
This changes "horiible thing" to "good". To go backwards and change
"horrible thing" to "good", type:

1?sllgoodl
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Exercise
Experiment with context searching. Scan through a body or text with several
occurrences or the same string or characters using the same context search.
Try using context searches as line numbers ror the substitute, print, and delete
commands. (Context searches can also be used with the r, w, and a
commands.)
Try context searching using !tezt! instead of / tezt/. This scans lines in the
buffer in reverse order instead or normal order, which·is sometimes userul iryou
go too rar while looking ror a string or characters. It's an easy way to back up in
the file you're editing.

If you get unexpected results with any orthe characters

S

•

\

&

read Section A4, "Context and Regular Expressions".
AA.13 Changing and Inserting Text: c and i

This section discusses the change (c) command, which is used to change or
replace one or more lines, and the insert (i) command, which is used ror
inserting one or more lines.
The c command is used to replace a number or lines with different lines that you
type at the terminal. For example, to change lines ".+1" through liS" to
something else, type:

.+l,Sc
type the line.

0/ tezt

you want here ...

The lines you type between the c command and the dot ( . ) will replace the
originally addressed lines. This is userul in replacing a line or several lines that
have errors in them.

If only one line is specified in the c command, then only that line is replaced.
(You can type in as many replacement lines as you like.) Notice the use or a
period to end the input. This worksjust like the period in the append command
and must appear by itselr on a new line. If no line number is given, the current
line specified by dot is replaced. The value or dot is set to the last line you typed
in. Note that the terminating period and the line rererenced by dot are
completely different: the first is used simply to terminate a command, the
second points at a specific line or text.
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The i command is similar to the append command. For example
/string/i
type the lintl to be in,ene d here •.•
inserts the given text be/ore the next line that contains "string". The text
between i and the terminating period is in,e rted be/ore the specified line. It no
line number is specified, dot is used. Dot isset to the last line inserted.

Exercise
The c command is like a combination of delete followed by insert. Experiment
to verify that

,tart,endd
i

(tezt]
is almost the same as

8tart, end c

[tezt]
These are not preci8ely the same if the last line gets deleted.
Experiment with a and i to see that they are similar, but not the same. Observe
that

line-numbera

[tezt]
appends alter the given line, while

line-numberi
[tezt]
inserts be/ore it. It no line number is given, i inserts before line dot, while a
appends after line dot.
AA.14 Moving Lines: m

The move (m) command lets you move a group of lines trom one place to
another in the buffer. Suppose you want to put the first three lines or the buffer
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at the end instead. You could do it by typing
1,3w temp
'r temp
1,3d
where temp is the name of a temporary file. However, you can do it more easily
with the m command:
1,3m'
This will move lines I through 3 to the end of the file.
The general case is
'tart-line ,end-linem after-thi,-line

There is a third line to be specified: the place where the moved text gets put.
course, the lines to be moved can be specified by context searches. It you had

or

First paragraph
end of first paragraph.
Second paragraph
end of second paragraph.
you could reverse the two paragraphs like this:
/Second/,/end of second/m/First/-l
Notice the -1. The moved text goes after the line mentioned. Dot gets set to the
last line moved. Your file will now look like this:
Second paragraph
end of second paragraph
First paragraph
end of first paragraph
AB another example of a frequent operation, you can reverse the order of two
adjacent lines by moving the first line after the second line. Suppose that you
are positioned at the first line. Then

m+
moves line dot to one line after the current line dot. It you are positioned on the
second line,
m--

moves line dot to one line after the current line dot.
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The m command is more succinct than writing, deleting and rereading. The
main difficulty with the m command is that it you use patterns to specify both
the lines you are moving and the target, you have to take care to specify them
properly, or you may not move the lines you want. The result ot a bad m
command can be a mess. Doing the job one step at a time makes it easier tor you
to veriry at each step that you accomplished what you wanted. It is also a good
idea to issue a w command berore doing anything complicated; then it you
make a mistake, it's easy to back up to where you were.
For more inrormation on moving text, see Section A4.18, "Marking Your Spot
in aFile:k".
A.4.1S Performing Globa.l Comma.nds: g and v
The "global" commands g and v are used to execute one or more editing
commands on all lines that either contain (g) or don't contain (v) a specified
pattern.
For example, the command
gfXENIX/p
prints all lines that contain the word "XENIX". The pattern that goes between
the slashes can be anything that could be used in a line search or in a substitute
command; exactly the same rules and limitations apply.
For example,
g/,,\./p
prints all the troD' formatting commands in a file (lines that begin with".").
(For an explanation of the use or the caret r) and the backslash (\) see Section
A.5, "Context and Regular Expressions".
The v command is identical to g, except that it operates on those lines that do
not contain an occurrence of the pattern. (Mnemonically, the "v" can be
thought or as partotthe word "inverse".
For example
v/,,\./p
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prints all the lines that don't begin with a period (i.e., the actual text lines).
Any command can follow g or v. For example, the following command deletes
all lines that begin with ".":
g(\./d
This command deletes all empty lines:

Probably the most useful command that can rollow a global command is the
substitute command. For example, we could change the word "Xenix" to
"XENlX" everywhere, and verify that it really worked, with
gfXenix/s//XENTX/gp
Notice that we used / / in the substitute command to mean "the previous
pattern", in this case, "Xenix". The p command executes on each line that
matches the pattern, not just on those in which a substitution took place.
The global command makes two passes over the file. On the first pass, all lines
that match the pattern are marked. On the second pass, each marked line is
examined in turn, dot is set to that line, and the command executed. This
means that it is possible for the command that fo))ows a g or v command to use
addresses, set dot, and so on, quite freely. For example:
g(\.P/+
prints the line that rollows each" .P" command (the signal ror a new paragraph
in some formatting packages). Remember that plus (+) means "one line past
dot". And

:searches ror each line that contains the word "topic", scans backwards until it
finds a line that begins with a ".H" (a heading) and prints it, thus showing the
headings under which "topic" is mentioned. Finally
g/,\.EQ/+,t\·EN/-p
prints aU the lines that lie between lines beginning with ".EQ" and ".EN"
rormatting commands.
The g and v commands can also be preceded by line numbers, in which case the
lines searched are only those in the range specified.
It is possible to give more than one command under the control or a global
command. For example, suppose the task is to change "x" to "y" and "a" to
"b" on all lines that contain "thing". Then
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g/thing/s/x/y1\

s/a/bl

is sufficient. The backslash (\) signals the g command that the set or
commands continues on the next line; the g command terminates on the first
line that does not end with a backslash.
Note that you cannot use a substitute command to insert a new line within a g
command. Watch out for this.
The command

g/x/sIIY/\
s/a/bl
does not work asyou might expect. The remembered pattern is the last pattern
that was actually executed, so sometimes it will be "x" (as expected), and
sometimes it will be "a" (not expected). You must spell it out, like this:

g/x/s/x/y1\
s/a/bl
It is also possible to execute a, c and i commands as part of a global command .
.As with other multiline constructions, add a backslash at the end of each line
except the last. Thus, to add an ".nr' and" .sp" command before each" .EQ"
line, type:
g/,,\.EQ/i\

.nf\
.sp

There is no need for a final line containing a period (.) 'to terminate the i
command, unless there are further commands to be executed under the global
command.

A.4.16 Displaying Tabs and Control Characters: 1
Edprovides two commands for printing the contents of the text you are editing.
You should already be familiar with p, in combinations like
l,$p
to print all the lines you are editing, or
s/abc/def/p
t·o change "abc" to "der' on the current line. Less familiar is the "list" ( I)
command which gives slightly more information than p. In particular, 1makes
visible characters that are normally invisible, such as tabs and backspaces. If
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you list a line that contains some oC these, I prints each tab as ">" and each
backspace as "<". This makes it much easier to correct the sort of typing
mistake that inserts extra spaces adjacent to tabs, or inserts a backspace
followed by a space.
The 1 command also "Colds" long lines Cor printing. Any line that exceeds 72
characters is printed on multiple lines; each printed line except the last is
terminated by a backslash ( \ ), so you can tell it was folded. This is userul ror
printing lines longer than the width of your terminal screen.
Occasionally, the I command will print a string or·numbers preceded by a
backslash, such as \07 or \16. These combinations are used to make visible
characters that normally don't print, like Corm feed, vertical tab, or bell. Each
backslash-number combination represents a single ASCII character. Note that
numbers are octal and not decimal. When you see such characters, be wary:
they may have surprising meanings when printed on some terminals. Often
their presence indicates an error in typing, because they are rarely used.

A.4.17 Undoing Commands: u
Occasionally you will make a substitution in a line, only to realize too late that
it was a mistake. The undo (u) command, letsyou "undo" the last substitution.
Thus the last line that was substituted can be restored to its previous state by
typing:
u

This command does not wor k with the g and v commands.

A.4.1S Marking Your Spot in a File: k
The mark command, k, provides a facility for marking a li"ne with a particular
name, so that you can later reference it by name, regardless of its actual line
~"1umber. This can be handy Cor moving lines and keeping track of them as they
move. For example
kx
marks the current line with the name "x". Ir a line number precedes the k, that
line is marked. (The mark name must be a single lowercase letter.) You can
reCer to the marked line with the notation:
'x

Note the use oC the single quotation mark ( ') here. Marks are very useCul ror
moving things around. Find the first line oC the block to be moved and then
markitwith:
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ka
Then find the last line and mark it with
kb
Go to at the place where the text is to be inserted and type:
'a, 'bm.

A line can have only one mark name associated with it at any given time.
A.4.19 Transferring Lines: t

We mentioned earlier the idea of saving lines that are hard to type or used
often, to cut down on typing time. Ed provides another command, called t (ror
transrer) for making a copy of a group of one or more lines at any point. This is
often easier than writing and reading.
The t command is identical to the m command, except that instead or moving
lines it sim ply duplicates them at the place you named. Thus
l,$t$
duplicates the entire contents that you are editing.
A common use ror t is to create a series of lines that differ only slightly. For
example, you can type
a
Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid of their party.

t.
(make a copy]
s/men/women/
iChange it a bit]
t.
make third copy]
s/Now is/yesterday was/ change it a bit1
Your file will look like this:
Now is the time ror all good men to come to the aid or their party.
Now is the time for all good women to come to the aid or their party.
Yesterday was the time for all good women to come to the aid or their party.

AA.20 Escaping to the Shell: !
Sometimes it is convenient to temporarily escape from the editor to execute a
XENIX command without leaving the editor. The shell escape (!) comma.nd,
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provides a way to do this.
Iryou type

!command
your curren t editing state is suspended, and the XENIX command you asked Cor
is executed. 'When the command finishes, e dwill signal you by printing another
exclamation (!); at that point you can resume editing.

A.5 Context and Regular Expressions
You may have noticed that things don't work right when you use characters
sue h as the period ( . ), the asterisk (.), and the dollar sign ($) in context searches
and with the substitute command. The reason is rather complex, although the
solution to the problem is simple. Ed treats these characters as special. For
instance, in a context search or the first string of the substitute command, the
period ( . ) means "any character", not a period, so
/x.y/
means a line with an "x", any character, and a "y", not just a line with an "x", a
period, and a "y". A complete list of the special characters that can cause
trouble follows:

$

* \ /

The next few subsections discuss how to use these characters to describe
patterns of text in search and substitute commands. These patterns a.re called
"regular expressions", and occur in several other importantXENIX commands
and utilities, including grep(C), se d(C) (See the XENIX Reference Manual).
Recall that a trailing g after a substitute command causes all occurrences to be
changed. With
s/this/that/
and
s/this/that/g
the first command replaces the first "this" on the line with "that". If there is
more than one "this" on the line, the second form with the trailing g changes all
of them.
Either form of the 8 command can be followed by p or 1 to print or list the
contents of the line. For example, all of the following are legal and mean
slightly different things:
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s/this/that/p
s/this/that/l
s/this/that/gp
s/this/that/gl
Make sure you know what the differences are.
or course, any s command can be preceded by one or two line numbers to
speciry that the substitution is to take place on agroup otlines. Thus
l,$s/mispell/misspell/
changes the firlt occurrence ot "mispell" to "misspell" in each line ot the file.
But
l,$s/mispell/misspell/g
changes every occurrence in each line (and this is more likely to be what you
wanted).

It you add a p or I to the end ot any or these substitute commands, only the last
line changed is printed, not all the lines. We will talk later about how to print
all the lines that were modified.
A.S.I Period: (.)

The first metacharacter that we will discuss is the period ( .). On the lert side ot
a substitute command, or in a search, a period stands tor any single character.
Thus the search

/x.y/
finds any line where "x" and "y" occur separated by a single character, as in

x+y
x-y
xy
xzy
andsoon.
Since a period matches a single character , it gives you a way to deal with tunny
charact.ers printed by I. Suppose you have a line that appears as
th\07is
when printed with the I command, and that you want to get rid or the \07,
which represents an ASCII bell character.
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The most obvious solution is to try

5/\07//
but this will fail. Another solution is to retype the entire line. This is
guaranteed, and is actually quite a reasonable tactic if the line in question isn't
too big. But for a very long line, retyping is not the best solution. This is where
the metacharacter "." comes in handy. Since \07 really represents a single
char acter, if we type
s/th.is/this/
the job is done. The period matches the mysterious character between the "hI!
and the" i", whatever it is.
Since the period matches any single character, the command

s/./,/
converts the first character on a line into a comma (,), which very orten is not
what you intended. The special meaning of the period can be removed by
preceding it with a backslash.
As is true of many characters in ed, the period (.) has several meanings,

depending on its context. This line shows all three:

.s/././
The first period is the line number or the line we are editing, which is called
"dot". The second period is a metacharacter that matches any single character
on that line. The third period is the only one that really is an honest, literal
period. (Remember that a period is also used to terminate input rrom the a a.nd
i commands.) On the "'gAt side of a substitution, the period ( . ) is not special. Ir
you apply this command to the line
Now is the time.
the result is
.ow is the time.
which is probably not what you intended. To change the period at the end or
the sentence to a comma, type

s/\./,/
The special meaning or the period can be removed by preceding it with a
backsJash.
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A.S.2 Backslash: \
Since a period means" any character", the question naturally arises: what do
you do when you really want a period? For example, how do you convert the
line
Now is the time.
into
Now is the time?
The backslash ( \ ) turns off any special meaning that the next character might
have; in particular, "\." converts the"." rrom a "match anything" into a
literal period, so you can use it to replace the period in "Now is the time." like
this:

s/\·I?1
The pair or characters "\." is considered by ed to be a single real period.
The backslash can also be used when searching ror lines that contain a special
character. Suppose you are looking ror aline that contains

.DE
at the start or aline. The search

I·DEI
isn't adequate, for it will find lineslike
JADE
FADE
MADE

because the"." matches the letter "A" on each of the lines in question. But if
you type

I\·DEI
only lines that contain" .DE" are found.
The backslash can be used to turn off special meanings ror chara.cters other
than the period. For example, consider finding aline that contains a. backslash.
The search

1\1
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won't work, because the backslash (\) isn't a literal backslash, but instead
means that the second slash (/) no longer delimits the search. By preceding a
backslash with another backslash, you can search ror a literal backslash:

1\\1
You can search ror a rorward slash (/) with

1\11
The backslash turns off the special meaning oCthe slash immediately rollowing
so that it doesn't terminate the slash-slash construction prematurely.
A miscellaneous note about backslashes and special characters: you can use a.ny
character to delimit the pieces or an s command; there is nothing sacred about
slashes. (But you must use slashes ror context searching.) For instance, in a line
that contains several slashes already, such as

Ilexec Ilsys.rort.go II etc ...
you could use a colon as the delimiter. To delete all the slashes, type
s:/::g
The result is:
exec sys.rort.go etc ...
When you are adding text with a or i or c, the backslash has no special meaning,
and you should only put in one backslash ror each one you want.
Exercise
Find two substitute commands, each orwhich converts the line
\x\.\y
into the line
\x\y
Here are several solutions; you should verify that each works:

s/\ \ \.1I
s/x··/xl
s/ .. y/yl
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A.5.3 Dollar Sign:

S

The dollar sign liS", stands for "the end orthe line". Suppose you have the line
Now is the
and you want to add the word "time" to the end. Use the dollar sign (S) like
this:

slSI timel
to get
Now is the time
Aspace is needed before "time" in the substitute command, or you will get:
Now is the time
You can replace the second comma in the following line with a period without
altering the first.
Now is the time, for all good men,
The command needed is:

sj,S/'1
to get
Now is the time, for all good men.
The dollar sign (S) here provides context to make specific which comma we
mean. Without it the s command would operate on the first comma to produce:
Now is the time. tor all good men,
To convert:
Now is the time.
into
Now is the time!
as we did earlier, we can use:

s/·S/!1
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Like the period ( . ), the dollar sign
context. In the rollowing line

(S)

has multiple meanings depending on

Ss/S/S/
the first "$" rerers to the last line oCthe file, the second rerers to the end orthat
line, and the third is a literal dollar sign to be added to that line.

A.S,4 Caret:

A

The caret ( stands ror the beginning of the line. For example, suppose you
are looking for aline that begins with "the". Uyou simply type
A

)

/the/
you will probably find several lines that contain "the" in the middle before
arriving at the one you want. But with
rthe/
you narrow the context, and thus arrive at the desired line more easily.
The other use or the caret ( • ) enables you to insert something at the beginning
of a line. For example
sr/ /
places a space at the beginning of the current line.
:Metacharacters can be combined. To search for a line that contains only the
characters

.P
you can use the command

r\·ps/
A.S.S Star:

*

Suppose you have a line that looks like this:
text x

y text

where "text" stands ror lots of text, and there are an indeterminate number of
spaces between the "x" and the "y". Suppose the job is to replace all the spaces
between "x" and "y" with a single space. The line is too long to retype, and
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there are too ma.ny spaces to count.
This is where the metacharacter "star" (*) comes in handy. A character
rollowed by a star stands ror as many consecutive occurrences orthat character
as possible. To rerer to all the spaces at once, type:

sIx .y/x yl
The" ." means "as many spaces as possible". Thus "x *y" means an "x", as
many spaces as possible, then a "y".
The star can be used with any character, not just a space. If the original
example was
text x--------y text
then all minus signs (-) can be replaced by a single space with the command:

s/x-·y/x yl
Finally, suppose that the line was:
text x.................. y text
Iryou blindly type

s/x··y/x yl
The result is unpredictable. Ir there are no other x's or y's on the line, the
substitution will work, but not necessarily. The period matches any single
character so the" .• " matches as many single characters as possible, and unless
you are carerul, it can remove more of the line than you expected. For example,
if the line was like this
x text x......... y text y
then typing

s/x··y/x yl
takes everything trom the jir6t "x" to the la6t "y", which, in this example, is
undoubtedly more than you wanted.
The solution is to turn oft' the special meaning or the period (.) with the
backslash (\):

s/x\··y/x yl
Now the substitution works, ror "\ .• " means "as many periods as possible".
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There are times when the pattern" .-" is exactly what you want. For example,
to change
Now is the time for all good men ....
into
Now is the time.
use " .• " to remove everything after the" for":
s/ for.-/'/
There are a couple of additional pitfalls associated with the star (*). Most
notable is the fact that "as many as possible" means zero or more. The fact that
zero is a legitimate possibility is sometimes rather surprising. For example, if
our line contained
xy text x

y text

where the squares represent spaces, and we said
s/x .y/x y/
the first "xy" matches this pattern, for it consists of an "x", zero spaces, and a
"y". The result is that the substitute acts on the first "xy", and does not touch
the later one that actually contains some intervening spaces.
The way around this is to specify a pattern like

/x

*y/

which says an "x", a space, then as many more spaces as possible, then a "y", in
other words, one or more spaces.
The other pitfall associated with the star (*) again relates to the fact that zero is
a legitimate number of occurrences of something followed by a star. The
command
s/x*/y/g
when applied to the line
abcdef
produces
yaybycydyeyfy
which is almost certainly not what was intended. The reason for this is that
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zero is a legitimate number of matches, and there are no x's at the beginning of
the line (so that gets converted into a "y"), nor between the "a" and the "b" (so
that gets converted into a "y"), and so on. If you don't want zero matches, use
s/xx*/y/g
since "xx*" is one or more x's.

A.S.6 Brackets: [and]
Suppose that you want to delete any numbers that appear at the beginning of
all lines or a file. You might try a series or commands like

and 50 on, but this is clearly going to take rorever ifthe numbers are at all long.
Unless you want to repeat the commands over and over until finally all the
n umbers are gone, you must get all the digits on one pass. That is the purpose of
the brackets.
The construction
[0123456789]
matches any single digit-the whole thing is called a "character class". With a
character class, the job is easy. The pattern "[0123456789]*" matches zero or
more digits (an entire number), so

1,$s/,,[OI23456789]*11
deletes all digits from the beginning of all lines.
Any characters can appear within a character class, and there are only three
special characters (", ), and -) inside the brackets; even the backslash doesn't
have a special meaning. To search for special characters, for example, you can
type:

1[·\$"01
It's a nuisance to have to spell out the digits, so you can abbreviate them as
[0-9]; similarly, [a-z) stands for the lowercase letters, and [A-Z) for uppercase.
Within [), the "(" is not special. To get a "]" (or a "-") into a character class,
make it the first character.
You can also specify a dass that means "none of the following characters".
This is done by beginning the class with a caret ( " ). For example
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('0-9)
stands ror "any character except a digit". Thus, you might find the first line
that doesn't begin with a tab or space with asearch like:

r r (space)(tab)J/
Within a character class, the caret has a special meaning only if it occurs at the
beginning. Just to convince yourself, verify that

finds a line that doesn't begin wi th a caret.

A.5.7 Ampersand: &
To save typing, the ampersand (&) can be used in substitutions to signify the
string of text that was found on the left side of a substitute command. Suppose
you have the line
Now is the time
and you want to make it:
Now is the best time
You can type:
s/the/the best/
It's unnecessary to repeat the word "the". The ampersand (&) eliminates this
repetition. On the rig kt si de of a su bsti t u tion, the am persand means "w hatever
wasjust, matched", so you can type
s/the/ & best/
and the ampersand will stand for "the". This isn't much of a saving if the thing
mat_ched is just "the", but if the match is very long, or if it is something like
".*" which matches a. lot of text, you can save some tedious typing. There is
also much less chance of making a typing error in the replacement text. For
example, to put parentheses in a line, regardless ofits length, type:

sf.*/{&)/
The ampersand can occur more than once on the right side. For example
s/the/ & best and & worst/
makes
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Now is the best and the worst time
and
s/·*I&? &!!/
converts the original line into
Now is the time? Now is the time!!
To get a literal ampersand use the backslash to turn ofT the special meaning.
For example
s/ampersand/\&/
converts the word into the symbol. The ampersand is not special on the left side
of a substitute command, only on the right side.

A.5.S Substituting New Lines
Ed provides a facility tor splitting a. single line into two or more shorter lines by
Hsubstituting in a newline". For example, suppose a line has become
unmanageably long because of editing. Irit looks like
text xy text
you can break it between the "x" and the "y" like this:
s/xy/x\

yl

This is actually a single command, although it is typed on two lines. Because
the backslash (\) turns ofT special meanings, a backslash at the end of a line
makes the newline there no longer special.
You can in fact make a single line into several lines with this same mechanism.
As an example, consider italicizing the word "very" in a long line by splitting
"very" onto a separate line, and preceding it with the formatting command
" .I". Assume the line in question looks like this:
text a very big text
The command

sl very 1\
.1\
very\

I
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converts the line into rour shorter lines, preceding the word "very" with the
line" .I", and eliminating the spaces around the "very" at the same time.
\Vhen a new line is substituted in a string, dot is left at the last line created.
A.S.g Joining Lines
Lines may be joined together, with thej command. Assume that you are given
the lines:
Now is
the time
Suppose that dot is set to the first line. Then the command

joins them together to produce:
Now is the time
No blanks are added, which is why a blank was shown at the beginning or the
second line.
All by itseIr, a j command joins the lines signified by dot and dot - +-1, but any
contiguous set or lines can be joined. Just speciry the starting and ending line
numbers. For example,
1,$jp
joins all the lines in a file into one big line and prints it.
A.S.10 Rearranging a Line: \( and \)
Recall that "&" is shorthand ror whatever was matched by the lert side or an s
command. In much the same way, you can capture separate pieces of what was
matched. The only difference is that you have to speciry on the left side just
what pieces you're interested in.
Suppose that you have a file or lines that consist or names in the form
Smith, A B.
Jones, C.
and so on, and you want the initials to precede the name, as in:
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A. B. Smith
C. Jones
It is possible to do this with a series of editing commands, but it is tedious and
error-prone.
The alternative is to "tag" the pieces of the pattern (in this case, the last name,
and the initials), then rearrange the pieces. On the left side of a substitution, if
part of the pattern is enclosed between \( and \), whatever matched that part is
remembered, and available for use on the right side. On the right side, the
symbol, "\1", refers to whatever matched the first \( ... \) pair; "\2", to the
second \( ... \), and so on.
The command

I,$sr\([.*)\), *\(.*\)/\2 \1/
although hard to read, does the job. The first \( ... \) matches the last name,
which is any string up to the comma; this is referred to on the right side with
"\1". The second \( ... \) is whatever follows the comma and any spaces, and is
referred to as "\2".
\Vith any editing sequence this complicated, it's unwise to simply run it and
hope. The global commands g and v provide a way for you to print exactly
those lines which were affected by the substitute command, and thus verify
that it did what you wanted in all cases.

A.6

~peeding

Up Editing

One of the most effective ways to speed up your editing is knowing what lines
will be affected by a command if you don't specify the lines it is to act on, and on
what line you will be positioned (i.e., the value of dot) when a command finishes.
If you can edit without specifying unnecessary line numbers, you can save a lot
of typing.
For example, if you issue asearch command like
/thing/
you are left pointing at the next line that contains "thing". Then no address is
required with commands like s to make a substitution on that line, or p to print
it, or 1 to list it, or d to delete it, or a to append text after it, or c to change it, or i
to insert text before it.
What happens if there is no occurrence .of "thing"? Dot is unchanged. This is
also true if the cursor was on the only occurrence of "thing" when you issued
the command. The same rules hold for searches that use L.T; the only
difference is the direction in which you search.
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The delete command, d, leaves dot pointing at the line that followed the last
deleted line. When the line dollar ($) gets deleted, however, dot points at the
newline $.
The line-cha.nging commands a, c, and i, by default, all affect the current line.
Ir you give no line number with them, a appends text after the current line, c
changes the current line, and i inserts text berore the current line.
The a, c, and i commands behave identically in one respect - when you stop
appendint;, changing or inserting, dot points at the last line entered. This is
exactly what you want when typing and editing on the fly. For example, you
can type
a
text
botch

(minor error)

s/botch/correct/ (fix botched line)
a
more text

without specirying any line number for the substitute command or ror the
second append command. Or you can type:

a
text
horrible botch (major error)
c
(replace entire line)
fixed up line
Experiment to determine what happens ir you add no lines with an a, c, or i
command.
The r command reads a file into the text being edited, at the end iryou give no
address, or arter the specified line iryou do. In either case, dot points at the last
line read in. Remember that you can even type

Or
to read a file in at the beginning orthe text. (You can also type Oeor lito sta.rt
adding text at the beginning.)
The w command writes out the entire file. Jryou precede the command by one
line number, that line is written out. Iryou precede it by two line numbers, that
range or lines is written out. The w command does not change dot: the current
line remains the same, regardless orwhat lines are written out. This is true even
iryou type something like
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r\.AB/,r\.AE/w abstract
which involves a context search.
(Since the w command is so easy to use, you should save what you are editing
regularly as you go along just in ease the system crashes, or in case you
accidentally delete what you're editing.)
The general rule is simple: you are left sitting on the last line changed; ir there
were no changes, then· dot is unchanged. To illustrate, suppose that there are
three lines in the buffer, and the line given by dot is the middle one:

xl
x2
x3

Then the command

-,+s/x/y/p
prints the third line, which is the last one changed. But if the three lines had
been

xl
y2

y3
and the same command had been issued while dot pointed at the second line,
only the first line would be changed and printed, and tha.t is where dot would be
set.

A.6.1 Semicolon:;'
Searches with 1...1 and L.Y start at the current line and move rorward or
ba.ckward, respectively, until they either find the pattern or get back to the
current line. Sometimes this is not what you want. Suppose, for example, that
the buffer contains lines like this:
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ab

bc

Starting at line 1, you would expect the command

la/,/b/p
to print all the lines rrom the "ab" to the "bc" inclusive. This is not what
happens. Both searches (for "a" and for "b") start from the same point, a.nd
thus they both find the line that contains "ab". As a result, a single line is
printed. Worse, if there had been aline with a "b" in it before the "ab" line,
then the print command would be in error, since the second line number would
be less than the first, and it is illegal to try to print lines in reverse order.
This is because the comma separator for line numbers doesn't set dot as ea.ch
address is processed; each search starts from the same place. In ed, the
semicolon (;) can be used just like the comma, with the single difference that use
of a semicolon forces dot to be set at the time the semicolon is encountered, as
the line numbers are being evaluated. In effect, the semicolon "moves" dot.
Thus, in our example above, the command

la/;/b/p
prints the range of lines from "ab" to "be", because arter the "a" is round, dot
is set to that line, and then "b" is searched for, starting beyond that line.
This property is most orten useful in a very simple situation. Suppose you want
to find the 8econdoccurrence or"thing". You could type
Ithingl

II
but this prints the first occurrence as well as the second, and is a nuisance when
you know very well that it is only the second one you're interested in. The
solution is to type:
Ithing/;1I
This says "find the first occurrence or "thing", set dot to that line, then find the
second occurrence and print only that".
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Closely related is searching ror the second to last occurrence ofsomething, as in:
?something?j??
Finally, bear in mind that ir you want to find the first occurrence or something
in a file, starting at an arbitrary place within the file, it is not sufficient to type
Ii/thing/
because ir "thing" occurs on line 1 it won't be round. The command
Oi/thing/
will work because it starts the search at line 1. This is one or the few places
where 0 is a legal line number.

A.6.2 Interrupting the Editor
As a final note on what dot gets set to, you should be aware that ir you press the
INTERRUPT key while ed is executing a command, your file is restored, as much
as possible, to what it was berore the command began. Naturally, some changes
are irrevocable - ir you are reading in or writing out a file, making
substitutions, or deleting lines. These will be stopped in some unpredictable
state in the middle (which is why it usually unwise to stop them). Dot mayor
may not be changed.
It you are using the print command, dot is not changed until the printing is
done. Thus, ir you decide to print until you see an interesting line, and then
press INTERRUPT, to stop the command, dot will not not be set to that line or
even near it. Dot is left where it was when the p command was started.

A.7 Cutting and Pasting with the Editor
This section describes how to manipulate pieces or files, individual lines or
groups or lines.

A.7.1 Inserting One File Into Another
Suppose you have a file called memo, and you want the file called table to be
inserted just arter a reference to Table 1. That is, in memo somewhere is aline
that says
Table I shows that ...
and the data contained in table has to go there.
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To put table into the correct place in the file edit memo, find "Table 1", and add
the file table right there:
ed memo
/Table 1/
re3pon3e from ed
.r table
The critical line is the last one. The r command reads a file; here you asked for
it to be read in right after line dot. An r command, without any address, adds
lines at the end, so it is the same as "$r".

A.7.2 Writing Out Part of a File
The other side of the coin is writing out part of the document you're editing.
For example, you may want to split the table from the previous example out
into a separate file so it can be formatted and tested separately. Suppose that in
the file being edited we have
.TS
[lots of stuff]
.TE
which is the way a table is set up for the tbl program. To isolate the table in a
separate file called table, first find the start of the table (the". TS" line), then
write out the interesting part. For example, first type:
r\·TS/
This prints out the found line:
.TS
Next type
.,r\.TE/w table
and the job is done. Uyou are confident, you can do it all at once with
r\.TS/;r\.TE/w table
The point is that the w command can write out a group or lines, instead of the
whole file. In fact, you can write out a single line if you like; just give one line
number instead of two. If you have just typed a horribly complicated line a.nd
you know that it (or something like it) is going to be needed later, then save it-
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don't retype it. For example, in the editor, type:

a
lots or stuff
horrible line
.w temp
a
more stuff
.r temp
a
more stuff

A.8 Editing Scripts
It a fairly complicated set or editing operations is to be done on a whole set of
files, the easiest thing to do is to make up a "script", i.e., a file that contains the
operations you want to perform, then apply this script to each file in turn.
For example, suppose you want to change every "Xenix" to "XENIX" and every
"USA" to "America" in a large number or flIes. Put the following lines into the
file script:
gfXenix/s/IXENIX/g
g/USA/s//America/ g
w
q
Now you can type:
ed - filet <script
ed - flle2 < script
This causesed to take its commands from the prepared file seript. Notice that
the whole job has to be planned in 'advance, and that by using the XENIX shell
command interpreter, you can cycle through a set of files automatically. The
dash (-) suppresses unwanted messages rrom ed.
When preparing editing scripts, you may need to place a period as the only
character on aline to indicate termination or input from an a or i command.
This is difficult to do in ed, because the period you type will terminate input
rather than be inserted in the file. Using a backslash to escape the period won't
work either. One solution is to create the script using a character such as the
at-sign (@) to indicate end or input. Then, later, use the following command to
replace the at-sign with a period:
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s(@S/./

A.9 Summary of Commands
This following is a list of all ed commands. The general form of ed commands is
the command name, preceded by one or two optional line numbers and, in the
case of e, f, r, and w, followed by a filename. Only one command is allowed per
line, but ap command may follow any other command (excepte, r, r, w, and q).
a

Appends, i.e., adds lines to the buffer (at line dot, unless a different
line is specified). Appending continues until a period is typed on anew
line. The value of dot is set to the last line appended.

c

Changes the specified lines to the new text which follows. The new
lines are terminated by a period on a new line, as with a. Uno Jines are
specified, replace line dot. Dot is set to the last line changed.

d

Deletes the lines specified. Ir none are specified, deletes line dot. Dot is
set to the first undeleted line following the deleted lines unless dollar
($) is deleted, in which case dot is set to dollar.

e

Edits a new file. Any previous contents of the buffer are thrown away,
so issue a w command first.

r

Prints the remembered filename. If a name follows
remembered name is set to it.

g

The command g/ Btring / C ommandlJ executes command, on those
lines that contain Btn'ng, which can be any context search expression.

r,· then

the

Inserts lines before specified line (or dot) until a single period is typed
on a new line. Dot is set to the last line inserted.
Lists lines, making visible nonprinting ASCII characters and ta.bs.
Otherwise similar to p.

m

Moves lines specified to after the line named after m. Dot is set to the
last line moved.

p

Prints specified lines. If none are specified, print the line specified by
dot. A single line number is equivalent to a line-numberp command.
Asingle RETURN prints ".+1", the next line.

q

Quits ed. Your work is not saved unless you first give a w comma.nd.
Give it twice in a row to abort edit.

r

Reads a file in to buffer (at end unless specified elsewhere.) Dot is set to
the last line read.
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s

The command "sl 6tringl1 6tn'ng£I" substitutes the pattern matched
by 6tringl with the string specified by 6tringe in the specified lines. It
no lines are specified, the substitution takes place only on the line
specified by dot. Dot is set to the last line in which a substitution took
place; which means that ir no substitution takes place, dot remains
unchanged. The s command changes only the first occurrence or
6tringlon a line; to change multiple occurrences on a line, type a g
after the final slash.

t

Transfers specified lines to the line named after t. Dot is set to the last
line moved.

v

The command vI 8tringl commandBexecutes commandBon those lines
that do· not contain Btring.

u

Undoes the last substitute command.

w

Writes out the editing buffer to a file. Dot remains unchanged .

•==

Prints value or dot. (An equal sign by itseIrprints the value or •. )

!command
The line !cmd·line causes cmd·line to be executed as a XENIX
command.
16tringl
Context search. Searches ror next line which contains this string or
characters and prints it. Dot is set to the line where string was found.
The search starts at .+1, wraps around rrom' to 1, and continues to
dot, if necessary.
!string!
Context search in reverse direction. Starts search at .-1 , scans to 1,
wraps around to $.
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-b option
mail 6-31
-c option
mail 6-31
-r option
mail 6-31
-u option
mail 6-31
I command See escape command
(I)

$! variable, process
number 7-14
$# variable, argument
recording 7-13
$$ variable, process
number 7-13
$- variable, execution
flags 7-14
$? variable, command exit
status 7-13
" See Quotation marks,
single (")
(0), write command message
end 4-29
(00), write command message
end 4-29
• See Asterisk (.)
- See Dash (-)
-a operator 7-34
-a option
function 3-10
-c option, shell
invocation 7-39

-e option, shell
procedure 7-33
-f option, mail 6-31
-f option, mail 6-9
-i option
mail 6-30
mail 6-31
mail 6-39
mail 6-9
shell invocation 7-39
-k option, shell
procedure 7-33
-1 option
function 3-9
-m option, mail 6-32
-n option
echo command 7-35
shell procedure 7-33
-0 operator
7-34
-r option 3-9
-R option, recursive
listing 4-12
-s option
mail, subject
specification 4-28
mail, subject
specification 6-31
shell invocation 7-39
-t option, shell
procedure 7-33
-u option, shell
procedure 7-33
-v option, input line
printing 7-15
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-v option
function 3-10
-x option, oommand
pr inting 7-15
• oommand See Dot command

.

( )

command
vi 5-3
vi use See Vi
• See Period (.)
• profile file
description, use 7-15
PATH variable setting 7-12
variable export 7-13
I command See Vi
I See Slash (I)
Ibin directory
lusr/bin duplicate
determination 7~4
command search 7-2
contents 3-5
contents 7-32
name derivation 7-32
Idev directory
oontents 3-5
Idev/console directory
contents 3-5
Idev/tty directory
contents 3-5
letc/termcap file 4-3
Ilib directory
contents 3-5
Itmp directory 4-25
contents 3-5
lusr directory
con tents 3-5
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lusr/bin directory
Ibin duplicate
determination 7-44
command search 7-2
contents 3-5
o command See Vi
command See Colon oommand
(:)

See Greater-than sign
(»)

See Q.testion mark (?)
a character, permiSSion
change 4-18
a command
appending See Ed
ed use See Ed
mail 6-13
mail 6-20
mail 6-34
Absolute pathname See
Pathname
Account, new user 2-1
Add it ion See BC
Addition See Calculation
Alias command See a
command
Alphabetizing See sort
command
Ampersand (&)
·and-if operator symbol See
And-if operator (&&)
background command 3-9
background process 4-24
background process 7-19
background process 7-54
?

command list 7-19
ed use See Ed
interrupt, qui t
irmnunity 7-19
jobs to other
computers 7-19
metacharacter See Ed
off-line printing 7-19
use restraint 7-19
And-if operator C&&)
command list 7-19
description, use 7-20
designated 7-54
Append
ed procedure See Ed
output append symbol See
Output
Appending files 4-7
Appending See Output
Argument
filename 7-3
list creation 7-3
mail commands 6-8
number checking, $1
variable 7-13
processing 7-17
redirection argument
location 7-8
shell argument passing 717
substitution sequence 7-18
switch See Switch
test command argument 7-35
Arithmetic
See also BC

expr command effect 7-35
askcc option See Mail
asksubject option See Mail
Asterisk C.)
BC
comment convention
813
comment convention
814

multiplication operator
symbol
8-2
multiplication operator
symbol
8-4
directory name, use
avoidance 7-3
filename wildcard 3-7
filename, use
avo id ance 3-4
mail
character matching 6-7
message saved , header
notation 6-16
message saved, header
notation 6-18
metacharacter 7-3
metacharacter 7-54
pattern matching
functions 3-7
pattern matching See
metacharacter
special shell variable 718
at command 4-22
At sign C@), mail 6-30
At sign (@), mail 6-39
atrm command 4-23
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auto command, BC
8-18
autombox option See Mail
autopr int option See Mail
b oommand See Vi
Baokground prooess 4-24
$! variable 7-14
ampersand C&) operator 424
ampersand C&) operator 7-

19

ampersand C&) operator 754
CNTRL-D immunity 7-19
dial-up line
CNTRL-D effect 7-19
nohup command 7-19
INTERRUPT immunity 7-19
logout immunity 7-19
QUIT immunity 7-19
use restraint 7-19
Baoksl ash ( \)
escape oharacter 2-4
Baokslash C\)

Be

comment convention
13
Baokslash C\)

8-

comment convention
14
Baokslash C\)

8-

Be

Be

line continuation
notation
8-6
Backslash C\)
ed See Ed
Backslash C\)
erasing 2-4
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Backslash C\)
line continuation
notation 7-45
Backslash C\)
metacharacter escape 7-4
Backslash C\)
quoting 7-55
BACKSPACE key
erasure function 2-4
inserting as text 2-4
mail 6-11
mail 6-6
Batch processing See
Command
bcl command, Be 8-13
bc command
Be
tile reading.
execution 8-13
invocation 8-1
calculation 4-30
Be
addition operator
evaluation order 8-15
left to right binding
8-4
scale
8-17
scale 8-6
symbol C+)
8-4
additive operators
See also Specific
Operator
lett to right binding

8-17

alphabetiC register See
storage register
arctan function
availability
8-1

loading procedure

8-13

array
auto array
8-18
characteristics
8-14
identifier
8-14
identifier
8-19
name
8-9
named expression
8-15
one-dimensional
8-9
assignment operator
designated, use
8-17
evaluation order
8-15
positioning effect
8-4
symbol (=)
8-4
assignment statement

8-12

asterisk (.)
comment convention
813
comment convention
814
multiplication operator
symbol
8-2
multiplication operator
symbol
8-4
auto command 8-18
auto statement
built-in statement
819
auto, keyword 8-14
backslash (\)
comment convention
813
backslash (\)
comment convention
814

backslash (\)
line continuation
notation
8-6
bases 8-5
bc -1 command 8-13
bc command
file reading,
execution
8-13
invocation
8-1
Bessel function
availability
8-1
loading procedure

8-13

BKSP key 8-2
braces ({})
compound statement
enclosure
8-19
function body
enclosure
8-7
brackets ([])
array identifier
8-14
auto array
8-18
subscripted variable
8-9
break statement
built-in statement
819
break, keyword 8-14
built-in statement 8-19
caret (A), exponentiation
operator symbol 8-4
command See bc command
comment convention 8-13
comment convention 8-14
compound statement 8-19
constant
composition
8-14
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defined
8-15
con str uc t ion
diagram
8-12
space significance
812
control statements 8-9
cos function
availability
8-1
loading procedure
8-13
define statement
built-in statement
819
description, use
8-20
define, keyword 8-14
demonstration run 8-1
description 8-1
division operator
left to right binding
8-16
left to right binding
8-4
scale
8-17
scale
8-6
symbol (/)
8-4
equal sign (=)
assignment operator
symbol
8-4
relational operator
8-18
relational operator
8-9
equivalent constructions
diagram 8-12
evaluation sequence 8-2
exclamation point (!)
relational operator
8-18
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relational operator
8-9
exit 8-1
exit 8-3
exponential function
availability
8-1
loading procedure
8-13
exponentiation operator
right to left binding
8-17
right to left binding
8..4

scale
8-17
scale 8-6
symbol (A)
8-4
expression
enclosure
8-15
evaluation order
8-14
named expression
8-15
statement
8-19
for statement
break statement effect
8-19
built-in statement
819
description, use
8-9
format
8-20
range execution
8-10
relational operator
8-18
'for, keyword 8-14
function call
defined
8-15
description
8-15
evaluation order
8-15
8-8
procedure

syntax
8-16
function
argument absence
8-8
array
8-9
calling See function
call
definition procedure
8-7
form
8-7
identifier
8-14
name
8-7
parameters
8-8
return statement See
return statement
termination, return
statement
8-20
variable automatic
8-7
global storage class

8-18

greater-than sign (
», relational
operator
8-18
», relational
operator
8-9
hexadecimal digit
ibase
8-5
obase
8-6
value
8-14
ibase
decimal input setting
8-5
defined
8-15
initial setting
8-5
keyword
8-14
named expression
8-15
setting
8-5

var iable
8-7
identifier
array See array
auto statement effect
8-19
description
8-14
global
8-18
local
8-18
named expression
8-15
value
8-18
if statement
built-in statement
819
description, use
8-9
format
8-20
range execution
8-10
relational operator
8-18
if, keyword 8-14
INTERRUPT key 8-2
introduction 8-1
invocation 8-1
keywords designated 8-14
language features 8-12
length
built-in function
8-16
keyword
8-14
less-than sign «),
relational operator 8-18
less-than sign «),
relational operator 8-9
line continuation
notation 8-6
local storage class 8-18
log function
availability
8-1
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loading procedure

8-13

math function library See
bcl command
minus sign (-)
subtraction operator
symbol
8-4
unary operator symbol
8-16
unary operator symbol
8-4
modulo operator
left to right binding
8-16
left to right binding
8-4
scale
8-17
scale ,8-6
symbol (i)
8-4
multiplication operator
evaluation order
8-15
left to right binding
8-16
left to right binding
8-4
scale
8-16
scale
8-6
symbol (*)
8-2
symbol (*)
8-4
multiplicative operators
See also Specific
Operator
left to right binding
8-16
.
named expression 8-15
negative number, unary
minus sign (-) 8-4
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obase
conversion speed
8-6
defined
8-15
description
8-5
hexadecimal notation
8-6
initial setting
8-5
keyword
8-14
named expression
8-15
8-7
var iable
operator
See also Specific
Operator
designated, use
8-4
parentheses «»
expression enclosure
8-15
function identifier
argument enclosure
814
percentage sign (I),
modulo operator symbol
8-4
plus sign (.)
addition operator
symbol
8-4
unary operator symbol
8-16
program flow alteration

8-9

,quit command 8-1
quitcommand 8-3
quit statement
Be exit 8-20
built-in statement
19
quit, keyword 8-14

8-

quoted string statement
8-19
register See storage
register
relational operator
designated
8-18
designated
8-9
evaluation order
8-15
RETURN key 8-2
return statement
built-in statement
819
description
8-20
form
8-7
return, keyword 8-14
scale command 8-7
scale
addition operator
8-17
addition operator
8-6
arctan function
8-13
Bessel function
8-13
built-in function
8-16

exponentiation
operator
8-6
initial setting
8-7
keyword
8-14
length function
8-16
length maximum
8-6
log function
8-13
modulo operator
8-17
modulo operator
8-6
multiplication
operator
8-16
multiplication
oper ator
8-6
named expression
8-15
sin function
8-13
square root effect
816
square root effect
8-6
subtraction operator
8-17
subtraction operator
8-6

command See scale
command
8-13
cos function
decimal digit value
8-7
defined
8-15
description
8-6
division operator
8-17

val ue pr in ting
procedure 8-7
var iable
8-7
semicolon (;), statement
separation 8-19
semicolon (;), statement
separation 8-3
sin function
availability
8-1
loading procedure
8-13

division operator
8-6
exponential function
8-13
exponentiation
operator
8-17

slash (/), division
operator symbol 8-4
space significance 8-12
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square root
built-in funotion

8-16

keyword 8-14
result as integer
8-5
soale prooedure 8-6
sqrt keyword
8-14
statement
See al so Speo ifio
Statement
entry prooedure 8-12
exeoution sequenoe 819
separation methods 819
types designated
8-19
storage classes 8-18
storage register 8-4
subscript
fraotions discarded
8-9
trunoation 8-14
value limits 8-9
subsoripted variable
array See array
desoription 8-9
subsoript See
subscript
subtraction operator
left to right-binding
8-4
soale 8-17
soale 8-6
8-4
symbol (-)
syntax 8-1
tokencomposi tion 8-14
truncation use when 8-7
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unary operator
designated
8-16
evaluation order
8-15
left to right bindins
8-16
symbol (-)
8-4
variable
automatio 8-18
automatic
8-7
name 8-7
subscripted See
subscripted variable
while statement
break statement effeot
8-19
buil t-in statement
819
desoription, use 8-9
execution 8-21
8-10
range exeoution
relational operator
8-18
while, keyword 8-14
Bessel function See BC
Binary tile See File
Binary logical and
operator 7-34
Binary logical or
operator 7-34
BINUNIQ shell procedure 744
BKSP key
BC 8-2
command-line buffer
editing 3-9
BKSP
vi cursor movement 5-17

Block special device 4-16
Bourne shell
TERM variable 5-50
terminal type 5-50
Braces ({})
BC
compound statement
enclosure
8-19
function body
enclosure
8-7
command grouping 7-25
pipeline, command list
enclosure 7-20
variable
conditional
substitution 7-38
enclosure 7-11
Braces command ({}) 7-40
Brackets ([])

Bt
array identifier
8-14
auto array
8-18
subscripted variable
8-9
directory name, use
avoidance 7-3
ed metacharacter See Ed
filename, use
avoidance 3-4
metacharacter 7-3
metacharacter 7-54
pattern matching See
metacharacter
pattern-matching
functions 3-8
test command, use in lieu
of 7-33

break command
for command control 7-24
loop control 7-24
shell built-in command 740
special shell command 7-30
while command control 7-24
Buffer See Ed
Buffers See Vi 5-23
c command See Ed
C language
BC
comment convention
similarity
8-13
syntax agreement
8-1
shell language 7-1
C shell
TERM variable 5-50
terminal type setting 5-50
cal command 4-29
Calculation
See also BC
example 4-30
Calculator functions See
BC
calendar command 4-30
Calendar reminder
service 6-32
Caret (A)
BC, exponentiation
operator symbol 8-4
ed use See Ed
mail, first message
specification 6-15
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mail, first message
specification 6-34
mail, first message
specification 6-7
case command
description, use 7-22
exit status 7-22
redirection 7-26
shell built-in command 740

Case delimiter symbol
(n) 7-54
Case significance 2-2
Case-part 7-52
cat command
ed See Ed
file
combining 4-7
contents display 2-3
Cat
command 4-7
cd arg command 7-30
cd command 4-15
directory change 3-5
directory change 7-14
mail 6-22
mail 6-34
parentheses use 7-14
time. consumption
minimization 7-42
Changing password 4-2
Changing terminal types 4-3
Character class See Ed
Character counting 4-22
Character special
device 4-16
chmod command 4-17
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chmod command 4-19
directory permission
change 3-2
file permission change 3-1
chron option See Mail
CNTRL-D

background process
immunity 7-19
BC exit 8-2
BC exit 8-3
end-of-file 4-2
logging out 2-5
mail 4-28
message sending 6-10
message sending 6-3
reply message
termination 6-12
reply message
termination 6-19
shell exit 6-21
shell exit 7-25
vi scroll 5-20
CNTRL-F

vi scroll 5-20
CNTRL-G

vi See Vi 5-11
CNTRL-H, mail 6-6
CNTRL-Q, output

resumption

4-4

C"TRL-S, output

sto pping

4-4

CNTRL-U

command-line buffer
editing 3-9
inserting as text 2-4
kill character 2-4

line kill 4-4
mail, line killing 6-11
mail, line killing 6-6
vi scroll 5-20
Co command See Vi
Colon (:)
command See Colon command
( :)

mail
command escape 6-26
network mail 6-13
PATH variable use 7-12
variable conditional
substitution 7-38
vi use See Vi
Colon command (:)
description 7-30
shell built-in command 740
special shell command 7-30
Command line
ampersand (&) effect 3-9
buffer defined 3-9
defined 3-8
entry 4-4
erasure 4-4
execution 7-18
interpretation 3-9
multiple commands
entry 3-9
options
See also Specific
Option
deSignated 7-39
pipeline, use in 7-20
rescan 7-18

RETURN key effect 4-4
scanning sequence 7-18
substitution 7-8
Command li st
case command,
execution 7-22
defined 7-19
for command, execution 723
grammar 7-52
Command
See also Specific Command
background submittal 3-9
batch processing See
background submittal
dash (-) use 3-4
defined 7-19
delimi ter See Ed
directory See /bin
directory
directory See Directory
ed commands See Ed
enclosure in parentheses
«», effect 7-40
environment 7-15
execution 3-8
execution 7-2
RETURN key required 2-2
sequence 4-24
time 7-40
exit status See Exit
status
grammar 7-52
grouping
exit status 7-26
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parentheses (»
use 7-54
procedure 7-25
WRITEMAIL shell
procedure 7-51
keyword parameter 7-15
line See Command line
1 i st See Comm and Ii st
lowercase letters 3-9
mail commands summary 6-33
multiple commands
entry 3-9
multiple commands
entry 7-8
name error 2-2
output substitution
symbol 7-54
private command name 7-2
program invocation 3-8
public command name 7-2
RETURN key required 2-2
search
PATH var iable 7-12
process 7-42
separation symbol (;) 7-54
shell, built-in commands
designated 7-40
simple command
defined 7-19
defined 7-2
grammar 7-52
slash (I) beginning,
effect 7-2
special shell commands See
Shell
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special shell commands See
Specific Special Command
substi tution
back quotation marks
(")

7-4

double quotation marks
(\0

procedure 7-8
redirection
argument 7-6
syntax 3-9
typing error
correction 2-4
vi commands See Vi
Commands
at 4-22
atrm 4-23
cal 4-29
cat 4-7
cd 4-15
copy 4-14
cp 4-8
date 4-29
diff 4-19
diff3 4-20
echo 4-20
find 4-9
head 4-6
kill 4-26
lc 4-11
.In 4-10
lpr 4-27
mkdir 4-13
more 4-5
mv 4-8
passwd 4-2
ps 4-24

pwd 4-14
rm 4-9
rmdir 4-13
sort 4-20
stty 4-4
tail 4-6
wc 4-22
Communication See Mail
Comparing files 4-19
compose escapes 6-1
Compose escapes See Hail
Concatenate See cat
command
Console 2-2
continue command
for command control 7-24
shell built-in command 740
special shell command 7-30
until command control 7-24
while command control 7-24
Control characters
filename use
restrictions 3-4
Control command
See also Specific Control
Command
redirection 7-26
Copy command 4-14
Copying a directory 4-14
Copying files 4-8
Copying See cp command
COPYPAIRS shell
procedur e· 7-44

COPYTO shell procedure 7-45
Counting, wc command 4-22
cp command 4-8
CR key See RETURN key
Creating a directory 4-13
Creating a file 4-5
Current directory
change 3-5
procedure 4-14
description 4-14
printing 4-11
shorthand name 3-6
user residence 3-6
Current line
See Vi
Cursor movement
vi See Vi
Cutting and pasting
procedure See Ed
D cOllllland See Vi
d command
ed use See Ed
mail, message deletion See
Hail
.
d$ command See Vi
dO command See Vi
Dash (-), permission
denial notation 4-16
ordinary file notation 416
Dash (-)
command option use 3-4
filename, use
avoid ance 3-4
swi tch use 3-9
date command 2-2
Date command 4-29
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(

dd oommand See Vi
Delete buffer See Vi
Deleting a file 4-9
Deletion See d command
Deletion
vi procedure See Vi
Delimiter See Ed
Demonstration 2-1
Devioe special file See
Special file
Device
fi 1 en arne 3-4
filenamerequired 3-4
pathname 3-4
Diagnostic output See
Output
Dial-up line See Background
process
Diff command 4-19
diff3 4-20
Digit grammar 7-52
Direotory
Ibin See Ibin directory
Idev See Idev directory
Ilib See Ilib directory
Itmp directory 4-25
Itmp See Itmp directory
Itty See Itty directory
lusr See lusr directory
aooess permission See
Permission
cnanging4-14
command See cd command
composi tion 3-2
copying 4-14
creating 11-13
current directory See
Current directory
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description 3-2
diagram 3-3
file See File
filename
required 3-11
unique to directory

\~

3-11

listing 4-12
col umns 11-11
logging in result 3-2
long listing 4-12
name, metacharacter
avoidance 7-3
nesting 3-2
parent directory See
Parent directory
pathname required 3-11
permission notation 4-16
permisSion See Permission
protection 3-2
recursive listing 4-12
removing 4-13
renaming 4-13
search permission See
Permission
search
optimum order 7-42
PATH variable 7-42
sequence change 7-3
size effect 7-43
time consumption 7-42
size consideration 7-43
user control 3-2
working directory See
Current directory
Displaying a file 4-5

DISTINCT1 shell
procedure 7-115
Di vision See Be
Division See Calculation
Dollar sign ($)
ed use See Ed
mail, final message
specification 6-15
mail, final message
specification 6-311
mail, final message
specification 6-7
positional parameter
prefix 7-10
positional parameter
prefix 7-11
PS1 variable default
value 7-13
variable prefix 7-11
vi See Vi
Dot (.)
command See Dot command
(

.

)

ed use See Ed

mail, current message
specification 6-15
mail, current message
specification 6-7
vi use See Vi
Dot command (.)
description, use 7-27
shell built-in command 740
shell procedure
alternate 7-32
special shell command 7-30

Dot option See Mail
Double quotation marks See
Quotation marks, double
(\0

dp command See Mail
DRAFT shell procedure 7-46
dw command See Vi
dw command See Vi 5-27
e command
ed use See Ed
mail 6-34
mail 6-7
mailR 6-21
echo command 2-3
echo command 4-20
-n option effect 7-35
description, use 7-35
mail 6-34
syntax 7-35
Ed
a command
append A-3
append A-48
b ac k sl a sh (\ )
characteristics A-32
dot (.) setting A-41
dot (.) setting A-48
global combination A-24
input termination A-3D
input termination A-4
abortion, q command A-48
address arithmetic A-9
amper sand (&)
Ii teral A-38
metacharacter A-38
substitution A-38
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append See a oommand
asteriskC-),
metaoharaoter A-27
asterisk C-),
metaoharacter A-34
at sign C@), soript A-47
baokslash (\)
a oommand A-32
baokslash (\)
o oommand A-32
baokslash (\)
g oommand A-24
baokslash (\)
i command A-32
backslash (\)
line folding A-25
baokslash (\)
li ter al· A-31
bao kslash (\)
metaoharacter A-27
baokslash (\)
metaoharaoter A-30
baokslash C\)
metao har ac ter
esoape A-30
baokslash C\)
metaohar aoter
esoape A""31
baokslash (\)
metaohar acter
escape A-38
backslash (\)
met ac har ac ter
escape A-39
backslash (\)
mul tiline
oonstruction A-24
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backslash (\)
number string A-25
baokslash (\)
v ootllnand A-24
baokspace printing A-25
brackets ([])
oharacter olass A-37
metaoharacter A-27
metaoharaoter A-36
buffer
description A-4
writing to file See w
command
c command
backslash (\)
charaoteristics A-32
dot (. ) setting A-20
dot C.) setting A.... 41
dot (.) setting A-48
global oombination A-24
input termination A-20
line change A-19
line change A-48
oaret (A)
character olass A-37
line beginning
notation A-33
metacharacter A-27
metaoharacter A-33
oat oommand A-6
'ohange oommand See 0
oommand
charaoter olass A-37
oharacter
deletion at line
beginning A-36

command
See also Speci fie
Command
combinations A-24
delimiter character A31
description A-4
editing command See e
command
form A-48
INTERRUPT key
effect A-45
listing A-48
multicommand line
restrictions A-15
summ ar y A-48
context search See search
current line See dot (.)
cutting and pasting
move command See m
command
procedures A-45
d command
deletion A-12
deletion A-48
dot (.) setting A-41
dot (.) setting A-48
deletion See d command
delimiter
character choice A-31
description A-1
dollar sign ($)
last line notation A-12
last line notation

A-33

last line notation A-8
line end notation A-32
line end notation A-33
metacharacter A-27
metacharacter A-32
multiple functions A-33
dot (.)
current 1 ine
notation A-9
description A-11
determination A-41
search setting A-16
search setting A-49
substitution
setting A-14
symbol (.) A-11
symbol (.) A-3D
value determination A12
value determination A49
duplication See t command
e command A-48
e command A-6
edit See e command
entry A-3
equals sign (:)
dot value printing
(. =) A-12
dot value printing
(. =) A-49
last line value
printing A-49
escape command (!) A-27
escape command (!) A-49
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exclamation point (!),
escape oommand A-27
exit See q oommand
f command A-48
f command A-7
file
insertion into another
file A-45
writing out A-45
filename
ohange A-7
recovery A-7
remembered filename
pr inting A-48
remembered filename
pr inting A-7
folding A-25
g oommand
a oommand
combination A-24
baokslash (\) use A-24
o oommand
oombination A-24
oommand
oombinations A-23
oommand
oombinations A-24
dot (.) setting A-23
i oommand
oombination A-24
line number
speoifioations A-24
multiline
oonstruotion A-24
s oommand
oombination A-23
s oommand
oombination A-49
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searoh, command
exeoution A-22
searoh, oommand
exeoution A-48
substitution A-15
substitution A-28
tr ailing g A-28
global oommand See g
oommand
global oommand See v
command
greater-than sign (», tab
notation
A-25
grep oommand A-28
hyphen (-), oharaoter
olass A-37
i command
baokslash (\)
oharaoteristics A-32
dot (.) setting A-20
dot (.) setting A-41
dot ( .) setting A-48
global combination A-24
input termination A-3D
insertion A-19
insertion A-48
in-line input scripts 7-47
input
termination A-20
termination A-30
termination A-4
insert oommand See i
oommand
INTERRUPT key
oommand exeoution

effect A-45
dot (.) setting A-45
print stopping A-8
introduction A-1
invocation A-3
j command, line
joining A-39
k command, line
marking A-25
1 command
fold ing A-25
line listing A-25
line listing A-48
nondisplay character
pr inting A-25
number str ing A-25
s command
combination A-28
less-than sign «)
backspace notation A-25
line beginning
character deletion

A-36

notation A-33
line end
notation A-32
line number
o as line number A-44
combinations A-9
summary A-48
line
beginning See line
beginning
break See splitting
fold ing A-25
joining A-39

mar king A-26
mov ing See m com and
number See line number
rearrangement A-40
splitting A-39
writing out A-46
list See 1 command
m command
dot (.) setting A-22
dot (.) setting A-48
line moving A-21
line moving A-48
warning A-22
mail system See Hail
marking See k cOlll11and
metacharacter
ampersand (&) A-38
asterisk (.) A-27
asterisk (.) A-34
backslash (\) A-27
backslash (\) A-30
brackets ([]) A-27
brackets ([]) A-36
caret (A) A-27
caret (A) A-33
character class A-37
combination A-34
dollar sign ($) A-27
dollar sign ($) A-32
escape A-31
escape A-38
period (.) A-27
period (.) A-29
search A-37
slash (/) A-27
star (.) A-27
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star C.) A-34
minus sign C-), address
ar i thmetic A-9
move
command See m command
line marking A-26
multicommand line
restrictions A-15
new line
substitution A-39
nondisplay character
printing A-25p command
dot (.) setting A-45
multicommand line A-15
print1ngA-48
pr in ting A-8
s command
combination A-28
pattern search See search
per iod (.)
a command input
termination A-30
a command input
termination A-4
c command input
termination A-20
character
substitution A~29
dot symbol See Dot (.)
i command input
termination A-30
literal A-30
metacharacter A-27
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metacharacter A-29
s command. effect A-29
script problems A-47
search problemsA-27
tro ff command
prefix A-23
plus sign (+), address
ar i thmetic A-9
print
command See p command
line folding A-25
RETURN key effect A-12
stopping A-8
q command
abortion use A-48
quit session A-48
quit session A-5
wcommand
combination A-48
question mark (?)
exit warning A-3
search error message
(?) A-16
search repetition
(??)
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search, reverse
direction (??) A-17
search, reverse
direction (??) A-49
write warning A-5
quit See q command
quotation marks, Single
(" )

linemarking A-26
r command
dot C.) setting A-42

dot (.) setting A.48
file insertion A-45
positioning without
address A-45
read file A-48
read file A-7
reading See r command
regular expression
description A-28
metacharacter list A-27
RETURN key, printing A-48
s command
ampersand (&) A-38
character match A-29
description, use A-13
description, use A-49
dot (.) setting A-14
dot (.) setting A-41
dot (.) setting A-49
g command
combination A-15
g command
combination A-23
g command
combination A-49
1 command
combination A-28
line number A-28
new line A-39
p command
combination A-28
search combination A-17
text removal A-15
trailing g A-28
undoing A-25

v command
combination A-23
script A-47
search
dot (.) setting A-49
error message (?) A-16
forward search (I
I) A-16
forward search (I
/)

A-49

global search See g
cODlDand
global search See v
command
metacharacter
problems A-27
next occurrence
description A-16
procedure A-16
repeti tion (/1),
(??) A-18
reverse direction (?
?) A-17
separator A-43
substi tution
combination A-17
sed command A-28
semicolon (;)
dot (.) setting A-44
search separator A-43
shell
escape See escape
command (!)
slash (I)
delimiter A-31
literal A-31
metacharacter A-27
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search forward (I
I) A-16
search forward (I
I) A-49
search repetition
(II) A-18
special character See
metacharacter
spelling correction See s
command
star (.),
metacharacter A-27
star (.),
metacharacter A-34
substi tution
command See s command
t command.
dot (.) setting A-49
transfer line A-26
transfer line A-49
tab printing A-25
tbl command A-46
termination See q command
text
removal See s command
saving A-5
transfer See tcommand
troff command printing A23
typing error correction
See s command
u command
undo A-25
undo A-49
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undo See u command
v coillnand
a command
combination A-24
backslash (\) use A-24
c command
combination A-24
command
combinations A-23
command
combinations A-24
dot (.) setting A-23
global search,
substitute A-22
global search,
substitute A-49
i command
combination A-24
line number
specifications A-24
s command
combination A-23
w command
description, use A-5
dot (.) setting A-42
dot (.) setting A-49
e command
combination A-48
file write out A-45
frequent use
advantages A-42
line write out A-46
wri te out A-45
write out A-49
write out A-5
write out
command See w command

warning A-5
EDFIND shell procedure 7-47
Ed i tor See Ed
EDITOR string, mail 6-29
EDITOR string, mail 6-39
EDLAST shell procedure 7-47
egrep See grep command
elif clause See if command
else clause See if command
Else-part grammar 7-52
Empty grammar 7-52
ENTER key See RETURN key
Equal sign (=)
BC
assignment operator
symbol
8-4
relational operator
8-18
relational operator
8-9

ed use See Ed
mail, message number
printing 6-16
mail, message number
printing 6-34
variable
cond i tional
substitution 7-38
string value
assignment 7-10
errdirect file 7-28
Error output
redirection 7-37
ESCAPE key
vi See Vi
Escape string, mail 6-29
Escape string, mail 6-39

eval command
command line rescan 7-18
shell built-in command 740
Ex, ed similarity A-1
Exclamation point (!)
BC, relational operator
8-18
BC, relational operator
8-9

ed use See Ed
mail
network mail 6-13
shell command
execution 6-21
shell command
execution 6-25
shell command
execution 6-34
unary negation
operator 7-34
vi See Vi
exec arg command 7-30
exec command 7-40
Exit code See $? variable
exit command
shell built-in command 740
shell exit 7-25
special shell command 7-30
Exit status
$? variable 7-13
case command 7-22
cd arg command 7-30
colon command (:) 7-30
command grouping 7-26
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false command 7-36
if command 7-21
read command 7-30
true command 7-36
until command 7-23
wait command 7-31
while command 7-23
Exponentiation See Be
Exponentiation See
Calculation
export oommand
shell built-in oommand 740
variable
example 7-13
listing 7-16
setting 7-15
expr oommand· 7-35
F command, mail 6-12
F command, mail 6-20
F command, mail 6-35
f command
ed use See Ed
mail 6-11
mail 6-12
mail 6-19
mail 6-35
false oommand 7-36
fgrep See grep oommand
fi command
if oommand end 7-21
mail 6-35
File descriptor
desoription, use 7-5
redireotion 7-37
redireotion 7-6
File permission
changing 4-17

File permisSions,
listing 4-12
File system
defined 3-3
diagram 3-4
organization 3-3
File
aocess
oontrol 3-1
last aocess time 3-1
permission See
Permission
add1tionSee creation
alphabetizing See sort
append ing 4-7
attributes 3-1
binary file 3-1
combining 4-7
composition 3-1
copying 4-8
creating 4-5
with vi 5-2
creation
MKFILES shell
procedure 7-49
permission See
Permission
time 3-1
write permisSion
control 3-2
~efined 3-1
deleting 4-9
deletion
write permission
control 3-2
descriptor See File
descriptor

directory See Directory
displaying 4-5
displaying 4-6
displaying 4-7
editing See Vi
filename See Filename
grammar 7-52
inode number See Inode
number
linking 4-10
listing 3-2
mail system files See
Hail
manipulation 4-4
modification time 3-1
moving 4-7
moving 4-8
name See Filename
paginating 4-27
pathname required 3-4
pathname, printing 4-14
pattern search See Ed
pattern search See grep
command
pattern search See Pattern
matching facility
permission See Permission
permissions 4-15
pipe interchange 7-46
printing See Lineprinter
protection 3-1
removal 4-9
renaming 4-8
scratch file directory 3-6
shell procedure
creation 7-31

size in bytes 3-1
sorting 4-20
special file See Special
file
temporary file See
Temporary file
textual contents
determination 7-51
types designated 3-1
variable file creation See
Variable
Filename
argument 7-3
asterisk (.) wildcard 3-7
characters use
restrictions 3-4
description 3-4
ed See Ed
example designated 3-6
long listing 4-12
question mark (?)
representation 3-8
required 3-1
required 3-4
unique to directory 3-4
Files
comparing 4-19
Filter
description 7-7
order consideration 7-41
find command 4-9
Finding a file 4-9
finger command 4-25
Flag See Option
fmt command, mail 6-25
for cORll'land
break command effect 7-24
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continue command
effect 7-24
description, use 7-23
redirection 7-26
shell built-in command 740
for loop, argument
processing 7-17
Foreground pr.ocess 4-24
fork command 7-40
FSPLIT shell procedure 7-48
Full pathname See Pathname
g command See Ed
G command
vi See Vi
Global
ed use See Ed
variable check 7-33
goto command
See G command 5-5
Greater-than sign (
»BC, relational
operator
8-18
) )BC, relational
oper ator
8-9
»file combination 4-7
»output
redirection 3-11
»PS2 variable default
value 7-13
) >red irection
symbol 2-3
) >red irection
symbol 7-54
grep command 4-21
ed See Ed
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Group permission See
Permission
h command
mail 6-16
mail 6-35
mail 6-9
vi use See Vi
H flag, mail 6-17
head command 4-6
headers command See Mail
ho command See Mail
Home directory 4-15
HOME variable
conditional
substitution 7-39
description 7-12
1 command See Ed
if command
COPYTO shell procedure 745
description, use 7-20
exit status 7-21
fi command required 7-21
multiple testing
procedure 7-21
nesting 7-21
redirection 7-26
shell built-in command 740
test command 7-33
IF.S variable 7-12
ignore option See Mail
ignorecase option See
Vi 5-36
In-line input document See
Input
Inode number
defined 3-2

link See Link
Is command 3-2
required for file 3-1
required for file 3-2
Input
ed See Ed
grammar 7-52
in-line input
document 7-36
EDFIND shell
procedure 7-47
keyboard origin 3-10
redirection See
Redirection
standard input file 7-5
termination 4-2
Insert mode See Vi
Insertion See Ed
Internal field separator
shell scanning
sequence 7-18
specificaiton by IFS
variable 7-12
INTERRUPT key
background process
immunity 7-19
BC 8-2
command-line buffer
cancellation 3-9
ed use See Ed
foreground process
killing 4-24
logging in, nonsense
character removal 2-1
mail
askcc switch 6-21
message abortion 6-11

message abortion 6-28
program stopping 2-5
Interrupt
handling methods 7-21
key See INTERRUPT key
Invocation flag See Option
Item grammar 1-52
j command See Ed
j command
vi use See Vi
k command See Ed
k command
vi use See Vi
Keyword parameter
-k option effect 1-33
description 1-15
Kill character See CNTRL-U
kill command 4-24
kill command 4-26
Killing a process 4-24
1 command 4-12
ed use See Ed
mail 6-19
mail 6-35
vi use See Vi
lc command 4- 11
listing 2-3
Less-than sign «)
BC, relational operator
8-18
BC, relational operator
8-9
redirection symbol 7-54
Less-than symbol «)
input redirection 3-12
line command
shell variable value
assignment 7-9
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Line-oriented commands See
Vi 5-12
Line
beginning See Ed
counting See wccommand
writing out See Ed
linenumber option See Vi
Lineprinter
command See lpr command
file printing 4-27
queue information 4-26
queue information 4-27
Link
command See In command
defined 3-2
description 4-10
long listing 4-12
Linking file·s 4.10
list command
mail 6-35
list option See Vi
LISTFIELDS shell
procedure 7-49
Listing directory
contents 4-11
Listing See 1 command
Listing See lc command
In command 4-10
Logg ing in 4-1
nonsense character·
removal 2-1
procedure 2-1
prompt character 2-1
re set t ingterm in al
charchteristics2-4
type-ahead not allowed 2-4
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Losging out
background process
immunity 1-19
procedure 2-5
procedur e 4-2
shell termination 7-25
Login directory
defined 7-12
new user 2-1
Login message 2-1
Login
procedure 4-1
Looping
break command 7-24 .
continue command 7-24
control 7-24
expr command 7-36
false command 1-36
for command 7-23
iteration counting
procedure 7-36
time consumption 7-40
true command 7-36
unconditional loop
implementation 7-36
until command 7-23
while command 7-22
While loop 7-44
lpr command
file printing 4-27
mail
-In option
6-32
message printing 6-19
message printing 6-35
pipe 4-27
pr command combination 427

Is command
echo * use in lieu of 7-35
function 3-2
inode number use 3-2
m command
ed See Ed
mail 6-19
mail 6-35
M flag See Mail
magic option See Vi
mail command See Mail
MAIL variable 7-12
Mail
-b option 6-31
-c option 6-31
-R option 6-31
-u option 6-31
-f option 6-31
-f option 6-9
-i option 6-30
-i option 6-31
-i option 6-39
-i option 6-9
-rn option 6-32
-s option 4-28
-s option 6-31
.mailrc file
alias contents 6-20
distribution list
creation 6-13
ex ampl e 6-27
options setting 6-13
set command 6-20
unset command 6-20
? command See help command
( ?)

a command See alias
accumulation 6-32
Alias 6-34
alias
a command 6-13
a cODlDand 6-20
a command 6-34
display 6-13
network mail 6-13
personal 6-13
per sonal 6-27
R command 6-13
system-wide 6-27
askcc option 6-13
askcc option 6-27
askcc option 6-39
asksubject option 6-27
asksubject option 6-39
asterisk (*)
character matching 6-1
message saved, header
notation 6-16
message saved, header
notation 6-18
at sign (@), ignore switch
echo 6-30
at sign (@), ignore switch
echo 6-39
aut om box option
description, use 6-30
description, use 6-39
effect 6-18
H flag 6-17
ho command 6-19
autoprint option 6-28
autoprint option 6-39
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BACKSPACE key 6-11
BACKSPACE key 6-6
Bec field See blind carbon
copy field
blind carbon copy field
description 6-5
editing 6-23
editing 6-24
escape See bcc escape
box See Mailbox
carbon copy field
additions prompt 6-13
blind See blind carbon
copy field
description 6-5
display 6-4
ed i ting , 6-24
escape See c escape
escape See cc escape
option See askcc
option
R command effect 6-12
caret (~), first message
specification 6-15
caret (A), first message
specification 6-34
caret (A), first message
specification 6-7
cc field See carbon copy
rield
cd command 6-22
cd command 6-34
chron option 6-28
chron option 6-39
CNTRL-D
message reply 6-12
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message reply 6-19
message sending 6-10
CNTRL-H, backspace 6-6
CNTRL-U, line killing 6-11
CNTRL-U, line killing 6-6
colon (:)
escape See command
escape ( :)
network mail 6-13
command escape ( :) 6-26
command escape ( :) 6-37
command line options 6-31
command mode
description, use 6-7
help command 6-14
options setting 6-13
command
See also Specific
Command
descriptions 6-14
escape See command
escape ( :)
invocation 6-14
mail command See mail
command
summary 6-33
syntax 6-8
compose escape ( I) 6-37
compose escape ( I) 6-37
compose escapes
See also Specific
Escape
compose mode exit 6-6
edit mode entry 6-7
heading escapes 6-23
listing 6-11

listing 6-2
m command 6-19
reply 6-19
summary 6-37
tilde ( ) component 611
compose mode
compose escapes See
compose escapes
description, use 6-6
edit mode entry 6-7
entry from command
mode 6-11
entry from shell 6-11
tilde escapes See
compose escapes
concepts 6-4
d command 4-28
d command 6-11
d command 6-17
d command 6-34
d cormnand 6-4
d command 6-7
dead .letter file
escape See d escape
nosave switch
effect 6-28
undelivered message
receipt 6-10
deletion See message
distribution list
creation 6-12
doll arsign ($), final
message specification 6-15
dollar sign ($), final
message specification 6-34

dollar sign ($), final
message specification 6-7
dot (.), current message
specification 6-15
dot (.), current message
speCification 6-7
dot option 6-28
dot option 6-39
dp command 6-17
dp command 6-34
e command 6-21
e command 6-34
echo command 6-34
editor escape See e
escape
editor escape See v
escape
EDITOR string 6-29
EDITOR string 6-39
entry 6-9
equal sign (=), message
number printing 6-16
equal sign (=), message
number printing 6-34
escape string 6-29
escape string 6-39
exclamation point (!)
network mail 6-13
shell command
execution 6-21
shell command
execution 6-25
shell command
execution 6-34
exit
q command 4-28
q command 6-17
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command 6-36
command 6-4
command 6-9
x command 6-18
x command 6-34
f command 6-11
f command 6-12
f command 6-19
F command 6.,;20
f command 6-35
fi command 6-35
file switch See -f option
q
q
q

files designated 6-33
forwarding
messages not
deleted 6-17
procedur.e See F
command
h command 6-16
h command 6-35
h command 6-9
H fla~, message saving 617
header
characteristics 6-16
command See h command
defined 6-8
display 6-3
display 6-8
display 6-9
listing 6-35
windows 6-16
windows 6-8
heading
compose escapes 6-23
composition 6-5
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help command (1) 6-14
help command (1),6-3
help escape ( 1) 6-11
help escape ( 1) 6-22
help escape ( 1) 6-37
ho command
description 6-19
H flag 6-17
message saving 6-35
hold command See ho
command
ignore switch See -i
option
INTERRUPT key
message abortion 6-11
message abortion 6-28
recipient list 6-27
introduction 6-1
invocation, -i option 6-9
1 command 6-19
1 command 6-35
line killing 6-11
line killing 6-6
list command 6-35
lpr command
-m option 6-32
message printing 6-19
message printing 6-35
m command 6-19
m command 6-35
M flag, message saving 6,17
mail command
command mode entry 6-7
command mode entry
compose mode entry

6-9

6-11

help 6-3
message reading 6-10
message reading 6-3
message sending 6-2
message sending 6-35
mail escapes See H
escape
mailbox See Mailbox
mb command 6-18
mb command 6-35
mbox command See mb
command
mchron option 6-39
message number
command 6-16
command 6-34
message printing 6-10
printing 6-16
pr inting 6-34
types 6-7
message-list
argument, multiple
messages 6-12
composition 6-7
full message-list
description 6-8
message
abortion 6-11
abortion 6-28
abortion 6-9
advancement 6-10
advancement 6-34
body 6-6
composition 6-5
deletion 4-28
deletion 6-11
deletion 6-17

deletion 6-34
deletion 6-4
deletion 6-7
deletion undoing 6-17
description 6-5
display 4-28
editing 6-11
editing 6-21
editing 6-31
editing 6-34
file inclusion 6-24
forwarding See
forwarding
header See header
heading See heading
insertion into new
message 6-25
list See message-list
listing 6-3
number See message
number
printing See printing
range description 6-7
reading 6-10
reading 6-3
reading into file 6-9
- reply See reply
saving See saving
sending See sending
size 6-21
size 6-36
specification 6-12undeletion 6-11
metacharacters 6-15
metacharacters 6-7
metoo option 6-28
metoo option 6-39
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minus sign (-), message
advancement 6-34
network mail 6.13
noisy phone line 6-9
nosave option 6-28
nosave option 6-39
number command See message
number
options
See also Specific
Option
command line
optIons 6-31
setting 6-13
summary 6-39
switch option
setting 6-20
organizat1on 6-32
pcommand
message printing 6-14
message printing 6-36
message printing 6-4
message printing 6-7
syntax 6-8
page option 6-29
period (.), dot use See
dot e.)
phone line noise 6-9
pl us sign (+) t me ssage
advancement 6-34
printing
command See lpr
command
command See p command
escape See p escape
linepr1nterSee lpr
command
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procedure 6-10
procedure 6-7
top five lines See t
command
programs designated 6-33
prompt 4-28
prompt 6-3
q command
exit 4-28
exit 6-17
exit 6-36
exit 6-4
exit 6-9
message abortion 6-28
question mark (?)
command sunmary
pr inting 6-34
compose escape help See
help escape ( ?)
help command 6-14
quiet option 6-28
quiet option 6-40
R command
alias effect 6-13
r command
compose,mode entry 6-11
message reply 6-11
R command
message reply 6-12
r command
message reply 6-19
message reply 6-36
read escape See d escape
read escape See

r esc ape

read ing 4-28
recipient list. name
add i tion 6-23
record string 6-29
record string 6-40
reminder service 4-30
reminder service 6-32
Reply command See R
command
return receipt request
field 6-5
s command
flag 6-16
message sav ing 6-18
message saving 6-36
system mailbox. message
deletion 6-17
saving
asterisk (*)
notation 6-18
automatic 6-17
command See s command
flag 6-16
ho command 6-35
M flag 6-17
message display 6-4
s command 6-18
s command 6-36
system mailbox 6-9
w comm and 6-18
w command 6-37
se command See set
command
sending 4-27
cancell ation
impossible 6-3
multiple recipients 610

network mail 6-13
procedure 6-10
to self 6-2
session abortion 6-11
set command
description. use 6-20
description, use 6-36
option control 6-39
set options defined 6-27
sh command 6-21
sh command 6-36
shell commands 6-21
shell escape ( I) 6-25
shell escape ( I) 6-25SHELL string 6-29
SHELL string 6-40
si command 6-21
si command 6-36
so command 6-22
so command 6-36
source command See so
command
special characters See
metachar acter s
startup file 6-27
string option
setting 6-20
summary 6-39
subject escape See s
escape
subject field 6-4
subject field 6-5
subject switch See -s
option
subject switch See
asksubject option
switch See Option
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system composition 6-33
system mailbox, message
retention 6-9
t command
message top
printing 6-12
message top
printing 6-16
message top
pr inting 6-36
toplines option 6-16
tilde escapes See compose
escapes
tilde quote escape
( ) 6-26
tilde quote escape
( ) 6-37
to field
mandatory 6-5
R command effect 6-12
top command See t command
topl1nes option 6-40
toplines string 6-30
ucommand 6-11
u command 6-17
u command 6-36
u command 6-7
undeletion See u command
unset command
description, use 6-20
description, use 6-37
option control 6-39
v command 6-21
v command 6-37
v command 6-7
variable See MAIL
variable
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vertical bar (I) escape
See shell escape ( I)
VISUAL string 6-29
VISUAL string 6-40
w command
message write out 6-18
message write out 6-37
system mailbox, message
deletion 6-17
write escape See w
escape
write out See w command
x command
exit 6-18
exit 6-34
session abortion 6-11
you have mail message 2-1
I See shell escape ( I)
: See command escape
( :)
1 See help escape ( 1)
b escape 6-23
bcc escape 6-38
c escape 6-23
cc escape 6-38
d escape 6-24
dead escape 6-38
e escape 6-23
editor escape 6-38
. h escape 6-24
headers escape 6-38
M escape 6-25
message escape 6-38
p escape 6-22
print escape 6-38
quit escape 6-38

r escape 6-24
read escape 6-38
s escape 6-23
subject escape 6-38
t escape 6-23
to escape 6-38
v escape' 6-23
visual escape 6-38
w escape 6-25
write escape 6-38
See shell escape ( I)
See tilde quote escape
(

)

Mailbox
cleaning out 6-32
command 6-18
read ing in 6-9
system mailbox 6-5
user mail box
filename 6-5
message saving
notation 6-17
Make directory See mkdir
command
Marking See Ed
mb command See Mail
mbox command See Mail
mchron option
mail 6-39
mesgoption See Vi
Metacharacter
asterisk (*) 7-54
brackets ([]) 7-54
directory name use
avoidance 7-3
escape 7-4
list designated 7-54

mail 6-15
mail 6-7
question mark (?) 7-54
redirection
restriction 7-6
metoo option See Mail
Minus sign (-)

Be

subtraction operator
symbol
8-4
unary operator symbol
8-16
unary operator symbol
8-4
mail, message
advancement 6-34
redirection effect 7-36
subtraction operator
symbol 8-4
variable conditional
substi tution 7-38
mkdir command 4-13
MKFILES shell procedure 749
more command 4-5
Move See mv command
Multiple way branch See case
command
Multiplication See Be
mv cormnand 4-7
mv command 4-8
directory moving 4-13
n command See Vi
Name grammar 7-52
Name special file 4-16
Named pi pe 4-16
newgrp command
description 7-30
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shell built-in command 740
special shell command 7-30
Newline substitution See
Ed

next command See Vi 5-44
nohup command 7-19
nosave option See Hail
nu command See Vi 5-24
Null command See Colon
command (: >
NULL shell procedure 7-50
Number Sign (I>, comment
symbol 7-54
Oper ator See Be
O.ption
See also Specific Option
configuration 3-9
DRAFT shell procedure 7-46
grouping 3-9
invocation flags 7-39
mail options See Hail
multiple options
grouping See grouping
. separate listing 3-10
position 3-9
tracing, $- variable 7-14
Options
terminal 4-4
vi options See Vi
Or-if operator (I D
oommand list 7-19
description, use 7-20
designated 7-54
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Ordinary file See File
Output
append symbol (
»> > 7-5

»»

7-54

appending
procedure 3-11
symbol (»») 3-1'
control 4-4
creation symbol (

» .7-54

diagnostic output file 7-5
error redirection 7-37
granlllar 7-52
redirection 2-3
redirection 4-7
redirection See
Redirection
resumpt ion 4-4
standard error file See
diagnostic output file
standard output file 7-5
terminal screen
destination 3-10
to file 2-3
p command
ed use See Ed
mail
message printing 6-14
message printing 6-36
message printing 6-4
message printing 6-7
syntax 6-8
page option See Hail
Parent directory
description 3-6

shorthand name 3-6
Parentheses «»
BC
expression enclosure
8-15
function identifier
argument enclosure
814
command grouping 7-25
command grouping 7-40
command grouping 7-54
pipeline, command list
enclosure 7-20
test command operator 7-34
passwd command 4-2
Password
changing 4-2
logging in 2-1
new user 2-1
PATH variable
conditional
substitution 7-39
description 7-12
directory search
effect 7-42
sequence change 7-3
Pathname
absolute pathname
exanple 3-5
required 3-4
slash (/)
significance 3-5
unique to system 3-4
defined 3-5
full pathname See absolute
pathname

relative pathname
defined 3-5
example designated 3-6
structure 3-5
Pattern matching facility
cancellation 3-8
case command 7-22
characters 3-7
description 3-6
expr command argument
effect 7-35
grep command 4-21
limitations 7-3
metacharacter See
Metachar acter
redirection
restriction 7-6
shell function 7-3
variable assignment, not
applicable 7-'1
Pattern
gr ammar 7-52
metacharacter 7-54
Percentage sign (S), BC
modulo operator symbol
8-4
Period (.)
ed use See Ed
filename use 3-4
pattern matching facility
restrictions 7-3
vi See Vi
working directory
change 4-15
Permission types 4-16
Permission
block special device
notation 4-16
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change 3-2
denial notation 4-16
directory permission
assignment 3-2
change 3-2
change 4-17
combinations
designated 4-17
file creation, deletion
notation 4-16
file listing
notation 4-16
notation 4-16
searoh notation 4-16
searoh permission 4-19
write permission 3-2
execute notation 4.16
file permi ssion
ohange 3-1
denial notation 4-16
execute permission 4-16
file oreation, deletion
notation 4-16
file listing
notation 4-16
file protection 3-1
notation 4-16
read notation 4-16
required 3-1
write notation 4-16
listing 4-15
notation 4-16
read notation 4-16
search notation 4-16
symbols designated 4-16
user class
specifioation 4-18

write notation 4-16
PHONE shell procedure 7-50
PID
$1 variable 7-14
$$ variable 7-13
process identifioation
number 4-24
prooess identifioation
number 4-26
Pipe
compose esoapes See Mail
file interohange 7-46
funotion 3-12
lpr command 4-27
prooedure 3-12
symbol ( D 3-12
symbol (D 7-54
Pipeline
oommand list 7-20
defined 3-12
defined 7-19
desoription 7-7
DISTINCT1 shell
prooedur e 7-45
filter 7-7
grammar 7-52
notation designated 7-7
prooedure 7-7
Plus sign (+)

Be

addition operator
symbol
8-4
unary operator symbol
8-16

mail, message
advanoement 6-10
mail, message
advancement 6-34

variable conditional
substitution 7-38
Positional parameter
description 7-10
direct access 7-17
null value assignment 7-38
number yield, $#
variable 7-13
parameter substitution 711
positioning 7-10
prefix ($) 7-11
setting 7-10
variable assignment
statement positioning 7-10
pr command 4-27
Print working directory See
pwd cormnand
Printing
command See lpr command
command See p command
command See pr command
ed See Ed
mail See Mail
Process identification
number See PID
Process
background See Background
process
defined 7-1
foreground See Foreground
process
number See PID
status
status 4-26

Program stopping 2-5
Prompt character 2-1
Prompt character 4-1
ps command 4-24
ps command 4-26
PS1 variable 7-12
PS2 variable 7-13
pwd command 4-1 1
pwd command 4-14
q command
ed exit See Ed
mail
exit 4-28
exit 6-17
exit 6-36
exit 6-4
exit 6-9
message abortion 6-28
q! See Vi
Question mark (?)
directory name, use
avoidance 7-3
ed use See Ed
filename, use
avoidance 3-4
mail
command summar y
printing 6-34
compose escape
listing 6-11
compose escape
listing 6-2
compose escape
listing 6-22
help command 6-14
help command 6-3
metacharacter 7-3
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metacharacter 7-54
pattern matching See
metacharacter
pat. tern-matching
functions 3-8
single character
representation 3-8
var iable conditional .,
substitution 7-38
quiet. option See Mail
quit command
See also q command
Be exit 8-1
Be exit 8-3
QUIT key ,background process
illlllunity 7-19
Ollt See q command
Quotation marks, back (")
command line
substitution 7-8
command substitution 1-4
command subst.itution 7-9
quoting 7-55
Quotation marks, double (\0
Quot.ation marks, double (\0
Quotation marks, double (\0
Quot.ation marks, double (\0
Quotation marks, double ('0
Q.1otation marks, double (\0
Quotation marks, Single (" )
filename, use
avoid ance 3~4
grepcormnand 4-21
metacharacter escape 7-4
pattern matching
cancellation 3-8
trap command 7-27
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variable substitution
inhibition 7-11
Quoting
backslash (\) use 7-55
metacharacter escape 7-4
quotation marks, back (")
use 7-55
quotation marks, double
( 7-55
r character, read permission
notation 4-16
R command See Mail
r command
eel use See Ed
mail use See Mail
read commarid
exit status 7-30
shell built-in command 740
special shell command 7-30
Read command
vi See Vi
Read See r command
Read-ahead 2-4
readonly command
description 7-30
shell built-in command 740
special shell command 7-30
Record string See Mail
Redirection
argument location 7-8
case command 7-26
cd argcommand 7-30
control command 7-26

diagnostic output ,7-6
file descriptor 7-37
for command 7-26,
if command 7-26
input r.edirect1on
'procedure 3~12
sfD!bol «), 3-12
minus sign (-) effect 7-36
output redfrection 4-7'
symbol (») 3-11
pattern matching use
restriction 7-6
simple cormnand line,
appearance 7-19
special character use
restriction 7-6
'
special shell command,
res~ric:!tion; 7-29
symbol «)7-54
symbol (
» 2-3
» 7-54
until command 7-26
while command 7-26
Reference Manual
directory removal
information 4~13
linking information 4-10
sort command
informatio'n4-?1
stty 'information 4-4
Regular expressions See Ed
Relati ve pathname See .
Pathname
Reminder ~ervice
autOm'at~c •4":'30
'"' ~

mail 6-32
Remove directory See.rm.dir.
command
Remove See rm command
Removing a directory 4-\3
Renaming a file 4-8
Repeat command
.
see Vi 5-42
repl y command See Mail
Report option See Vi
Reserved word listing 7~55
Return code See $?
variable
RETURN key
BC 8-2
command execution 2-2
command execution 4-4
command-l!ne buffer
submittal 3-9
.
..
mail, me~~agedisplay 4-28
rmcommand 2-3
rm command 4-9
rmdir. command 4-13
s command
ed use See Ed
mail 6-16
mail 6-"7
mail 6-18
ma~l 6-36 ..
scale cormn~nd' 8.:'7
Scale See BC
Screen See Scroll,ing
screen
Screen See Termin~l screen
Screen-oriented commands See
Vi 5-12.
.0'
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Scripts See Ed
Scripts See Shell
Scrolling commands·
more 4-5
Scrolling screen
stopping 4-4
Scrolling, control 4-4
se command See set command
Search permisslon See
Permission
Search See Ed
Search strings
example designated 3-10
Searching for a file 4-9
Searching See / command
Searching See -Vi
Searchlng
vi procedure See Vi
sed command See Ed
Semaphore 4-16
Semicolon (;)
BC, statement separation

8-19

BC, statement separation

8-3

case command break 7-22
case delimiter symbol 7-54
command list 7-19
command separation 3-9
command separator
symbol 7-54
ed use See Ed
set all See Vi
set conunand
mail
description, use 6-20
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description, use 6-36
option control 6-39
name-value pair
listing 7.16
positional parameters
setting 7-10 .
shell built-in command 740
shell flag setting 7-15
special shell command 7-30
sh command
descriptlon 7-1
mail 6-21
mail 6-34
mail 6-36
shell invocation 7-16
Shell command
executing while in vi 5-14
SHELL string 6-29
SHELL string 6-40
Shell
-e option 7-33
-k option 7-33
-n option 7-33
-t option 7-33
-u option 7-33
-v option 7-15
-~_ option 7-15
_argument passlng 7-17
command lnterpretation 3-9
command
search procedure 7-2
spec lal command See
speclal co_and

compose escapes See Mail
conditional capability 720
creation
procedure 7-1
description 7- 1
echo command 4-20
entry I mail mode
source 6-21
escape
ed procedure See Ed
mail procedure See
Mail
execution
flag See option
sequence 7-18
termination 7-25
exit
-e option 7-33
-t option 7-33
mail mode return 6-21
procedure 7-25
function 7-1
grammar 7-52
in-line input document
handling 7-36
interactive 7-39
interruption procedure 727
invocation
option 7-39
procedure 7-16
mail
invocation 6-6
shell commands 6-21
option
See also Specific
Option

designated, use 7-32
setting 7-15
pattern matching facility
See Pattern matching
facility
po si t ion al par arne ter See
Positional parameter
procedure
See also Specific Shell
Procedure
advantages over C
programs 7-32
byte access reduction
consideration 7-41
creation 7-31
description 7-2
directory 7-32
efficiency analysis 740
efficiency
awareness 7-40
examples designated 743
fil ter order
consideration 7-41
option See option
scripts designation 743
time command 7-40
writing strategies 7-39
redirection ability 7-5
scripts See procedure
special command
See also Specific
Special Command
designated 7-29
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redirection
restriction 7-29
special shell variable 718

state 7-14
string See SHELL string
TERM variable See TERM
variable
variable See Variable
sh1 ft command
argument processing 7-17
shell built-in command 740
si command See Mail
Simple command See Command
Single quotation marks See
C)jotation marks, single
(" )

Slash (/)
absolute pathname
significance 3-5
BC, division operator
symbol 8-4
command prepending
suppression 7-2
ed use See Ed
pathname significance 3-5
search command See Vi
so command See Mail
sort command 4-20
Spec ial char acter See
Metacharacter
Special character
ed use See Ed
pattern matching
facility 7-3
Special characters
designated 3-7
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pattern matching 3-6
Special file
description 3-2
Sshared data file 4.16
Standard error file See
Output
Stand ard error out.put See
Error output
Standard input file See
Input
Standard output file See
Output
Star (I)
See also Asterisk (I)
ed metacharacter See Ed
Status
command See ps command
in formation procedures 4-

25
String option See Mail
String variable 7-10
String
searching for See Search
stty command 4-4
terminal setting 2-4
Subdirectory 4.15
Subshell, directory
change 7-14
Substitution command See s
command
Subtraction See BC
Subtraction See
Calculation
Switch See Option
Switch
defined 3-9
regulations See Option

System
basic concepts 3-1
characteristics 1-1
composi tion 1- 1
mailbox See Mailbox
tree-structured directory
system 3-2
t command
ed use See Ed
mail 6-12
mail 6-16
mail 6-36
Table command See Ed
Tabs
ed See Ed
tail command 4-6
tbl command See Ed
Temporary file
directory (/tmp) 4-25
kill command warning 4-25
trap command, removal 7-28
use recommendation 7-13
term option See Vi
TERM variable, changing 4-3
Terminal screen
output See Output
scrolling screen See
Scroll ing screen
Terminal
changing 4-3
name designation 2-2
options setting 4-4
strange behavior
remedy 2-4
wr i ting to See wr i te
command

Terminals
supported 4-3
terse option See Vi
test command
argument 7-35
brackets ([]) use in lieu
of 7-33
description, use 7-33
operators 1-34
options 7-34
shell built-in command 740
Text editor
ed See Ed
ex See Ex
vi See Vi
TEXTFILE shell
procedure 7-51
then clause See if command
Tilde escape See Hail
time command 7-40
Top command See t command
Top1ines option See Hail
Top1ines string See Hail
Transfer command See t
command
trap command
description, use 7-27
implementation method 7-29
multiple traps 7-29
special shell command 7-30
temporary file removal 728
troff See Ed
true command 7-36
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tty, terminal system
name 2-2
Type-ahead 2-4
Type-ahead 4-4
Typing error correction 2-3
u command See vi 5-40
u command
eel use See Ed
mail 6-17
mail 6-36
mail 6-7
vi See Vi
ugo, permission
classification 4-18
umask command
description 7-31
directory permission
change 3-2
shell bui1t-1ncommand 740
special shell command 7-31
Undo command See u command
Undo command See Vi
undo command See Vi 5-40
unset command See Hail
until co~and
continue command
effect 7-24
description, use 7-23
exit status 7-23
redirection 7-26
shell built-in command 740
User classes 4-17
User
add! tion2-1
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classification 4-18
mail See Hail
mailbox See Mailbox
permission See Permission
v command
ed use See Ed
mail 6-21
mail 6-37
mail 6-7
Value See $1 var iab1e
Variable
$1 variable 7-14
., variable 7-13
$$ variable 7-13
$- variable 7-14
$?variable 7-13
assignment
line command 7-9
string value 7-10
BC variable See BC
command environment
composition 7-15
conditional
substitution 7-37
description 7-9
double quotation mar ks
( 7-11
enclosure 7-11
execution sequence 7-10
.expansion 7-4
export 7-13
expr command 7-35
file creation 7-27
global check 7-33
HOME See HOME variable
IFS See IFS variable

keyword parameter 7-15
listing procedure 7-16
MAIL See HAIL variable
name defined 7-10
null value assignment
procedure 7-37
PATH See PATH variable
positional parameter See
Positional parameter
pr e fix ( $) 7- 11
PS 1 See PS1 var iable
PS2 See PS2 variable
set variable defined 7-37
special variable 7-13
string value
assignment 7-10.
substitution
-u option effect 7-33
double quotation marks
( 7- 11
notation 7-54
redirection
argument 7-6
single quotation marks
(It) 7-11
space
interpretation 7-11
test command 7-33
types designated 7-12
Vertical bar (D
mail escape 6-25
or-if operator symbol
(::>7-19
pipe symbol 3-12,
pipeline notation 7-7
Vi, mail
compose escape, v 6-38

editing 6-21
entry from command
mode 6-7
entry from compose
mode 6-7
VISUAL string 6-40
Vi
• command See dot (.)
command
• command
See dot (.) command
.exrc file 5-54
.login file
terminal type setting
use 5-50
.profile file
terminal type
settingS-50
/ command
searching 5-9
o command
cursor movement 5-5
:q! 5-16
:x 5-16
: x command 5-42
append ing text
. A 5-21
See also inserting
text
args command 5-45
bcommand, cursor
movement 5-5
breaking lines 5-26
buffers
delete 5-33
delete See delete
buffer
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naming 5-23
selecting 5-23
C command 5-30
C shell
prompt 5-50
TERM variable 5-50
terminal type
setting 5-50
canceling changes 5-43
caret (A)~ pattern
matching 5-39
caret (A)~ pattern
matching 5-40
cc command 5-31
CNTRL-B
scrolling 5-5
CNTRL-D
scrolling 5-5
subshell exit 5-48
CNTRL-F
scrolling 5-5
CNTRL-G
file status
information 5-11
file status
information 5-47
CNTRL-J, inserting 5-26
CNTRL-L
screen redraw 5-48
CNTRL-Q, inserting 5-26
CNTRL-S, inserting 5-26
CNTRL-U
deleting an
insertion 5-28
scrolling 5-5
CNTRL-V, use 5-26
co (copy) command 5-24

colon (:)
line-oriented command,
use 5-12
status line prompt 5-12
command mode
cursor movement 5-5
enter ing 5-3
command
line-oriented See lineoriented commands 5-12
repeating, dot (.)
use 5-6
screen-oriented See
screen-oriented
commands 5-12
control characters,
inserting 5-26
copying lines 5-24
correcting mistakes 5-21
crash, recovery 5-48
current line
deleting 5-28
deleting 5-6
designated 5-2
line containing
cursor 5-4
number, finding out 524
cursor movement
$ key 5-19
+key 5-19
b 5-18
backward 5-19
BKSP 5-17
by character 5-17

by lines 5-19
by words 5-18
CNTRL-N 5-19
CNTRL-P 5-19
down 5-17
down 5-5
e 5-18
F 5-17
forward 5-19
h 5-17
H 5-19
j 5-17
j 5-19
k 5-17
k 5-19
keys 5-5
1 5-17
L 5-19
left 5-17
left 5-18
left 5-5
line beginning 5-5
line end 5-5
LINEFEED key 5-19
lower left screen 5-5
M 5-19
RETURN key 5-19
right 5-17
right 5-18
right 5-5
screen 5-19
scrolling See
scrolling 5-5
See also scrolling
SPACEBAR 5-17
T 5-18
to end of file 5-5

up 5-17
up 5-5
upper left screen 5-5
w 5-18
word backward 5-5
word forward 5-5
cursor movment
right 5-17
cw command 5-30
D command 5-6
d$ command 5-6
dO command 5-6
date, finding out 5-14
dd command 5-6
delete buffer
use 5-33
deleting text
by character 5-27
by line 5-27
by word 5-27
D 5-27
dd conmand 5-27
deleting an
insertion 5-28
dw command 5-27
methods 5-6
repeating deletion 5-42
undoing 5-40
undoing deletion 5-4
X command 5-27
demonstration 5-1
description 5-1
dollar sign ($)
cursor movement 5-5
pattern matching 5-39
dollar sign($)
use in line address 5-
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28
dot (.)oommand See.
oommand 5-6
dot See also dot (.)
oommand
dot, use in line
address 5-28
dw oommand 5-6
editing several files
changing the order 5-45
end-of-line
displaying 5-51
entering
at a speoified line
17

at a speoified wo.rd
17

procedure 5-2
with filename 5-16
wi th sever al
filenames 5-43
error messages
shortening 5-52
turning off 5-46
ESCAPE, insert mode
exit 5-3
ESCAPE, insert mode
exit 5-48
exclamation point (I)
shell escape 5-14
exiting
:q! 5-16
:x 5-16
:x oommand 5-42
saving changes 5-42
saving file 5-13
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temporarily 5-14
temporarily 5-46
wi thout sav ing
changes 5-43
ZZ oommand 5-43
file
creating 5-2
not saving, :ql 5-16
saving 5-16
status information
display 5-10
status information
procedure 5-11
filename
finding out 5-47
pl ann ing 5-44
G oommand
oursor movement 5-5
goto oommand See G
command
H command
cursor movement 5-5
i command
inserting text 5-2
ignorecase option 5-36
ignorecase option 5-51
insert command See i
oommand
insert mode
entering 5-3
exiting 5-3
inserting text from
another file 5-14
inserting text
See also appending
text
control charaoters 5-26

from other files 5-22
i
5-21
repeating insert 5-22
repeating insert 5-42
undoing 5-40
undoing insert 5-48
undoing insertion 5-4
invoking See entering
j command
cursor movement 5-5
joining lines 5-26
k command
cursor movement 5-5
L command
cursor movement 5-5
leaving See exiting
line addressing
dollar sign 5-28
dote .) 5-28
procedure 5-28
line numbers, displaying
:nu command 5-48
linenumber option 5-15
linenumber option 5-24
linenumber option 5-52
nu command 5-24
line-oriented command
mode 5-47
line-oriented commands
:args 5-45
:e 5-23
:e 5-45
:efl 5-23
:eil
:f

5-46

5-47
:file 5-47
:n 5-44

5-24
5-48
:q 5-43
:r 5-22
:rew 5-45
:s 5-31
:w 5-22
:wq 5-42
colon (:) use 5-12
deleting text 5-27
enter ing 5-12
moving text 5-31
status line,
display 5-10
linenumber option 5-52
list option 5-51
magic option 5-40
magic option 5-53
marking lines 5-23
mesg option 5-53
mistakes, correcting 5-21
mode,determining 5-48
mode
See also command mode
:nu
:nu

See also insert mode
See also line-oriented
command mode
moving text 5-31
n command 5-10
n command 5-36
new line, opening 5-22
next command 5-44
opening a new line 5-22
options
displaying 5-51
ignorecase 5-36
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ignorecase 5-51
linenumber 5-2Ll
linenumber 5-31
linenumber 5-52
list 5-15
list 5-51
magic 5-LlO
magic 5-53
mesg 5-53
report 5-52
setting 5-Ll9
setting 5-51
term 5-52
terse 5-52
warn 5-Ll6
warn 5-53
wrapscan 5-36
wrapscan 5-53
overstrike commands 5-28
pattern matching
See also searching
beginning of line 5-39
caret ("') 5-LlO
character range 5-39
character, single 5-39
end of line 5-39
exceptions 5-40
generally 5-39
spe.cial char acter s 5-LlO
square brackets

([])

5-39

period (.)
pattern matching 5-39
repeat command
symbol 5-3
problem solving 5-48
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putting 5-23
Q command, line-oriented
command mode 5-Ll7
quitting See exiting 5-Ll3
r comand 5-1 Ll
r command 5-28
read command 5-1Ll
redrawing the screen 5-Ll8
repeat command 5-Ll2
repeating a command 5-Ll2
replacing a line 5-30
replacing a line 5-31
replacing a word 5-30
replacing a word 5-31
report option 5-52
rew command 5-45
S command 5-29
s cOllllland 5-30
saving a file 5-43
screen, redrawing 5-Ll8
screen-oriented
commands 5-12
scrolling
backward 5-5
down 5-20
down 5-5
forward 5-5
up 5-20
up 5-5
searching and replacing
a word 5-37
c option 5-38
choosing
replacement 5-38
command syntax 5-37
p option 5-38
printing
replacement 5-38

searching See I command
searching
See al so searching and
replacing
backward 5-35
caret (~) use 5-39
caret 5-39
caret (A) 5-40
case signficance 5-51
case significance 5-36
dollar sign ($) 5-39
forward 5-10
forward 5-35
next command 5-36
period (.) 5-39
procedure 5-9
repetition 5-10
special characters 5-36
special characters

5-53

square brackets

([])

5-39

stat us line,
display 5-10
wrap 5-10
wrap 5-36
wrap 5-53
session, canceling 5-16
set all, option list 5-15
set command 5-49
set command 5-51
setting options 5-51
she 11 command,
executing 5-14
shell escape 5-46
slash (I)
search command

delimiter 5-9
special characters
matching 5-40
searching for 5-36
searching for 5-53
vi filenames 5-44
. status line
line-oriented command
entry 5-12
location 5-10
prompt, colon (:)
use 5-12
string
pattern matching 5-39
searching for See
searching
subshell
exi ting 5-48
Substitute commands 5-29
switching files 5-45
system crash
file recovery 5-49
tabs
displaying 5-51
TERM variable 5-50
Bourne shell 5-50
Visual Shell 5-50
termcap 5-50
terminal type setting
Bourne shell 5-50
C shell 5-50
how 5-52
Visual Shell 5-50
terse option 5-52
time, finding out 5-14
u comm and 5-4
u command 5-40
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u command 5-48
undo command See u
command
undoing a command 5-40
w command, cur sor
movement ·5-5
warn option 5-46
warn option 5-53
warnings, turning off 5-53
word, deleting 5-6
wrapscan option 5-36
wrapscan option 5-53
write messages 5-53
writing out a file
:wq command 5-42
:wq command 5-43
x command 5-6
yanking lines 5-23
yanking lines 5-26
ZZ command 5-43
visual command See Mail
Visual Shell
TERM variable 5-50
terminal type 5-50
VISUAL str ing See Mail
w character
directory permission
notation 4-16
file permission, write
notation 4-16
w command See Vi
w command
ed use See Ed
mail
message saving 6~18
message write out 6-37
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system mailbox, message
deletion 6-17
wait command
description 7-31
exit status 1-31
shell built-in command 740
special shell command 7-31
warn option See Vi
wc command 4-22
word count 3-13
while command
break command effect 7-24
continue command
effect 7-24
description, use 7-22
exit status 7-23
loop 7-44
redirection 7-26
shell built-in command 740
test command 7-33
who command 4-25
description 2-2
logged in users list 3-13
Word
counting See wc command
grammar 7-52
Working directory See
Current directory
wrapscan option See Vi
wrapscan option See Vi 5-36
write command 4-28
Write out See w command
WRITEMAIL shell
procedure 7-51

x character
directory permission
search 4-16
file permission, execute
notation 4-16
x command See Vi
x command
mail
exit 6-18
exit 6-34
session abortion 6-11
vi use See Vi

z
vi scroll 5-20
ZZ command See Vi 5-43
[] See Brackets ([])
{} command See Braces
command ({})
bcc escape See Mail
cc escape See Mail
dead escape See Mail
editor escape See Mail
headers escape See Mail
message escape See Hail
pr int escape See Mail
qui t escape See Mail
read escape See Mail
subject escape See Mail
to escape See Mail
visual escape See Mail
wr i te esc a pe See Ma i 1
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